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ABSTRACT

South Africa's health transformation blueprint is designed to replace apartheid's

inequities and instill instead a new utilitarian approach by the health c~re sector. This

study gives attention to the medical gaze and the body in hospitalisation. At mac~o-

political level the study focuses on the ways in which the new health policy impacted

on power relations and multi-levelled subject positions of medical and nursing staff, as

well as on patients in a hierarchy of spaces such as in the wards, in the institution and at

a national level, in terms of policy implementation and the reconstruction of the health

care services. It shows that policy and institutional discourses and arrangements were

embedded in a regime ofvisuality which discursively homogenised people from

different cultural realities. Yet, at the same time biases related to constructions of

bodies in relation to class, age, gender and 'value' continued to exist. At the level of

hospital protocols and structure the thesis examines the social, political and conceptual

frameworks that conveyed, allowed or disallowed particular meaning to the institution.

It describes the formal, dominant discourses and processes in the wards and show how

these impacted on everyday interaction and relations of power, autonomy, authority,

conflict and resistance. The study shows that for patients there often was a disjuncture

between policy and practice, as biomedical practitioners and policy makers struggled to

define the scope and implementation of health care services in response to pressures for

change and concomitant fluctuation. By problematising the notion of the medical gaze

and by giving attention to discourses and practices, which were not legitimated by it,

the study draws attention to realities that were deemed largely irrelevant by western

medical epistemology, such as subjective experiences and knowledge, which, though

lacking the same legitimation as the gaze, did not disappear but only become less

visible. In this way the study widens the social context in which medical practice can be

perceived and understood within a transforming South African health care system.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A hospital is a spatial and temporal structure for the treatment, nursing, and

curing of the sick; where lives are saved and death can at times be held at bay.

Simultaneously, for the patient, a hospital is a space and time of suffering, pain,

and even of violence. The body of the patient is fundamental to the discourses,

bodies of knowledge, practices, experiences and meanings of the hospital, and it is

also the focus of medicine and nursing, of being sick and recovering or failing that,

of dying and death.

In 1993 when I began my field work in the medical wards' of a tertiary teaching

hospital in Cape Town, as part of a multi-disciplinary team conducting a "Level of

Care Intervention Study" (LOCIS/, my prescribed focus was to be alert to the

'interaction' between doctors, nurses and patients. I planned accordingly to con-

centrate on encounters which were by and large negotiated through language",

During the course oftime, however, I came instead to focus increasingly on how

the body performs 'as both a ''transmitter'' and a "receiver" of information, and

. how this in turn was a function of the individual's position in society' (Lock,

1993:136). I was consequently witnessing health care givers and patients who

functioned as in situ semioticians". Semiosis involves the study of meaning-making

through signs. Discourse and semiosis are closely interlinked, as any large arrange-

ment of semiotic units makes up a discourse. For the purpose of this thesis, dis-

course is under-stood to be "systems of rules which make it possible for certain

statements but not others to occur at particular times, places and institutional

1
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locations" (Fairclough, 1992:40): Signs are meaningful units that can involve

words, images, sounds, objects or acts. These have no inherent meaning but

become signs once they are invested with meaning. In the hospital it involved, for

example, medical stafItransmuting individual patients into diagnostic sign systems

and patients encoding and decoding hospital protocols and rituals, as well as the

behaviour of medical staff .

Although South Africa's transforming health care system was not the principal

focus, situating the research within the wider context of health service transition

was important for several reasons that are elucidated later. For the purpose of

analysis, I concentrated particularly on chronically illpatients who had reached the

severe stages of their illness, involving recurring hospitalisation, and who epito-

mised the concept of 'career' patients.

Interaction in medical settings

Many studies on the interaction between doctors and nurses, as well as macro-

structural studies of hospitals have been produced by students of sociology and by

nurses (see McGuire, 1985). In my own research, I had intended to focus only on

analysing the conversations and discourse prevalent in studies of doctor-patient

encounters. The relevant literature (Frankel, 1983, 1984; Gerhardt, 1990; Leder,

1990; Mishler, 1984; West & Frankel, 1991) concerning such interactions, recog-

nised structural, cultural and micro-political dimensions as well as the intricate,

equivocal, multi-faceted and multi-functional context of the social production of

talk (Charon et al, 1994).

In medical anthropology and sociology an entire genre of research exists which is

focused on forms of interaction between physician and patient (see Fisher & Todd,

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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1983; ten Have, 1991; West, 1984), physician and nurse, and nurse and patient".

There are several approaches to the study of interpretive inquiry and interaction.

Two important seminal theoreticians were Cicourel (1974), who concentrated on

Although I was part of the LOCrS project, some of my research in the 1993-94

the rules of language use, and Goffman (1959) whose work scrutinized the self in

social life. Interpretive approaches include appellations such as interactionism

(Fisher & Strauss, 1978) and symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969; Mead, 1934)
e

Other approaches involve ethnography and cultural studies (see Tsourvakas,

1997). An important interpretive approach to the study of interaction in medical

settings, is termed ethnomethodology. It has its origins in the work of the pheno-

menologists, particularly Husserl (1964) and Schutz (1967) and its development is

centred around the work of Garfinkel (1967). Ethnomethodological studies have

often focused on the local construction of meaning through coversational and other

interactional practices.

period was conducted separately from it and I continued this study after LOCrS

had come to an end. The LOCIS project nevertheless served as my entree to the

hospital setting. While engaged on LOCIS my analysis was to an extent informed

by the approach of symbolic interactionism, which has its origins in the work of

Mead (1934) and Blumer (1969). It involves the study of how the self and the

social environment mutually circumscribe and configure each other through sym-

bolic communication. Blumer postulated that actions were based in the meaning

people attributed to objects and situations. He also posited that meaning derived

from interaction with others and that it was further transmuted through a process

of interpretation during interaction. I found particular relevance in the drama-

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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turgical analysis of interaction developed by Goffman (1959) and drew on his work

For symbolic interactionists, that Self would exist prior to the narration of it, and

on interaction studies in medical settings (Goffman, 1961; 1967; 1981). Symbolic'
"

interactionism concerns itself with the role of symbolic expression in processes of

social affiliation and of social conflict. It endeavors to explain the relationships

among understanding, motive and message design, as well as the meanings inherent

in roles and actions (Tsourvakas, 1997). Ultimately I found the notion of a

coherent, stable, ideal Self or I, too universal and generalized. The ways in which I

as a researcher could access that 'Self, was through observation (which could

impose my own understanding on the interaction) and narration, which involved a

representation of the Self Consequently my description of the respondent's Self

did not necessarily correspond with its 'pristine' form.

would somehow be accessible in a 'pure' form, but this did not cohere with the

way in which patients presented hospitalisation and serious illness, which was as

inchoate and alienating. For many patients the process of disease and institution-

alisation suspended, distorted and transformed their notion of Self or personhood".

I also could not detach interaction from the specific institutional and historical

context in which I worked, its cultural hybridity and the multiple levels of action

and counter-action involved. In the South African context the wider political!

ideological framework within which the interaction occurred was very important.

In this country where an entire social system (inclesive of biomedicine and health

care) had for decades been based in the differentiation and administration of

bodies, interaction was not necessarily based on the mediation of relations between

individuals acting independently. Neither did interaction always relate to

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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the sharing of meaning. The latter (meaning) was frequently fluid, it depended on

the situation and was open to counter-interpretations.

In the case of doctor-nurse interplay, variations of Stein's (1967) study of the

'doctor-nurse game', which enabled nurses to give advice to doctors without

directly challenging their 'authority' have often been employed. Another approach,

originally published by Freidson (1970) and subsequently refined, reaffirmed the

dominant position of doctors in relation to their professional and social position

and their monopoly of knowledge. Most of the studies (Goodwin & Taylor, 1977;

Richards, 1978; Roberts, 1986 a,b,c) were largely empirical and limited in theoreti-

cal analysis. More recent literature reassessed and revised the interplay between

doctors and nurses (Hughes, 1988; Stein et ai, 1990; Tellis-Nayak & Tellis-Nayak,

1984) in order to highlight nurses' ability to resist, as well as the complex inter-

action of a variety of facets such as gender, class, knowledge, power and contesta-

tions about patient care (Mackay, 1993; Porter, 1992; Walby & Greenwell, 1994).

Several subsequent studies involved extensions of the traditional doctor-nurse

interaction analysis, but gave little attention to the contexts in which it happened,

its situatedness or possible variations. It also did not recognise the ways in which

many of the current assumptions inherent in its methodology could equally serve to

reproduce dominant biomedical ideology and to stabilise and reinforce the hospi-

tal's administrative space. The variations in interaction arising from different con-

texts in the everyday work of wards, as well as the lived experience of the different

participants were often ignored (McMahan et ai, 1994).

I have opted for asemiosis of the body which involves not only linguistic dis-

course and textuality but also bodily gestures, spatial structure, time, the use of

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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sound, how people position their own bodies and those of others, visuality,

tactility, olfactory and other bodily signs and its interpretation by myself and

respondents. Compared with the extensive research in this field abroad, there is in

South Africa a dearth of detailed ethnographic studies on patients which examine

their interaction, knowledge and relations with the other main stakeholders, the

doctors and nurses, in personalised places like hospital wards. There is also a

paucity of research that centres not only on the interaction between doctors and

patients and doctors and nurses, but more specifically between nurses and patients,

nurses and doctors and the triad of nurse-doctor-patient. In South Africa scant

information is available in the context of the embeddedness of the body in the

institution of the hospital, and ultimately in the wider national space of the state

where health care policy is designed and implemented. It is in this area of the body

as 'transmitter', 'receiver' and 'bearer' of information and of meaning, that I hope

to make a contribution.

For analytical purposes I drew on Ricoeur' s (1973) notion of action as text and

the variety of interpretations which can be obtained from the same actions. In his

seminal paper Ricoeur shows that action can be read as text and that multiple

interpretations can be attached to the same actions. People "read" and negotiate

the meanings of actions "within the process of interaction" (Ricoeur, 1973 :101),

and through ensuing actions, which in turn can be read as a performance or a

presentation of social rrorms and values. They can reciprocally attach, interpret and

perform these social values in diverse ways. Ricoeur also makes the distinction

between ostensive and non-ostensive meaning. Ostensive meaning is a literal

gesture, an act like eating. Non-ostensive meaning involves all the latent meanings

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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observers could bring to the interpretation and which the original enactor may not

have intended. Any action is "a social phenomenon not only because it is done by:

several agents in such a way that the role of each of them cannot be distinguished

from the role of the others, but also because our deeds escape us and have effects

we did not intend" (Ricoeur, 1973: 101).

Most of the doctor-patient studies I have referred to above are representative of

relatively low stress, stable settings such as diagnostic interviews, interaction in

consultation rooms, outpatient departments or clinics. What is largely missing is an

analysis of the reality of medicine and its practitioners acting on the bodies of

patients, while the sick themselves experience their illness, its impact on their

families, the hope of getting better and the dread of dying. My own study tries to

make good this lacuna.

A number of useful studies of, and by, medical practitioners interacting with

patients are often of a cross-disciplinary nature and include sociological, medical,

anthropological and linguistic insights (Hahn, 1995: Hahn & Gaines, 1985;

Kleinman, 1980). Such publications show how social discourses underpin the ways

in which physicians construct patients and interact with them. One example is the

work of Atkinson (1995) which through a re-analysis of earlier research reveals the

ways in which medical knowledge is produced and reproduced in everyday work in

clinical settings. He demonstrates how in medical narratives the patient, from

whom the data originate, is constructed as passive whereas technologies are con-

strued as dynamic agents. For Atkinson, medical work and knowledge are not

necessarily 'neutral science', since they are achieved in established and anticipated

ways through an assortment of culturally directed devices, which he refers to as the

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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'liturgy' of the clinic. For my own purposes, the author's work enhances the

understanding that medical decisions are not made in a vacuum, but rather involve

reference to a complex interchange between previous personal experience of

multiple actors, settings and time-frames.

The centrality of the body

In my own fieldwork the pivotal role of the body was constantly brought to my

attention in a'variety of ways. During the first days in the wards, I became intensely

aware of my own body and of being considered severely out of place. My bodily

presence on the ward created a disturbance." At the same time consultants, interns

and registrars were constantly handling bodies. They told me about "looking at

bodies in new ways" as part of their training. While using the language of cases,

'symptoms and diagnoses, of needing a "good CPD" 9 for teaching purposes,

doctors regularly referred to, diagnosed and treated bodies, and parts of bodies.

Nurses needed "more bodies" on the wards and became intensely "tuned in,,10to

the bodily actions of senior nurses, closely watching and performatively miming

them. This was referred to as the "body language" of senior nurses and was used

by nurses as part of their training, of obtaining and communicating subjective and

informal knowledge. Patients complained that they were just "so many diagnoses"

or "bodies in beds" for medical and nursing staff. They showed me their operation

scars, informed me that their bodies were "aching", "throbbing', "numb", that

they could not "control" their bodies anymore, had "too much fluid' in their bodies

or that their bodies were "not responding to the medication". And when patients

died, they were again "just bodies".

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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Without initially understanding or expressing it as such, I constantly observed

informal bodies of knowledge, practices and activities concerning the everyday

body-work and interaction of nurses on wards. Although this body-work was the

very bedrock of health-care, it was undervalued and poorly understood in the

hospital setting. Even the academic terminology and language to describe and

discuss the body-work of nursing was basically deficient. As my realisation grew

that this was an under-researched but potentially important area, it became

necessary to take cognisance of the ways in which the body-work of nursing was

understood, and why it was underrated and taken for granted at different levels in

the wards, in institutions and ultimately in South African health care policy. These

issues could also have implications for other kinds of gendered body-work, such as

domestic work and caring for the sick and the elderly at home. To understand this,

the body, and its interrelationship with other bodies, had to be the point of

departure. The body in the hospital, in sickness and health care did not imply a

singular, demarcated entity but rather multiple bodies with their concomitant

discourses, representations, practices and meanings, that eventually served as a

central arena for my own reflection on theoretical and epistemological issues

(Lock, 1993: 148) in the study and analysis of hospitalisation, illness, caring and

cunng.

The body as analytical theme

Broadly speaking, I wanted to research and develop a thesis that fell within the l
broader area of medical anthropology, a relatively underdeveloped domain of W

enquiry in South Africa. At the same time I was determined to demonstrate the

relevance of an anthropological reading of the body to the analysis of hospitalisa-
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tion. As indicated, the thesis surmised bodies that were neither singular nor clearly

defined, but often 'overlapped' or were discontinuous with each other. The most -.

important of these bodily representations were:

1. the biologized body which medical discourse took as a natural fact and which
_ 1,-,60- ~~

was elucidated by its treatment and symptomology \v\ó \\j\c

11. cultural constructions and experiences of the body which the patients brought

L:,1:WLIinto the hospitalisation process and which were embedded in their everyday life ~~'oJ ---I

iii. bodily dialectics or dialogues which occurred in the actual practise of

treatment, care-giving, and of being sick. In the latter instance I focused on

formalised interactions but also the discourse between doctors, nurses and

patients outside the medical paradigm.

Selecting the body as my analytical theme was neither arbitrary nor based on

preference, but was situated in the characteristics and complexity of the field-site

itself and involved three main issues:

• Hospitalisation and the transformation of the health services in South Africa

• Clinical medicine and its concomitant knowledge

To understand hospitalisation, it is first necessary to focus on biomedicine as it

• The medical gaze and interaction in hospitalisation.

Transformation of the health services

exists in South Africa. The term biomedicine refers to globalized 'scientific'

medicine as originally practised and taught in Western countries. Its expansion and

ascendancy are closely related to that of the modem nation-state and of capitalism

(Baer et al, 1997). According to Comaroff(1993:305) biomedicine also "held a

special place in the imagination that colonised .... Africa". In South Africa the
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advancement of biomedicine and the establishment of its hegemony were linked to

notions of the development of the colonial state. Although not the only contri-

butors, State medicine and public health nevertheless impacted on the disciplining

of 'Black' Il bodies and populations "whose ambiguous physicality was a source of

both wealth and danger" (Cornaroff, 1993: 321). In time, fear of contagion from

'Black' bodies had an influence on racial segregation through the provisions of the

Public Health'Act ". In Cape Town, this was one of the factors that led to the

removal of the 'Non-White' population from newly designated 'White' areas. They

were settled in peri-urban 'locations' in a system of social and spatial engineering

(Cornaroff, 1993: 322; see also Swanson, 1977). The legacy of segregation is still

evident in the unequal distribution of health care services and facilities in what has

become 'traditionally' 'White' and 'Black' areas, a distortion which the new health

policy seeks to rectify.

The transformation of the health services in South Africa after 1994 has been

aimed at promoting equity through the development of a single, unified health

system. Health districts (Appendix 1) have become the main foci for the imple-

mentation of Primary Health Care services as the point of contact between health

care givers and 'clients'." Academic (tertiary) hospitals were reorganised into

Academic Health Service Complexes and have been the target of the most severe

budget restrictions, staff and service cut-backs. According to the White Paper on

health goals, objectives and indicators for South Africa in Year 2000, there are

several important transformation principles, including the need to provide

comprehensive and integrated services at all levels of health service delivery and

commitment to primary health care principles. The new health policy was, and is,
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aimed at equitable restructuring of the health services.

A~the primary level, patients reported to their local community health centres -

(formerly day' hospitals) from where they were referred to secondary hospitals,

which provided more specialised (but not yet specialist) services. This approach

was designed to effect cost-savings and to rationalise use of resources. Only when

specialist care was needed might patients be referred to one of the tertiary level

research and training hospitals in Cape Town, each of which is affiliated to a

University School of Medicine. It was important to underscore this hierarchy, since

the new approach was designed to be more accessible to, and based in, the com-

munity.

Since the 1997/8 financial year, each of South Africa's nine provinces has had to

prioritise health service expenditure within the constraints set by the central

government's Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF), which determined

for the next three years what amounts would be allocated to the provinces, and

what amounts were available for health services. This resulted in provinces having

to rationalise or close some of the expensive specialised health service hospital

facilities, and in fewer clinics and hospitals being built. In the previous four-

province system, the Cape Province had had greater access to financial resources

than its three counterparts (Transvaal, Natal and Orange Free State) and a system

of inter-departmental transfers within its Provincial Administration allowed for

more generous funding for health services. In the 1998/9 financial year, the

National Department of Health continued with its attempts to rationalise the

activities and the curricula at medical schools and dental schools, universities,

nursing colleges and technikons, (local technical colleges) within the constraints set
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by the MTEF. This translated into budget cuts at all four of the hospital institutions

which functioned directly under the Western Cape Provincial Health Department:' .

Groote Schuur, Psychiatric, Tygerberg and the Red Cross Children's Hospitals. At

the time of publication, crisis meetings were being held to discuss the response of

the province's medical schools to the worsening situation in the hospitals. Private

donations had helped to improve facilities at the medical schools, but the situation

in the teaching hospitals was reaching crisis point.

Studying the hospital

The tertiary training hospital in which this study was done, is, at the crudest level,

an intricate and multi-faceted institution interlinked with a wide variety of socio-

economic issues, stratifications in access, knowledge, power, practice, profession-

alisation, techniques, discursivities, gender and 'race'. At the same time, people are

trained in the hospital and for some it is a daily workplace, while for others it is a

space and time where profound existential experiences are engaged and played out.

Sociological studies of hospitals have focused extensively on the production and

reproduction of medical knowledge, doctor-patient interaction, the socialisation of

doctors (Arney, 1982; Becker et ai, 1961; Hahn & Gaines, 1985; Mishler, 1984;)

and the tendency of health institutions to objectify patients. In turn hospitalisation

has been analysed from the perspective of the institution and of the care-givers and

of biomedicine. In such studies the sick are largely interchangeable within their

categories of diagnoses and illnesses. Thus the ill are usually approached through

the eyes of society (see Durkheim, 1961; Freidson, 1970).

What I aimed to do in my own research was to comprehend the complex reality

of recurring hospitalisation, medical care-giving and receiving, by using the
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experience and understanding of the chronically ill patient and the ever-present, but

selgom mentioned care-giver, the nurse. I consequently tried to defamiliarise

To achieve my aims I had to use an ethnographically informed and theoretically

hospitalisation and to elucidate this process from the viewpoint of the sufferer for

whom there was no prospect of being cured. Turning to interactive dynamics from

the perspective of the body enabled me to show that where communication failed,

medical paradigms fell into incoherence, therapies broke down, and patients were

exposed to forms of institutional violence.

hybrid approach of the body as a site of interaction. The complexity of the ethno-
----.,

graphic ~ta and the setting in which my research was done re uired a multi-

faceted analysis and the use of a variety of lenses to focus on the same object. This_- - - - ~ - .

was not a neutral choice, since the body as methodological and theoretical

approach had emerged in the 20th century as a critique of various superstructural

ideas, discourses and formulations. Gender and feminist studies surmise that

anything done to a body is also inherently political (see Frank, 1990) and this has

initiated a critique of Western patriarchal constructions and representations of, and

control over (mainly) female bodies. In the work of other seminal theorists, such as

Foucault (1976, 1979,1980a,b), the body originated as a critique of Marxist modes

of economic relations as determining processes of domination in society. By

focusing on relations and practices of power and domination in institutional sites

such as asylums, clinics, hospitals and factory floors, Foucault critiqrred Marxist

economic determinism.

Turning to the body thus involved taking cognisance of socially constructed

historicised power relations. Specialised knowledge domains like medicine were
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usually self-enclosing and self-legitimating, while other discourses would rarely

comment on their theories. With this study I proposed to show that an ethno-

graphic study of hospitalisation could produce authoritative comment on such a

medicalised domain. By critiquing medical discourses, relations, routines and

technologies of power and showing that other bodily constructions, practices and

experiences have salience in hospitalisation, I could defamiliarise hospitalisation

nd try to bring to it a new understanding.

To do so, I needed to problematise the medical gaze. This perspective was...----____-

introduced by Foucault (1976) as a technology of power, by which the object (the

body) became visible, and thus knowable to the observer. The latter acquired

expertise of, and control over, the observed through codified and categorised

knowledge. By linking knowledge and power, Foucault parted with the Marxist

derivative which saw "power as unitary, imposed from above, and manipulated--------- - ~ .

through a state apparatus of coercion mingled with practices of ideological

legitimation" (Fox, 1993:24)

To extend and elaborate on the concept of the gaze I drew on the work of .

Feldman (1997). He critiqued Foucault's notion of the _gaze as too neutral when

writing about the compulsory visibility of political prisoners in cells, the constant

electronic and other surveillance of individuals and of society, and on violence in

Northern Ireland. Feldman (1997: 30) developed the model of the scopic regime

which he defined to include: " ...the agendas and techniques of political

visualisation: the regimens that prescribe modes of seeing and object visibility and

that proscribe or render untenable other modes and objects of perception. A scopic

regime is an ensemble of practices and discourses that establish the truth claims,
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typicality, and credibility of visual acts and objects and politically correct modes of

seeing." (Feldman, 1997:30)

Drawing on Lacan (1977), Feldman stressed that in the scopic regime the forma-

tion of the subject intersected with the control of space through the posing of

bodies". At the same time a scopic regime had certain 'blind spots' or areas of

inattention. I drew substantially on Feldman's work for my understanding of, and

efforts to extend and complexify, the medical gaze and its authority. This enabled

me to draw attention to realities which were deemed largely irrelevant by Western

medical epistemology, such as subjective experiences and knowledge, consequently

making it possible to reveal some which, though lacking the same legitimation as

the gaze, did not disappear but only become less visible. In this way the study

could widen the social context in which medical practice was perceived and

understood within a transforming South African health care system, which was

seeking to become increasingly inclusive in its understanding of healing, by, for

example, trying to incorporate traditional healing as an important resource for the

majority of the population'<.

To study hospitalisation in South Africa, I had to always take cognisance of the

fact that the health care services were in ~te of transit~qn. My analysis had to

contextualize hospitalisation within a general state of liminality (see Turner, 1969,

1982; van Gennep, 1960). For this purpose I drew on a seminal article by de Pina-

Cabral (1997) who, in tum, uses the work of van Gennep, Turner and Douglas. De

Pina-Cabral reiterates that a liminal state involves both transition and trans-

formation and is a permanent feature of social life. He distinguishes between the

daytime and night-time aspects of sociocultural life (1997:35). In terms of Douglas
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(1992) and in my own study, the transitory state of the health care system involves

the centre (daytime) that is informed by the scopic or visual regime. The centre is- .

where the more structured medical and policy discourses, practices and hierarchies

are formulated, legitimated and enforced. While the centre highlights certain form-

alised definitions of the health care services, it also represses others, such as the

Accordingly, an aim of this study was to analyse the body at multiple levels and

inadequacies in its implementation, the informal understandings and experiences of

patients and nurses and the numerous resistances and subversions of the health care

services from the margins (night-time). During the course of the thesis Iargue that

such marginalised knowIedges and behaviours are not "outside society" (de Pina-

Cabral, 1997) but are simply not acknowledged or legitimated. They do not dis-

appear but rather form part of creative transitional relations where the centre is

continuously redefining and delimiting its knowledge and practices in response to

the pressure from the margins, where the effect of policy implementation is starkly

experienced.

in a variety of spaces, such as the level of the ward, the institution and the national

level of health care and policy. As everyday practices were determined through a

dialectical relationship between the body and the organisation of space and time

(Harvey, 1992), I also had to locate the body in spatial and temporal context. The

thesis had to focus on the body-self, the intercommunicative body, working with

and on bodies, the construction, surveillance and control of bodies and the ways in

which these were subverted through the agency of different actors at varying times.

For this purpose, I once more drew extensively on the work of Foucault to frame
.....----- -"""'I

my analysis. Foucault has often been critiqued for the lack of agency allowed for in
=---
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his earlier work, but in his later works (1980b, 1987) he stressed an active self

which makes the exercise of individual agency possible.

Medical knowledge in the institution

In the hospital studied, as in other similar institutions in South Africa, medical

discourses and practices were largely based on the medicalisation of bodies and the

de~ tion of a universal, biological body as an obj..e~J_ofWesle~n_Q.iomedicine..

According to 'Scheper-Hughes & Lock (1987:8,9) one of the basic premises of

Western Science and clinical medicine was the materialistic division between

"palpable body and intangible mind". Haraway (1989:335), in turn, opined that

towards the end of this century social discourse was marked by the hegemonic

notion of the "the universalised body". Following from this, others have stressed

clinical medicine's mechanistic, instrumentalist and reductionist approach to the

body (Freund & McGuire, 1995:6)

The hospital in which the research was located was a multi-dimensional institu-

tion which formed a complex social and cultural link between multiple socio-

economic, technological, power-based, hierarchised and experiential realities at

various levels. The first and foremost reality of the hospital was that of clinical

'scientific' medicine. As with current Western-based medical discourses and

practices elsewhere, medicine in the hospital was grounded in bioscientific

assumptions, taxonomies and thought categories". It was thus representative of

major historical changes in the way the body was viewed through prevailing

medical knowledge (Foucault, 1980a; 1976)17. Its bioscientific framework and

'truth claims' formed a system of formalised knowledge and ideologies inculcated

and shared by members of the medical community through their professional
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training and initiation, medical language, discourses and practices (see Freund &

Mcquire, 1995). As a result medicine, as an institutional practice inside and

outside the hospital, was pre-eminent in conceptually and representationally

constituting and responding to the body. Accordingly the ability directly to

apprehend the body or to theorise it, was inherently medicalised (Frank, 1990).

Thus the body in the hospital, in illness and pain, was viewed mainly through the

gaze of clinical medicine.

The hospital was consequently a primarily visual regime in which 'inmates' were

closely observed, 'facts' had more salience if they were observable and bodies were

constructed as medical objects through the medical gaze. At the same time the

dynamics of interaction between patients, nurses and doctors were mediated

through this regimen ofvisuality, which functioned as one of the first grids of

translation between observer and observed": This scopic regime (Feldman 1997:

30) involved a division of role sets with the observer normally having more mastery

and control over the conditions of the environment, than the observed. Visuality

was consequently a currency of power and knowledge and only those who had

visuality, gained power. In the process of hospitalisation and institutionalisation

patients did not participate equally in this power, they were not visually 'able' to

do so.

Consequently, in the hospital, patients' understanding and experience of their

own illness and pain was largely demarcated by boundaries set in place by

institutionalised medicine. Within the discipline itself, the medical scientific

description, or what Haraway (1993:365) called "Science says", and its

representation of the body was often considered as an exhaustive, univocal
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language but it nevertheless had a great deal of heterogeneity within the discipline

itself (Haraway, 1993). Simultaneously, interacting with people in pain and their -

families, dealing with those suffering from chronic and debilitating diseases, or who

were dying, foregrounded the complexity of hospitalisation and the multiplicity of

bodies, spatialities and temporalities produced, contested and represented in the

institution. The hospital was a space where discursive systems were brought to

bear. The subjective experience of the participants in the processes and practices of

hospitalisation could only be accessed by the ethnographer (and others) through

language and cultural codes'", and this involved a process of translation and

interpretation. It included the patient's personal encounter with suffering, the

nurses' understanding of the semiotics of bodily experience, including pain and

suffering, as well as systems of discipline, of the normative and of regulation.

The hospital was ultimately embedded in wider society. It was necessary to

deconstruct how in the national space of policy and at the institutional space of the

hospital, discursive regularities were mobilised. A discursive system of represen-

tation that constructed subjects' positions where power, privilege and knowledge

were unequally distributed, was also politically located. All these different layers of

discursivity and interpretation ultimately meant that no single theory could encom-

pass what was happening in terms of the hospital and hospitalisation. This

complexity would of necessity also have to include discursive overlap, disconti-

nuities and miscommunication, communication breakdown, and code switching.

Goals of the study

The aims of the research, some of which have been stated, were multi-faceted and

included the following:
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1. To use the body and the various optics or insights it allowed as a lens for the

scrutiny and analysis of medicine and hospitalisation.

11. To view hospitalisation in South Africa from a variety of perspectives in a

period of transition.

The thesis presents the hospital as a complex social and cultural nexus where

people from different cultural, gender and class backgrounds were thrown

together. Itwas and remains, first and foremost, a medical environment in which

the medical perceptual structure dominates and organises the actions of people. An

important aim of the thesis is to show how the body emerges in such a political

environment. To do so, different layers of analysis representing multiple realities

are needed. These included the following:

1. At macro-political level the study gave expression to the ways in which the new

health policy impacted on power relations and multi-levelled subject positions of

nurses, doctors and patients in a hierarchy of spaces, on the wards, in the

institution and, at a national level, in terms of policy implementation and the

reconstruction of the health care services. It showed that policy and institutional

discourses and arrangements discursively homogenised people from different

cultural realities, while at the same time certain class, age and gender biases

continued to exist.

11. At the level of hospital protocols and structure the thesis examined the social,

political and conceptual frameworks that conveyed, allowed or disallowed

particular meaning to this institution. It described the formal, dominant

discourses and processes on the wards and showed how these impacted on

everyday interaction and relations of power, autonomy, authority, conflict and
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resistance.

i\~the 'informal' level the study focused on the institution through the lens of the

commonplace reality of the actual encounter with hospitalisation, illness and care-

giving. This was done from the viewpoint of the health care givers and their

informal knowledge systems, and equally from that of the chronically ill patient

and his or her family. The study shows how nurses, doctors and patients perceive

and experience the everyday world of the ward and their role in it and how this

impacts on bodily practices, interaction and behaviour. It attempts to indicate that

forms of bodily relations characterise the teaching hospital as social institution and

as workplace. Attention is also given to how the located ness of nurses, doctors and

patients and their being grounded in a particular embodied standpoint impacted on

such relations, and on the ways in which they perceived, experienced and

conducted their work of caring and healing. This approach explicates how the

social everyday contexts, realities and practices contradicted institutional and

policy-related constructions of hospitalisation and societal notions of 'care'. As a

result of marginalisation, suppression and suspension from the 'official' and the

'formal' discourses, the adherence of chronically ill patients to their treatment often

fell into disarray.

The thesis describes which spatial and temporal structures impact on everyday

relations and subject positions of nurses, doctors and patients in the hospital and

equally on the implementation of new health care policies, by impinging on every-

day interactive practices in the wards of a teaching hospital.
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Doing the research

My own study focused largely on three medical wards in a teaching hospital

where patients were often seriously chronically ill or dying, staff changeovers were

frequent and a great deal of the interaction involved people other than just the

doctor- and- patient or doctor-and-nurse. The fieldwork was done in two periods

and it covered a stage of transformation of the health services, in particular in

tertiary hospitals. Issues such as financial and staff constraints, policy changes, the

experience of repeated hospitalisations for patients and their families, medical

discourses and technologies, administrative issues, spatial and temporal structures,

all had an impact on interaction while being sick, caring for the sick or in healing.

The body is the medium through which anthropologists generate their ethno-

graphic fieldwork, interact with others and ultimately reflect on their experience.

When I began my research at a hospital in Cape Town, the body was initially only

an adjunct to my everyday awareness, but I became increasingly conscious of

negotiating relations in the field site through it. I projected myself into the space of

others" and actively engaged with them through my agency and incarnated person-

hood. In turn, those I was studying, 'read' and interpreted my body and those of

others in diverse ways, which included professional, hierarchical, class, racial and

gendered transcripts, which in turn had implications for relations of power on the

ward and in the fieldwork process. This occurred against the backdrop of

institutional changes that I explore more fully later in Chapter III.

"Being there" (Geertz, 1988: 1) and the in-depth knowledge and specific under-

standing of other (or one's own) cultures which it implies, has long been the

purported hallmark of ethnography. To be there is supposed to involve extended
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periods of observation and participation, of watching and "I-witnessing" (Geertz,

1988: 73), talking to and listening to others, but also by hearing, smelling, touching,

and through intuition. Fieldwork is material action and is produced by being in a

particular space at a specific time, by gaining knowledge through the sharing of

social experience (Bastrup, 1995: 17). Thus, while bearing our own culture, we

make 'sense' of the world of others through the accumulation of layers of bodily

techniques or habitus acquired through living or working with the people we study,

by eating and drinking with them, attending and participating in their rituals and

celebrations, by being physically attracted to or repulsed by them. We performa-

tively refract our habituated embodied knowledge to them in ways that they in turn

can interpret. Thus we learn not only to perform appropriately according to the

setting and the 'audience', we also obtain "a difference in the degree of awareness

of the body techniques as such" (Bastrup, 1995: 89).

Although a considerable body ofliterature ( see Agar, 1986; Clifford, 1988;

Clifford & Marcus, 1986; Fabian, 1983; Freilich, 1970; Geertz, 1988) exists on the

problematics and ambiguity generated by writing ethnography, the very bodiliness

of conducting it is not as frequently discussed. Yet in the pursuit of ethnographic

fieldwork, there is always the imperative to be both an instrument of research,

observing and participating, and to be at once translating this process into text.

Consequently the need arose for reflexivity, to make explicit the singularity and

distinctiveness of my ethnographic gaze and the impact of my subjective sensory

experience (Okely, 1992, 1996; Taussig, 1995), to resonate the multiplicity of

voices and relations of power between researcher and researched, and to clarify not

only its effects on my theoretical stance, but also the way in which my theoretical
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lens informed the fieldwork process. All the skeins had then to be mediated into the

final ethnographic product.

I present the process as reflected at different levels in Chapter III. The research

between 1993-1994 was based almost exclusively within the institution to which I

was able to gain access, and I interviewed patients and health care workers in their

homes in the 1997-1998 research period. This provided me with an opportunity to

compare responses in the public and private domains and to trace the personal

impact of transformations that emanated from within the newly emerging health

care system.

A variety of personal and ideological issues had a bearing on my presence in the

specific encounters commensurate with the first phase of the research, and in

subsequent fieldwork. These influenced my particular exposure, interaction and

understanding, and the way in which I would represent the complex and inter-

twined layers of conceptual configurations, the polyphony of voices, multiple

genres, and the relations of power embedded in them. Included was the absolute

power of the hospital administration to allow or refuse me entry into the fieldsite in

which the study was located, interwoven with perceptions of my particular 'race',

ethnic, gendered and class identity, my age, professional and work situation,

marital status, and my educational background.

The subjective, sensuous and emotional experiences I would face in my personal

life while engaged in this particular project and in the 1997/1998 research period,

informed my own understanding. When I revisited my study at the beginning of

1997, the new governrnent had initiated a number of policy changes". At the same

time, my own encounter with the process of a long illness, hospitalisation, and
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finally the death of a loved one, fully engaged me, my parents, husband; children,

and ..wider family in a subjective relationship with the medical system. This

provided an internal and intimate glimpse of interaction between patients and their

loved ones, nurses and doctors, with its attendant pain, hopes, despair and sorrow.

I once more became a 'participant-observer' in a bodily, experiential sense.

Bourdieu (1977) has shown that the body is also unconscious memory, which we

use to intellectualise a total experience which triggers an ongoing dialectic with

embedded knowledge, fieldnotes, interviews transcripts and texts (Okely,1992:

16). As Okely (1992: 9) points out, the personal is also theoretical, and for me my

individual, bodily, lived involvement became a way to reflect on my research

experience. My research focused on patients who had been institutionalised, and on

doctors and nurses who worked in a tertiary training hospital in 1993/94, followed

by further research in 1997/98.

1. 1993/94: The hospital-based research

i. Involvement in the study

I had tried in 1992 to gain access to the working wards of a teaching hospital

in Cape Town for research, but as an anthropologist, and thus a non-medical

researcher, I did not succeed. When I was invited by an epidemiologist of the

Medical Research Council, Dr M. Zwiebel" to join a pending research project

"on nurses" in the tertiary hospital in Cape Town, I eagerly accepted since it

was a rare opportunity at the time. My entry into this teaching hospital was

wholly dependent on participation in two Level of Care Intervention Studies

(LOCIS) piloted between 1993-1994 over a period often months, and this

inevitably impacted on what I could do at the tertiary hospital. The LOCIS
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interventions were combined and designed to "tailor" or individualise the level

of care for patients in two medical wards in the teaching hospital". They were - .

aimed at changing nursing behaviour and had two main components'":

1. To improve communication between health-care givers, ward rounds were

targeted as "times and spaces" where medical and nursing staff could ex-

change information and plan "tailored care" for each patient. In both wards

selected for the interventions, as well as the control ward, nursing staff did

not attend ward rounds on a daily basis. The interventions consequently

necessitated the presence of a registered nurse" on the daily registrar's ward

round. For the purposes of the interventions, the nursing and medical staff on

the ward were divided into two "registrar affiliated teams", referred to as the

Red and Blue teams.

11. It was also aimed at de-routinised and tailored care, which would result in

greater adaptability to the individual patient's needs. Thus patients who could

care for themselves would require no routine observations and less routine

care, while ill patients would need more intensive care and observation. For

this purpose nurses would be expected to assess patients, and to plan and

streamline their care. As part of the interventions, nursing staff would ac-

cordingly attend sessions during which the tendency to give care "by rote"

was discussed", and possible solutions suggested so as to enable participants

to offer "a unique and flexible response" to "an individual patient's needs as

determined by the nature and severity of his or her illness, social circum-

stances, specific disabilities and personality" (LDeIS, 1993).
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Ibecame a member of a multi-disciplinary team that included medical, nursing

and human resources professionals from the tertiary hospital as well as the

Medical Research Council of South Africa. As part of this research, I spent

ten months working most days in three wards in the hospital. The study was

completed and a research report presented to the Tertiary Hospital management,

in July 1994.

My research input during the 1993/94 period was to write an ethnography of

the medical wards in a tertiary hospital in Cape Town as part of a multi-discipli-

nary research team. A triangular approach (Fetterman, 1990: 89-92) was used,

consisting of questionnaires, observation and formal and informal, structured

and unstructured interviews.

ii. Interviews and dialogues

Using structured and unstructured interviews before, during and after both

interventions, the research assistant, Ms L. Samaai, and I interviewed all the

registrars, interns, student interns, head nurses, registered nurses and other

categories of nursing staff with the exception of first year students, on the two

intervention wards and the control ward.We obtained individual and group

consent, interviews were tape-recorded and observations were written up each

day. I was anxious about the disparities in power between the many participants

on the wards and assured anonymity to everyone. Thus all the participants'

names were changed in the research documentation and at all times, information

was treated as confidential.

A second important strategy was the use of questionnaires 27 to guide inter-

views. The questionnaires were designed for purely statistical purposes and
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although I had not made a conscious decision on how to use the data, I quick-

ly realised that using them seemed to legitimise my own research in the eyes

of medical staff". It was perceived to be somehow 'scientific', 'neutral' and to

provide a formal measurement. Although doctors would find ways to avoid

'granting' me an interview, insisting that I had to interview them in relation to

a questionnaire invariably succeeded, so I used the questionnaires as a device
,

to 'catch' the medical staff, sit them down and begin the interview.

Medical and nursing staff on the intervention wards participated in focus-

group discussions as part of the intervention research. These discussions were

mediated by the human resources specialists and were attended and tape-

recorded by me. During the discussions I remained as unobtrusive as possible,

largely because I wished to observe the interaction between medical and nursing

staff During the second intervention, I indicated to one of the facilitators

beforehand that she should raise certain issues and ask certain questions which I

thought might allow participants to engage with some of the less obvious issues

but which nevertheless could impact on the outcome of the intervention. I

sometimes raised issues for discussion during the focus group meetings.

Patients" were interviewed after ward rounds or before they were discharged.

If consent could be obtained, interviews and meetings were tape-recorded and

transcribed afterwards. A few of the respondents feared victimisation, and notes

were consequently taken during such interviews or meetings instead of tape-

recordings being made. Efforts to tape-record ward rounds were less successful

because of the general noise level on wards. I would make copious, detailed

notes during the ward rounds and reconstruct events afterwards with the aid of
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the tape recording.

iii. qn being there and observing

Despite my frequent presence on the wards over an extended period of time, I

cannot in any sense pretend to have been more than a marginal participant. I

attended the daily 07hOO-l6hOOor 07hOO-l9hOOnursing shifts alternatively in

the intervention and the control wards, the daily medical and nursing ward

rounds, weekly social rounds, and LOCIS intervention sessions. Yet medical

wards are places of specialised care for people who are acutely illas well as

spaces where knowledge is constantly being produced and disseminated, where

research is done and all kinds of medical and para-medical experts are trained.

All the staff were consequently extremely busy, dealing with various routine

contingencies, investigations, examinations, analyses, experimentation,

instruction and tuition, while patients were often very illor in a process of

recuperation.

Observation comprised a major part of the research and initially Ms Sarnaai

and I alternated between the wards. This was done to familiarise me and keep

me in contact with all the wards. The rest of the research team were convinced

that this rotation would restrict observer bias. Ms Sarnaai, however, found it

more difficult to renegotiate her position on the wards with each new doctor

that arrived. During the subsequent intervention study Ms Samaai was initially

unavailable as she was busy writing her exams, and I alternated between the

wards on a daily basis. Ms Sarnaai joined the study once more during the second

half of the intervention and she subsequently worked mostly on the control ward

where she had already established a position of trust and familiarity. She felt it
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would facilitate her ability to report on sensitive issues. I nevertheless continued

to alternate between the two wards. In this process I was in a very positivist

manner constructed by the other members of the research team as the neutral

objective observer who was there to discover and document the true facts.

This was the way in which I was initially perceived by the medical and nursing

staff on the ward as well. I was asked from time to time by nursing staff whether

I had ascertained what was 'wrong'. It made me very aware of the nurses'

experience of being constantly scrutinised for possible slip-ups. At the same time

the staff members and even the patients were familiar with the constant stream

of research generated in the wards. Just before I arrived the nurses had appa-

rently been the focus of a kind of performance analysis, during which they were

trailed by researchers taking meticulous notes of their different activities and the

time spent on them. For this nursing staff were, not supposed to change their

behaviour as it would 'skew' the results of the study. Assuming that my own

by the book, we take shortcuts". I reassured her that I was not a nursing
•

research would entail something similar, the registered nurse who showed me

around the ward said: "Well you will SOOI1 see that we don', always do things

specialist and that I would not recognise a shortcut if I saw one. But, spending

extended periods of time in the company of one specific nurse at a time, or

going on the teaching rounds with a nursing tutor, I did eventually get a sense of

what doing certain procedures 'by the book' meant, how shortcuts were taken

and why they were taken. This kind of understanding I had to negotiate and

renegotiate through a combination of observing and having continuous dia-

logues with the nurses and doctors. This was often done while the nurse was
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working, during tea time, standing in the nursing station, going on the medicine

round, and never took the form of formal interviews, but were more like on-

going conversations, asking them what they were doing, and why.

I spoke to each patient on the ward, and if they could respond, I explained the

purpose of my presence and what the study entailed, and asked if I could ob-

serve and interview them. A female patient succinctly told me: "Everyone has

been peering at me and poking me, why would you bother me." Patients on

these wards had apparently become used to being objects of scrutiny and my

somewhat peripheral presence hardly seemed to matter to them so they all

consented.

l'or the first few days on the ward, the medical staff simply ignored me. When

medical staff went on their ward rounds I withdrew from the patients' beds and

would usually wait while leaning on the bed trolley. On the second day after I

began to wear a white jacket, one of the registrars came out from behind the

curtains and almost bumped into me for the third time. He shouted in exaspera-

tion: "Oh stop lurking outside the curtains like that, don't you think this privacy

nonsense is all a sham. Ask them (patients), everyone comes in when they want

to.lfyou want to know what I do, you had better watch me closely." He pulled

the curtain aside and gestured with his head for me to enter this bedspace. This

established my position, and whenever new doctors arrived, I would tell them

about LOCIS and say that I had to "observe the ward rounds", but that they

could tell me to leave whenever they wished.

The ward rounds often proved to be an arena of contestation and, like the

nurses, I had difficulty in determining when they were to :take place. The pattern
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would change from morning to afternoon without notice, and when this

happened ward rounds would start without the nurses or my being aware of it.

When the rounds took place unexpectedly, I found that my interaction with the

registrar could become quite confrontational. Ms Samaai called it my 'doctor's

stance'. I thought of it as 'putting myself in the way'; it was a strategy to make

them notice me as a specific body taking up space and not yielding it, in order

There were certain times and spaces in which I avoided intruding into private

for me to be included in the ward round.

moments and spaces of treatment. These involved the times when patients were

being washed, when they asked for a bedpan, when certain procedures were

done, like catheterisation, and resuscitation. Sometimes these procedures would

be done during medical ward rounds, for what seemed to me to be public teach-

ing purposes, observed by all present. In these instances it was like watching a

play on stage, it was set up for pedagogical purposes, almost appearing to be

posed. Then I would not leave the round, but would stay if I had received prior

permission from the patient to observe him/her. I had to judge when treatment

was to be public or private, and respond accordingly. Sometimes I would
,

misjudge, but would withdraw quickly if I had made a mistake.

iv. Generating statistics

I was intensely aware of the way in which the production of knowledge was

constructed by my fellow researchers, as well as by the staff. According to Lett

(1997:3) scientific epistemology assumes that knowledge is objective, absolute,

based on extensive, empirically generated, verifiable evidence and facts genera-

ted through certain proscribed procedures, logically analysed and which can be
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tested and replicated.

In turn, "the goal of scientific inquiry is to produce causal explanations that

are predictive" (Lett, 1997: 3). This was also the trend with the LOCIS

research and became an area of contestation between the other members of the

team, myself and some of the staff on the wards since to them my routine of

observation was not immediately quantifiable.

Dr Zwiebel and I had ongoing debates about validity and the usefulness of

social sciences for medical research, the construction of truth and facts. The

checklists and questionnaires used in the course of the study largely represented

the surmises and presumptions of biomedicine in general and of the LOCIS

group in particular'". During a LOCIS discussion on the questionnaires and the

subsequent information which followed from them, I had to formulate every-

thing in terms of hypotheses, and the responses in the questionnaires would then

be used to "test" these. Yet the problematics of this approach lies in the fact that

the interlocutor inevitably has a dominant role in the interaction.'), while results,

"are always in foreseeable parameters, parameters which are set by the

researchers" (McAllister, 1997), and accordingly exclude knowledge or

understanding which falls outside these boundaries.

The use of language was also problematic. All the questionnaires were in

English and Xhosa-speaking patients were interviewed in this language. If

patients were Afrikaans- speaking, the research nurse would translate the

questions and patients' responses into Afrikaans and then back into English.

This created some misunderstandings. For instance, she would ask a patient

whether a doctor had asked for permission to do certain procedures. The
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question would be as follows: "Did he ask you whether he could do it?" (Het hy

jou gevra ofhy ... kan doen?) The patient would often respond with: "He told

me" (Hy het my gesê). The word "sê" is frequently used in Afrikaans to indicate

a statement of fact or a command and not necessarily a request, or asking for

perrrussron.

2. 1997/98 -Returning to the study and expanding it.

From 1997 to 1998 my own encounter with the ongoing illness of my father, and

with medical practitioners, health care givers and hospitals, made me a different

kind of participant and observer. My father was a medical doctor and we would

discuss and try to deconstruct his experiences, and my observations in the hospital.

Towards the end of 1997, he seemed increasingly unwell. He was hospitalised and

underwent an operation. He found the experience of being hospitalised to be very

harrowing. My research and interviews became a way for us to engage with this

personal experience. I realised anew how many deaths I had documented while I

was doing the research. Although I had not ignored them, I had primarily con-

structed the hospital as a place where the process of caring and curing was

emphasised. On reflection, I found that a great deal of the interaction during the

LOeIS research had been about dying and death.

In 1997 I presented a paper on death and nursing work, first at a seminar, and

then at a conference, at a time when my father's condition had weakened. He

progressed from house doctor to specialist, was hospitalised and underwent an

operation, but he did not improve. I interviewed people in their homes: nurses and

doctors, as well as people who had recently been hospitalised in the medical wards

of the tertiary hospital. Almost without realising, I was slowly moving deeper into
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the circles of illness and suffering. I revisited twelve of the people who had been

patients in the hospital at the time of the research, interviewing them about their

illness and subsequent hospitalisations. They referred me to eight more people who

had been hospitalised in the same wards, or to the family of people who had

recently died there, and these people in turn referred me to others. During this time

I conducted a range of in-depth interviews with 30 people suffering from severe

chronic illness, and with six doctors, eight professional registered nurses and five

staff nurses. Outside the confines of the hospital, health care-givers and patients

In my own life, illness and death had become something ominously hovering and,

were far more forthcoming in sharing confidences with me. I had a sense of

becoming a co-participant in a traumatic encounter with a number of people,

across potentially divisive categories; and it drew us together in a bond of shared

experience and understanding. Whereas earlier I had avoided, or even felt helpless

in the presence of the very ill, their carers and loved ones, I instinctively found a

resonance with them and became deeply involved with several individuals. I visited

sick people at home and in hospital, ran errands for them or for family members,

helped with transport where I could, and attended funerals.

almost tangible. Like the nurses, the patients and their families about whom I was

writing, I had sensed that my father's death was near. I cannot speak for the

people I interviewed (insulin-dependent diabetics, stroke and cardiovascular

patients), but can only reflect my own negotiated understanding of their involve-

ment with severe illness as observed by and narrated to me, all of which was

filtered through my own particular vantage point and experience. Yet I was

surprised by the sheer physicality with which I could recall and reconstruct the time
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spent in the hospital during the LOCIS study, and later during my father's illness.

Whenever I listened to the taped recordings, read my fieldnotes, I could smell,

hear, feel the specific situation and its associated anxieties, revulsions, pleasures,

The thesis comprises twelve chapters. The introduction lays out the centrality of

embarrassments and exhaustions in a bodily sense. As in the case of language, the

body functions as sedimentation for deferred contemplation (Hastrup, 1995: 80)

which "can be triggered off at a distance in space and time by the simple effect of

replacing the body in an overall posture which recalls the associated thoughts and

feelings, in one of the inductive states of the body which, as actors know, give rise

to states of mind" (Bourdieu, 1990: 69).

Organisation of the thesis.

the body to hospitalisation and illness. It also focuses on the transformation of

South Africa's health care services. The fieldwork process was very complex and

ultimately directed me to the body as the convergence of my theoretical and

methodological approaches. I provide an overview of the literature related to the

body, illness, space and time in Chapter II. I also focus on medical knowledge,

medicalised and disciplined bodies, and provide an overview of the studies and,

theoretical approaches used in the analysis of embodiment, subjectivity, the senses

and of healing. In Chapter III, I address the complexities of doing research in a
.

medical institution as a non-medical academic with little status and power. I do this

because a tertiary teaching hospital was the focus for my study of the hospital-

isation of the chronically ill. The majority of the patients involved in the second

research period were hospitalised during the initial 1993/1994 research and were

subsequently readmitted during 1997/1998.
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Since much of the anthropological literature on ethnography relates to the

problematic of the study and the representation of the Other, I show in Chapter III

that in certain settings, the anthropologist is also an 'other' who can be margin-

Chapters IV and V are closely interwoven. I discuss the dominant political and

alised, but that this peripheral position can in itselfbe used to generate different

kinds of insights from that of the powerful. I examine my role as an anthropologist

in a research intervention study and show how it impacted on the way in which I

was positioned in relation to the intervention, hospital administration, medical and

nursing staff and the patients. I include ways in which the institution where the

research was conducted, influenced my research. Interwoven with this is my own

'race', gendered, ethnic and class identity, my age, professional, work and marital

status, and my educational background.

economic frameworks that confer particular meaning to the process of hospital-

isation. Providing a historical overview of South Africa health services' former

embeddedness in the system of apartheid, I focus on its subsequent transformation

which is aimed at creating equity, but in effect exacerbates the plight of disadvan-

taged patients. Chapters IV and V examine experiences of chronically ill, disadvan-
,

taged patients within the newly reformed medical health system, set against the

inequities of the wider socio-economic body politic. The experiences of patients

involved negotiating a hierarchy of spaces - the national space of policy and

transformation, and community, secondary and tertiary levels. I draw on spatial

and temporal constructions, practices and experiences of the body, to illustrate

how the body was 'produced', treated and administered while moving through

these diverse spaces. I also show how the hospitalisation and treatment of the
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patient's body coincides with its commodification as a site for differing levels of

value exchange where expensive medical treatment is mobilised according to

different stages of illness. Following the career of the patient's body between

treatment, medicalisation and hospitalisation levels, I argue that its 'path' through

the system and its facilities correlates with commodification processes, since

certain services are only available to 'qualifying' categories of bodies. Chapter VI,

Chapter VII and Chapter VIII form a continuum. I begin Chapter VI by examining

the scopic regime of the hospital. This visually informed regime involved a combi-

nation of discourses and practices through which the veracity and representative-

ness of visual acts, objects and politically correct modes of 'seeing' were legiti-

mated. In the hospital the medical gaze formed a matrix of visibility in which

bodies were measured. This was done in relation to the medical notion of the

normative, of inclusion, exclusion and how bodies should be diagnosed, medical-

ized and inscribed into the institutional memory and administrated. I discuss the

variety of formalised discursivities, such as the expert knowledge like nursing and

medicine, which in turn construct subject positions in the process of hospital-

isation. I argue that it creates its own reality in which the everyday practices and

experiences of patients are suppressed and discounted. By using the body as the

point of reference I show how treatment is based in naturalised representations

originating from and negotiated through the gaze of institutionalised medicine. This

scopic regime is one of visibility and it forms a complex network of intersecting
;'

and criss-crossing lines through which interpersonal relations, prescriptive and

medical techniques, relations of power, roles, hierarchies and resistance could be

translated. In Chapter VII and Chapter VIII, I problematize the medical gaze by
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showing its areas of inattention, like the social and everyday contexts of ex-

periencing illness that are suppressed and marginalised, yet nevertheless impact on

patients' adherence to their treatment. I focus on informal systems of knowledge

which also operate on the wards. In Chapter VII I describe ritualised episodes of

interaction such as ward rounds, nursing and social rounds. I show how these are

constructed as 'communication'. By highlighting the moments of 'interpretation'

breakdown I argue that these formalised official channels are mediated by diverse

unofficial and informal protocols of interpretation. I show how, depending on the

situation and the setting, language, certain physical and gestural codes are em-

ployed and switched by staff and patients.

Chapter VIII problematizes the notion of the all-seeing optic. By examining what

is ignored by the gaze, I attempt to highlight some of its 'blind spots'. Chapter VIII

thus attends to other modes of perception and of knowledge which was also preva-

lent on wards, but lacked the salience of the medical gaze. These kinds of know-

ledge and its concomitant practices came into their own in the in-between spaces

and times such as at night or in emergencies.

The focus of Chapters IX and X is on the experience of hospitalisation and illness

from the patient's point of view. While staff are inculcated into a specific training,

and into discursivities, knowledge and understanding of the body, patients come

from diverse cultural backgrounds and their own understanding and experience of

suffering often cause a break in the actual clinical practice on the ward. For many

of the patients medical discourse does not describe what they were experiencing in

an authoritative way and they, and their families, create their own interpretation to

make sense of their suffering and recurrent encounters with hospitalisation. I also
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illustrate how biomedicine and hospitalisation disembodies the patient, and by

drawing on case studies I show how patients resisted this process, sometimes to

the point of death.

In Chapter XI I examine different aspects of dying and death in the hospital. I

once more return to the political economy of bodies and argue that, when only

certain bodies are medicalised in accordance with a stratified system of health care,

expenditures will not be made on bodies which are terminal. I also return to the

gaze and the particular ways in which biomedicine constructs the body of the

dying. Once a body is translated as no longer necessitating active therapeutic

intervention, the body-work of caring for the dying and the dead reverts to the

nursing domain. The institutionalisation of death and the ways in which it is

understood by the family of the terminally chronically ill is discussed. Intersecting

with the belief that dead bodies are polluting, nursing work, which entails care for

bodies around death, is also seen as polluted and becomes stigmatised and reduced

to lower class status. Finally, I show how non-medical notions of death and dying

have been penetrating the medicalised domain in a period of transformation and of

stress in the health services.

Chapter XII returns to the health care system in transition and links it to

transitory states in general. I show that the New Health System and health care

policy is ambiguous and contradictory. In a system in the limen health care policies

and its implementation constitute the centre, the structure or 'daytime' aspects of

medical power. The chronically ill are themselves in-between and deny neat

classifications. In this concluding section I use a court case, Soobramoney v

Minister of Health ofKwazulu-Natal province, to show how certain bodies, such
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as the acutely chronically ill are increasingly denied access to live-saving

technologies and therapies. I use the ruling in the Soobramoney case to

contemplate the South African health care system in transition and to indicate how

my research findings can inform health policy and practice.
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ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE BODY, SPACE AND TIME

Introduction

The body is a useful terrain for anthropological inquiry and has often been

43

employed as a form of analysis. It is still a relatively new field of theoretical and

ethnographic exploration in South Africa and since it is central to my analysis of

hospitalisation, an overview of some of the important trends and developments in

this field is useful. The body has been portrayed by different theoreticians as multi-

faceted and multiplex. Some of this analysis has separated the physical body from

the social. The influential theorist Mary Douglas (1970) describes the "two

bodies", physical and social, which inform each other. At another level, she shows

that bodily symbolism and cultural constructions of the body permeate and

underpin societal views and relations. Scheper-Hughes & Lock (1987) broadens

approaches to the body to the three of individual body, social body and body

politic. Taken in tum, the individual body involves the phenomenological, lived,

experienced body-sel£ The social body refers to the representational aspects of the

body and ways in which it can be imbued with symbolic meaning; it is mainly a

structuralist and symbolic approach. The body politic refers to the individual and.
collective regulation and control of bodies and involves post-structuralist

epistemology. While the three overlap, they represent different theoretical

approaches and epistemologies. In the following section I examine various other

approaches which have proved gemlane to my analysis.
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Background to the body

My study fell into the terrain of medical anthropology and of the body. Much of

this work is informed by a variety of sources which do not necessarily have the

body as its main thrust, but give attention to it in a variety of ways. Mauss (1935)

deliberated on the body as the basic innovative medium of human praxis. He

surmised that bodily techniques and expressions were learned, and stressed the

interrelatedness of the corporeal, cerebral/ emotional and social domains. Mauss

also introduced the notion of habitus, a socially acquired bodily technique, 'ability'

or 'faculty'. For Mauss these techniques were taught and imitated, were traditional

and effective and varied especially between "societies, educations, properties

... fashions, prestiges" (1935: 73).

Goffinan (1959; 1967; 1971; 1981) has given a great deal of attention to the

body and observed face-to-face interaction in institutions such as hospitals. He was

very aware of the subtle influence of apparently unimportant everyday conduct and

practices. His work investigated patterns and "rules" of people's behaviour in

relation to and in the presence of others. According to Goffman our competence to

intercede and negotiate in social life, to impact on the course of daily affairs,

depends on the management of our bodies through time and space (Shilling, 1993:

22). Although Goffman's studies have been largely aimed at micro-analysis, his

work nevertheless had generalised applicability in the study of social interaction.

What I found especially valuable for my own research and analysis were his

- dramaturgical approach to interaction, emphasis on the body as the basis of

communication and his efforts to defamiliarise the familiar. His notions of

frontstage and backstage as well as the process of induction into an institution
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which he describes in Asylums (1961), were very useful in illustrating aspects of

the medical gaze.

I focus next on a number of seminal writers whose work influenced later

theorisation on the body. Durkheim (1961) distinguished between a universal

physical body and the elevated body of socialisation and its concomitant morality.

Douglas (1966, 1970) on the other hand, illustrated the ties between individual

bodies, institutions and the social order. Elaborating on the construction of notions

of' dirt' she argued that the body was always related to a system. Dirt is the

product of systematic ordering, classification and the rejection of what is out-of-

order. She then linked up the construction of dirt to symbolism and symbolic

systems of purity. Hertz (1960) argued that the physiological dominance of the

right hand was reproduced in societal practices of inequality supposedly embedded

in natural intellectual and moral superiority or inferiority.

I cannot present a compendium of all the literature related to the body and

neither is this my intention. Instead, I concentrate on a number of themes into

which the literature applicable to the body, spatiality and temporality can be

organised. These include medical knowledge, medicalised and disciplined bodies;

sick bodies, embodiment, subjectivity, and the senses; performativity, sickness and

healing; and bodies, time and space. Examining the body through these different

perspectives I hope to add dimension to the experience of hospitalisation, which

has been newly fragmented for the patient by the utilitarian approach of South

Africa's national health policy.
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Medical knowledge, medicalised and disciplined bodies

In most of the studies falling under the rubric of 'anthropology of the body' and

'medical anthropology', the body is an object or theme of analysis, especially in the

form ofa critique of representation (e.g. Hahn & Gaines, 1985: Helman, 1991).

The body is often conceptualised as an effect of power inscribed on it through

discourse (Fox, 1993). In this field the work of Foucault (1973, 1979, 1980b), his

reintroduction of historicity to the body and his analyses of power and knowledge

have greatly affected anthropological and sociological representations of the body,

the analysis of biomedicine (Armstrong, 1983; Jones & Porter, 1994; Turner,

1992) and of nursing (Henderson, 1994; Lawler, 1991; Porter, 1996). Foucault

focused on forms of knowledge particular to health care, including the ways in

which this is determined by the episteme within which it emerges and is reproduced

(Butchart, 1995: 23; Foucault 1972, 1976). Medical knowledge shapes the

diseased body or the body in sickness in a specific way, as a generic object for

attention (see Freund &McGuire, 1995: 6) diagnosis and treatment. Foucault

(1979) argued that similarities in architecture, organisation and interaction between

hospitals, schools, factories and army barracks were based in analogous techniques
,

and practices which discerned between, included within, or divided from, the norm.

Those who were 'measured' as 'dissimilar' became the target of a variety of

interventions designed to rectify their deficiencies. The conduct of individual

bodies had to be directed and monitored to ascertain the health and efficiency of

the wider population. Through technologies the body was made visible and "

individualised in space for distribution, classification and analysis. Foucault's

deconstruction of the panoptical medical 'gaze' (Foucault, 1973), that is, the ways
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in which bodies were produced, observed, surveilled, objectified and regulated

through medical knowledge and techniques (Turner, 1984: 53), has proven to be a

powerful analytical tool. Interestingly, there were similarities between the work of

Foucault and Goffinan relating to total institutions and resistance to power.

Foucault's proposition that biomedicine creates its own objects of analysis

through discourse has had an impact on anthropological critiques of biomedicine

(Cornaroff, 1982; Young, 1982), medical discourse and disease classifications

(Corin, 1990; Gordon, 1988; Helman, 1988; Lindenbaum & Lock, 1993; Lock &

Gordon, 1988) as well as on categories such as 'patient', 'physical examination'

and 'clinic' (Armstrong, 1983; Wright & Treacher, 1982). The transformation and

medicalisation of distress and suffering into illness and deviance has also been

historically documented, analysed and compared (Nations & Rebhun, 1988;

Scheper-Hughes, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1992).

One study, which specifically focused on the body and the work of nursing was

Behind the Screens (Lawler,1991). Drawing on the writings of Turner (1984),

Lawler (1991) argued that although the body was central to nursing work, it had

become both privatised and devalued in nursing work and literature. This was

because nurses were by the nature of their work called on to intrude on intimate

bodily boundaries and sexuality, which link with notions of bodily taboos, 'dirt'

and contamination. She cast it in a wider feminist framework of nursing practice

and work being associated with the caring roles of women (see also Douglas,

1966; 1970).

In the South African context, Foucaultian analysis has been used to deconstruct

the way' in which clinics for African patients, as well as the patients themselves,
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were constructed through colonial medical discourses (Butchart, 1995). Another

political economy-based approach highlighted how body symbolism and bodily

practice functioned as socially informed memory in an analysis of pre-colonial

Tshidi cosmology and ritual (Cornaroff ,1985). It showed that while not directly

confronting the ruling colonial order, Zionism was a form of ritualised resistance to

the apparatus of hegemonic power and its intrusion into the structures of the

natural world. Other studies (Comaroff, 1993; Comaroff & Comaroff, 1991)

examined the dialectical interplay between the colonising project and nineteenth

century medicine through which the indigenous population was targeted for

institutionalised disciplinary public health practices like regimens of hygiene,

healing, and bodily restraint. A historical analysis (Marks, 1993, 1994) of nursing

in South Africa, in tum, showed how under colonial and apartheid regimes the

subordination of nurses was justified not only through the biological representation

of the division oflabour, but also of racist constructions of patients' bodies, and

both overt and covert attempts to prevent 'White' females from working on the

bodies of 'Black' males.

Body techniques and habitus

As my study also considers informal knowledge, it takes cognisance of the theory

of practice (Bourdieu, 1977) and the argument that rather than seeing a sharp

distinction between conscious and unconscious thought, the two should be viewed

as lying on different ends of a continuum (Jenkins, 1992: 76). Socially competent

performances (Jenkins,1992: 179) are produced as a matter of routine, without

explicit reference to a body of codified knowledge, and without the actors

necessarily 'knowing what they are doing' (that is, being able to explain it).
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The theory of practice has been influential in the work of medical anthropologists.

activity should not be misconstrued as representation. Using Mauss' habitus,

Practical theory had its origins in phenomenology and a concern that practical

Bourdieu (1977) developed the idea of practical sense or practical logic as

fore-sees, sees in advance in the directly perceived present ... decides in
terms of objective probabilities, that is, in response to an overall,
instantaneous assessment of the whole set of his opponents and the whole
set of his team-mates, seen not as they are but in their impending positions.
And he does so 'on the spot', 'in the twinkling of an eye', 'in the heat of the
moment', that is, in conditions which exclude distance, perspective,
detachment and reflection ... Urgency, which is rightly seen as one of
essential properties of practice, is the product of playing in the game and
the presence in the future that it implies (Bourdieu, 1990: 81-82).

culturally encoded I in or on the body through practice. Bourdieu, quoted by

Csordas (1986: 137) emphasised that the body was socially informed and was the

foundation of co-operative, interactive, integrated social life.

The body had a role as a mnemonic device and competence was neither

conscious nor unconscious, nor as definite or specific as internalised rules. What

people did in practice was like a player's 'feel' for a game. It was improvisatory,

adjusting to what a player:

Practice was habituated through socialisation and what was often 'unconscious'

learning. In Bourdieu's work the habitus was the locale of the dialectical between

the "natural" and the constructed, that is the way in which the socially constructed

became actuality in personal lives. The habitus produced, and was produced by,

particular embodied subjects (Morris, 1995).

- Sick bodies, embodiment, subjectivity and the senses

Other examples of medical anthropological and sociological research on being

sick have centred on illness as beliefs (Clements, 1932; Rivers, 1924), cultural
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models (Kleinman et al, 1976; Mechanic, 1982), illness narratives and

representations (Kleinman, 1980; Nichter, 1981), explanatory models (Kleinman,

Eisenberg & Good, 1978;Young, 1982), obscured power relations

(Scheper-Hughes, 1988; Singer, 1990; Waitzkin, 1981) and illness as forms of

resistance (Kleinman, 1995; Lock & Scheper-Hughes, 1990; Scheper-Hughes &

Lock, 1991). The work of the phenomenologists, particularly Husserl,

Merleau-Ponty, and Schutz has been used in studies on the subjective experience

of illness. By contrast with the assumedly 'objective' and 'real' world of the

sciences, Husserl (1964) argued that everyday ordinary lived experience

constituted a person's Lebenswelt (lifeworld), and that science was grounded in the

latter. Although science constituted distinctive forms of knowledge and a specific

distinguishing understanding of reality, its premised experiential dimensions and its

interpretation was nevertheless embedded in the lifeworld (see Brand, 1967). For

the patient his or her body is not only the object of knowledge, awareness, and

denotation, but also the medium of experience, of displacement and of disorder.

For Merleau-Ponty, the world is empirically constituted before we enter it and is

not easily shaped to our will. It is an intersubjective, social and cultural world

(Good, 1994: 123). Merleau-Ponty's (1962) Phenomenology of Perception

examines the body as the supreme experiential medium and the medium through

which we understand the phenomenal world. Merleau-Ponty also describes a kind

of foundational pre-linguistic intersubjectivity that for him is the philosophical

foundation of linguistic interaction. He concentrates on the experiential body as

"pre-objective" and pre-social, and thus the existential origination of "the

experience of perceiving in all its indeterminacy and richness" (Merleau-Ponty,
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1962: 207-242). Merleau-Ponty investigates perception's movement from the body

as the source and foundation of experience and deliberation to the objects as

perceptually constituted. Stressing the centrality of the body to the formation of

identity, and to a sense of interpersonal being (Lawler, 1991: 58) his work informs

debates and research in medical anthropology on embodiment and the experience

of illness and pain. Drawing on Merleau-Ponty and Bourdieu, Csordas' works on

embodiment (1986, 1988, 1990, 1993, 1994) argue that culture and self are

grounded in the existential condition of the body. Csordas tries to develop a theory

of embodiment as a model for research in anthropology, and surmises (1986) that

although the paradigm of semiotics is far more advanced than that of phenomeno-

logy, it is advantageous to complement textuality and representation with a

dialectical of being-in-the-world. Csordas (1986: 138) goes further, calling this

"paying attention with one's body" or "somatic modes of attention". He defines it

as "culturally embedded ways of attending to and with one's body in surroundings

that include the embodied presence of others." Thus embodiment is depicted as

"perceptual experience and the mode of presence and engagement in the world"

(Csordas, 1986:135) and an indefinite methodological area.

According to Haraway, it is also necessary to acknowledge the body's spatial,

temporal, interrelational and phenomenological situatedness (Haraway, 1991).

Thereby one accepts that it has to be interpreted against the grid of being

embedded in a particular embodied standpoint with its consequent specificity,

incomplete comprehension of a situation and flawed communication (Csordas,

1994: 2~. In attempting to bridge what he perceives as a "representationalist trap"

Csordas (1994) would "place the body in a paradigmatic position complementary
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to the text rather than allow it to be itself subsumed under the text metaphor".

Giving attention to the intercommunicative body necessitates bridging the gap

between phenomenology and semiotic analysis. While Csordas' phenemonological

perspective emphasises the relation of self and other, it also neutralises the environs

in which this engagement takes place.

In my own study, the hospital context and the participants both represent and

constitute the embodied presence of others. As indicated earlier in discussing the

scopic regime (Chapter I), the spatial and temporal construction of reality and

patient visibility or non-visibility is a mode of attention in Csordas' terms, which

nevertheless could be imbued with power relationships. Csordas does not remark

upon this since he sees attention as humanistic, although it can also be

representative of Foucault's panopticon and its concomitant surveillance and

control. Inmy study, the hospital, as a bureaucratically and politically organised

space, was imbued with the presence of the 'other'. For the patient, it was

representative of medical power and alterity to which (s)he was subjected and the

technology by which disease was rendered visible.

A number of other anthropologists (Frank, 1986; Gordon, 1990; Young, 1989)

use a phenomenological approach to counter a tendency to analyse embodied

experience, chiefly though cognition and linguistics (Lock, 1993: 137). Devisch

(1985a,b) argues that illness symptoms are culturally informed manifestations of

symbolic operations which have been 'dismembered'. The efficacy of rituals and

ceremonies of healing lies in the ways in which subjectively experienced feelings of

inchoateness are culturally framed and produces symbolic closure (Lock, 1993).

Devisch (1985a,b) also examines how such closure is realized through the signifi-
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cations of body boundaries among the Yaka of Zaire and how it relates to their

notions of spatio-ternporal order (Lock, 1993).

Jackson conducted a study on gestures and postures, and drawing on Mauss and

Bourdieu posits an empiricism grounded in the "bodily awareness of the other in

oneself' (Jackson, 1989: 130) and argues for a theory of embodiment based in

mimeticism. In this way Jackson surmises that the freedom to be inventive in

mimetic play is constrained by the habitus, and subsequently uses another

transposition according to which patterned uses of the body "engender mental

images and instil moral qualities" (Jackson, 1989: 131). When describing Kuranko

initiation rites, Lock quotes from Jackson's illustration that personal realisation of

social values is mediated by bodily practices (Lock, 1993: 137).

The works of 'critical' phenomenologists (Frank a,1991; Good,1992, 1994) are

especially useful in understanding the patients' embodied experience of ill-health

and recovering, as well as the embodied knowledge and perception involved in the

work of health care and healing. Good (1992: 123) says the illness experience

necessitates an exploration of the ways in which embodied awareness is organised.

It also demands the investigation of experience through the medium of all the

senses, and as objects of experience. Equally, the ebb and flow ot' experience

presume a sociallifeworld, the study of which should focus not only on the mental

shaping of experience, but also on the sensual body. Although a great deal of

anthropological theory on the body has been within the paradigm oftextuality and

representation, some (e.g. Geertz, 1973), drawing on phenomenology and

- especially on Schutz's (1970) work, gives attention to experience. This is further

articulated as anthropology or ethnography óf experience (Wikan, 1991; Turner &

Bruner, 1986; Kleinman & Kleinman, 1991).
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Anthropologists have also explored the senses in relation to "everyday

sensibilities interacting, often in unacknowledged fashion, with the possibility and

truth claims of theoretical discourse" (Seremetakis, 1996: vii). Others give

attention to particular senses, such as the visual and the tactile. Drawing on his

long-term research of the Songhay of Niger, Stoller (1989) contends that

ethnographies should take a more sensual approach to fieldwork and also

concentrate on and describe sight, taste, smell and sound. Similarly, in The

Varieties of Sensory Experience, Howes (1991) argues that the emphasis on

textuality and visuality is a Western bias, and by extension the epistemology of the

biomedicine which is embedded in it. The ways in which the different forms of non-

visual perception are valued, experienced and developed, vary between cultures

and depend on the meanings attached to it. Thus it is necessary to establish how

such diversity impacts on different domains of cultural expression, the organisation

of society, conceptions of self and the universe and so on (Classen, Howes &

Synnott, 1994). Ethnographies have accordingly been produced which have smell,

sound, taste and touch as foci (Daniel, 1991; Feld, 1991; Kuipers, 1991). Similarly,

the emotional and social responses that certain odours evoke across time and

cultures, as well as the ways in which this has impacted on power relations,

perceptions of gender and class, superiority and inferiority, have been explored

(Classen, Howes & Synnott, 1994). Together these senses constitute what Howes

(1991: 3) calls "bodily modes of knowing", which I found useful for my

understanding of nursing work.

Because my study focused on people who were persistently ill and intermittently

hospitalised I had to take cognisance of the many excellent studies (see Frank,
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1986; Kaufert & Locker, 1990; Sacks, 1987) done on the experience of chronic

illness and disability. In The Body Silent (1987), Murphy presented a personal

ethnography of becoming and being a quadriplegic. He argued that his position

was that of being perpetually liminal "literally, at the threshold - a kind of social

limbo" in which the chronically ill is "left standing outside the formal system"

(Murphy, 1987: 137). This in tum affected his own sense of personhood, of "who

and what I was" (1987: 5). Both the work ofZola, Missing Pieces (1982), and

Kleinman, The Illness Narratives (1988), highlight the problematics of functioning

in a society which values healthy bodies and the ability to function productively and

competently. Both of these studies are critiques of medical practice and of

society's inability to deal with the reality of chronic illness and its disabilities.

Kaufman (1988) in a study of disability following a stroke, pursued many of the

assumptions about the limits of medical authority that are held both by practi-

tioners and patients. She shows that a stroke, which is incurable, is an assault on

the taken-for-granted body and this can profoundly disrupt peoples' lives.

Performativity, sickness and healing

As indicated earlier by the work of Goffinan, interaction has performative

elements. There is also some performativity in sickness and healing. Performance

can be understood in many ways. In the nineteenth and early twentieth century,

performance analysis was related to labour discipline, and the performance of

labour on the factory floor. The aim was to improve performance in labour

through the study of movements on the factory floor, and on how to design

factories and assembly lines to make people work more efficiently without driving

them to the point of exhaustion. Performance was instrumental in and related to

accomplishing specific tasks. In order to integrate workers into the factory
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structure and into the disciplines and regimes of production, they had to exceed

certain parameters ofperformativity of the individual body. Workers accordingly

had to be socialised to performativity, to channel and mobilise bodily gestures into

a repertoire of actions in order to perform certain tasks (see Lukacs, 1971).

Performance in anthropology also refers to an approach which was inspired by

the analysis of rituals contained in Van Gennep's Rites of Passage (1960), and

Hertz's (1960) analysis of rituals of death and sacrifice. Also influential was Turner

(1969,1984) who posited that central rituals in all cultures have about them an

element of liminality, which involved transitional, in-between states. Such rituals

were transformative and during the course of the rituals residual individual or

group identities were stripped away, altered from one state into another, and

transformed into a new status and identity. Lirninality was a transitional period of

yet-to-be revealed potentialities, and of access to altered states. Performance

involved people's communication through sets of gestures, displays, movements

and spaces, thus generating intensified moments of social action which carried

wider social meanings.

In anthropological studies on illness and healing, the concept of 'semantic illness

networks' (Good,1994; Garro, 1988; Matsuoka, 1991; Nichter, 1981) has been

widely used. In such networks popular illness categories are interpreted as part of

collections of words, images and metaphors that consolidate around particular

events (Lock, 1993 141). Others critique the institutional tendency to transform

the individual suffering and distress of people into the 'neutral' biomedical

language of signs and symptoms and thereby to re-allocate responsibility

(Frankenberg, 1986; Taussig, 1980; Young, 1980, 1990). In an effort to bridge
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the duality between instrumentality and expressivity, Frankenberg (1986) has

argued for a theory of sickness as cultural performance, while Scheper-Hughes &

Lock (1991) approach illness as bodily practice. Emphasising a critical interpretive

approach, Lock (1993: 143) points out that a "performance approach to sickness

has the potential to foreground the sickening social order, while paying attention to

body semiosis and individual distress". Thus Scheper-Hughes (1988, 1992)

interprets nervos in Northeast Brazil as imbued with multiple meanings: as a

metaphor for hunger in the absence of other ways to openly discuss malnutrition

and its political causes, as a way for men to refuse to do labour which not only

Space and time have important symbolic and disciplinary meaning in hospitals.

debases but ultimately debilitates them, and as the response of women to everyday

violence and the tragedy of the loss of children and loved ones. She also scrutinises

the medicalisation of such problems and the co-option of the sufferers into this

process (Lock, 1993:143). Analysing narratives of chronic pain in China, Kleinman

& Kleinman (1991) draw a connection between the disorder at national level in a

process of political change, the loss of personal and collective authority in local

worlds and the subjective experience of physical disease. Such narratives are

indirect commentaries on, and critiques of, the hegemonic Chinese social order.,

Bodies, time and space

To focus on the spatiality and temporatilty of hospitalisation, sickness and healing

and in order to approach the topic of the body from different angles, I was

influenced by a variety of theorists. For spatial analysis the work ofGoffinan

(1959, ~967, 1971, 1981) was very useful. He emphasised the circumscription of

interaction in time-space, which established its episodic character, and he also
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noted the spaces within which encounters occurred and, as such, different kinds of

performativity which took place in the public spaces as opposed to the private

spaces where the "actors" often stepped out of their roles and control was relaxed.

Drawing on Goffman's work, and concentrating also on power differentials related

especially to race, gender and class distinctions, Henley (1977) developed a theory

of non-verbal interaction. She focused on the arrangements of bodies in space and

time as indicators of relations of power, authority and subordination. In the field

of anthropology communication, proxemics were introduced by the seminal work

of Hall (1969, 1973) on non-verbal communication, time perception and the use of

space across a variety of cultures. This work was particularly useful in my own

study of the hospital.

Some phenomenologists also contextualise the body in time and space. For

Merleau-Ponty (1962: vii) the descriptive science of phenomenology strives to give

"a direct description of our experience as it is... " and to account for the spatial and

temporal world as "we 'live' "it. In tum, studies of illness and suffering have

shown that spatiality and temporality are important features of the subjective

experience of pain and suffering (Honkasalo, 1998; Jackson, 1994; Leder, 1990;

Scarry, 1985).

The technology of control and power also functions through temporal

rationalisation. A number of publications have addressed aspects of the political

economy of space. In Time, Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism (19;~7)

Thompson examined the emergence of factory spaces in rural England during the

industrial revolution. Workers basically had to be socialised to the temporal

structure of factories, while their internal rhythms of work had to be attuned to the
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computation of the clock. For Harvey, (1989: 204) "objective conceptions of time

and space are necessarily created through material practices and processes which

serve to re-produce social life". Common practices are accordingly determined

through a dialectical relationship between the body and the organisation of space

and time (1989: 215, 220-221). Harvey uses a tripartite model of space. Firstly,

there are material spatial practices such as social space or 'turf. Secondly there are

representations of space, such as perceived personal space and spatial hierarchies.

Thirdly are the spaces of representation and iconographic spaces. Harvey's model

Foucault also explored the spatialisation of time. According to him, each body

is useful because it involves material spatial structures, material spatial practices, as

well as spaces of ideology. It includes the spontaneous pragmatic ideologies of

everyday life embedded in spatial practices, while it also allows for ideological

discourse and objectification or depictions of space, depicting how people talk

about and experience space within the structure. In Harvey's model, space is a way

of getting to grips with material practice.

has a history. There were different understandings of the body in different historical

periods. Like Goffman in Asylums (1961), Foucault showed in Discipline and

Punish (1979) and Birth of the Clinic(1976) that the temporal structure in marked

enclosed spaces such as mental asylums, hospitals, prisons, clinic is separate from

that structure which exists in the world outside. For Foucault, power is directed

through spatialisation and the control of bodies in space. De Certeau (1988: 48),

criticising Foucault's "monotheistic" panoptical apparatus of surveillance, argues

- that within the place of an institution (like an asylum, hospital or factory) there are
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also various subversive spaces and "tactics" to recreate and uncreate spaces within

a place.

In The Practice of Everyday Life (1988) de Certeau also critiques Bourdieau's

notion of space as too dogmatic and totalising. De Certeau distinguishes between

place and space. The arrangement of place is located in "proper" configurations. It

is geometrical, geographical and panoptical, rigid and passive, such as in a

scientific institution or a hospital. Space, contrastingly, is a "practiced place", such

as streets through which people constantly move. It does not have the stability and

singularity of a proper place. Space is transformed through time as agents

construct and ungrid it through movement and practice, walking and talking. It is

beyond the visible, constantly changing and metaphorical. De Certeau, moreover,

explores ordinary people's semi-spontaneous forms of resistance which provide the

means by which they are able to function within, rather than escape from, an

oppressive technocratic system which constricts people in a grid that controls

speech, vision and movement.

Like space, time is not neutral and temporal practices are often the focus of

struggles over power. Not only are space and time perceived and experienced

differently by people, but it expresses multiple practices and meanings (Harvey,

1989: 239; Smith & David, 1995: 441). In interaction (Goffinan ,1959, 1967,

1971, 1981) our competence to intercede and negotiate in social life, to impact on

the course of daily affairs, depends on the management of our bodies through time

and space (ShiIling, 1993: 22). In tum, social practice is grounded in the body

(Bourdieu, 1977) and cannot be understood outside of time and space (Jenkins,

1992: 69). It is therefore useful to interrogate the way in which .social and ideo-
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logical structures become operational not just in relation to time, but in time: and
;.

to locate this process in the socialisation of the flesh (Morris, 1995: 571). The

theory of practice (Bourdieu, 1977) stresses habitual modes and practices of

embodiment in an attempt to integrate the analysis of individual agency, historical

change and plurality within systems into society (Morris 1995). For this purpose

the work ofBourdieu is especially important. For him, collective representations

Spatial and temporal analyses of institutions have been consulted. Zerubavel

are materially produced through the habitus of embodied subjects. Bourdieu's

habitus is nevertheless always caught up in an integrated notion of cultural order

and meaning. De Certeau argues against such totalising ideas, with his theory of

practice as the circuitous, extemporising acts of individuals wandering through a

world of regulated collective systems and representations. For him, practices are

"creative gestures incommensurable with, but not completely outside of, structural

principles" (Morris, 1995: 572).

(1979) studied the social meaning of time in a hospital and how the natural, bodily

rhythms of patients are disrupted by the inflexible time schedules of a teaching

hospital. Frankenberg (1992) edited a volume focused on the meaning of and

differing perceptions of time in diverse medical settings. He argues that medicine is

a "culture of waiting" and that the use of time has symbolic meaning of power and

privilege. Van Dongen (1997) , in a study of a mental institution, shows how time

and space could become an intricate web entangled with all manner of aspects

inside and outside the ward. She also argues that space is dynamic and is constantly

reformed through the actions of different participants.
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Utilising the body as the centre of analysis and the methodological and

theoretical point of departure, enabled me to locate practice in a dialectical

"

relationship between the body, spatial and temporal organisation (Harvey, 1989:

215). Using the performative body in addition permitted me to understand working

interaction as grounded in the human body, self and experience. Such an integrated

approach allowed me to add consciousness, purposefulness, intersubjectivity and

materiality (Csordas, 1994: 4) to the analysis and understanding of interaction

between nurses, doctors and patients and to elucidate the nature of the dialectic

between personhood and collective practice.

Conclusions

A good deal of the social theory on the body falls between two main approaches

of the 'lived' and the 'inscribed' body, The two points of departure are often

presented as not easily reconcilable (Groz, 1993; Levin, 1989; Turner, 1984), but

they share some commonalities, one being that the body is identified as an area

which requires more analytical attention. The work of two important proponents,

Foucault in terms of the 'acted upon' and Merleau-Ponty in relation to the 'active'

body, show the need to focus on socio-historical comportment and behaviour. The

body is the bearer of conduct which is socially and historically founded. It can be

understood in terms of its habit-based actions, which in tum derive from an

accumulated, shared cultural stock. The difference between the phenomenological

and the semiotic approaches lies in the ways in which each develop their

presuppositions (see Crossley, 1996)

Some authors have tried to extend the former, more phenomenological approach

to a body which is also socially informed (Csordas, 1993, 1994). Yet like Csordas
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and Crossley (1996: 99), I agree that the two approaches are not mutually

exclusive, but rather represent "two sides of the same coin" which could mutually

inform and complement each other. Although they may be in constant tension with

each other, in the hospital setting, the 'lived' and 'inscribed' bodies nevertheless

presuppose each other and can usefully be explored in conjunction with space and

time. I felt that the complexity of my ethnographic material also called for different

analytical approaches.

In Chapter III I give attention to the particular problems of working in a formal

health setting as an anthropologist. I also highlight the complexities of involving a

'previously disadvantaged' research assistant in an 'affirmative action' position in a

study in a tertairy hospital and argue that the experience can be disempowering

rather than empowering. By focusing on the ways in which knowledge was

generated in the study in which I was involved, I show that it closely adhered to

legitimization through the medical gaze. Finally, I introduce the encoding and

decoding of different bodies; my own, that of the research assistant and those of

the nurses, to show how these involved gendered, class and racialized scripts which

in turn impacted on power relations and authority in the hospital.

In Chapters IV and V a health care system in transition is discussed and I analyze

the experience of patients as they move through the different levels of care.

Chapters VI, VII and VIII deal with the hospital itself. In Chapters VI and VII I

discuss doctors, nurses and the legitimizing gaze of medicine. I show that while

'race' is not used an epithet anymore, new kinds of transgressive and deviant

bodies are constructed in health care discourse. Chapter VIII introduces the areas

and moments where the gaze is either avoided, or subverted by those who have
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less power in the medical setting, the nurses and patients. Chapters IX 'and X deal

mainly with the patient's experience of being sick and of being hospitalized. These

two chapters also give a great deal attention to the involvement of family members,

and especially of women in caring for the sick. Chapter XI deals with dying and

death, inside and outside the hospital. In chapter XII I conclude the thesis by

revisiting the health care system in transition.
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RESEARCH ON THE CUSP OF TRANSITION

Introduction

This chapter describes the triple focus of my study in the 1993/94 period, as an

independent observer, as the supervisor of an 'affirmative action' appointee

working in a medicalised setting and as a member of a multidisciplinary research

team which conducted a Level of Care Intervention Study (LOCIS) at a tertiary

teaching hospital in Cape Town. The reason for intensive scrutiny of this parti-

cular research period is to highlight a number of the complexities involved in

doing research in such a setting in South Africa. Firstly, gaining access to and

maintaining relatively independent research in the inner sanctum of a training

hospital when one's training is neither medical nor para-medical is difficult and

complex. Secondly, a non-medical researcher working in a medical ward of a

training hospital has very little power or control. Thirdly, agendas for such

research are often set and rigidly dominated by medical practitioners. Finally,

there is an increasing trend in South Africa to induct social science students and

graduates from previously disadvantaged communities and universities as

"affirmative action" appointments in health research, and the experience of

working in such a setting can disempower r1merthan empower.

As indicated in Chapter I, the 1993/94 research raised a number of issues

around the notion of establishing "true facts" as well as the power relations

involved in trying to extract accurate data. In certain settings, the anthropologist

not only has an uneven power relationship with the researched, but can become-
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peripheralized. Ultimately the experience of fieldwork is that of liminality. The

analysis begins by attending to the framework within which the research was

conceptualised and executed. Dominant discourses and processes on the wards

and how these impacted on this fieldwork process, my own position, and that of

others, will be examined.

The institutional setting

The tertiary hospital where the research was conducted is well-known in South

Africa as part of an academic health service complex and a specialist tertiary

teaching hospital. At the time of the first research phase, the country was in a

period of political turmoil and transition, the effect of which was apparent in the

hospital itself. A change of government was imminent and a major process of

transformation in the health care system was to be initiated as part of the process

of combining, reprioritising and changing the focus of care. Health care provision

at all levels (Appendix 1) was affected and this became increasingly evident in

interviews and interaction with patients, doctors and nurses. During this period any

patient could still be admitted to the hospital, a position which had changed by the

second phase of the research.

The LOCIS study

i. 'Framing' the issues

From the beginning of the 1993/1994 study, the inevitability of political change

in the country and the way in which it would impact on health services in general

and on the hospital, patient care, and the position of staff was accepted as a point

of departure. The sense that time was 'running out' for the old, fractious regime

and that a new, uncertain, cash-strapped era would follow was a topic of constant
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discussion amongst members of the research team, in the wards themselves, in the

health care system (Chapter I; Appendix 1) and in the media. The LOCIS inter-

vention study, which was deemed to be "ahead of its time" offered the possibility

of "tailored care" 2. Itwould save the institution money as fewer resources would

be utilised, measured by length of stay, readmission rates and the incidence of

laboratory tests and drug use. Itwas presumed that patients who received such

customised care would have no worse outcomes in terms of re-admission than

those receiving the normative level of care. The research team itself was presented

as symbolic of the future: it was multi-disciplinary, and would include a social

scientist and expert on qualitative research from a historically disadvantaged

university'. My involvement in LOCIS was my attempt to create a window of

opportunity for research and employment for anthropology students inmedical

settings, by alerting the health authorities and practitioners to the advantages of

using anthropologists, and our alumni in particular, as research partners. The

epidemiologist at the head of the team, Dr Zwiebel, undertook to arrange some

funding from the Medical Research Council for an 'affirmative action' research

assistant, and consequently I involved a postgraduate student, Ms Samaai, in the

study. LOCIS was accordingly deemed to be 'politically correct', and its ideo-

logical distancing from the past was regularly stressed during interaction with

hospital management and ethics committees.

The LOCIS intervention was nevertheless presented through the lens of medicine

as a homogeneous master narrative of being scientific, rational, objective and in the

interest of health service provision. In the initial conceptualisation ofLOCIS I was

supposed to be a constituent part of this neutral gaze. In attempting to comprehend
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the process of interaction and communication between doctors, nurses and patients

on the specific wards I would presumably be an 'objective observer' trying to gain

an understanding of the 'real' situation on the wards, as well as the 'changes'

supposedly brought about by the interventions. When I endeavoured to explain

that anthropological research involved an awareness and analysis of one's own

subjectivity, the expectation was expressed that I would somehow be able to get

the 'true facts'. I was accordingly advised not to "personalise" the proposal but to

write in a "scientific way" by removing my presence from the text, and to be "very

specific about the methods and measurements" to be used. I wrote a short

proposal, presenting an explanation of the standard ethnographic procedures to be

used, while indicating that the methods and focus had to be somewhat flexible as

the research could produce unexpected issues which would force "the researcher"

to reconsider any preconceived notions or models.

The intervention was supposed to represent the 'real' situation on the wards.

This was stressed during its official presentation to the wards some time after I had

begun to work there, when LOCIS was initiated with a staff tea during which the

leader of the team and a consultant after whom the ward was named, Dr. Bozzoli,

did the introduction. The latter immediately referred to the coming political

changes in the country, its envisioned impact on hospital funding and the "hard

choices" which had to be made to help the hospital survive. This included tailoring

patient care, but Dr Bozzoli reassured everyone present that their jobs or positions

"would not be threatened'. The changes introduced to the structure and the

running of the ward, would be "smalt' and "very low impact",
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manage to care-plan for that particular patient that day, please don't
initial that chart as having care-plan because it's so important to realise
how many times you don't have time to plan the care ... in actual fact (if)
you couldn't do it, be ruthlessly truthful, we will be very grateful for that:'
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LOCIS was supposed somehow to ascertain the "real situation" on the.wards' .

During the LOCIS tea, Dr Bozzoli stressed that an aim of the research was to

decide "the right things to drop and the right things to continue doing and to

study it scientifically'", Staff were given the assurance that the intervention was

"not a method of decreasing staff' and he added that "if anybody has a problem

we can address it right now, because it is really very important to know that we

are not evaluating how you as an individual function".

An important aspect of the study was to be the statistical analysis of different

'tick' sheets that staff members had to complete each day. It was once more

stressed that the sheets should be a "true" reflection of the "reality" of the ward.

There were no "correct" or "incorrect" answers. As the head of the nursing

pavilion put it:

In other words don't give us what we want. Give us what you actuallyare
able to do because that way we can come up with a really truthful study ~
and I think that is important.

One of the things participants were asked to do on the rounds was to "plan patient

care". Once more it was stressed that:

As indicated earlier, this construction of an intervention as an impartial

instrument was extended to my own research and, -with the exception of myself,

maintained by all the participants throughout the study period. An example was the

registered nurse who did the quantitative research on the wards, Ms Kane. She had

very set ideas about 'problem' nursing staff and would question me at length about
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my research methods, often saying that she did not agree with me, as 'they' had no

vested interest in the success or failure of the intervention. She was adamant that -

she could not discuss the intervention per se because she did not want to

the night staff are really a holding action and that is not being included in
the study - so the night shift stays exactly the same as it always has.
Basically the point is to share information, to have more information to
share and, we hope with this, planning and assessment of the patients'
needs, especially from the nursing perspective, will be clearer and better
focused.

"influence" and "contaminate" the "results" of my study. In time after a number of

incidents which I discuss later, she apparently started to suspect that my work did

not exactly entail a detached, unbiased, "tropeless discourse that would render

other realities 'exactly as they are', not filtered through our own values and

interpretive schema" (Pratt, 1986: 27). She did however remain convinced that the

'rest' ofLOCIS was value-free.

Although it was intended to be value-free, LOCIS focused only on the day-time

activities of the wards. This was an early demonstration of the specificity of the

gaze of medicine through which the intervention study had been conceptualised

and would be executed. According to Dr Zwiebel for the purposes ofLOCIS:

There would accordingly be different levels of medical perception in LOCIS, and

by extension on the wards. During the day-time the important medical interven-

tions and procedures would be played out, it was the front space of the wards.

Night-time was when the maintenance work of the hospital was done mainly by

nurses. It was the back space and the perception was that it did not need to be

surveilled by LOCIS. While the gaze of this medical intervention created 'circuits'

of visibility on the wards through a network of documentation which made
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especially nursing compliance 'visible' and, in turn highlighted the structures of

power, it also generated peripheries of inattention, such as the night-times". In this

sense LOCIS totally converged with the optic of medicine. This issue will be

further discussed in the chapter on the scopic regime and I will show that different

role-sets, behaviours and understandings emerged in these margins.

ii. Extending the gaze

Taking into'consideration my discussion in the previous section, I would argue

that the very notion of the scientific neutrality ofLOCIS was covertly and overtly

weighted in a manner which was reminiscent of 'scientism'." Although the LOCIS

study presumed a particularly objective 'making visible' of a largely subjective

process, it was an optic through which nurses as a group were viewed as different,

problematic and in need of being acted upon in the name of health. LOCIS itself

thus comprised heterogeneous procedures and practices which segregated out

individuals and groups as the focus of attention by problematising them in terms of

co-operation, productivity, efficiency and a "loss of calling". An outflow of this

was a persistent tension between the notion of methodological impartiality and a

variety of underlying significations to the way in which the different kinds of

.knowledge and the issues defined as problematic were perceived. While professing

neutrality, the study was inherently value-laden and interwoven with unstated

professional, gender, class and racially informed agendas and interpretations".

Simultaneously, the instruments of research, the measurements, patient records,

tick sheets, and statistical analyses literally made time and space 'visible' on the

wards. This form of documentation constituted an essential part in the mechanisms

of discipline in this particular space. It introduced individual patients into a field of
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visuality by drawing up a careful record comprising relations between bodies and

temporalities. Yet these documents also placed nurses in an optical framework. -

Medicine, and its extension LOCIS, had thus been deployed in the wards through

a combination of spaces, persons and techniques.

The particularity of the LOCIS lens was obfuscated in the presentation of its

objectives to the health care practitioners on the wards. The designated LOCIS

interlocutors were purposefully vague and non-committal about the aims and

expected outcomes of this approach, since this was assumed to lessen the impact

of bias. For the professional nurses towards whom it was geared, it nonetheless

meant that they were objects of the LOCIS gaze, yet lacked the knowledge

inherent in it!'. In conjunction with the patients, their space and time would be

carefully controlled, measured and observed through concrete practices, techniques

and institutional arrangements. There was consequently a convergence between the

utilisation and disciplining of individual nurses and the making visible of the bodies

of patients through the instruments of research.

Written documentation was imperative for the verification of any kind of

information. As inscribed text, visuality was the medium through which power

circulated and the temporalities and spatialities of the bodies of nursing staff were

inscribed into the memory ofLOCIS. For every statement made or negotiated

understanding which I expressed, I was continually pressed for 'proof' and

quantification, such as what percentage of patients/ nurses/ doctors, of which

categories were represented. The daily completion of the tick sheets for each

patient, the nurses' completion of specific forms to indicate the planned care, the

questionnaires, were all deemed to be of enormous importance. These were indica-
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tive of a specific visuality captured in writing, of disciplinary techniques and

painstaking attention to detailed record-keeping and observations, which in an

accumulation of documentation, served to compare, classify, categorise,

differentiate, determine averages and trends, and in the end to establish the

normative (see Foucault in Rabinow, 1984).

Because the ward rounds and tailored care for each patient were deemed

important, thé necessary forms did not only have to be completed, but had to be

signed on a daily basis. When the 'lack of compliance' of a specific senior

registered nurse, Ms Philander, was raised during a LOCIS meeting, the

complaints were related to her not doing the proper planning and not going on

ward rounds. This was despite the initial insistence that staff should be "ruthlessly

truth/ur' to enable the study to ascertain the "real situation" on the wards. The

"evidence" against Ms Philander, lay in the ''fact'' that she did not carry out the

prescribed documentation. I was surprised because even without checking my

notes, I had had a sense that she had been doing what was expected of her. I later

went through my fieldnotes and found her name included in the ward rounds as

well as descriptions of her sitting with patients and talking to them at length. A

senior registered nurse sitting down with a patient was unusual enough in the busy

ward for me to 'take note' of it. When I said that I thought the LOCIS team were

mistaken, because I had been present at the time, the response was that being there

- constituted "no real proof'. Only her own documentation and initials would serve

as verification of her presence in time and place and of her actually having done

what was expected of her. Thus certain kinds ofvisuality had legitimation, while

other objects and manners of perception were delineated as not viable (see
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Feldman, 1997). This class of circumscribed textual record also allowed the

research team to extend their own gaze over space and time and to bring Ms

Philander's being 'there' in the past into the present. By not inscribing herself into

the study, Ms Philander violated the ability of the LOeIS team (which included her

superior) to surveille and keep track not only of the patients, but also of her as a

staff member and of her actions. This was a case a of double surveillance by

keeping a recórd of the record keeper and her textualisation of her care-giving

practices became the medium through which work compliance could be measured

and discipline enforced.

I discussed her departure with other members of the LOeIS team, but they

One morning, I saw Ms Philander in tears and then she abruptly went to work in

another ward. At a research team meeting later that day, it became apparent that

she had been somehow perceived as an obstacle to LOeIS, and had been given an

ultimatum to complete all the necessary forms required for the intervention, or to

move to another ward. She was supposed to make an assessment of each patient

on the ward and to plan their care and according to her she had done this, but had

kept the information "in my head". Protesting that she could not possibly com-

plete all the documentation as well as do her normal duties, she chose to be

assigned to another ward. This decision was constructed by the other members of

LoeIS as her having "technically" requested a transfer. The ambiguity involved in

whether Ms Philander had wanted to be relocated to another ward or had been

removed quickly hardened into the 'fact' that she had wanted a transfer.

implied that it was a matter which did not really concern me. The incident created a

great deal of acrimony between us because, like Ms Philander and a number of the
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staff members on the ward, I viewed it as a form of punishment. Since some of the

nursing staff also saw it as a warning, the incident caused distrust and anger

towards LOCIS.

After this incident, relations between Dr Zwiebel, Ms Kane and myself deterio-

rated. When we discussed the incident its implications were not at all clear to me,

not even when Dr Zwiebel said: "The lesson is, you don't kill patients and you ~L
I '\ 0'",
~-don't fuck with LOC/S." I was angered by what I construed as an unfair and

authoritarian response: since for me, the event underscored the strength of the

hierarchical structure of the hospital and the LOCIS team's vested interest in

'successful' research, as well as the maintenance of nurses' subordination within

the wards and their own ranks, which undoubtedly constrained their efforts to

voice disagreement with it. At least one medical doctor was seen by the other

LOCIS team members as being ''passive resistant", and yet he was never

disciplined in any way.

When we were preparing an interim report, a great deal of pressure was put on

me by the other LOCIS members to present a "value-free" version of the incident

concerning Ms Philander. Dr Zwiebel argued that I could not "quantitatively

prove" that removal from the ward had negatively impacted on her career or

situation, especially since she had told the nursing research sister that she was

"happy" not to be working on the ward anymore. It was made clear that access to

the wards by myself and the student researcher, Ms Samaai, were strictly depend-

ent on our ''participation'' in the LOCIS research. Although we discussed the

possibility of withdrawing from the study, Ms Samaai and I both felt that it could

easily be misconstrued. The University of the Western Cape was often perceived as
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being staffed by academics who did not "deliver" in terms of research.We decided

to continue, despite the relationship between Ms Kane and myself deteriorating. -

My everyday activities on the wards were increasingly scrutinised by her. I was

concerned that my having spoken out might impact on other staff and took great

care to record detailed descriptions of everything that I observed, heard, experien-

ced and discussed. I meticulously recorded the times, places, context, interaction,

verbalisations, and bodily stances of the various participants. Consequently my

dense, descriptive fieldnotes of the hospital wards ran the risk of relying too much

on what I observed, or my constructions of what I thought I observed, and were

thus inherently already interpretative. In my analysis of the fieldnotes and

transcribed interviews I had to constantly guard against presenting the everyday

activities on the wards as culture-free facts or truth, rhetorically authorised by my

narrative presence. Having entered the hospital informed by certain theoretical

approaches and slowly changing my analyses to focus on the body, what I saw and

did not see, heard and did not hear, I had to be alert to my own tendency of

V Rresentina a medicalised reality ay_certaint , thereby excluding the multi-cultural

complexity of contemporary South Africa and the way in which it was reflected in

the wards. I constantly had to resist ascribing to the patients the perspective of the

hospital and biomedicine, and of replicating the very pan-optical and distancing

vision I would critique in the hospital.

iii. Insiders and outsiders

From the beginning it was apparent that LOCIS had a great deal to do with

spaces and boundaries. The project was executed within the inner sanctum of the
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working wards of a very busy academic hospital." To gain access to the wards as a

non-medical member of the team, I had to give a detailed written description of the

way in which I intended to establish and maintain confidentiality. This was
- -

regarded as a contractual agreement with the hospital management, and I was then

to some extent seen as a para-medical staff member. I was an outsider in many

respects, representing an institution known to be vehemently opposed to apartheid,

Unlike the quantitative aspect ofLOCIS, my own study would focus not only on

and to represent, to boot, a 'non-scientific' and a non-medical discipline. My

position on the research team was somewhat ~b!guo~,_ as I was the only member

who would constantly cross boundaries and spaces. Not being a staff member or a

medical practitioner, I belonged to the outside but being a member of the research '*:
team, I was considered to be also on the margins of the insid~. My research

crossed all the boundaries of medicine, nursing and anthropology, and it focused

on all the participants, the LOCIS team, health service providers, the hospital itself,

and the patients moving in and out of the hospital.

the patients and nurses, but also on the people with power and authority, the

doctors and the LOCIS team. Access had to be negotiated through a ntI!.!!Qerof

gate-keepers, i.e. the hos ital serint ndent, the_head oi..nw:singf th~~ ofth~.---- .

medical pavilion" (both for medicine and nursing separately) and finally, the

consultants in charge of the different 'firms'

The complete research 'protocol', as it was called in medical circles, had to be

submitted to the hospital's ethics committee. Dr Zwiebel, who had been the driving

force behind LOCIS, did the presentation. For the purposes of this meeting, I was

denoted as an outsider and had suddenly become a rather unimportant non-medical
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participant, almost a research assistant. I lacked the knowledge and authority to do

The position of the student researcher, Ms Samaai was very ambiguous. From

the necessary negotiations. It had to be done on my behalf by a member of the

medical fraternity. The extent to which the hospital authorities might try to control

my research results was a matter of concern to me, and I insisted that I should have

the right not to divulge any confidential information. This coalesced with their own---=:::-=- =

notions of confidentiality and was consistently if reluctantly respected.

the start it was clear that the other members of the LOCIS team considered her to

have neither authority nor any real "scientific" input to make. This attitude first

emerged from the regulation ethical requirements. Although I had to go through an

elaborate process of convincing the hospital administration that I would establish

and maintain confidentiality, the position of Ms Samaai in this regard was never

of the regulation requirements. She was never informed of nor invited to the

planning and progress meetings of the research team. When I asked and even tried

to coerce her to go, she stressed that she had "nothing to say". In a sense, both she

and the other LOCIS members put her beyond the urview of the study and of the

medical gaze. Her position was somewhat analoaous to that of the night time staff

and patients (which will be discussed in Chapter VIII).

At the session of the ethics committee of the nursing division, all the different

members of the team, including myself, submitted their own contributions to the

proposal for approval. In this space I was still an outsider, but at least one with

legitimacy as a social science researcher. The meeting was attended by the heads of

the different nursing sections. The Level of Care Intervention Study (LOCIS) was
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strongly supported by the nursing side, yet the theme which had emerged during

the first meeting of the LOCIS team, concerning the disparity in power between

medical and nursing staff, continually re-surfaced. According to the matron it was

important that the research should be "scientific" because "nobody believes nurses

when they do research. They think nurses are not trained to do research" . As

during the initial LOCIS discussion, participants stressed that engaging the medical

staff's co-operation was essential as "they might perceive it as nurses' research

andwil/ not give any help then". Therefore it was imperative to get the "big guns

on doctor's side, to get them to participate". After discussion, a decision was

made to start the first intervention in ward G 16 of the tertiary hospital under Dr

Bozzoli, a consultant who had been involved in previous research which had led to

LOCIS being initiated. Dr Bozzoli was reported to be "supportive" of the

intervention and its concomitant research. Ward G7, of which the consultant was

perceived to be "sympathetic", would serve as a "controf'. The first Level of Care

Intervention Study (LOCIS) would be launched in both wards simultaneously and

LOCIS was also eventually to be implemented in ward G8, with G7 still serving as

"controf' ward.

I decided to start working on the wards at least two or three months before

LOCIS was introduced, as I needed to orientate and familiarise myself with the

routine. Not wishing to interrupt normal proceedings, I arrived at tea time on the

set date and was introduced to the head nurse, the registered nurses and other

nursing staff by the registered nurse who was a member of the LOCIS team. I

explained the purpose of my being on the ward. Since the doctor who was

supposed to introduce me to the medical staffwas not present I spent my time with
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the nursing staff. Halfway through the morning there was a telephone call for me.

The.research co-ordinator, Dr Zwiebel, told me to "get off the ward immediatelY'_"I~ ')

Apparently the consultant, Dr Bozzoli had heard that I was there and had

demanded my"removaf'. Suddenly the line between those inside and -outside,

between those who had a 'proper' place in the ward and those yvho did not, had

been drawn. Some official or unofficial protocol relating to my presence had

apparently been transgressed by the team leader, the registrar who was supposed

to introduce me, or myself

During this incident I was firmly excluded, situated on the exterior and marked as

alien. At this point I had already invested many months in preparation. As I was

neither a full-time staff member, nor a registered student at the university, I fell

outside the normal access routes to funding and had bought the necessary

equipment from my own funds. Participating in the study would mean juggling' a

very tight teaching, research and family schedule. I felt angry, disempowered and 2l""-c. ~..---_ -
insecure, especially since, at the university, I was the only female staff member, but

not being permanent staff I had to teach every term to ensure that my contract was

renewed every four months. I was nevertheless constantly under threat of not

having my contract renewed. Thus the possibility of the research beingjeopardised

heightened my sense of lacking control.

A few days later, Dr Zwiebel informed me that I could "return to the ward',

meaning that I could appear and work in the specific wards once again. If I wanted

to work in other wards, access would have to be negotiated with each consultant. I

describe this incident in some detail because it made me very aware of my

elations of power in the ard, ~
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Although I was supposed to be a 'neutral observer' I would eventually be

perceived by other LOCIS members as biased. This was the consequence of my -

frequently voiced unhappiness about the issue ofMs Philander's 'transfer'. Ms

Kane started to follow me around the wards, checking whether I had asked people

for permission to observe and interview them and whether I was using my tape '\

recorder. She reported back to Dr Zwiebel and others about my activities. The

relationship between her and Ms Samaai also worsened and, after the latter had

apparently turned her tape recorder on during a discussion witha patient, Ms Kane

accused her of unethical behaviour, while Ms Samaai in turn called her a racist. Ms Lo (
Kane confronted me about the incident, and I reminded Ms Samaai that the hospi-

tal had a very specific understanding of ethics and confidentiality. She said that she

had arranged beforehand to tape record the interview and had only turned the

recorder on when she thought it was necessary. Although she was also convinced

that neither the LOCIS team nor the ward staff adhered to it themselves, I asked

her nevertheless to be very careful not to appear to transgress 'their' notions of

confidentiality in any way.

Things came to a point when Ms Samaai asked if she could attend a session of a

nursing round where the head nurse was going to discuss the ways in which nurses

should inform family members when a patient had died. During the discussion,

one of the staff nurses, whose husband had died some months before, burst into

tears. About an hour later there was a telephone call for me. It was Dr Zwiebel. He

told me that we were not allowed to do research on death, as I had "clearance" for

"communication and interaction only". Suddenly I was very afraid that the head

nurse would be penalised for a misconception which did not relate to her at all. I
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asked to see her in her office and, trying to explain and apologise at the same time,

I suddenly found myself in tears. I was horrified, as if I had suddenly lost all my

professionalityand slid into female emotionality. Under the head nurse's

sympathetic questioning everything came out, my anger and distress over the issue

ofMs Philander, that I felt implicated by not defending her more strenuously, my

notion that the intervention was more coercive than I,had ever let on, the

detenorenng-relanonshlp with Ms Kane especially, and the constant knowledge

that my presence on the wards was directly related to my being a member of the

LOCIS team and the fear of being thrown off the ward again. I had voiced my

growing sense of marginality.

In summary, my participation in the LOCIS project made it possible for me to

enter what was, at the time, an otherwise inaccessible ethnographic site. I think my

own involvement also had some impact on the way in which the other participants

subsequently perceived the study. By 1998 my own findings had become more

acceptable as the result of a paradigm shift which has been taking place in some

medical research.

Reading bodies

To work in wards in a hospital necessitated learning to_translate a variety of

linguistic, perceptual and social codes. All kinds of bodily scripts relating to

insiders and outsiders, power and gender could be read into bodily contact,

proximity, appearance, gestures, clothing, protocols, rituals, professional practices

and clothing. In this section I attend particularly to the different 'readings' which

sta:ffand patients made of my own and the research assistant's bodies as these

impacted on the ways in which we were positioned, as well as in the replication of
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uneven power relations between us. I also discuss the many ways in which the

bodies of nursing staff were constructed and controlled in the wards. These issues,

in conjunction with others, in turn influenced nurses' authority inside and outside

the hospital.

Although I had become a marginal insider who could actually be present on

wards on a daily basis and during times when visitors, for example, would normally

be refused access, my body was read as belonging to the outside. When I started

the research I initially dressed the way I would for teaching a class. My own

clothes made me highly visible in the ward, marked me as belonging to the exterior

and made my entry into the hospital outside visiting hours an ordeal. I usually

entered the hospital through the emergency entrance or through one of the side

entrances used by staff. As I arrived at about 06h30 in the mornings the security

staff would stop and question me, often insisting that I obtain permission from the

necessary authorities and enter through what was referred to as "hospital lane",

the main entrance used by visitors.

On the wards medical staff would indicate that they were aware of my presence,

but ignored me completely. This despite their having been informed of the reason

for my attendance. Everywhere I went, I created a kind of disturbance. Nursing

staff would stop what they were doing and turn to me as if they had to get their

interaction with me over as quickly and efficiently as possible. It was easiest to

interact with patiënts. My predicament seemed to stem from the fact that almost

everyone else was dressed in some kind of uniform, marking them as having

membership of the hospital community. The dress code differentiated between

staff, patients and visitors. It simultaneously made the distinctive categories of staff
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highly visible and also underscored the hierarchical and class divisions amongst

them.

Uniformity in dress was a way in which bodies were cornrnodified in the hospital.

Wearing a white, gender-neutral, 'laboratory' coat", especially combined with a

stethoscope, indicated a probable medical title, authority and masculine

rationality". Underneath this homogenising overcoat, a great deal of individuality

could be displayed, signifying personal taste, preferences, class 16 and relative

affluence'". For the sake of expedience, I made myself a white, tailored jacket. It

was the cheapest option and it had pockets in which I could carry my notebook

and pens, tape recorder and an extra tape. It was also a somewhat formal garment

which I could wear to class as well. It was not an overcoat, yet seemed to be

signifier for medical authority since security staff did not stop or interrogate me

when I wore it. The jacket accorded me not only pseudo membership of the

institution, but also some prerogatives. I could move through the casualty

entrances unhindered and was regularly greeted by security staff, while domestic

and nursing staff would often move out of the way for me to pass, kept doors open

for me, etcetera. Although I still had to renegotiate my relationship with medical

staff on a regular basis, my jacket denoted something to them which at least made

them acknowledge me, opening up an opportunity for me to engage with them.

LOCIS highlighted the dynamics of class, gender and racial hierarchies, in the

hospital and the research process itself, and the resultant problems. As an 'outside'

researcher I was initially associated with hospital management's instrumental

requisites and implementation of an experimental intervention and had to be

sensitive to the ways in which the team's professionalised discourses asserted an
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authority and hierarchy over the people who were being studied and re-presented.

At the same time I was an 'outsider', a non-medical person in a highly

medicalised setting, a lay-person of relatively low rank and with little control or

prerogatives, an 'other' to the dominant 'self of the biomedically trained and

authorised. My relationship and interactions with the people being studied were

consequently constantly shifting and in this process I was located by them in

various and sometimes rapidly changing ways. I would suddenly detect that I was

being repositioned from professional interlocutor to that of membership of the

oppressing, 'White' Afrikaans-speaking middle-class, and the next moment my

language association, my class, my being a person not really belonging to the

wards, or my association with an openly anti-apartheid university would suddenly

draw me back into a kind of 'insider' position with certain people.

Patients quickly realised that I had no power on the wards, and especially when I

was constantly scrutinised by Ms Kane, I would often sit and converse with

patients or with nurses in the tea room. This happened increasingly as it helped me

to cope with my own marginality and its stress. Ms Kane did not construct such

activity as doing 'real' research. It fell outside the optic ofLOCIS, yet in this

informal space a great deal of my information was generated. It was here that

nurses told me about their informal knowledge and where patients spoke about

their own subjective understandings of sickness and suffering, of their resistance to

treatment and of the ways in which some of them had learned to exploit the

hospital for survival. In these spaces I interacted with visiting family members and

gained insight into the issues which were very real to the patient's experience of

hospitalisation, yet which had little purchase in the medical optic.
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As I had indicated in the previous section, I was not always in control of the way

in which I would inscribe the people involved, or myself, in text. The majority of- -

the participants were highly professional, articulate and powerful people who

would vehemently contest what they constructed as misrepresentations. Ultimately,

I was always painfully aware that if my study was construed as biased or as a

misrepresentation I could easily be discredited, and any further access to the

hospital would be denied me".

i. The student researcher

The student researcher, Ms Samaai, did her own honours research on the wards.

She started to work in the wards by the time I had realised the importance of

'blending in'. I offered to make her a white jacket, but she preferred to wear navy

blue slacks, shirt and jersey. Whereas I carried my tape recorder, notebook, pens

etc. in my the pockets of my jacket, she had to carry them in her hand. According

to Ms Samaai staff:

tended to identify us as a unit, you being the doctor and me being the
nurse. You the professional and me the para-professional. Some mistook
me for a security guard, the tape recorder probably looked like a radio,
and I had to constantly explain my role to them. When they saw us
together, they would make the link and then I would become a social
worker or a nurse. I explained to staffwhat we were doing on the ward
and that I had permission to be there. They would not necessarily accept
it, they would checkfirst, but if they saw me with you, it would be okay,
because in a sense you could assert yourself physically with the jacket,
who you are.

In the case of patients she explained her reasons for being there and asked

permission to observe and interview them. Most of them were 'Coloured' or

'African' and "they did notfeel themselves to be ill a position to question my

presence on the ward" Ms Samaai was generally perceived as a young 'Coloured'
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woman interviewing the 'other'. One 'White' patient, Mrs Green, was nevertheless

very suspicious. Her comments were related to her perception ofMs Samaai in

terms of 'race' and subordination. The conjunction of clothes, age, gender and

'race' introduced layered and multiplex readings ofMs Samaai's body, In a

hierarchy of interactions and understandings.

My relationship with her was equally complex. Although it was supposed to be a

learning and empowering exercise for her, the study ultimately served to reproduce

the very kinds of differentiation which she and I had experienced during South

Africa's apartheid era. Ms Samaai pithily brought the realities of the difference

between us home to me:

You are so unaware of the way in which your skin works for you.
Sometimes I think you are not even aware that you are White. For me, I
always am ... you are big. ..you have a deep voice ... You get authority
without even trying, you take it for granted. I only get it if I sulk or get
angry, then you will maybe realise I am trying to say something. In here
even you constantly fight to get what you want. I am invisible, I look like
all the nurses (in terms of skin colour), I am small, my voice is soft. On my
way here, coming into this building, working here, going home, I am
always being made aware that I am Black.

In the ward-setting, the class and power differentials between Ms Samaai and

myself were further reproduced in the way in which the personnel responded to us.

She was not included in rounds involving consultant, registrar or intern and was

able to get only one, short interview with a 'White' registrar. She was ignored

during the first focus group discussions in which medical and nursing staff on the

intervention wards participated and she subsequently did not attend it any more.

Ms Samaai 's marginality was partly related to established hierarchical professional

power relations prevalent on the ward, but was also represented complex gender

and racial relations which existed in the hospital at large. As a result, her most
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informative interviews involved nurses, student nurses, 'African' medical

students, 'Coloured' interns and patients, whereas I, as a 'White', older, middle

class lecturer, who had been accorded a kind of 'para-professional' status as

researcher, could negotiate inclusion at higher levels and could be present at team

discussions with nursing and hospital administration. There was an analogy in her

position in relation to me, and that of the nurses in relation to the doctors, and this

apparently impacted on her status in the research setting. While my association

with the University of the Western Cape mostly served to enhance my standing -

the assumption was that I had studied at a reputable 'White' university and

therefore had 'proper' qualifications, the opposite was true for Ms Samaai'".

In time I also came to realise that, in relation to Ms Samaai, I had also assumed

and was accorded an almost paternalistic role which is a historical legacy of South

Africa". My response to it was ambiguous and complex as it both allowed me a

certain authority and interference, while simultaneously making her my protégé and

responsibility. Our relationship was equivocal and intricate. In a sense, I wanted

her to be a colleague, yet her relation to me seemed to shift all the time. Sometimes

I would be a friend, a mentor, a representative of the oppressing class, a figure of

authority or of derision. Over time, I intervened less and less frequently when she

had to deal with issues which I felt she would ultimately be able to resolve on her

own. She had previously been a student activist and could certainly put me in my

place when she wanted to. She herself, however, apparently perceived it as my

negating the 'terms' of our special relationship and subtly 'betraying' her by doing

so. After a great deal of tension and stress, we discussed the dynamics of the

situation, and I became more alert to the problems inherent in the unequal
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relationship between researcher arid research assistant/ student and the latter's

tenuous linkage to power.

ii. The nursing staff

Unlike Ms Samaai, nursing staffwore an array of feminized uniforms. Senior

registered nurses were entitled to wear maroon slacks or skirts with a white,

tailored top and usually wore maroon shoes and a maroon jacket or jersey in

winter. Registered nurses could dress in navy blue slacks or skirts with the same

white tailored top and navy blue court shoes. No nurse practitioner was ever bare-

legged. Always having to wear stockings added to the feminization of the nurses'

bodies. The undifferentiated white uniformity of hospital gowns for patients and

the dress code for more junior female nursing staff were reminiscent of Go:ffinan' s

(1974) notion that uniforms were like second skins which absorbed individuality

into generalities. For the informed, a range of epaulettes on the shoulders indicated

the wearer's position in the nursing hierarchy.

The symbolic authority connected to the specific garments were instantly

recognised and understood. According to a senior registered nurse these:

trappings like the military, gives you more standing. The epaulettes, the
uniform, the bars. It is a code everyone recognises. I have done the work
ofCPN [Certified Professional Nurse} for years, [I was} matronfor
years, the only thing I did not have was the uniform and the salary. Here it
is important to move upwards and I am already working at matron level,
but you must have the trappings.

Nursing uniforms were initially intended to set nurses apart as a group of women

dedicated to caring for others and to designate a certain status. Research on nurses

in Baragwanath Hospital in Johannesburg indicated that nurses' uniforms, and all

that they represent were very much a status symbol in the African community in
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the 1970's and 1980's 21. Literature on nurses showed that their uniforms

supposedly de-sexualised them, while at the same time feminizing their bodies22.-

Registered nurses could also dress in a white, tailored uniform. The cut of the

uniform was sometimes individualised with extra pleats or pockets. Staff nurses,

student and auxiliary nurses all wore similar white dress-like uniforms. For me

there was a very specific femininity and vulnerability to the figure- fitting nursing

uniforms. Yet, in situations of dealing with the very physicality of patients, the

uniforms were signifiers for orderliness, organisation, propriety and standards,

hygiene, etc.23 At the same time the bodies of nurses were closely surveilled and

trained both for feminine decorum and professionality. On cold, rainy days,

nursing staff would arrive at the hospital wearing a uniform, a navy blue jersey or

track suit top. When working with a patient, a nurse practitioner always had to

take her jersey off first, as wearing it was immediately understood as being

unprofessional. According to a registered nurse, they were not supposed to smoke

or eat in public when they were in uniform. She said student and staff nurses were

not allowed to wear trousers and registered nurses could only wear it "ij they were

up to size forty" (Fieldnotes 22/7/93). The bodies of nursing staff were thus fairly

closely policed in terms of dress and public behaviour. It also related to gendered

notions of female attractiveness and of self control. Overweight nurses could not

were trousers.

While the nursing uniform represented a specialisation of knowledge and

training, it also served to make nurses more visible in the public domain. During

the period of research in the hospital one nurse was attacked, robbed and thrown

off the train. She was called a slut, "who carries people '!'faeces" (~at mense se
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stront ronddra). Another nurse was mugged while getting off a minibus taxi. In

this case three youths accosted her, one told her to "shave my cock, feel it, you

nursies like that', she was called a "carrier of bedpans" (pandraer). This also

Those in the subeconomic communities see nurses as their servants, we are
public servants, and they do not show us respect. They would shout
derogatory names at us. Those (people) who are educated, with tertiary
education realise that there is a parallel between us and them, as
education improves the perception of what a nurse does, it is seen as a
profession. For others we are just people who carry bedpans and wash
patients.

happened in the hospital itself, where nurses were sometimes sexually harassed and

verbally abused by patients and visitors. When I mentioned this to other nursing

professionals, most of them said their distinctive uniforms made them targets and

that while using public transport they were subjected to sexual innuendo and called

insulting names. A registered nurse said:

People do not respect nurses, they laugh at us and say terrible things
about us, and pick on us. We are targets because of our uniforms. Most of
us come to work by train or bus, and go home by train. We feel very
exposed. It is because we are women, of course, but frequently, if there are
other women present, I will still be targeted. It is the uniform and what
people associate it with.

A staff nurse was of the opinion that it was related to politics, nurses were seen as

government sell-outs, another said:

Interviews with medical staff, patients and their families highlighted the

ambiguity with which nursing professionals were perceived. During the 1993-1994

study the majority of nurses in the hospital were 'Coloured' and came from

working class backgrounds. This was confirmed during the interviews I had with

nurses on the wards. In 'Coloured' communities in the Western Cape, women, and

specifically mothers, could obtain significant power in the private domain of the
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household (Field, 1991; Gibson, 1996). Yet women were also subjugated through

a prevailing patriarchal discourse and exposed to a great deal of physical violence

and abuse. In these communities, nurses were women who had obtained public

authority and pre-eminence in a male dominated society and workplace. At the

same time, their work was closely associated with sexuality, bodily margins and its

efiluvia. Thus nurses in their uniforms were tainted in terms of a notion of

contamination and lack of morality. In this sense they were somewhat defiled,

morally questionable and outside 'normal' societal relations. I would argue that

these incidents referred to by nurses were public moekings which customarily

occurred in response to popular 'readings' of certain women, and in this case

nurses, as atypical and as infringing on community norms (see Ingram, 1987) .

. The 1997/98 Research

I did not try to gain formal access to a hospital for this research period. My entry

point to the experience of hospitalisation was through the patients themselves. I

visited them at home, interviewed them and made contact with medical and nursing

staff through them. I took a number of my respondents to different health care

facilities and fetched them later. Sometimes I waited with them and then engaged

other patients and their families in conversation. When respondents were

hospitalised I was always informed by their families and when I visited them I

always ascertained who the attending doctors were, tried to at least establish an

introduction and later approached them to ask for an interview. Whenever I met

interns, I did the same. I also tried to build up a relationship with nursing staff and

then requested to interview them outside the hospital at some or other stage.
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Conclusions

Conducting ethnographic fieldwork, or introducing an intervention study in a

medicalised space can never be constituted as a description of an unequivocally

objective world: it needs to be contextualised. The LOeIS intervention, and

concomitant research endeavour reproduced specific ways of looking at and

recording the location of bodies in space, of the circulation of persons in relation to

each other, of differentiation and relations of power. Although constructed as

having no particular point of origin, the LoeIS gaze was firmly grounded in

medical discourses and practices which, in turn, resulted in specific readings of the

bodies and actions of various participants as objects of this optic. Yet this gaze was

not all-encompassing, there was always leakages, different and counter-readings

were brought by a variety of participants into the same spaces and it was here that

resistance arose.

In the fieldwork process I was positioned and perceived in multiple ways by the

various actors. The very structure of the wards allocated me certain positions,

mostly as outsider and marginalised. This in turn, necessitated my turning to

informal sets of interactions, knowledges, practices and understandings and to

realising their value. Thus I was alerted to the relevance of a domain of

communication which was obscure, sometimes unconscious, habituated and not

considered by medical staff as having pertinence. I was consequently reading the

hospital and its routines against the texture of medical and LoeIS discourse

which, in turn, was very formulaic, codified and rigid. It was normative and

prescriptive, and constructed as generating an authoritative, official and 'sufficient'

description of reality. There was accordingly little or no space for other
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descriptions of reality, for example the view of the patient and his/her f-amily.

In. my own case, the experience and research on the wards was filtered out

through my own subjectivity and various positions as an academic, a 'White',

middle-class woman and as an outsider. My own analysis of LOeIS and of

hospitalisation was negotiated through my encounter with marginalisation, my

being habituated into the numerous codes used on the wards to translate and

interpret the institutional reality. At the same time my own bodily experience

enabled me to make sense of my findings in a dialectical with my written and

recorded research material. Thus my personal experience also became a way to

reflect on the research. In the textual presentation of my findings I nevertheless

had to consciously understand, explicate and write against the grain of the

'smoothness' and neat classification of the hospital, trying do this from both the

more encompassing vantage of all the participants, the patients, nurses and

doctors. Using the body as analytical theme allowed me to be more inclusive in my

analysis and to try and understand the research and the intervention from different

perspectives.

I finally wish to raise the issue of the power relations between researcher and

researched and in the representation of the 'other'. This aspect, and the ethics

involved in the relationship with the researched (who is often not as powerful as

the anthropological author), has often been raised in literature but little attention

has been given to the problematics of studying more powerful people in an

environment over which they have almost complete control and where the

ethnographer is always by definition an other. In this case even the textual

representation of the researched always has to be negotiated and screened through
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their own lens.

Chapters I, II and III gave the background to the study by focusing on the

research questions, research setting, theoretical approaches to the body,

hospitalisation, illness and medicalisation, as well as to the complexities of doing

research in a hospital. In Chapters IV and V I discuss the ways in which patients

have to get access to the tertiary hospital by first transversing the different levels of

the new health system. I illustrate how bodies were categorised and re-constructed

especially by medical staff as they moved through these spaces, until their final

admission to the tertiary hospital as full patients. The chapters also show how

patients resisted these constructions without necessarily escaping from the optic of

medicine. Chapters VI, VII and VIII trace the surveillance and disciplining of

bodies in the institutional setting.
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CHAPTER IV

GIVING MEANING TO THE PROCESS OF HOSPITALIZATION

Introduction

With the new system you have lo go the day hospital. II's 1101 a
hospital, it's a shebeen. If you come there and you need help, you can
die there in your bench. There are several people who have died,
waiting for the doctor lo come. But since people don't know where
[else] lo go, they come here (Mrs Sokufudumala: Appendix 3).

Mrs Sokufudumala's remark indicated the frustrated response of patients to an

extensive and prolonged rationalisation of public health care in South Africa,

which began after the first democratic election in 1994 election and is still

underway. While I began my research, the new government's plans for a

universal National Health System were still fragmented. New legislation had to

be passed to change the entire structure of health care and over a period offive

years a wide array of health bills were addressed by Parliament. The planned

transformation entailed channelling resources, staff and facilities to primary
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health care' instead of hospital services (Appendix 1). Chapters IV and Vare

about this transition period in the health care system, a period when the sick had

to negotiate a hierarchy of disjointed facilities and their route was interspersed

with long periods of waiting before they were accorded the full status of

'patients' .

To illustrate the financial and other constraints with which health care

providers and the sick had to contend I use five case studies, as well as a court

case related to the subject. The case studies span the final, serious stage and

death of chronically ill patients and their experiences in the transforming health
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care system. Chapter V illustrates the complexity of negotiating the health care

referral system, as I show how and why the bodies of the ill were categorised as

qualifying for certain kinds of treatment in particular spaces within specific time-

frames. To this end material, spatial and temporal practices related to 'readings'

and 'translations' of bodies into a variety of rankings and classifications at

different stages in the system are examined. Depending on the severity and

chronicity of physical affliction and other factors, categories of bodies were

encoded with different values. Value, in the form of a diagnosis which signified

increasingly expensive and specialised knowledge, technologies and treatments,

To highlight this trend, I refer first to a 1997 court case, Soobramoney v

was added as each body progressed in time through the community, secondary

and tertiary health spaces.

Minister of Health, Kwazulu-Natal and to the subsequent 1998 ruling of the

Constitutional Court (Appendix 2). This 41 year old man was a diabetic with

ischemic heart disease and chronic renal failure, who needed renal dialysis to

prolong his life. Since he could no longer afford regular dialysis at a private

facility, he sought treatment at the Addington State Hospital in Durban. As a

result of shortages involving everything from finances to staff and equipment,

the hospital had developed a set of financial and social guidelines to determine

eligibility for the dialysis programme. Mr. Soobramoney, who also suffered from

cerebro-vascular and cardiac complications as a result of his illness, did not meet

the criteria and was not eligible for treatment. The court upheld the hospital's

decision regarding Mr Soobramoney's ineligibility for dialysis'.
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This patient, like the others I will discuss in the Cape Town area, had been

caught up in the transforming health care system, and the complex and seemingly
..~

incoherent system of referrals that marked the new order. Seriously ill people like

Mr Soobramoney and others, were plunged into a structure that classified and

reclassified patients through different levels of overburdened, understaffed and

underfunded hospitals and clinics. The old was in the process of being discarded.

The result was that many patients experienced a complicated and arbitrary

This entailed the retrenchment or redeployment of staff, the reorganisation of

health spaces, and repealing legislation based on racially constructed notions of

separate health services or facilities. the national space of policy design and

implementation was marked by plans and strategies for an equitable health care

system, a process that also en-tailed a symbolic departure from previous

ideologies, practices, funding and structures of segregation. To underscore this

disassociation from the past, free health care was introduced for pregnant women

and children up to five years of age. In this representational space' of change,

national policy design and its implementation predominated. Plans and strategies

for an equitable health care system were discussed and transformed through

economic, political, spatial and temporal practices (Harvey, 1992). Since many

of the structural legacies of the old regime were still intact, this was a liminal

interregnum; no longer the old apartheid system, nor yet the envisaged fully

reformed National Health System (Appendix 1).

disruption of their lives and expressed their resistance to this in a variety of ways.

Health care policy and health service providers had to grapple with maldistribu-

tions of resources and of facilities. This originated in a earlier colonial and

apartheid times when bodies had been constructed as 'other' and as posing a
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potential health threat (Chapter I). In the past such bodies had been geographic-

ally separated and the consequences of former apartheid policy for the conti-

nuation of health care provision were proving to be formidable. To illustrate the

financial and other constraints with which health care providers and the sick had

to deal, my case studies span the final serious stage and death of five chronically

ill patients, and Iuse a number of interviews to link up negative experiences and

perceptions of the patients and their families regarding the new health care

system and its providers. This begins with an exploration and analysis of

historical factors, micro-level activities and patterns, which illustrate how they

often reinforced broader pre-existing structural inequalities in South African

health care.

The health services in transformation

As indicated, the entire panoply oflaws and policies were directed at

reforming a system fraught with inequality. Changing the health system also

entailed adapting it to local circumstances and resources. The new approach

included health bills" and policy changes' aimed at creating more equity in, and

access to, medicines, health services, medical appliances and the medical scheme

system.

Legislation was being formulated not only to bring about greater parity in the

health professions but also to give recognition to South Africa's traditional

healers. Measures to curb the activities of international interest groups that were

perceived to be endangering the health of the population" or restricting access to

certain expensive drugs' would follow. Although the new health policy was

aimed at greater equity, it would prove more difficult to eradicate disparities in
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the distribution of "financial and physical sector health care resources between

geographic areas and between 'race groups' "(du Bruyn et aI, 1998: 33). The

patients in my case studies came from the marginalized residential areas of the

Cape Flats which had previously been spatially separated for the racial and

sanitary containment of 'African' and 'Coloured' populations under apartheid

(Guma, 1997: 30)8. The continued existence of such huge differentials and the

concomitant problematics of redress were largely the historical legacy of

apartheid structures, further compounding colonial practices. It was problematic

to write about changes in the health service without losing sight of the sick and

the subjective experience and understanding of illness, suffering and healing in the

South African setting. This was particularly apt in the Cape Flats area, where the

encounter of patients and their families with the health care services had to be

explicated in conjunction with a broad transformation of the national space. The

two layers of enquiry, involving the patient experience and the health system in

transition as presented in Chapters IV and V, were mediated at the site of the

body of the patient. This took place as the body progressed through the requisite

super-structural stages and facilities from primary to secondary and, finally, to

tertiary institutions, each with a concomitant level of care. At every successive

health service site, the body of the patient, through inductions of differing

intensity and increasing commodification, acquired a new medical status.

Iargue that as the interventions became increasingly expensive, a body was

'produced' in a manner similar to the production of a commodity. This body

became marked as a type, it was positioned, temporalized and circulated in ways

analogous to the distribution of things (Feldman,1991: 8; Poster, 1984: 54). It is

accordingly my proposal that value, whether it was in the form of economic
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firstly, to obtain the exercise of power at the lowest possible cost
(economically, by the low expenditure it involves; politically by its discretion,
its low exteriorization, its relative invisibility, the little resistance it arouses);
secondly, to bring the effects of this social power to their maximum intensity
and to extend them as far as possible, without either failure or interval; thirdly
to link this 'economic' growth of power with the output of apparatuses
(educational, military, industrial or medical) within which it is exercised; in
short to increase both the docility and utility of all the elements of the system
(Foucault, 1979: 218).

value of expertise, expensive technologies, therapeutic, political, pedagogical or

symbolic value, was added to the body as it moved through the system. The

'discretionary' value which was placed upon or added to the body depended on

the diagnosis 'read' onto it, as well as the availability of interventions in the

form of sophisticated technology, and prevailing circumstances in the ward, for

example a sudden rush on emergency service resources. In reorganising South

Africa's health care, the prevailing political economy of hospitalisation con-

verged with the political economy of the body in its initiation into the space and

time of the institution". As the body of the patient was encoded and interpreted

by doctors and nursing staff as being more seriously ill, increasingly expensive

medicaments, interventions, facilities and services were mobilised. Such

commodification of the body meant that patients alternately waited at points,

before being moved through the following levels of health care to the highest,

the most expensive and the most acute level of service rendered.

I drew especially on Foucault" (1979) and his analysis of the body as the

nexus ofa set of power relationships and disciplinarities. Foucault (1979)

referred to it as a ''tactics of power" which fulfilled three criteria:

These 'tactics' were linked to wider economic processes. Foucault showed

how technologies of power acted upon the body and how disciplinary practices
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were used to control the bodies of others. He catalogued ways in which the

The issue of inequality in health care was highlighted in evidence submitted to

body's movements were specified, controlled and harnessed to serve a particular
...

purpose, and the ways in which the body was marked, temporalized and

positioned.

Segregation and health care inequalities

i. Historical legacies

the Human Rights Violations Health Sector Hearings, of the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission (T.R.c.), which was designed to unravel the deeds

of the apartheid era. The T.R.C. medical hearings showed that the period of

National Party government was marked by "legislated racial discrimination,

segregation and oppression, which not only affected the organisation of health

services, but also the health of the people". As a result distinct patterns of

disease and health status could be discerned for the period 1960 to 1994. Such

disparities existed between 'Blacks' and 'Whites' respectively and between

'Black' rural and urban areas. Only rudimentary health services were available in

the established Cape Town townships of Lang a, Nyanga, Guguletu and later

Khayelitsha, and in the informal settlements such as Crossroads, no State-

sponsored health services were provided until at least 198511
. Major

discrepancies existed in the quality and quantity of health services formerly

provided for the different racial groups. Hospitals were separated along racial

lines to the point where admission forms had to indicate a patient's race".

The segregation of the 'Black', 'Coloured' and 'Indian' populations from the

'Whites', was embedded in State sponsored racial legislation linked to the
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history of colonisation.

These discourse and practices constructed the indigenous populations as the

savage 'other' who would adulterate the moral and physical health of the

coloniser (Cornaroff, 1993). The fear of contamination was not only a fixation

of the National Party government, but as Comaroff ( 1993) demonstrated, had

been a central theme in the 'civilising' mission of colonial settlement. Since

ministering to and healing entailed close proximity to 'Black' bodies, dwellings,

lifestyles, clothing and customs, these became the focus of moralistic, health and

State discourses. The disordered bodies had to be somehow contained to avoid

the spread of infections. Biomedicine as interpreted and sanctioned by the State,

became the 'protector' and supervisor of public and private health (Comaroff &

Comaroff, 1997) and thus contributed to patterns of segregation.

A preoccupation with the surveillance of the health of the populace, the

management of diseases and the control of possible pollution and infection

through sanitary measures and regulations, were intertwined with a number of

other legal, financial, and bureaucratic controls (see also Foucault, 1979). With

the rise of migrant labour, the 'Black' workforce was viewed by 'Whites' as a

necessary, yet "dangerous cesspool of sickness in 'their' towns and cities"

(Comaroff & Comaroff, 1997: 350). This in tum became the product of social

engineering and hygiene policing. The need to 'control' the threat of

contamination that was posed by particular bodies subsequently influenced

administrative policies in cities under successive governments (Marks &

Anderson, 1992). In time it became one of the many issues which contributed to

the establishment of residential areas on the Cape Flats, where certain categories

of bodies and the health risks supposedly emanating from them,
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could be contained and segregated (Chapter I). The most comprehensive and

efficient medical care facilities were concentrated in the 'White' metropolitan
v-

areas, and the health of this sector of the population was closely surveyed. The

The complexities involved in efforts to realise an equitable health care system

life expectancy of the 'White' population was on a par with that of developed

countries, while that of 'Blacks', 'Coloureds' and 'Indians' more closely

resembled that of "the underdeveloped world"." This historical legacy was

evident in the problems encountered by the democratically elected government

whilst restructuring South Africa's health services.

ii. Problematies of change

while dealing with severe financial and other constraints, were highlighted by my

five case studies of the encounters of the chronically ill and their families with

the health care system. The problems encountered in attempting to transform

community health services from a largely curative to a preventative system,

were nowhere more starkly depicted than the 1997 news reports and

photographs headlined "Cape Town's Shame" and "Death in a Wheelbarrow,"

which is the first case that I examine".

Case l:The death ofMs Madayi. On 11/5/97, a Khayelitsha resident, Mr

Vuyani Magazi, transported his dying wife, Ms Thobeka Madayi, in a

wheelbarrow from Nolungile Day Hospital to the larger Nonkqubela Hospital in

site B Khayelitsha, in a vain bid to save her life. He had called for an ambulance

for her, but none was available. According to the doctor who had examined Ms

Madayi, a woman in her late forties, she was "chronically terminally ill" with

advanced tuberculosis and the staff of the day hospital could "do
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nothing" for her. Nolungile hospital was closing for the day and the patient had
;;.

to be taken to a facility which offered a 24-hour service, more staff, better

equipment and an ambulance service that arrived more regularly to convey

patients to a secondary or tertiary hospital. Mr Magazi could wait with her for

an ambulance but because of pressing emergencies it would probably take a very

long time to arrive. He decided to push her in his wheelbarrow to the Site B

hospital and on the way, she died. The day hospital staff came in for a great deal

of criticism for their perceived lack of 'caring'. Ms Madayi's case was

publicised, politicised, publicly mourned, discussed in editorials and pontificated

upon. A public apology was extended to her next-of-kin", yet neither in her

The death of Ms Madayi raised several issues that I will illuminate through the

case nor in the other narratives I wish to present, could the specific micro-level

experiences of patients and their families be understood in isolation. They had to

be examined in the wider political and socio-economic context of inequalities

which still prevailed despite legislation to redistribute health care provision and

facilities.

use of four other case studies. These included the still uneven distribution of

health care facilities and services between more and less privileged sectors of

society. Firstly, it pointed to the political economy of health care. Of equal

importance were acute financial constraints, the curtailing of certain expensive

curative procedures, and problems encountered with other services such as

ambulances. All of these factors impacted on health care provision to financially

marginalised societies. Interlinked with and resulting from the above, was the

negative experience of service-users. The health services were largely perceived
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as lacking concern for the needs of patients in distress and this would often be

conflated when a person suffering from chronic illness entered the health care

system. In four other cases, people died while traversing health care spaces, or

while waiting for admission to different levels of care.

Case 2: Mr Njobe (63 years old). He was taken to a day hospital suffering from

a stroke on Sunday the 15/2/97. After initially resisting because of his dislike of

the day hospital he was eventually taken there by his family. A long wait

followed before he was referred to a secondary hospital followed by another

long wait before he was transferred to a tertiary hospital. He died in a medical

ward in Groote Schuur Hospital nine days later".

Case 3: Mr Cengimbo (59 years old). Mr Cengimbo was an insulin-dependent

diabetic who had been hospitalised three months earlier, after he had collapsed

at home as a result of a keto acidotic coma 17. When he became sick he went to

the community level hospital on 30/1/98, where he waited for almost 24 hours

before being attended to, given medication and sent home. He felt very poorly,

but another day passed before he allowed his family to call an ambulance. Finally

in the fear that time was running out, they arranged their own transport to take

him to Groote Schuur. As frequently happened, the hospital had closed its

admissions and he was taken to a secondary hospital, where he died shortly

afterwards.

Case 4: Mr Galant (64 years old) Mr Galant suffered an infarction (heart

attack) on 2/1/98, and was taken to a secondary hospital which incorporated a

community health facility. He was a tuberculosis sufferer and had been treated at

the specific institution five weeks earlier for a gastro-intestinal bleed. When he
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had an infarct the day after New Year the hospital was very busy and according

to his cousin Ms Kouter, Mr Galant waited there for a "terribly long time". He

was finally evaluated by Dr Links, who arranged for him to be transferred to

Groote Schuur hospital where he died shortly after arrival.

Case 5: Mr Mfeceto: (36 years old) Mr Mfeceto suffered from tuberculosis

(TB) and had been hospitalised four months earlier at the secondary hospital

after earlier having suffered a stroke. There he contracted pneumonia. His

mother was convinced that it was the result of poor care by the nursing staff

because when she had visited him, she often found him lying in his wet bed. "He

would be all wet, his sheets, his gown everything." (Mrs Mfeceto). Mr Mfeceto

recovered sufficiently to return home, but had to visit Site B, Khayelitsha clinic

every day to take his tuberculosis medication. When he had a second stroke

(3/5/98) his family took him to the secondary hospital to which he had been

admitted earlier, but he was referred back to the (primary) Site B facility. The

family finally took Mr Mfeceto to secondary hospital in the Cape Town City

Bowl. He was attended to fairly quickly, but died before being formally

admitted.

The issues involved in these five case studies will be expanded in the following

sections.

iii.Dealing with financial restrictions

The deaths of the five patients described were not by neccessarily the result of

poor care or of negligence by the various health care givers. The outcomes of

the cases described were caused by a combination of structural, technical,

financial and staff shortages, set against changes in health care and the wider

South African society. In relation to other eight provinces, health indicators for
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the Western Cape were fair, but health care facilities and providers alike were

constrained by the government's prioritisation and the need to contain health

service expenditure within budgetary parameters". In 1997/8 budgetary

planning was determined by the national three year Medium Term Expenditure

Framework (MTEF), according to which finances were calculated in advance by

central government for allocation to provinces. At provincial level, a very

limited reallocation of resources was possible. Rather than its intended use as a

means to remain within budgetary limits, the MTEF had to be used as a planning

tool (Chapter I & Appendix 1).

Primary or community health care was the basis of the incipient national health

plan'". It was located in community health facilities and encompassed a wide

range of services aimed at preventive, promotive, and rehabilitative health"

care. The community health centres (clinics, day hospitals and community-level

hospitals) also had curative functions to treat common ailments and injuries.

With the exception of Mr Mfeceto, the patients discussed in my case studies first

had to report to these facilities. If this was deemed necessary by a doctor as in

the case ofMr Njobe or Mr Galant, they would be referred to a subsequent

level, the secondary and/or district hospitals, where more sophisticated yet still

essentially non-specialist health services were rendered. Part-time specialist

services were available at these facilities if required'". When a more advanced

level of specialised care was needed, Messrs Njobe and Galant were referred to

the tertiary level research and training hospitals in Cape Town, both of'which

were associated with a University School of Medicine. Ideally, a patient would

progress to the highest level of care at a steady pace.
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In practice, certain structures in the health care system were not only informed

by the past but were still at odds with each other, even while they were intended -

to be transforming. The Department of Health's budget allocation to community

health had increased by 4%, from 29% to 33% of the health budget for the

Western Cape province in the 1997/98 year, but in this time outpatient visits to

clinics and day hospitals had increased by 29%. With the new entry point into

the health care system, community health centres were more frequently

understaffed and many lacked basic equipment.

Depending on the size of the day hospital, nurses were supported by multi-

disciplinary staff of the community health centre at which medical, para-medical

and other personnel were based. Free primary health care for pregnant mothers

and children and the legalised termination of pregnancy significantly increased

the workload, both in terms of health care provision and other tasks that did not

directly involve caring or curing.

According to a spokesperson of the Nursing Council, nurses spent about 40%

of their time on administrative tasks. Although all patients were eventually

examined by a doctor, day hospitals and clinics had become largely nurse-based.

Nursing staff assessed whether the specific case constituted an emergency that

should proceed directly to the doctor. Yet sometimes, as in the case of Messrs

Njobe, Galant and Mfeceto, the system was simply overwhehned by the number

of seriously ill patients.

The five cases presented consequently underscored a number of problems

faced both by health care givers and users. Firstly, the layered approach of

access to health services was aimed at cost-effective and rational usage of
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available resources. The provision of health care services to the community at

large and to the patients who sought it, was the raison d'être of the
~

hospitals/clinics, but patients like Ms Madayi and Messrs Njobe, Cengimbo,

Galant and Mfeceto, drew on the institution's human and physical resources.

The health care "cake" was "only so big", and each patient made "the slices

thinner" (Dr Marks). Expending expertise, resources and facilities on a

'terminal' patient like Ms Madayi, could jeopardise effective functioning of care-

delivery to others. No costly interventions would therefore be mobilised for Ms

Madayi, the day hospital had to close and she was referred to another facility.

another. To enhance its ability to cope and ultimately realise its goal, the interest

The attention expended on each individual patient redirected care away from

of the hospital clinic always had to take precedence (De Certeau, 1988: 36) but

non-healing tasks, such as administrative work, was still inevitable. Nursing and

medical staff faced a constant juggling between attending to the administrative

tasks required for the smooth functioning of the institution, and attending to the

sick. When under severe pressure, staff were forced to prioritise. If there were

many "more urgent emergencies" waiting (Sister January: 2/2/98), nursing

(and/or medical) staff would give someone like Mr Njobe a cursory assessment

and then attend to more pressing matters. According to a nurse at the day

hospital where Mr Njobe had first sought help, they had 83 emergencies to treat

on that specific day and-consequently, the numbers of patients admitted to, and

treated by, community health centres were restricted by the very real inability of

staff physically to attend to them adequately.
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Both the normal patient load and emergencies, which had by definition to be

treated first, rose steeply over weekends and public holidays. As a result, certain -

patients, like Mr Cengimbo, were assessed by the doctor, given medication and

sent home. Mr Galant was referred to another hospital and Mr Mfeceto was sent

back to the Site B facility, because staff were "overworked, under-staffed and

barely coping" (Sister Xolo). Referring to his decision to send Mr Galant to

Groote Schuur Hospital, Dr Links said:

Because we have such a lot to do, we have to arrange with Groote Schuur to
take the patient over. We have critical patients waiting. I told the ambulance
to take the patient (Mr Galant) over. That also takes time. When I asked
them [Groote Schuur hospital] about four hours later how he was doing,
they told me that the patient had died. And I think, the patient had lost, is
gone. So those are the sort of priority decisions that you make.

At each point, the sick would wait, and if kept waiting too long like Mr

Galant, they could die. Nevertheless, while waiting for the physician, it became

the responsibility of the family of the distressed to give some comfort to their

own. Thus Mr Njobe's family had to fetch a cloth, wipe his face and try to give

him water. Mr Njobe Jnr. tried to persuade the nurses to give his father

preference, but after giving him the initial cursory attention they had to hurry

away. As with Ms Madayi, Messrs Cengimbo and Galant, Mr Njobe's family

would ultimately wait with the sick for an ambulance to arrive.

iv. Ambulance services

In the five cases under discussion the patients were referred to other facilities.

To get there, they had to rely on the ambulance service, which was itselfunder

severe stress most of the time. According to the chief of ambulance services, of

about 25 emergency vehicles available for the total service in the Peninsula, only
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two or three routinely operated in Khayelitsha. Most of the workload entailed

transferring non-emergencies between hospitals. When the ambulances were

able to respond to personal crisis calls, they also had to collect a number of

Ultimately, when calling for an ambulance patients had no power to influence

waiting patients. The service was only able to reroute ambulances to severe

public emergencies, such as minibus and car accidents that involved multiple

casualties'".

the time of its arrival, and they might have to share the journey with other

casualties. The sick would accordingly spend time on the threshold of the health

care service. They were seriously ill and largely helpless, but were not yet

patients. Waiting, whether for the ambulance or for treatment, was interstitial.

As their families understood it, the health and physical status of someone like

Mr Cengimbo was apparently not 'normal'. He was displaying all the signs of

great physical distress and illness. According to his wife:

We had been there [day hospital] the previous day. It was the ur .He had
been feeling very sick, he Zooked really bad. We waited all day. When the
doctor saw him, he gave him medicine and sent him home. The next day, the
31s1 all day he feZt very bad, but he said he was too tired to wait all day
again. I thought if he does not get better by tomorrow I will take him to a
private doctor. That night he [collapsed).

However, Mr Cengimbo was initially not sufficiently ill to warrant institutio-

nalisation. His position was anomalous. Being chronically illwas of itself

ambiguous. Normally the sick would either recover or die. Mostly, people like

Messrs Cengimbo and Mfeceto were not 'healthy', yet they were not 'sick'

either. They were suffering from what was often called 'diseases of lifestyle",

itself a construction loaded with meaning, and were somewhere between being
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not-healthy and somewhat-sick. Like their illness classification and physical

condition, their 'patient' status was slippery and changeable.

As the chronically ill, they had frequent interactions with the health care

system and its representatives. When in the medical space, they were expected

to behave like 'good' patients and passively accept whichever services and

attention were allocated to them. However, outside the medical space, sufferers

were not only supposed to adhere to a health enhancing way of life, but to keep

sufficient track of the signs of changes in their condition to seek an intervention.

Yet 'feeling' sick or 'looking' bad, was largely phenomenal. Advanced treat-

ment or hospitalisation had to be medically legitimated through the optic of the

doctor. The trained, knowledgeable gaze of a physician would diagnose them as

qualifying for hospitalisation and thereby set in motion expensive health care

interventions and expertise on their behalf. They would subsequently be moved

from their homogeneous status of being chronically ill, to being tuberculotic, an

infarct (heart attack patient) or a keto acidotic coma.

In the meantime they would be liminal; sick, not institutionalised and yet in a

state charged with vulnerability, fear, emotion and even pain. Irrespective of

their affliction, State patients were largely equalised by waiting. The disparities

in health care were emphasised by a temporal constraining of sick bodies

through the availability of ambulances (see Mr Mfeceto). While members of

medical aids and wealthy patients could rely on immediate response by their

privately-subscribed emergency response teams and ambulances, State patients,

even the seriously ill like Mr Cengimbo, had either to find their own transport or

typically, to wait. According to his wife:
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That night he (collapsed). I woke up my son to run to my cousin's house. It's
about three blocks away. To call the ambulance. We tried to carry him to the
bed, it was so hard. We tried to give him water and rubbed his hands and
told him the ambulance was coming. After a long time, I think it was about
an hour, I sent him [son], to fetch the car (cousin's). When they came back,
we carried him to the car and took him straight to Groote Schuur, but they
said they were closed, we went to Jooste[hospitalj. By the time we got there
he was so cold. They took him, we waited and later they came to tell us he
had passed away (Mrs. Cengimbo).
Thus, the long wait had ended in death. Ms Madayi's husband tried to avert

such an outcome and resorted to pushing her on the wheelbarrow to another

facility. Again, the intervention did not arrive in time. Mr Njobe's family did not

trust the ambulance service and arranged for a car to take him to the day

hospital. Three hours later, when the doctor finally examined Mr Njobe, he

"seemed unconscious, he was groaning, not opening his eyes" (Mrs Njobe). He

was apparently paralysed on the left side of his body. The physician questioned

Mrs Njobe thoroughly about what had happened, and concluding that he had

had a "light stroke", arranged for her husband to be transferred to C.F. Jooste, a

secondary hospital. The doctor told Mr Njobe Jnr. that they should wait for the

ambulance. When it finally arrived, the family followed it. The physician at the

day hospital had telephoned the hospital and the staff were expecting the patient.

There the intern questioned Mrs Njobe, referred to the patient's file and

examined him. After completing the necessary forms and waiting for two hours,

Mrs Njobe was informed that her husband would be transferred to Groote

Schuur Hospital as he had had a second stroke. Once more, he had to wait.

The specific night when Mr Cengimbo became ill had been exceptionally busy

for all hospitals and the ambulance services on the peninsula. At Groote Schuur

Hospital, admission of certain categories of patients was suspended for two
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four-hour periods. Normally patients would have been taken to Tygerberg

Hospital, but because waiting lists for non-critical patients had become too long, -

the latter had suspended all new intakes for four hours. Later, the closures were

extended to Conradie, Somerset and Victoria Hospitals. Ambulances had to be

re-routed to take patients to C.F.Jooste Hospital in Manenberg or to False Bay

Hospital in Fish Hoek. These hospitals were far away from each other and

separated by dense traffic. On this specific day, the ambulance service had to

transport 328 cases in 18 vehicles, erewed by 36 staff members". The

ambulance service was under-funded and because of the high levels of stress

amongst staff, there was frequent absenteeism. They lacked adequate facilities

such as computers and emergency vehicles. Cape Town Municipality had been

responsible for the ambulance service on an agency basis for the province. Yet

neither the municipality, nor the Cape Town Metropolitan Council were willing

to continue running the service at the time of the research, and they had

approached the Department of Health to take responsibility for it. The lack ofa

reliable and prompt ambulance service had serious implications for sick patients,

as indicated by the examples ofMs Madayi, Mr Cengimbo and Mr Njobe. In the

end, the five patients were caught in the interstices of a transforming health care

service. Their own peripherality was representative of the transmutation of a

complete health care system in the limen.

Restrictions on services

As part of the rationalisation of health services and for the purpose of being

more cost-effective the Department of Health had also made some far-reaching

changes in the provision of a number of services, which, in turn, impacted on a
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patient's experience of and access to them. Thus, certain surgical procedures

related to heart disease, dialysis, treatment of categories of premature babies,

the provision of the drug AZT to mv positive mothers were all stopped. All of

these continued to be available to patients in private health care.

In both secondary and tertiary State hospitals, wards or beds had been

'closed'. Although the patient load had remained the same, or had expanded in

there are only three in the hospital that for sure you know will work: one in
leU (intensive care unit). That works always, the other one is in casualty
and the other one is standing-up, it's locked up in ... You have to go and ask
for it, you have to sign it up. What they do with the machine in... I don't
know, I think that machine needs to be in casualty, it needs to be in the ward.

most secondaty health care facilities, medical staffhad been reduced. Services

were still available, but "holes were developing like a Swiss cheese" (Dr Links).

In the hospital in which one of the respondents for the study, Dr Gleeson, was

working, five posts for medical officers and two for consultants had been frozen.

Like the community level health centres, secondary and tertiary hospitals had

to operate within strict budgetary parameters. Depending on the severity of the

condition read onto the body of the patient, bed-space would have to be found, ..

timeous tests with expensive equipment and procedures arranged. Yet, even

when encoded as qualifying for expensive technologies, seriously ill patients,

like Mr Cengimbo and Mr Galant would not necessarily receive it in time. An

ECG (electro-cardiogram) would indicate that they might be infarcting.

However, in secondary hospitals, access to such equipment was often restricted

as a result of budget cuts and a lack of money to replace old equipment. In the

secondary hospital where one of the respondents, Dr Marks, worked, all wards

were supposed to have a functional machine. Yet:
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Trying to find amachine that works can take ages, and that impacts-on
thepatient's chances of survival or recovery (Dr Marks) .

.;.

Time and access to technology and expertise were commodities and indica-

tors of the hierarchising of sick bodies and of institutional power. According to

Dr Marks, 'private' patients would be able to pay for access to a specialist

physician's opinion and care, as well as to the necessary technology. This would

enable them to buy not only time, but possibly life chances. In the national health

system, a lack of resources could influence a physician's ability to diagnose and

treat stroke patients like Messrs Njobe and Mfeceto timeously. Making a correct

To ascertain whether a patient had suffered an infarct, or whether it was a
bleed, it's a problem. It takes a few hours to actually see the difference on a
CT scatï". So you should actually send the patient for a re-scan. We can't do
it here, we have one scanner. If you want an MRl6, it has to be arranged by
the consultant. (Dr Links).

diagnosis was important as it would influence the subsequent treatment and

possibly the patient's chances of survival. When a patient was initially referred

to the secondary hospital with a stroke, all the necessary tests would be done

and the family or friends (referred to by medical staffas the collaterals) accom-

panying the sick person, would be thoroughly questioned about the event.

While doctors and nurses thus had more control over their time than patients,

the work- load and availability of facilities were also indicators of hierarchical

power. Specialists had ultimately to decide about the necessity of certain timely

interventions and the use of technology. For example:

Consultants request the MRl The radiologist who does the trauma scan,
reviews the request. Without even seeing the patient they decide whether that
MRI scan gets done or not. They will look at the costs etc., and decide, okay
it can be done, but just as often they say no. And out there in private practice
CT scans are the routine, but not here. By then you have lost a lot of time
(Dr Links).
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Patient perceptions of services .

The quote from an interview with Mrs Sokufudumala in the introduction was

representative of the negative perception patients had of the curative services at

primary care level. A'shebeen', an informal drinking place in the townships,

which used to fall outside the official rules and regulations, could easily become

a rowdy and chaotic place where bad things happened. All the people

He had a headache, terrible headache. He don't want to talk. He don't want
to open his eyes. But he don't want to go to that place (day hospital). He sat
like, eh, I don't know what's going on (she pulled down her eyelids, rolling
her eyeballs, showing the whites of her eyes).

interviewed had described curative services and "care" in community health fa-

cilities in the townships as ''poor'', "bad', "uncaring" and in other such terms.

This negative perception of primary care services was illustrated by the case of

Mr Njobe. He had a stroke on the Sunday, his oldest son's birthday. According

to Mrs Njobe, their house in New Crossroads was filled with people and loud

music as friends and neighbours came to join the festivities. Her husband

complained of a terrible headache, his words became slurred and he seemed to

have difficulty using his left hand and standing on his left leg. His wife wanted to

take him to the day hospital, but at first he refused to go. The noise troubled him

and she put a blanket in the car for him, telling him to rest there, away from the

revellers. Mr Njobe's initial reluctance to go to the day hospital was largely

related to his negative perception and previous experience of it. According to

Mrs Njobe:

Thus, despite the severity of his headache and the increasing loss of control over

his body, Mr Njobe postponed going to the day hospital ("that place") as long

as possible. Another respondent in the study, Mrs Gumede told me that she had:
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told my family that 1 don't want anyone (of her family) to be taken to K. TiC.
day hospital. There is no carefor the sick people. Unless you are boeing
known by a certain sister. She is the one who can help you, not the doctor,
not the nurse. They all wear big gowns but they just pass by like passengers -.
in a train, there is no care.

As seen in the previous sections, there was some basis to the notion of patients

that at least certain kinds of health care were as difficult to access as in the past.

Alluding to the new system of referrals, a male patient, Mr Baliso said:

The worst of all, they (the government) make these regulations without
consulting the persons, they decide for us without having (given us) any
voice to say this is 110tfit for us. People die, silting and waiting for their
Nigerian doctors to come and examine them. Or Namibians or whatever.
Because in the day hospitals there are funny faces of these people nowadays.
Coming out here saying that they are really professionals to help us. But the
attitude is different, in fact it may happen that it's a problem of the
language. For there is lack of communication between us. They are not
White most of them, but they are bad Even their English, their tone when
speaking English is totally different to us. Language, lack of communication,

77frustrated me and also the doctors' .

When Mrs Sokufudumala, a teacher, took injured school children to the day

hospital, she had altercation with the doctor. She described him as a "Namibian,

or something, he could only speak strange English". Similarly, Mrs Mfeceto,

who accompanied her son (who had a stroke) to the tertiary hospital, referred to

the doctor as a "foreigner, he looked, light skin like a Coloured, but he did not

speak like one, he was from someplace else. A Cuban or something. They all

come here to work now. Is it for the sick people?" (Mrs Mfeceto). This was in

contrast to the doctor working in a secondary hospital in the City Bowl. They

subsequently went there in an effort to save her son's life. Here the attending

physician was a "White doctor, he wasfrom here, but it was already too late,

my son had passed Gl-lIay".
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As was the case with Mrs Gumede and Mr Baliso earlier, the bodies of the

physicians, even when displaying the symbolic attire (big gowns) of medical

practitioners, and thus appearing as 'insiders' of the medical system, were

marked by service users as outsiders. They were encoded as physically alien,

coming from a foreign place. They were 'black Black' (Mr Baliso ), one of 'these

people' with 'funny faces' who could only communicate in 'strange' English.

Sometimes they would resemble the 'local', insider bodies, yet did not speak like

them. Thus, they were translated as coming "from some other place" (Mrs

Mfeceto).

When the doctor was "from here" and could speak Afrikaans or Xhosa,

his/her language was nevertheless often that of biomedicine. This discourse was

"exclusive, even arcane, and often unintelligible to the uninitiated, constituting in

itself an obstacle for the patient to negotiate" (Crawford, 1994: 3). All these

issues exacerbated patient dissatisfaction to the point where the doctors' skills

became somewhat suspect. The medical practitioners became people "saying

that they are really professionals", who were supposed to be available for the

sick but were suspected of only wanting the work. They should consequently

appreciate that they depended for employment on attending to the people of the

community (Mrs Mfeceto).

The patients and kin who came into contact with the foreign doctors were

almost exclusively people who had little access to private health care. They had

to rely on health facilities zoned for geographical areas which had been brought

into existence by the former apartheid state. People who lived in the City Bowl

of Cape Town would be served by a medical practitioner "from here" (Mrs
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Mfeceto). While feeling that they had to use inferior health care services, these

patients and their kin also perceived the foreign practitioners as somehow
..~

second-rate. One of the reasons for this was a general xenophobia which had

erupted from time to time in South Africa during the previous two years.

Foreigners were increasingly viewed as outsiders who filled the jobs which

should have been allocated to this country's own citizens'".

Interviews with patients and their families also indicated that they were deeply

aware of the inequities in training and knowledge which, in the not too distant

past, had been the reality of South African health services and training. The

general perception was that in the past, 'White' and 'Indian,29 doctors had more

access to good education and training, were therefore more knowledgeable and

able to provide better services. The negative perceptions about foreign doctors

were related to an imaginary expansion of the historically unequal educational

When patients entered the primary health care system nursing staff were largely

and health care system to the world outside. Thus 'black Black' doctors, who

spoke 'strange English' could not be high quality, they would have inferior

knowledge and training.

Patient resistance

responsible for categorising those who needed urgent attention from those less

seriously ill, and decided who should take priority in seeing the doctor. Nurses

were not supposed to diagnose patients, although they often did make a cursory

diagnosis for triaging, such as using nursing protocols to 'sort out' emergency

care patients to determine the relative urgency and extent of treatment needed.

The ways in which health care-givers and patients themselves constructed an
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emergency could differ markedly, and constituted areas of disputation and

dissatisfaction. It was a site of resistance by patients, who responded differently

When the health care givers' construction of an emergency differed from their

and independent to the structures they encountered, indicating that they were

not totally determined by existing systems and configurations within which they

had become enmeshed.

An example was Mr Njobe's son who became incensed with nurses who would

not attend to his father. They, il) tum, said they had to deal with "more urgent"

problems. Similarly?Mrs Mfeceto and her sick son waited for three hours at the

secondary hospital without being seen. Finally Mrs Mfeceto grabbed a nurse by

her uniform, screaming at her that her son must see the doctor. She said:

I made so much noise, the doctor came, he shouted at me, but I shouted
back. ..He (the doctor) would not help my son, he said there were many
bigger emergencies. But I could see it was the stroke again. He said I must
go back to Site B, so I said: You go back where you come from.

Mrs Sokufudumala, a teacher who had taken four, children to the day hospital

after a pavilion had collapsed at a school sports day, clashed with both nursing

and medical staff The children were crying and bleeding. In the case of one

child "the meat was hanging from his leg". Yet they had to wait for a number of

hours as other trauma cases, who had arrived after them, were taken for

treatment first. Mrs Sokufudumala regularly went to complain to the nurses,

who told her to be patient and to wait, because "there are many sick people

here."

own understanding of it, or when the system had become so overloaded that

non-life threatening emergencies had to wait for attention, the family or
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"collaterals" accompanying the sick would sometimes respond by omplaining",

or even verbally or physically abusing nursing staff In such cases, waiting
,;.

patients and family who were seated in rows waiting for attention, would often

move out of the way. This allowed the objector to expand her own space and

even to constrain, or impose on the space of personnel. Other staff would

sometimes have to intervene, thereby slowing down the process of attending to

patients. The order of the rows would be temporarily disrupted, and only after

the nurses had restored order, would space and time again manifest in a stable

way.

Yet this fragile normalising process could just as quickly be upset again by

someone like Mrs Sokufudumala. As a good teacher, she was deeply concerned

Can't you change your attitude because you are a doctor, we wait all day
with an emergency. / don't like your attitude. Your work depends on the
people who come here with different reasons from our homes or where we
work. And now your attitude. / don't think this is right because if you've
taken someone who is very sick to the day hospital you need the first
attention. Because this is an emergency case (Mrs Sokufudumala).

about the one child, who ''lvas very injured. We had to wait. This child was very

outcrying and very hurtful, the sores were very painful". She shouted at a

nurse: "/ have an emergency case here, or are you waiting for somebody to

come at any time?", but was once more admonished to have patience and wait.

Eventually she went in search of the doctor. According to her, he asked: "Who

told you to come here? / pretend that / didn't hear what he said to me. Mama,

/ am referring to you, who told you to come here? Please, go out". Angered,

the long suffering teacher confronted him:

For the purpose of administering to the sick the object was the patient's body,
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which the medical practitioners, from the nurses to the physician, 'read'

according to difference, similarity and comparison with other bodies which were
,;.

more or less injured, needed similar or different levels of care. Based on such

constructions, individuals such as Mr Mfeceto were defined as not requiring

Similarly, in the case of Mrs Sokufudumala, the injury to the child, compared

immediate medical attention and expenditure of resources, while others were

deemed to require it. The stroke of Mrs Mfeceto' s son, when compared with

others, was not considered serious enough to warrant the doctor's prompt

intervention. Understandably, the very appearance of stroke symptoms, the fact

that his speech was slurred, his mouth pulled down on one side and that he

could not move his arm and leg, indicated to her a need to intervene imme-

diately.

to other cases, was not thought to be serious enough to warrant the doctor's

immediate attention. To the teacher, the child's anguish and the very appearance

of the injury, indicated a need for immediate intervention. Neither doctor shared

the interpretation of the two women of the level of urgency of the pain or

suffering being endured by their charges. In turn, the women both constructed

the physicians as outsiders, dependent for their work on the very patients they

were 'ignoring'. It was at this point of interaction that their defiance was

manifested. If the doctor wanted to send Mrs Mfeceto' s son back again into the

'townships' for what she perceived as poorer quality service and treatment, he

(the Doctor) should also go back to his own "second-rate country".

Patient agency was also expressed by seeking assistance elsewhere, as in the

case of the Mfeceto family. If the patient was not seriously ill, seeking care at
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another facility might be an option. An example was Mrs Sokufudumala's son,

Xolile. He was a taxi driver who was shot in the foot during a taxi feud31
. His

colleague took him to the day hospital and returned for him three hours later.

Xolile, tired of waiting, had simply taken his folder, the symbol of his

objectification, spatial and temporal disciplining, put it on the gate outside the

hospital, hitched a lift and had gone to a hospital in Site C. By doing this he had

performatively displayed how disgruntled he had become and marked his exit

from the interior of the institution to the exterior of the community. His file was

found by other patients, who remarked: "This one, he had enough, he's gone

now. "

Sometimes patients would even resist their ascribed trajectory towards higher

care and interventions. Such an instance was raised by an intern working in a

secondary hospital, Dr Marks:

This man was in the (medical) ward. His background was coronary artery
disease, unstable angina. He came in with the chest pain that has subsided.
We were not going to use a beta blocker, because he was an asthmatic. They
started him on aspirin. They (the nurses) phoned me up that night and said
they had just given him five nitro-glycerine tablets, but the pain was just
getting worse. The nurses had done an EeG (electro-cardiogram) He had
ongoing chest pain! decided! will phone the medical officer. He said it is
probably best to start him with all IV (intravenous) trial ... and also nitrates.
We had to transfer him to Groote Schuur, because patients with ongoing
chest pain need optimum medical care. The consultant saw him and said he
might need a TPA-'2 or even a bypass. The consultant said he (the patient)
must sign, he is going over to Groote Schuur, we gonna have the procedure,
the bypass SOOI1. He refused point blank. We spent hours trying to persuade
him, but he refused.

This patient had 'qualified' for more expensive care and interventions, but

nevertheless resisted. Apparently the consultant became incensed with the

patient for refusing to undergo what he regarded as a life-prolonging and

necessary clinical procedure. He eventually left in disgust and Dr Marks had to
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resolve the situation. After a long discussion he finally realised the sufferer's

biggest concern was that he might die during the procedure and not have had an _.

opportunity to say goodbye to his family. He was concerned about his family,

even to the extent of risking death. By ignoring the presence of an experiencing

and perceiving subject, the consultant, like Foucault's clinical gaze, had

privileged "intentionality without a subject, a strategy without a strategist"

(Dreyfuss & Rabinow, 1982: 187).

Conclusions

The different levels of health care facilities were bureaucratically and politically

organized spaces which were representative of medical power and the technology

by which disease was rendered visible and by which certain categories, such as the

terminally chronically ill were rendered not economically and medically viable. A

set of power relations converged in the body of the patient in the reorganized

. health care system. It was on the body that changes in the structure of service

provision worked itself out in new forms of commodification of the patient and

new 'fates', dispositions and positioning of the body within the system. The body

in different stages of illness had different levels of exchange values. Thus patients

could receive one kind of intervention at one stage and a wider set of interventions

if (s)he was more seriously ill, yet not terminal or suffering from other

complications. The latter negatively impacted on the patient's prognosis and

subsequent 'value'.

As South African health policy increasingly strove for both equity and cost

effectiveness, particular types of bodies, those to which value could be added,

and those which did not qualify for expensive interventions, were discursively
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constructed and practically circulated through the various levels of the services.

Decisions made as to who would get immediate treatment or not, related to

certain 'norms' concerning urgency andjustifi.ability of the expenses. Expertise

and services had to be allocated to bodies in effective and utilitarian ways,

therefore the great focus on primary health care. Within the system itself patients

would be managed, surveyed, controlled and rendered docile through a range of

protocols and'an ordering of their access into and movement through the

services. Waste had to be prevented, records and information concerning

individual patients, related expenditures and such had to be collected and

maintained. Power was accordingly not exercised in an oppressive way, but

rather stayed unobtrusive, discretionary yet effective. Although some patients

resisted, the majority remained docile and co-operative.

Chapter V is a continuation of chapter IV and I will give more attention to

the experience of patients first introduced in this chapter. I will continue to show

how the body, as it went 'higher' into the different levels of services, underwent

increasing commodification because it was a site for the mobilisation of

expensive medical treatment. Charges and services increased incrementally. I

also illustrate how medical practitioners sometimes moved away from purely

biomedical understandings and categories of bodies, disease and claims to

medical attention, to where notions adhering more closely to wider societal

constructions of health, worthiness and the body were applied- All along the

way different readings of bodies resulted in value being added to them or

subtracted from them. Such medical and commodified constructions ultimately

impacted on the patient's trajectory through the health care system until (s)he
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finally 'qualified' to enter the tertiáry hospital. This process also served to

control the commodification of the body by layering and stratifying it.
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COMMODIFICATION OF BODIES

Introduction

In the previous chapter I showed that the government's drive for equal

treatment in health care provision was a complex issue which often involved

disparate and fragmented interests, services and outcomes. While the new health

bills and policies emphasised and strove for equity in access to health services and

facilities in South Africa, great inequalities nevertheless still existed in this respect

between different geographical areas, population and income groups. These were

simultaneously the result of the continued segmentation of services, severe

financial constraints and the historical legacy of apartheid medicine.

As indicated in Chapter I, differentials in knowledge were at the basis of power

relations in the clinics/hospitals. Such knowledge involved state sanctioned

authority to classify bodies as qualifying for particular therapeutic interventions and

tests in specific spaces within particular time frames. Foucault (1979:205) referred

to the power of surveillance through looking and recording as "a type of location

of bodies in space, of distribution of individuals in relation to one another, of

historical organisation, of distribution of centres and channels of power, of

differentiation of the instruments and modes of intervention of power". Power,

knowledge and their concomitant forces of socialisation and discipline operated in

the space of the body. Every bodily description, term or classification accordingly

reflected what it described. Simultaneously, it re-presented relations of power

between medical staff, patients and kin who accompanied them. Encoding the body
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of the patient through diagnosis also designated the most cost- effective level of

care and interventions for the patient.

This chapter is about the transition and regeneration of the health care system,

and of the sick consequently traversing a hierarchy of health care facilities

interspersed with long waiting periods before being accorded full status as patients.

I also try to show how and why the bodies of the sick were categorised as

qualifying for certain kinds of treatment, in particular spaces within specific time

frames. To do so, I examine material, spatial and temporal practices related to

'readings' and 'interpretations' of bodies into a variety of rankings and c1assifica-

tions at different spatial and temporal stages in the health care system. Depending

on the severity and chronicity of physical affliction and the related discourses,

concomitant knowledge and ways of 'seeing', different kinds of bodies were

'produced'. Value in the form of increasingly expensive and specialised knowledge,

technologies and treatments, was added to bodies as they progressed over time

through the community, secondary and tertiary health care spaces. Here I use

commodification of bodies in a much wider sense than the product of capital and

labour, or the value attached to the means of production. I also use it in a sense of
>

political and social value being added to it. This value can be converted to

economic value, but is not reducible to it. It is thus a more generalized useage of

commodification and value.

I argue that, as a result of difficulties and issues encountered, patients often

delayed engaging with the health care system until the point of dire emergency:

Finally, the diverse and fragmented ways in which this disciplining was resisted,

transformed or evaded through patient agency, are highlighted.
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Symptomologies

Once a patient was classified as an emergency, the acuteness of his/her condition

affected the temporal and spatial trajectory he/she followed in the health care

service. Ms Madayi was 'translated' as "terminally chronically ill". Her affliction

could not be healed or cured, but only be controlled at best, or eased, at worst. At

the same time she was at the extremity of her life and of medical ability to 'save'

her.

To intervene would draw heavily on the resources of the institution, and it would

not necessarily prolong her life, but rather slightly delay her dying. As indicated in

Chapter IV, the political economy of health care was organised in a range of

services which were available at different stages of medical intervention. Certain

types of bodies, like that of the dying Ms Madayi (Chapter IV) could only be

'passively' medicalised or maintained at the least expensive level. She was not

referred to a secondary hospital, but to a primary care hospital with overnight

facilities.

If, like Mr Njobe (Chapter IV), the patient was categorised as needing more

specialised care, he was referred to a secondary hospital. Here a new reading,,

medical construction and spatialisation of the body of the patient commenced. The

notion of the medical 'gaze', its distinctive knowledge of the body, the ways in

which it is opened up for observation, and the techniques by which it is made to

appear in this particular way, has been developed in studies of medical knowledge

and power (Foucault, 1976). When patients first met with health care givers, the

latter would try to ascertain and interpret the signs of the malaise as it was

observable on the body and subjectively experienced and related by the patient.
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Symptoms were phenomenal, of the body. Symptoms had consciously to be

organised through the doctor's knowledge and expressed as descriptive signs

through language. Several signs could premise a signified disease or illness con-

dition that could more or less be effectively treated. This shift from symptom to

sign could give the doctor control over time in relation to the condition. He could

establish what had happened, make a diagnosis, ascertain what was happening and

everything is up to you. You see he is pale and sweaty, staccato breathing,
severe chest pain, irregular heart beat. Things call change vely quickly.
He was admitted with unstable angina, has had a previous infarct and
now infarcts again. You get an EeG [electro-cardiogram). His blood
pressure is 140 over 90. It does not contraindicate strepping' him. Theil
you have to make up your mind, what sort of therapy are you going to give
him. Are you going to streptokinase him, do you continue with warfarin?
Whether you give the patient IV nitrates, or whether you refer the patient
to [the tertiary hospital} where they do a TPA 3. So if you are all duly that
day, it becomes a close call.

make a prognosis or indicate what would probably happen (Barthes, 1988:204-

205). This frequently had to occur within a few hours, or even minutes. These

were very real emergency decisions. As Dr Links (5/4/98) related about a man who

was admitted to the secondary hospital with acute myocardial infarction or "heart

attack":

Prompt diagnosis and therapeutic action would minimise physical damage and

reduce morbidity. To provide equal access to the available health services and

facilities to everyone, the patient had to be managed in a cost effective way,

unnecessary hospital admissions had to be avoided and the length of stay in the

hospital reduced. Seriously ill patients were moved into the front space of

- specialised, intensive, time-consuming and expensive intervention. The "higher up"

in the levels of health services the patient was referred, the more he/she drew on
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the State's resources. Making the correct diagnosis, initiating the most efficacious

therapeutic procedures and learning from past experience was essential. By using

certain techniques such as percussion, listening through a stethoscope, taking

blood pressure, looking for excessive perspiration, paleness, and constructing a

kind of "sensorial triangulation" (Foucault, 1976: 163), Dr Links, the medical

officer quoted above, visually and spatially mapped out the disease in the body, in

The patient can be a known patient and you can look at the file. You can
also make a diagnosis. The nurses do a finger prick and check the glucose
level. Sometimes the glucose is way out, sky high. Normally you have the
difference between 4 and 10. That's normal. When those patients come in,
their glucose is something like 40. The nurses test the urine and find
ketones' in the urine, but sometimes this is the result 0.1dehydration. You
look for nausea, vomiting, difficulty with breathing, low blood pressure,
the heart rate is very fast (Dr Links).

and across time. The way in which the patient presented his physical symptoms

was linked to his previous encounter with the affliction.

This was also the case for many of the patients who ended up in the secondary

hospital in a ketoacidotic coma".

Localised, individualised symptoms manifested on the surfaces of the body were

indicative of generalisations, of certain conditions or diseases, in their localised

interior spaces, like the chest, the stomach, or in an organ, like the heart or the

pancreas. Indicators for normality and abnormality were sought out. Were glucose

levels, blood pressure and heart rate within the 'standard measurements'? Equally,

were ketones in the urine the manifestations of dehydration resulting from

infection, or did they point to ketoacidosis, which in turn might be indicative of

. - infection, trauma, stress or even the despised 'non-compliance' of a diabetic? Thus

the characteristic symptoms signalled the disease, like insulin-dependent diabetes,
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knows exactly why he's there, he knows exactly because pancreatitis is
veJy recurring, it recurs with people when they don't stop drinking. And
the thing is that he promised me, he told me he never drank again If you
drink heavilyfor a long time, and you have pancreatitis. After that, even
one or two glasses of wine, then you will get pancreatitis again if you are
susceptible. He must have had something again and he startedfeeling
badly. Jt makes me angry sometimes, there are patients who really need
medical treatment and he takes itfrom them (Dr Marks: 25/5/98).

its basic nature and manifestation, that was the materialisation of its aberrance.

Simultaneously it could hint at something else, at the patient's own

understanding, experience, ways of dealing with a chronic disease or his/her

resistance to adhering to the normative as constructed by medicine". When a

doctor suspected that a patient had been 'non-compliant' in some way, some sort

of censure often followed, as in the case of a patient who was admitted and

diagnosed with pancreatitis. Such a patient:

Health care providers were supposed to be neutral and even-handed in dividing

up the 'slices' of the health care cake. As indicated above patients such as the one

under discussion, were translated as drawing unfairly on resources through their

own aberrant behaviour. This moral coding of transgressive bodies hardly ever

recognised the power relations and historical legacies underlying the ill health of

such 'problem' patients.

According to the description by Dr Marks, the patient with pancreatitis was a

middle aged "Coloured,7 man. He had a history of alcohol abuse, a "problem"

often associated with certain historically disadvantaged and marginalised commu-

nities in the Western Cape". Scharf (1984) and Scully (1992) stressed that liquor,

. - in the form of a tot system, was entrenched as a way of controlling slaves and the

practice was later continued with farm labourers in this province. Alcohol en-
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trenched and reproduced relations of power between employers and the working

class originating from certain communities (see also Gibson, 1996)9. Embedded

within the patient's assumed abuse of alcohol, lay a long history of the social

control and pacification of certain communities through the abuse ofliquor, and of

its consequent result in high levels of violence and alcohol related illnesses. These

issues were increasingly ignored as alcohol abuse became medicalized and con-

structed as a personal weakness, an infraction on the rights of others to equal

health care, and an unwillingness to adhere to medical proscription (see also Singer

et al, 1992).

Although the patient was treated, the doctor's categorisation ofhim in terms of

deviance or relative unworthiness to claims on the health care service, reflected

very complex relations of power. As discussed in Chapter IV, the hospital and the

health system increasingly emphasised cost-effectiveness, and as this happened,

broader societal typologies leaked into classification in terms of which inclusion

and exclusion were rationalised. This included notions of greater equity, as well as

indicators for future medical prognosis.

At the same time, societal notions that privileged health, relative youthfulness,,

reproduction and their perceived value in terms of productivity, usefulness and

family were increasingly employed in conjunction with the envisaged projection of

a trajectory towards health. This happened more often when hospital services

became overburdened and choices had to be made as to which lives should be

saved. Of his decision to move Mr Galant to the tertiary institution, Dr Links, the

medical practitioner involved, related:
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When things become so overstressed, you look at baseline. He's had
infarcts, he's been smoking and drinking for years, he's had TB, his lungs
are totally destroyed He had a allother bleed not too long ago. What is
his quality of life? There is so little available. You of tell have ve/y
awkward situations. If you make the wrong decision, someone else might
die. You decide to rather do someone young like a 16year old boy who
was brought in with a gunshot wound He }I/asbasically bleeding to death,
and it was ve/y, ve/y urgent. Sometimes I think (Mr Galant), hell, he is
not going to make it any}l/ay, he's 64, do I resuscitate him, or do I go for a
real priority case, like this young boy who was going to die bleeding or a
young woman with an ectopic pregnancy that ruptured and she was also
bleeding internally. The older guy just had to take his chances. So J had
to decide, do you do the young boy or do you do the female? Then you
have a guy with a compound tibia fracture, at exactly the same time, but
that could wait.

Mr Galant was referred to Groote Schuur. He waited for an ambulance, was

taken to the tertiary facility and died while the registrar was assessing him. Thus

Mr Galant "had lost." At the same time, the patient with pancreatitis, like Mr

Galant with his gastro-intestinal bleed, were interpreted and translated as alcohol

abusers. Mr Galant's smoking habits and age were weighed against the other

patients' youth and the woman's reproductive role. After exhausting the medical

protocols oftriaging, of categorising the levels of emergency care patients needed

to establish the gravity of the condition and the degree of treatment necessary,

clinical therapeutic technologies and practices were abandoned and wider cultural

and societal notions of 'worthiness' were applied.

These were always intertwined with economic and ethical issues, especially when

a number of emergencies were presented at the same time.

Both of them need urgent attemion. What do I do? One was a myocardial
patient with systemic heart disease, ongoing chest pain who had previous
infarction and is on thrombolytic therapy. Then the second patient, also
with a heart attack and basically the same problem. She also needed'
streptokinase but we only had one high-care bed Normally you book one
patient here (in the secondary hospital) and the other is transferred.
Sometimes it isfirst-come, first-served. But you can't normally do that (f
you have two similar patients with the same sort of problem. One was a 70
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year old man, ill the borderline of thrombolytic therapy and the other a
woman C?!42. People over 65 shouldn't be in embolism therapy, and
patients that had previous strokes and major operations in the last few
weeks. There are various contra-indications for thrombolytic therapy.
We've got two patients with exactly the same sort of symptoms, same
diagnosis and the one is 70, [has} a history, the other aile is 42, a mother
with children. The thing is which one do you save. And more often than
1110styou keep the younger person, as the older person has had a good 70
years of life, let him {Jy his luck. We send him on, but he will probably not
make it (Dr Marks).

In the end, a major ontological shift could occur and an existential space for fate

or chance could open up. In spite of being referred to a tertiary hospital, the patient

had in effect been shifted to the back space of time, because of being consigned to

the realm of the unreliable and time-consuming transport. Here, no therapeutic

intervention happened, the status quo was maintained and only minimal resources

were expended. The patient was not under the ocular purview of medicine any

longer. He was also displaced into the metaphorical liminal space and time between

life and death where he had to "try his luck", 'lace the odds" and depend on "the

roll C?! the dice. "

Spatialities

As introduced in Chapter IV, health care facilities were socially-marked

institutional spaces into which patients moved for their initial encounter with the

medical sphere. The sick were constructed as ailing bodies, which, in turn, were

delineated in specific ways relative to certain categories, for example emergencies,

injuries, minor complaints and such. According to these definitions and material

curative practices, bodies were marked as 'patients' for and by treatment, and

administratively processed as they progressed through a series of hierarchised

spaces with increasingly expensive treatment and facilities. Foucault (1979)
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describes the gridding of space in hospitals and clinics to make the people in it

accessible for observation and information. For de Certeau an institution is imbued

with the power to delimit its own place as a base from which to manage "relations

with an exteriority composed of targets" (1988:36). This ability to control it own

space has certain effects, such as "a certain invulnerability to the vagaries of time

control over time can be managed".

For the patients and their loved ones, the power of the clinic or hospital as the

extensions of the Department of Health, was embedded first of all, in its actual,

authored and immediate control over its own geographical area and its hegemonic

discourses. Out of that space, the clinic/hospital developed and organised its objec-

tives as a health care facility. From this interiority it formed relations with the

external, that is, the community in general, and patients in particular. Through its

claim on specific space, the clinici hospital was empowered to regulate, supervise,

administrate and administer to its target population. For de Certeau (1988:36), this

kind of institutional power to establish an autonomous space or place, reduced or

dominated the impact of time. By establishing a place the institution gained for

itself an important degree of autonomy and an ability to plan for, and deal with,

inconstancy and change. Yet, like bodies, all systems had seepage and these

facilities were ultimately very far from being the total, sealed institutional spaces

described by Goffman and Foucault.

As illustrated by the cases of Messrs. Njobe, Mfeceto and even of Mrs

Sokufudumala, community health facilities were ambiguous and often contested

spaces, involving staff, patients, their families and other members of the commu-

nity. The clinics/hospitals were staffed by health care practitioners in the employ of
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different provincial or local level government bodies. Bachmann & Makan

(1997: 723) reported in relation to Khayelitsha Health Centre that the curative

section was staffed by provincial administration personnel who could not provide

preventive care, but did not necessarily refer people to the preventive section. The

preventive space, in turn, was staffed by better paid local authority personnel, yet

they could not provide curative treatment. Thus, for patients and staff the

clinic/hospital was a common space, but it was by no means shared symmetrically

by equal partners, despite frequent representations of it as such and admonitions

that patients should work with staff for "their own good."

The community level clinic/hospital was a spatial and temporal threshold, an

interface between the formal and the informal, the institutional inside and the

communal outside. At this stage, patients could move in and out freely. It was a

heterogeneous and somewhat chaotic assemblage of a variety of persons and

conditions, a space where inside and outside met, and at times clashed severely".

For seriously ill patients, it was an opening through which they had to pass in a

Through the different levels of institutionalisation, diagnoses of increasing

time of crisis. To increase its ability to cope and ultimately realise its goal, the

hospital/clinic had to take precedence over patients (de Certeau, 1988:36) ..
Institutional structures would override patient need wherever necessary, for

example in the case of Mrs Madayi, when the clinic was closing and she had to find

her way to another facility.

Passages within liminalities

severity had determined the trajectory of Mr Njobe deeper into the health care
, .

system. In this process charges and services grew dearer. As the hospitals came
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increasingly under stress as a result of high patient loads, boundaries for inclusion

and exclusion in the access to health resources, which had ordinarily been

ambiguous and permeable, suddenly became hardened and fixed. Raising the

threshold of admittance to different levels of institutions was an attempt by the

State to control the commodification of the body by stratifying it. Thus, when:

the patient load is extremely high, so high, you only see emergencies. The
nurses decide whether to accept the patients. If it is an acute emergency,
that takes preference. If it is a resuscitation in the hospital, that takes
preference and everything more or less comes to a standstill (Dr Gleeson:
19/3/98).

During such periods of crisis very tough choices had to be made:

There are times in the [secondary and tertiary] hospital that you don't have beds
anymore. Then hospitals close down. You have to find a transfer to other
hospitals. At the same time the primary health facilities, they have to transfer 10 a
secondary health facility, so whether this hospital is open or closed, the patient
gets sent there regardless. We make sure they know the hospital is closed but they
bring the patients here, or (f other second my hospitals close they also bring them
here. Jt becomes a battle between us to get patients in [to other hospitals], to get
beds (Dr Gleeson).

As with all systems under stress, margins, entrances and exits became increasing-

ly policed (Douglas, ]989). Referrals, even acute emergencies, such as Mr

Cengimbo, were not accepted by tertiary hospitals. He had to go back to the

second level of care. Mr Mfeceto was referred back to the primary care facility.

When secondary hospitals were full and admissions closed, doctors had to justify

transferring their patients, like Mr Galant, directly to a tertiary facility. But this was

not always possible, as explained:

every sphere becomes vely hard-core about seeing the patients. They
[tertiary hospitals] only accept referrals from a doctor from a second my
hospital. And everything else they throw out (Dr Links).
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When the boundaries became more rigid, even patients who had previously been

admitted, would not necessarily be accepted again. Accordingly Mr Mfeceto was

[I} Salt' from the nurses he had a previous history, they had operated him
at Groote Schuur. Because he was vomiting 1thought he had a compli-
cation from the surge/yo You can have the duodenum becoming stenosed
[scarring}. 1spoke to the registrar but they are so aware of the structured,
status approach to admission now. He basically said, if 1insist 1can send
him over. He will just hand it over to the person that comes on duty the
next day. As a result the patient was transferred. Imean it's all costs
involved. Hejust said they are short staffed, but so are we, so the work-
load keeps shifting between us.

referred back to the Site B facility where he had received his tuberculosis treat-

ment. Normally sick people who, for example, had had surgery in a tertiary

hospital could return directly to the institution for six weeks afterwards. When a

patient with possible complications from such a procedure presented himself to a

tertiary hospital, he was referred back to a secondary level facility. There, Dr Links

said:

Time and readings of the body became commodities, and depending on cate-

gories of severity, patients would or would not get treatment sooner or later. To

have access to resources timeously, the patient had to fall within the increasingly

strict circumscription of seriousness and economic justifiability. Despite the

threshold for entry into each new space becoming increasingly higher, even tertiary

hospitals were sometimes strained to capacity. According to a registrar (7/2/97)

working in medical wards in a tertiary hospital, some days were:

ve/y busy. We did not have enough beds. It usually happens two to three
times a week during the winter as well. We had to drop admittance
qualifications to ludicrous levels. We only stabilised patients and sent
them home. Finally Groote Schuur had to close and ambulances were
diverted to Tygerberg.
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Once more, when under pressure, the periphery which marked the 'inside' of the

institution hardened.

At each subsequent institutional space the body of the seriously ill patient was

encoded anew for transfer to higher tiers. At primary and secondary levels Misters

Njobe and Galant were accordingly not yet fully integrated into the institution.

Moving between institutional spaces was indicative of their liminality and

ambiguity. They would be sick and get minimal treatment, and only fully become

patients in the tertiary hospital. Once admitted at this level, patients like the

aforementioned Mr Njobe, had to be reassigned to one of the internal categories,

that is, as belonging in the medical ward, and having finally been assigned to this

level and ward, they would find themselves in an enclosed institutional space. Here,

as in a mental asylum or prison, spatial and temporal structures and the surveillance

of bodies were expressions of power and were more controlling than that outside it

(see Goffman, 1968). The rituals of admittance represented not only a penetration

and assumption of control over the physical body, but also served as a shedding of.

the exterior, a passage within passages into the liminal space and time of the

hospital, and its concomitant constraints (Frankenberg, 1992: 4).

The hospital was analogous to a sacred space and time of healing. As indicated in

chapter IV, the bodies of the different kinds of health care givers and the con-

comitant bodies of knowledge were symbolically and hierarchically signified by the

dress code. The sick were homogenised as belonging to the category of 'medical'

ailment, therapies and care. Their bodies were marked by treatment and

differentiated from each other through the gaze of medicine, whereby their

diagnosis would be established and treatment planned and executed.
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For the duration of hospitalisation, Mr. Njobe neither belonged to the 'outside'

world of the healthy, nor to the 'inside' world of practising medical care and

treatment. His body was in limbo, he had surrendered his responsibilities as an

adult and would be taken care of like an infant until he recovered or, as in the case

ofMr Njobe, he died. Ifhe behaved in any way which was not acceptable on the

According to Harvey (1990: 226) those who delimit ''the material practices,

'outside', ifhe soiled his bed, or was fed, washed and dressed by a 'stranger'

nurse, it would merely be another affirmation of his liminality. In the wards, the

patient's body and contiguous space were to all intents assigned to a specific

registrar and intern. Once admitted to the ward, he was in a perilous interregnum,

while his illness was consigned to a space, within which it was administered to and

contained. He could be sent from the ward for tests or x-rays. and when he did so

he would often be pushed in a wheelchair by hospital staff. If his health improved

enough he might be allowed for short periods to enter the passage between wards.

Yet even here, his in-between status was marked on his body. To leave the hospital

and re-enter the outside world, his health had to improve and he had to be

reintegrated into the everyday world through certain rituals of being assigned a

status which made him ready for it, attendant on his actual discharge by the,

physician. His alternative was to assume control by rejecting his status as a

'patient', in which case he would be required to sign an official RHT (Refused

Hospital Treatment) document.

Tem poralities

i.Waiting

forms and meanings of money, time or space fix certain basic rules of the social
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game." In the institutional space, time was actualised through both a linear and

cyclical dimension. On the one hand certain activities, staff changes and such,

occurred with repetitive cycles (see Zerubavel, 1979). On the other hand, staffand

patient bodies moved through the tasks and responsibilities of the day according to

a daily institutional schedule. Despite the complaints by patients about having to

wait for lengthy periods before receiving medical attention, doctors and nurses had

little chance of respite from their demanding schedules of patient care. In hospitals

interns worked on 24-hour shifts at a time, and to avoid fatigue-related problems,

hospital policy was that all interns had to leave within a certain time after com-

pleting their shifts. However, they frequently stayed on post-call for three or four,

and sometimes even eight or more hours.

In the clinics and hospitals, patients were constructed through institutional

routines and schedules as medical objects. Medicine created its 'other' and made

its object the patient, by forcing individuals to wait and by not apprising them of

what was to happen or when (Frankenberg, 1992: 17). As if to underline the value

of their expert time, doctors could keep both nursing staff and patients waiting.

The way in which 'waiting time' was distributed in the institution reflected the way

in which power was distributed (Henley, 1977: 44).

At every level in the health system, the patient would wait as a matter of course.

When Mr Njobe had a stroke, his wife, son and two other men took him to

admissions at the local day hospital. Here, they first waited in a long queue until a

nurse could find his file. They were given a number and sent to a next room where

they waited until a registered nurse could attend to them. She took Mr Njobe's

blood pressure, blood samples, urine samples and temperature, and told them to
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wait for the doctor.

Mrs Njobe related that she was in a state of high anxiety, moaning and crooning

to her husband. She sat on a bench clutching him to her chest, trying to keep him

from slipping off and collapsing on the floor. Her son was unsuccessful in his

efforts to obtain preferential attention for his father. Three hours later, when the

doctor finally examined Mr Njobe, he diagnosed him as a case of "light stroke",

which "qualified' him for more expensive and specialised care, and referred him to

a secondary hospital. At this second stage, Mr Njobe's body was once more read

for signs and subsequently 'translated' into a category which entitled him to even

higher levels of care. He nevertheless had to wait for the ambulance once again.

The entire community health care service was premised on the assumption that

the time of certain categories of people could be spent in waiting. In a literal sense,

the sick and the health system itself, compelled the 'collateral' presence of kin and

loved ones across ordinary temporal delimitations. By forcing patients to wait in

specific spaces, medicine transformed them into objects for observation and

control. According to a doctor who worked in a community health centre, most of

the "collaterals" (family) who accompanied the seriously sick, were women. They,

were also the people who indubitably took care of the convalescents at home. Yet,

almost nothing has been written about the effects of such material practices on the

spatial and temporal experience and bodies of these institutionally peripheralised

people, in spite of their important role in health care. I refer again later to this

dearth of literature on women in health care.

In the end, all patients were attended to, but their waiting could be shortened or

extended depending on the category of urgency into which they were slotted by
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staff. In the process of deciding, medical staff (including nurses) drew on previous

experience and training, made diagnoses, purposefully and premeditatively planned

therapeutic courses to implement or decided to "wait and see", and thus delayed

time and resources being expended on what could be a "dicey case" (Dr Ahmed).

Waiting was a manifestation of the patient's liminality, of being betwixt and

between levels of care. As with most margins and ambiguities, transversing it

Because of financial constraints, not only space but also time, were commodities,

would involve rituals (see Douglas, 1966; van Gennep, 1960). These were the

rituals of waiting in line, getting one's file, moving from the admissions area to the

treatment room, having the necessary blood and urine tests done, and temperature,

heart rate and blood pressure recorded. Through this induction, seriously ill

patients commenced their incremental incorporation into the twilight transitional

space and time of severe and often life-threatening illness. It constituted entry into

an orifice of the increasingly bounded and controlled territory and schedules of a

hierarchy of institutions, as the severely ill patient was separated from family and

community and drawn into the space and time of the secondary or tertiary hospital.

ii. Saving and losing time

to be utilised carefully. Time, as constructed in the institution and by some health

care practitioners and administrators, was linear, quantifiable and could be

'wasted'. It was thus a limited resource and should be utilised efficiently and

effectively. According to Dr Links, a government executive visited the medical

ward (in a secondary hospital) where he had been working. This official insisted

that the .medical staff should be able to attend to a patient within five minutes. In

response, one of the consultants working in the ward "took a sample group and
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asked them to write down this drug prescription as Jast as you can. " The average

time to write a prescription was one and a half minutes. This would leave three and

a half minutes for examination and diagnosis, but the official insisted that doctors

For the labour consultant, time was very similar to the way in which it is con-

should be able not only to examine a patient but also write up an observation chart

in five minutes. The idea was that if there were twenty patients on the ward, the

intern should accordingly be able to see them all within about an hour and twenty

minutes. This was expected in spite of the fact that he/she would also have to

attend to other responsibilities like clinics, clinical meetings at the tertiary hospital

and dealing with daily exigencies.

structed in Western capitalist societies (see Vukovic, 1999). Itwas homogeneous,

objective and capable of being standardised. Time could be accurately measured

and divided into smaller and smaller fractions, each circumscribing the individual's

activities from one minute to the next. Time "spent" on one patient should be very

similar to that dispensed to another, supposedly "similar" case. Like in a factory,

doctors needed to practice using their bodies and time efficaciously.

Yet the doctor's (and the patient's) experience of time was often contextual and,

multiplex. It was the latter which could inevitably upset all the careful calculations

because, "if you have one problem patient that day, your whole day is thrown out

because that patient takes priority. Jfyou are on duty in EU (emergency unit),

especially over weekends, you get all caught up with unstable patients" (Dr

Links). For Dr Links time was phenomenal and dependent on particular circum-

stances and its constraining limitations or possibilities.
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Attending to problem patients who had constantly to be monitored for signs of

possible infarction could take hours and this would impact on the patient load. As a

result, he said

an unstable patient can keep you busy for hours. Jf you have more than
that in one night your patients start piling up. On minimum you see about
ten patients a night. Jf the patients are relatively stable they stay in the
overnight ward, but if they are unstable, they get referred to you (in the
medical ward). Basically the chest pains with a history are unstable
patients and can infarct suddenly without any symptoms. They can pop off
right infront of your eyes (Dr Marks).

Financial restraints and time were also closely interlinked and impacted on

services in secondary hospitals in many other ways. In cases of suspected

ketoacedotic coma, said Dr Ahmed:

the thing is, if the person is elderly or the coma severe, cell damage can
lead to death, particularly if treatment is delayed. So the only way you
know for certain this patient is in a diabetic ketoacedotic coma is to draw
blood. The blood gets sent away urgently. This system doesn't work very
well because, sometimes the blood gets lost. We are always being
imprinted to keep cost in mind. Every single blood that gets arranged to
send to Groote Schuur urgently, they have to get someone to fetch the
blood and take it there. And it costs us [the hospital] extra money.
Otherwise you have to wait, there are regular guys who fetch at for
example, one, and eight, and eleven o'clock. There are two runs for blood
during the day. The problem with the runs is, the specimen must be no
older than three hours. Jfyou take blood at twelve 0 'clock and the run is
at five, the specimen is invalid. And the thing is that at night, if your
patient is ketoacedotic you need to know whether there are ketones in the
blood. You know heart attacks are coming so you have to check your
enzymes, those things need to be sent urgently. Children with meningitis.
Those need to get sent away. I had a case where I had to ask the
superintendent to send away a specimen and he said it can wait until the
next round. It's expensive so it was refused and when eventually it came
back it was with menococcal meningitis. The patient died, those things
happen (Dr Ahmed).

While institutional 'clock' time determined the cyclical despatches of tests, the

temporalities of health care givers and seriously illpatients could be fragmented,

very personal, and finite. For very illpatients, time became almost meaningless or
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bounded. Ultimately, institutional time would override experiential time. Speci-

mens would be sent away on a "normal run", the patient would "pop off' and the

final diagnosis would be made after death.

iii. Patient deferment

My study indicated that many patients delayed seeking hospitalisation. Over

weekends, patients (and their kin) would often wait between tour to six hours

betore being attended to by the doctor. The situation was exacerbated by unreliable

ambulance services, which would increase waiting time". Having to wait for hours,

especially at the lower-level facilities, discouraged respondents trom seeking

Studies have shown that people with a history of coronary disease, who had

timeous intervention. Messrs Njobe and Mfeceto waited as long as possible betore

going to the day hospital, while Mr Cengimbo allowed a whole day to pass.

Seeking timeous clinical intervention could increase a sufferer's chances of

survival, but their experience of the structure of the health services, especially what

they perceived as the lack of care manifested by the long time they spent waiting

betore the doctor could attend to them, caused them to delay their action. For

many of the chronically ill patients, feeling unwell was not reason enough to brave

the structural obstacles of the institution. They, and their family, had to teel that.
the condition of illness was reaching a state of emergency. Thus illness was no

longer a process, it became a crisis event aggravated by the hospitalisation dyna-

mies, and sometimes the harrowing experience of being close to death.

prior experience of Angina Pectoris,12 or ~\1I, 13 often waited longer before'

seeking help than those who had never had such an experience. This was despite

rehabilitation services and doctors frequently stressing that the more time that
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passed, the more the risk of recurrent AMI and sudden cardiac death increased.

According to a study done by Alonzo & Reynolds (1998: 1104) a significant

of the insult to the myocardium or heart muscle and the related symptoms
and signs. Social psychologically there is the fright and overwhelming dread
of the potential loss of life and social control, of the breakdown of social
situations, of a diminished continuity of life and of future expectations, and
as the assault on one's social identity across many domains (Alonzo &
Reynolds, 1998).

number of patients who had experienced AMI, suffered severe trauma. First there

was the disordering event

Once the patient was in such a critical stage of illness, the disciplining of institu-

tional time was often disjunctive with the experiential immediacy, transience and

tlux of time when suffering. While waiting, time for the very ill patient could draw

out interminably or intensify and contract. For patients this was a time of suddenly

coming face-to-face with their mortality, the inevitability that time, for them, might

be "running out. ,,14 For example, once a patient had an acute myocardial infarction,

the memory of it was forever ingrained in and on the body. According to Frank

(I991), having a heart attack was an instant of death and once the body had known

it, it could never be the same again. A diabetic patient who had suffered an AMI,

Mrs Andrews, visibly shuddered during an interview, as she recall~d not only the

shattering pain, but also the feeling of overpowering horror and dread that she was

going to die, before someone would find her writhing and panting on her kitchen

floor". The subsequent resuscitation was a violent physical, emotional and social

induction into a new identity as a person suffering from two kinds of chronic, and

ultimately terminal, diseases. All further decisions to seek and utilise health care

might be influenced by the embodied memory of such an event.
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In the case of Mrs Andrews the embodied memory of the infarction was repre-

sented in the invasion of her bodily boundaries by the implantation of a pace-

Even when the body of the patient was encoded by the physician as qualifiable

maker. She had been violently initiated into a new sense of herself as a "sort of

disabled' person, and her relations with others would "never be the same again,

next time it could befatal" (Mrs Andrews). A case like that of Mrs Andrews

showed that, while useful, Foucaultian analysis of the clinical gaze in secondary

hospitals had its limitations. It overlooked not only the patient's suffering, but also

the carefully expressed intersubjectivity and deliberation of the patients and

different physicians as discussed in previous examples.

for more costly procedures and tests, effective treatment could still be contingent

on time and timeliness. Giving this time to patients could save their lives, but it also

drew heavily on resources and expertise. Time itself was a stratified resource,

through which different levels of healthy bodies could be produced. It was

consequently a source of power and differentiation. People who had access to

private health care also had access to time and a more hopeful trajectory towards

healing. Conversely, tor poor people like Ms Madayi, Messrs Njobe, Mr Cengimbo.
and Mfeceto time spent on waiting to see the doctor, tor the ambulance, or to have

the necessary tests and procedures done etc., was whittling away their "chances of

survival or recovery" (Dr Ahmed).

For some medical staff the increasing constraints in relation to finances, facilities

and staff resulted in a perception that the death rate in secondary hospitals had

risen. Anintern like Dr Marks would sometimes question his ability to cope with

his workload and:
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wonder whether we are treating the patients sub-optimally? For a long
time I think Ifelt that way. But we get a lot of unstable patients referred to
us, that they would previously have referred to tertiary institutions, that
come from the day hospitals, because of the chain of command, the
referral system. They must go secondary and then tertiary.

As indicated earlier, patients were apparently increasingly inclined to wait until

their illness had reached a stage of urgency before engaging with the health care

system. The concern of not being able to give patients the best possible treatment

at all times and under all circumstances and the sense of perpetually dealing with

crises as expressed by medical staff (and patients), was probably exacerbated by

the system of increased institutionalisation through medical referral.

In the process of hospitalisation bodies had become objects to be transferred

through different levels where they were graded and re-graded, where increased

time, space, resources and interventions were accorded to them or withheld from

them. Finally, they could be transferred to the highest level of care, the tertiary

hospital. Here, their classification, their scrutiny for signs and symptoms and their

consequent treatment, were all once more be refined to provide optimal care and

specialist services.

Conclusions

The new health care structure was characterised by liminality and transition.

Patients who entered this system went through passages at several levels. As they

entered into each facility their status was transformed through increased

medicalisation, illness progression and crisis. Waiting between each stage was part

of their liminality. They were sick, but not ascribed the status offull patients with a

claim to all the requisite services. They wer~ only finally inducted into their status

of patient at the level of the tertiary hospital. This gradual induction, in turn,
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worked out in the political economy as a stratified system of medical referral,

which at each level was locally organised as a process of institutionalisation

through which patients would only receive increases in health care as they passed

In attempting to instill equity the new health policy was increasingly implemented

through these various stages.

in ways which gave import to its financial implications. For patients this meant that

their real access to services could be restricted in accordance with new eonstruc-

tions of their bodies as non-compliant, deviant and not worthy of great expendi-

ture. A form of commodification which was not always based in 'neutral' biomedi-

cal measurements and categories of bodies, and thus of claims to medical inter-

ventions, was increasingly used when systems were under stress and choices

concerning the allocation of services had to be made. These constructions drew on

wider social understandings of healthy, youthful and deserving bodies.

In the following chapters (VI, VII, VIII) I focus on the hospital itself As I

scrutinise the medical gaze and the concomitant scopic regime of the hospital, I

will look at the various power relations and subject positions involved in the

process of hospitalisation. The visuality of the panoptical regimen forms the first,

grid of translation through which all subsequent relations, techniques hierarchies

and resistance can be analysed.

Chapter VI focuses mainly on the panoptical arrangements of the hospital, the

ward structures, the temporal and spatialised categorisation, and the control and

surveillance of bodies. In Chapter VII, I give attention to medical and nursing

knowledge and practice. I show that it was constructed and informed by visual

discourses and acquired techniques of 'correct' visualisation. Chapter VIII begins
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to problematize the gaze by focusing on areas which were cast into relative dark-

ness by their specificity and particularity. I argue that it was here, in what I call the

moments of inattention, that resistance was manifested and where different kinds of

knowledge gained some temporary authority.
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CHAPTER VI

AGENDAS AND TECHNIQUES OF VISUALIZATION

Introduction

When a sick person was admitted to a tertiary hospital (s)he was, for a time, sub-

155

jected to the optical rule of the institution (Chapters I & II). Here I refer to Foucault's

(1979) understanding of the diffuse and insidious forms of social surveillance and

processes of 'normalization' brought about in a visually enhanced space. The latter is

epitomized by the Panopticon; a nineteenth century prison system in which cells were

arranged around a central watchtower from which the supervisor could watch

inmates. In turn, inmates were never certain whether they were being watched or not.

This optical relation of assumed visibility makes the exercise of power automatic

because the inmate, who cannot be sure whether he is being observed, becomes his

own supervisor and the regulator of his own subjection. The Panopticon has become a

metaphor for the processes whereby disciplinary 'technologies', together with the

emergence of a normative social science, observe, direct, manage and thus discipline

both the mind and body of the individual, in this case, in a medicalized institutional

setting (see Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982: 143-67).

In such a western influenced biomedical space the body is conceived of as a closed

object like system (Crossley, 1996) which, like a machine, sometimes malfunctions

and needs to be 'repaired'. It is an instrumentalist approach which always runs the risk

of physical reductionism and the exclusion of the political, social, emotional and lived

aspects of being sick and institutionalized. The hospital space and the wards are de-

signed to enhance visuality and organized to maximize the usefulness and efficiency of
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bodies. In this chapter I give particular attention to the ways in which bodies were

moulded, invested or made useful and efficient within an optical regime of a

tertiary training hospital (see Foucault, 1979, 1980). In such a setting there were

certain ways of seeing and of what was not only worthy of notice, but of what

should be seen. As a result (as indicated in Chapters I & III) a combination of

particular kinds of discourses, practices and knowledge had more conspicuity than

others and thus greater claim to being 'correct', 'appropriate' and 'true'.

In the next three chapters I will show how the hospital setting and health care

workers endeavoured to 'magnify' at least the ideal of this optical regime. At the

same time I want to gradually show that the notion of the Foucaultian gaze

inevitably excludes other realities, knowledge and practices which are also present

on the wards, but which are not given credence by the gaze. As indicated in

Chapter I, one of the aims of my thesis is ultimately to show that the gaze was not

everywhere. There were always areas, moments and activities which could not and

were not 'watched'. I decided to call these 'blind spots' or 'moments of

inattention' because it was more erratic and disorganized than the supposed

purview of the 'gaze: The need to complexify the notion of the gaze and its

concomitant authority became increasingly clear during the second research period

when the process of the transformation of the health care services was speeding up.

During this period the kind of panoptical surveillance or even 'watching' became

increasingly spasmodic and other kinds of knowledge, understandings, realities and

experiences, which were previously (the first research period) considered to have

little relevance in scientific medical epistemology, gained some salience (if

somewhat reluctantly by health care givers) or recognition at times (see also

Chapters I & VIII).
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As illustrated in Chapters IV and V, the body was commodified according to the

severity of the condition, the cost of therapies and specialised knowledge that

would have to be mobilised to attend to it. Visuality also constituted a network

through which communication, power relations, roles, hierarchies and resistance

could be interpreted. Such a circuit of vision involved perceptual and discursive

codes which were often translated in different and discontinuous ways by the

participants in the clinical encounter, such as the doctors, nurses and patients.

The current chapter focuses on the visual rituals, methods, schedules and

techniques of power in the practices of institutionalisation and surveillance on the

wards. In Discipline and Punish (1979) Foucault took the notion of ocularity into a

field of visibility which produced a "calculated manipulation" of the body, "its

elements, its gestures, its behaviour" through a panoptical arrangement of "bodies,

surfaces, lights, gazes" (1979: 202-203). Thus knowledge was closely intertwined

with power and could also be described as a discursive formation or disposition, a

political economy or technology.

I show that in the hospital, both during 1993/94, and even more so in 1997/98,

lack of funds, having to "get beds available" (Dr Lett), to "get patients in and out

ASAP" (Dr Sanko), to "empty beds" (Dr Moses), and having to decide who should

get access to maximum care and who had to "take their chances" (see Appendix

3) affected the everyday experience of institutionalisation and care-giving, and

often made it impossible to achieve homogenising and purportedly neutral policy

objectives, according to which there were no "good or bad patients, only patients

needing treatment" (Dr Moses) .
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Changes in the hospital by 1997/98

During the 1993/94 research period any patient who came to the hospital and was

sick enough, was admitted and received treatment. By 1997/98 this had changed

with the introduction of a primary, secondary and tertiary hospital structure. The

tertiary hospital had a capacity of 1700 beds, but some of the wards had since the

initial research been closed as a result of staff and budget cutbacks'. It was during

this time that 'gaps' and 'blind spots' in the gaze became more apparent. This was

both in particular kinds of knowledge, its truth claims and the ability to 'watch'.

One of the reasons was that when staff resigned or retired, the posts were usually

not filled. By 1998 the hospital catered for about 1100 patients, and this number

was due to be reduced even further. There were a number of reasons for this.

The new health policy actively encouraged people who contributed to medical

aid funds, to use private medical services and facilities, and, by the time the study

was completed at the end of 1998, the hospital had increasingly become a facility

for State patients. The main focus of both research periods was patients and staffin

acute medical wards. Patients suffering from severe pulmonary diseases such as

pneumonia, advanced tuberculosis and asthma, as well as strokes, AIDS, acute

diabetic conditions and cardiac diseases were mainly treated in these wards.

By 1998, the majority of patients were from what were formerly referred to as

'Coloured' and 'Black' areas. In South Africa, this description often signified 'sub-

economic' or poorer areas. To gain admission to the hospital, patients initially

reported to a local community health facility, a day hospital or clinic, where they

were evaluated and referred to a secondary or tertiary hospital. On presenting at

the tertiary hospital, patients went to an admission ward for diagnosis, and were
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then transferred to other wards. Patients who were repeatedly hospitalised said

they were more inclined to go to emergency units to get faster access to medical

wards. In trauma wards and intensive care wards, nurses played an integral part in

To demonstrate and test my research material, I draw a parallel between the gaze

emergency medicine whereas, in the main, patients in medical wards suffered from

acute chronic illness and nursing practice was often more proscribed. At the same

time, the patients who left the wards were not necessarily 'cured' but had survived

another bout of severe illness and were at least well enough to be sent home. Some

of the patients had a history of repeated admission to the wards.

Managing and organising bodies

and Goffman's front space (1977:22). He employed two performative aspects,

namely the 'front' and 'back' regions, or spaces. The first was "that part of the

individuals' performance which regularly functions in a general and fixed fashion to

define the situation for those who observe the performance." Although Goffman

used front space largely in terms of impression management, I use it in terms of the

gaze. The front space would accordingly include the legitimizing practices and

discourses of biomedicine, of 'authentic' modes of seeing. For Goffman the back

space was what was closed off, or hidden from the viewer. Itwas where the

techniques of managing impression were practised. My own use of Goffman's

terminology corresponds more closely to that of Feldman's non-seeing (1977:32),

of that which was proscribed from the gaze, including the informal practices,

knowiedges and discursivities on the wards. It thus involved both what was

'behind the scenes' and also what remained 'on stage' but was not officially 'seen'

and accordingly lacked legitimation.
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Ultimately the privileged visuality of the hospital and of medicine was a

mechanism of power, a function of the scopic regime and not merely an indivi-

dualised act of seeing. The panoptical gaze envisaged a society or organisation

which was pellucid, where each of its parts was "visible and legible" so that no

"zones of darkness" (Foucault, 1980: 152) remained. Itwas both a form of

In the institution and in discourse, beneath "the veneer of common-sense and

knowledge, and a method of control, training and disciplining bodies. In the wards

bodies were arranged and managed through the organisation and control of space

and time. For the purposes of this chapter neither time nor space was understood

as neutral, but rather as being imbued with multiple meanings through material

practices. The body was thus in space (inside the institution) and was objectified

by different social practices as it was administered in particular, socially marked

space. For Foucault the history of the body was isomorphic in the formation of

subjects. The formation of particularly marked spaces was also isomorphic in the

construction of the subject (subjectivity). In Foucault's work the formation of

subjectification always occurred in very 'hard' or 'closed' spaces. He started with

the asylum, then the clinic, the prison, thus a succession of spaces where different

subjects were constructed. He paralleled these kinds of literal spatial units or

localities in his model of discursive space. For Foucault (1972) discourse was a

system of inclusion and exclusion. The classic model of discursive space was like a

sheet of paper that was folded in and around itself, forming systems of inclusion

and exclusion.

seemingly 'natural' ideas about space and time, there lie hidden terrains of

ambiguity, contradiction and struggle" (Harvey, 1992: 205). As in Chapters IV and
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V I draw extensively on Foucault's approach to the body as the link in an

assortment of power, disciplinary and economical relations in time and space.

Although I deal with space and time separately, this is done for analytical purposes

only. What I will be discussing involves time and space as signs as well as the ways

in which the different participants move through it, experiencing and changing it

through their activities and bodily dispositions.

Ward spaces

i. Spaces for disciplining and examination

The organisation and management of space could never be separated from its

political, social and cultural implications. In the hospital, each ward was a separate

but interdependent unit, was officially 'assigned' to a specific consultant (medical

specialist) and was named after this person. The medical wards were spaces

designated for the purpose of treating patients with specific kinds of illnesses (of

which a number were chronic), and training a 'work force', the nurse

practitioners, doctors, therapists and other professionals, capable of administering

the necessary treatment'. In the middle of the ward was the nursing station. This

space was firstly a repository where the display of the official cultural codes and

messages which the hospital and of medicine wanted to present to others, were

concentrated. Here, the daily computer printouts of patients, listing each one's

name, medical aid, bed occupancy, age and illness/diagnosis, were taped up on the

wall. All kinds of medical artefacts were arrayed in this space and along its walls. It

was a performative front space (see Goffman, 1977) where the formal script of the

hospital and of biomedicine was played out to the public.
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Secondly, the design of the ward was supposed to be a means of scrutinising, a

mechanism or matrix of power, and a command of place "through sight" (de

Certeau, 1998: 36). It entailed a partitioning or 'gridding' of space through which

individual bodies could be administered and transformed into objects for

observation, measurement and control through different social practices. To ensure

Mr K he is lying in D cubicle he is the one with liver failure. They have
discontinued his intravenous therapy yesterday so he is on oral agents. Mr B
lying in H cubicle, the gentleman with the lung disease. He isjust on his
nebulisers, oxygen and receiving anti-bioties.

the efficient surveillance of individual conduct, to maximise the serviceability,

efficiency and usefulness of bodies, and to train, discipline and administer to them
e

in the hospital, certain arrangements were necessary for the spatial organisation of

their activities (Foucault, 1979). This was achieved by practices of heightened

visuality, of inclusion, containment, partitioning, functional codification and

differentiation of spaces, as a means of controlling and ordering the bodies

populating and operating in the wards. This kind of visuality was stressed by the

early morning nursing round, before the day-shift nursing staff began their

activities. They met at the nursing station and the registered nurse gave them an

'overview', a verbal and cognitive 'map' of the distribution of the patients on the

ward, their diagnoses and treatment (Appendix 4). After such a session nursing

staff knew that Mr C, lying in cubicle B was dying, all his treatment had been

stopped, but that he was still 'fighting' to stay alive. While:

According to Foucault (1982: 20) "space is fundamental in any exercise of

power"; the body is the space in which power and knowledge operate and upon

which the forces of socialisation, discipline and oppression are exerted (Harvey,
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1989: 213). In the ward, the positioning of bodies in space was maintained through

ward organisation and management (Foucault, 1979; Rabinow, 1984). The open-

plan design of wards facilitated hierarchical observation, with the nursing station as

the central node. A person positioned here would have the-most extensive view of

its inhabitants and their activities, enabling staff to monitor patients and each other.

The architecture, general lay-out, and administration of the wards enabled and

enhanced the production of manageable bodies, especially in relation to nursing

staff and patients.

The spatial distribution of patients in the ward simultaneously represented a

number of differentiations based on the seriousness of the patient's physical

condition, and of its contagiousness, disruptiveness, similarities or differences in

diagnosis. In the hierarchy of bodies and space on the wards, patients were to all

intents the objects of examination and discussion, often referred to in terms of

diagnosis, as a "CA lung', a "query BE', an "asthmatic on Ventolin", an

"intercerebral bleed" from G16 4(another ward), or a patient who was a

"hysterical asthmatic" who would "hyperventilate" , had "social problems" and

needed to be "sorted out" (Appendix 4).

As stressed by Foucault (1979: 144), in a hospital the "medical supervision of

diseases and contagions is inseparable from a whole series of other controls."

Included in these were the "control over deserters, fiscal control over commo-

dities, administrative control over remedies, rations, cures, deaths, simulations.

Hence the need to partition off space in a rigorous manner." Furthermore, the

techniques of medical observation were pre-empted by fiscal and economic

supervision. These involved "placing medicines under lock and key" and the
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development of a system to keep track of the number, identities, and so on of

patients. Still later their "comings and goings" were regulated, "they were forced

to remain in their wards; to each bed was attached the name of its occupant; each

individual treated was entered in a register that the doctor had to consult". In time

contagious patients would be more or less isolated in separate beds or spaces. Thus

gradually "an administrative and political space was articulated upon a therapeutic

space; it tended to individualise bodies, diseases, symptoms, lives and deaths; it

constituted a real table of juxtaposed and carefully distinct singularities. Out of

discipline a medically useful space was born" (Foucault, 1979: 144 ).

In the tertiary hospital in which the study was located, the management of the ill

in space was paralleled by the spatial distribution of nurses according to their tasks

for the day, such as dressings, visidexes, medicine rounds and such. This enhanced

the surveillance, not only of the patients, but also of the nurses themselves. As

demonstrated by the nursing round (Appendix 4), the ward formed one extended

classificatory template into which bodies were ordered, comprising from begin-

ning to end a network of scrutiny and intervention. The head nurse would ac-

cordingly be able to keep track of individual nurses, knowing who was supposed to

be working in which cubicles.

Goffman (1968) described the regulation of patients in mental hospitals through

surveillance and the control of their bodies in space. This process was enhanced by

the way in which patients were inducted into the institutional space through a

symbolic stripping away of their 'outside' identities, in a ritual analogous to initia-

tion. I will illustrate that in the institution patients were both de-individualised and

homogenised.
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When a patient, like Mr Njobe (Chapters IV, V) was admitted, he was un-

dressed, his clothes, watch and all personal items were removed and he was

clothed in an anonymous hospital gown. This garment, which barely covered the

patient's body, was designed to make examination easier'. An identity band was

attached to the wrist and in the medical ward, the patient had to go through an

additional ritual of induction. He was pushed into the ward (on a bed or a trolley)
.e

by a nurse and a porter from the admission ward. The nurse ceremoniously handed

over all his belongings to the duty staff nurse in the medical ward. She, in tum,

shook the items out of the plastic bag in which they had been sealed, marked each

off individually and resealed them in a new bag, before cutting otfthe patient's

name tag and attaching a new one. She subsequently pushed his bed into the space

reserved for him and attached the registrar's name above his bed.

These rituals of admittance represented not only a penetration and assumption of

control over the physical body, but also signified a shedding of the exterior, a

.passage within passages into the liminal space and time of the hospital, and its

concomitant constraints (Frankenberg, 1992: 4). For the duration of hospitalisation

the patient's body was under the medical control of a registrar, whose name was

displayed above the patient's bed. Once admitted to the ward, patients would only

leave it when they were sent for tests, x-rays, or "fetched" by others such as "the

thoracic people" (Appendix 4). In such cases they were accompanied by hospital

staff Ambulant patients sometimes visited patients in other wards or walked in the

corridors, but their absence (empty beds) would soon be noted and they only

moved out of the ward during certain times of the day and did not stay away for

long periods of time. The hospital gowns or night clothes they wore made them
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very visible outside their own wards and someone would soon enough tell them to

return. Itwas difficult for a patient to leave the hospital without permission, as

clothes were locked away and they would only be allowed to leave in hospital or

night garments under supervision.

In the wards, the arrangement of the beds of patients was a code for the

seriousness of each individual's illness. Very ill patients were placed closest to the

nursing station, where they could be under the constant surveillance of the nurses.

Contagious patients like Mr K, whose "resistant" tuberculosis bacilli would stay in

the air for a while, would be in a single cubicle. These cubicles were also used for

dying patients, like Mr C, whose treatment had been stopped to expedite his death

(Appendix 4) . Above each patient's bed were displayed special instructions

relating to the patient, such as, "nil by mouth", "diabetic diet" or "two hourly

nebulisers alternating with Afrovent and Berotec" (Appendix 4). Surrounding each

bed was a rail with curtains which could be closed when a patient was being

examined, washed or receiving treatment. For the rest of the time, the curtains

were kept open. Each ward had small rooms, or single cubicles, in which dying

patients, patients who had been incubated, or contagious patients were accommo-

dated. These cubicles had large windows facing into the centre of the ward and the

curtains were always open. Close to one of the entrances to the ward, was a side

ward, also with open windows facing inside. The bodies of patients and the space

around their beds were largely controlled by medical and nursing staff and the

former could lay little claim to private, unsurveilled space. Any health care

provider would touch or undress them, pull off their blankets, sit on their beds and

even at times open their lockers to see whether they were hiding cigarettes, sweets
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or other 'contraband' items. During ward rounds, the bedspace of patients, as well

as the functioning of their bodies were major foci (Appendix 5). Although patients

were often greeted, they almost immediately afterwards became objects of scrutiny

and measurement. Thus a registrar wanted to see if a diabetic patient could see

with one eye and was able to inject herself (Appendix 56) or whether a patient was

on a seizure chart or on Warfarin7. Patients also often had to perform in some way,

to "breathe out'", "look at" the registrar's fingers, "lie still" and such (Appendix

5).

Like the patients, the nursing staff were trained and disciplined through the

mechanism of real or perceived surveillance. Nurse practitioners were assigned to a

specific ward, and sometimes even to a specific section such as certain cubicles or

side wards (Appendix 4). They seldom left the wards, except when going to the

admission ward on intake day, or when going for specific errands, tea and lunch-

times. The head nurse of a ward had a private office and registered nurses had an

office to which they could retreat during tea- and meal-times. All other nursing

staff were largely restricted to the wards on which they were working. They

consequently were highly visible, but like cogs in a smoothly running machine,

were generally only noticed when their absence left gaps in the visual grid. Nurses

were thus both invisible in their perceived similarity to each other and visible as a

resuIt of spatial restriction and surveillance.

By standing in the nursing station or walking down the central open space, a

professional nurse could observe the particular assistants carrying out their

individual tasks according to their ranks and assigned duties. They could be seen

making beds, changing dressings, dispensing medicine, feeding patients and taking
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temperatures, blood pressures and other routine activities. In this sense, the ward

was like a factory which produced trained medical and nursing practitioners as

well as producing, if not cured or healthy bodies, then at least patients whose

condition had improved. The spatial arrangement of the wards made it possible to

supervise individuals as well as the general activities in this space. Contiguous with

the ways in which bodies were positioned in, and made functional by, space was

the hierarchy of power in the wards represented by those who surveilled, assigned

and controlled space. Patients had no idea what the medical staff were doing, and

generally, when they were not on the ward, neither did the nursing staff On the

whole nurses and patients were almost always visible and/or watched.

Patients exercised minimal control over space. During ward rounds patients

always had to get into their beds. When discussing them, medical staff leaned so

close to them that their coats or their limbs would touch their faces, forcing

patients to close their eyes. Sometimes patients were almost naked, and were left

uncovered while medical staff and students discussed them. In tum, the supposedly

independent professionals, the nursing practitioners, were themselves constantly

under the scrutiny of their seniors, peers and of medical practitioners. Self

surveillance played an equal part in the production of docile nursing bodies.

Medical staff, especially consultants, had control over most of the space in a

specific ward, and their area of authority could extend into other wards where they

worked. When they chose to appropriate a specific space, the professional

hierarchy in the ward enabled them to do so. Their persistent appropriation of

space (Harvey, 1992: 222) amounted to its de facto domination. Designated

registrars and interns were on duty in each ward, but were not always visible, being
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absent for long periods of time while attending to patients in other wards, attending

to those behind drawn curtains, or while they were otherwise engaged in the

'doctors' rooms'. Unless nurses were called or instructed, or in a case of necessity,

they would always retreat from (and seldom intrude into) this medical 'bed-space'

while a doctor was busy.

On wards and on ward rounds (Appendix 5) space and spatial distributions were

never neutral, but always encoded ('sending' out meaning) with social, cultural and

historical meanings and biases. They were equally indicative of hierarchies in

power in relation to class, 'race" or gender'". For nursing staff, spatiality, gender

and race intersected. Like Ms Samaai (Chapter III), their 'skin' and femaleness

("small", "soft voice") interfaced with their own racialized and gendered

experience which had often on ward rounds (Appendix 5) literally relegated them

to the back space and invisibility. Nursing staff almost always stood behind medical

staff, because they were pushed out of the way, or by choice. Remaining 'unseen'

was described as knowing about the' art' of escaping notice ("ken van ...dat hulle

nie van jou notisie vat nie") (Staff Nurse Kokerboom) and was something which

was learnt when passing by the drug dens ("geleer as Lv verby die smokkelhuise

gaan") Ilor especially in the sub-economic townships on the Cape Flatsl2 ("oppie

.flêts"). Student nurses related how, when rotating to a new ward, they initially

tried "not to attract attention", "keep a low profile" or "flatten myself, make

myself thin" (maak myselfplat). Whether inside or outside the hospital, for junior

staff not to be noticed meant not to be subjected to scrutiny and consequently not

to be harassed. By contrast, registrars reported that, when rotating to a new ward

they would "just dive infrom the top" or "jump into the thick of things". For them,
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the symbolic power of their white coats and stethoscopes, along with its implied

knowledge and authority largely neutralised their gender and 'race' identity on the

wards.

As the ward rounds had been targeted as spaces (and times) where nursing and

medical staff should interact, I gave a great deal of attention to this interaction in

the 1993/94 research. Although the LOeIS intervention had already begun and

registrars were aware of the fact that a registered nurses should join the ward

rounds, different senior nurse practitioners on different days were not always

informed that the round was about to start. Left to realize somewhere along the

way that the round was in progress they then had to abandon whatever they were

doing to attend. Since they joined the rounds by default they missed out on the

patients who had already been seen. When the registered nurses finally joined in on

the rounds, their presence was neither acknowledged nor were they addressed:

they were to all intents invisible (Appendix 5). When they were on rounds the

registered nurses were almost always excluded from the group of registrars, interns

and medical students. Nurses' bodily space, like that of the working class, most

women and other marginalized groups, such as patients, was regarded as highly

violable and they could be pushed out of the way, or have their view obstructed by

even the most junior medical students. In a sense the ward rounds served to erase

nursing staff and their (female) caring, while at the same time claiming and reflect-

ing the (male) attributes of medicine.

ii. Contested spaces

Space, as I have shown, was neither passive nor devoid of content. The relations

it made possible, the ways in which it could be accessed, and ways in which it was
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utilised, were always encoded with meaning. As indicated above, medical staff

(and students) appropriated physical and ward space without qualms. Although

nursing staff often seemed to yield to such spatial affirmation of their unequal

status in relation to medical staff, many of their actions also indicated their

resistance to it. From time to time a nurse said aloud to student interns: "just look

at them, they have no manners, just pushing in like that", or "excuse me, but I am

busy here." Sometimes, as indicated on round 3 (Appendix 5), one made a rude

sign behind the backs of the medical staff, while another informed a group that she

While training and the treatment of bodies were major goals of the institution,

was about to use the trolley to injure their shins and if they did not move. She

subsequently bumped up against them, thereby forcing them to allow her more

space.

the availability of beds pace was the means by which it was accomplished. During

both research periods, the 'freeing-up' of beds was a major issue. As demonstrated

by the social rounds (Appendix 6) in the 1993/94 research period, patients had

either to be discharged, or referred to other institutions where bed occupation was

not such an expensive exercise as it was in the tertiary hospital. Thus Mrs. H' s

(round 1) bed '''was needed", "pressure" had to be put on Mr R's (round 2) family

because he had already occupied a bed for too long. The ''plug'' had to be "pulled"

on Mr M (round 3) to force his family to take him. In the case of Mrs V, (round 5)

the social worker was reprimanded for not finding her a bed in a rehabilitation

hospital, while the registrar was not willing to sign any forms which might enable

the hospital to shift the load ofMr B (round 5) onto such a facility. As Mr B could
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not be rehabilitated and he could not be allowed to stay in the hospital "forever",

his family had to take him home.

By the time of the 1997/98 research, competition for beds had become even

more intense and the ability to keep a watch on patients even more fragmented (the

close surveillance of nursing staff nevertheless continued). As indicated in Chapters

IV and V, it was a struggle to get patients 'in' at different levels of hospitals and

often the load "kept shifting' (Chapter V) between them. In the medical wards the

number of beds had been increased from 28 to 32, while staff numbers had remain-

ed constant or decreased. The overall number of beds had decreased, especially in

wards where bed occupancy was lower and the perception was that "beds were not

used to the fuif' (Sister Smart: Appendix 3). This was an administrative decision

posing as a medical necessity and had nothing whatsoever to do with the reality of

the wards, where nursing staff in particular faced a constant struggle to procure

bedspace for patients.

According to a senior nursing staff member (Mrs Roman: Appendix 3): "They

have never looked at it from the nurses' or the patients' point of view" .While

doctors dealt with patient admissions, nursing staff had to "sort out the beds,,13.

Consequently:

Many times we shuffle beds around I can give you an example of one
ward One ward has two registrars so a ward with 32 beds cut in half is 16
for each registrar: but it never works that way because sometimes a
registrar's intake is more than the other. So the nurses quietly just shove
people in, because if it is your ward on intake you must take them, so you
shove them in. So when they come round and ask whose patient is this,
then you say this patient is just boarding here for the night and then you
shift the patient off to the next. But you know what effect it has on that
patient, one patient can be in four wards in one week. One patient we
counted was in twelve wards over a period of a week.
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When the hospital became overburdened, and there literally was not a single

unoccupied bed, the hospitals had to be closed for up to four hours at a time. This
;..

did not always make a difference as ambulances would sometimes be waiting or

driving around for that time before bringing patients back to the specific tertiary

hospital again. The result would be "an influx of patients. That is defeating the

whole system." As with secondary hospitals, rapid discharge became the aim so

that:

you find one patient being discharged and two others waiting to come in,
what do we do, we fil/up the admission ward, then we send patients up to
other beds, we keep them there for the night, in the morning we send them
right back (Mrs Roman).

In terms of the application of policy changes in the hospital, bedspace was a

construct, an abstract which had little to do with how patients would occupy it,

how they would be cared for and how they would experience the transience of its

occupation. For administrative and policy purposes the available bedspace was like

a map of the services of the hospital. Bedspace could be taken away and allocated

to disciplines, to consultants and by extension, to registrars. Ifbeds were not

'fully' occupied, they became a commodity to be negotiated. An open bed was

understood to indicate the availability of the necessary services and nursing staff to

care for a patient. Beds were supposedly 'open'spaces which could be filled,

thereby 'fixing' patients and their diagnoses in a spatial way. In theory, all that

needed to happen was to wrest the space from another registrar or discipline and

therefore bedspace was forever being contested between disciplines, between

registrars and between nurses and doctors.
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In truth, particularly in the case of the nursing staff and patients, the amount of

bedspace was never constant, or the sum of its parts. It could expand and contract

when extra beds and patients were shoved in and moved out. Bedspace was pro-

duced through a constant rotation of patients between different wards, subject to

change as patients were shifted around. The very notion of a patient as a 'boarder'

in particular spaces was not only indicative of the increasing 'gaps' in the 'gaze'.

It also signified the liminality of beds pace and of the patient's own position within

it. The interstitiality of the health care policy and the movement of patients through

the different levels of health care was mirrored at ward level in their 'between-ness'

as 'boarders'. This could be construed as directly reflecting the social position of

the majority of these patients, who were also experiencing a 'between-ness' in

townships and shacks. It may have been one of the reasons why very few com-

plained, even those who were constantly shifted around. They were grateful just to

be 'in'.

At this point, I refer to the medical ward rounds as observed during the 1993/94

research: daily rituals which were very much part of the 'front space' performance

of medical knowledge and authority. Although at least one registered nurse was, in

theory, supposed to be present on each round, it was not the practice. Even allow-

ing for the fact that they were hardly ever informed that ward rounds were going to

commence, nursing staff could still attend them if necessary (Appendix 5). When

registered nurses did attend the rounds, they often became occupied with a patient

who needed attention, interacted with other nursing staff, left to attend to some

task, or went to tea. Medical and nursing staff had quite contradictory readings of

these 'disappearing' tactics. For the former, it was indicative of nurses' lack of
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interest, their unprofessionality, and especially, it made it difficult for doctors to

give them orders or to extract information from them during the ritualized daily

ward round. By being physically absent, the nursing staff drew attention to

themselves, to their knowledge, their tasks and the reality of their indispensibility.

If power was produced through visibility, nurses were 'foregrounding' what was

By visibly 'being busy' nurses were performing their expected roles, yet at the

normally hidden from the gaze, thereby underscoring the fact that they were the

unseen powers who kept the wards "ticking over, the patients caredfor" (Sister

Dames: Appendix 3).

same time it was a way in which they subtly resisted medical control. Rather than

including themselves in the visual performativity of the ward rounds, the nursing

staff made it difficult for medical staff to communicate with them, without having

to rely on documentation, or by specifically seeking them out afterwards. At times

a doctor would go to the Sisters' 'office', the room in which registered nurses kept

their personal belongings and such, and where they made their own tea, relaxed

and generally 'escaped' from the ward during their allotted break. This female

'nursing' space and time was sacrosanct, the door was always closed and often

locked from the inside. If a doctor wanted to speak to a Sister, and knocked on the

door, he was often ignored, or told by the Sister: "Doctor, I am on tea, speak to

me later". Since duties were overlapped when one of the staff had a tea-break, it

was not possible for this time to be shifted around without affecting someone else's

time-out: time was literally dispensed in minutes. By busying themselves with

routine tasks, nurses made it necessary for doctors to find other ways and oppor-

tunities to convey instructions to them on dispensing, medication and treatment. By
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their absence nurses implied that they had "better things to do. We are also extremely

busy" and that they were loathe to be treated like "hangers-on" or "appendages". By

relying on the patients' files for information, they decreased their dependence on the

medical staff's input. This forced doctors to confirm the important role of the nursing

staff in patient care. Nurses were thus exercising choices which enabled them to main-

tain some independence on the wards.

In the wards medical discourses shaped and created meaning systems with status

and the currency of 'truth', and thus dominated how medicine and nursing defined and

organized itself and the medical environment. At the same time it marginalized and

subjugated alternative discourses such as the subjective knowledge and understanding

of nurses and patients. Yet, by its very particularity it offered sites where hegemonic

practices were contested, challenged and resisted. By keeping busy, nursing staff

seemingly disciplined themselves in the ways described by Foucault. Yet they were

not only doing what they were supposed to, but were also being resistant. Such a

'performance' of nursing tasks equally enabled them to lay claim to being too busy to

go on rounds, or to be "hand-maidens to medicine".

Ward documentation

On the wards, writing and reading, in the form of the production of a variety of

records, were important artefacts through which the body of the patient was medi-

calized, medical and nursing work was constituted, and through which social

relations were mediated and transformed (see Berg, 1996). The patient record and its

various inscriptions opened up the body of the sick to the eye of medicine. It was a

way in which the body was perused through textually presenting symptoms, a

diagnosis, the progress of the ailment or disease over time, various physical
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indicators, measurements, tests ordered, and medication and treatment prescribed

and administered. With reference to the patient-record Berg (1996) argued that the:

transformation of the body, which started through the production of a
'manageable problem' (including a compliant patient), here acquires new
dimensions. The patient's body is rendered transparent through its further
disciplining and material rewriting, and through the production of comparable
and combinable inscriptions capable of being listed on a few sheets of paper.
The availability of such an overviewable, durable and moveable set of
inscriptions allows physicians the opportunity to extend their gaze across time
and space. In other words, the record enables past and distant work - and
spaces and time scales otherwise unimaginable- to be brought into the present
(Berg, 1996: 511).

Documentation thus also comprised an essential part of the mechanisms of disci-

pline and surveillance (Rabinow, 1984: 201). Nurses routinely recorded and charted

patients' measurements, taking temperatures, blood pressure, heart rates, visidexes,

medication administered, fluid inputs and outputs, and such. These captured and fixed

the patients as well as the nurses in a network of documentation and registration. A

meticulous archive of individual bodies and days existed in the different records kept

concerning individual patients. Through writing, each patient was constituted as a

Referfing to forms of textual mediation in health care spaces, Harries (1996: 13-14)

body to be described and analysed, as a case to be measured and compared with

others over time (Foucault, 1977). In this context documentation and its mediation

also substantiated patients as subjects to the normalising gaze of institutional power

and social control, thereby playing a role in their socialisation and induction into the

hierarchical structures of the institution (Chapters IV, V).

argued that the agency of such mediators was invested with differentials in social

power. The patient records and written instructions as presented by the doctor had

special significance and carried the greatest authority. Such a record usually entailed
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an abbreviation of multiple sources of information into a medically relevant account

which contextualized and temporalized the body of the patient in space. The fact that

it was primarily the doctor who produced the document also served as an acknow-

ledgement of his/her expertise, bestowing concomitant rights and entailing certain

duties (Berg, 1996). As part of the process of making decisions about treatment, tests

and therapies, the way in which the different kinds of documents were structured to

ask specific questions, seeking certain kinds of information while ignoring others,

ultimately shaped the way in which the subject (the patient) was constituted and his/

her hospital career managed.

According to a senior nurse practitioner (Mrs Jonk: Appendix 3):

We [nurses} have become obsessed with writing things, obs [observations},
notes, statements. Jt is part of South Africa's particular nursing history. Jn
the old days nurses like me were not really seen as being professional
enough. We were just glorified housekeepers, but not any more. It is about
our fight for professional recognition too. We like to talk about nursing care,
but we are always concerned with being 'scientific ,14 in our approach.
Writing has become a way to keep track of what a nurse has been doing for,
or to, a patient. A lot of the nursing work revolves around it. The nurse who
keeps good observations is rated more highly than the nurse who really goes
the extra mile for her patients. Jt is because we always need to know who did
what to the patient, when. Jt is about the patients, but also about individual
nurses. We tend to rate them by that [keeping records etc.}. Nursing
management say it [keeping records} isfor our protection, but wefeel
terribly exposed as a result of it.

The above narrative raised a variety of interlocking issues. Firstly, like the doctor's

record, nursing documentation also served as a basis from which claims to authority

and truth could be made. There was a fixation with observed, measured and recorded

phenomena, which was constructed as representative of scientific reality. Secondly,

routine observations and documentation conducted by nurses also functioned as a

means by which each individual worker was assessed, measured, valued and
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compared with others to establish a norm, and to induce conformity through

correction". Apart from using the observations to 'write up' patients, it thus equally

served to 'write up' nurses. It was a way to keep track of and fix nurses in time and

space (Harvey, 1992: 206). Referring to the trail of documentation left in the wake of

each nurse (and patient), a registered nurse practitioner commented that: "in a way,

we take such patients along with us for a long time afterwards." Such records were

accordingly also supposedly about accountability. They not only inserted patients into

a field of opticality, they equally included nurses (and to a lesser extent doctors) into

the framework. Routine nursing observations were means by which seniors and peers

judged the personal performance of nurses.

Here I wish to refer back to the case of Sister Philander (Chapter III) whose

transfer to another ward resulted from her perceived lack of compliance in keeping

Thirdly, the path or curve of the condition and treatment of a patient, the flow of

the newly instituted documentation concerning individual patients up to date. In this

case, the extent to which she kept such written records was the means by which her

supervisors kept track of what she was supposedly doing (or not doing). The

documentation was in a sense a way to keep a form of documentation of her, the

record keeper. Thus the documentation of care giving practices was the medium

through which work compliance or labour discipline was enforced. A medical function

could accordingly serve as an administrative function.

resources and therapies set in motion on his/her behalf, and the work trajectory of

nurses (and doctors), were not only represented but also mobilised through the patient

record. This is in line with Berg (1996) who argued that such a record simultaneously

co-ordinated, specified and mediated work on the ward and in the hospital. It was:
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a material form of semi-public memory: relieving medical personnel's burden
of organising and keeping track of the work to be done and its outcomes. The
medical record is a structured distributing and collecting device, where all
tasks concerning a patient's trajectory must begin and end. The simple ticking
of a box, or the jotting down of some words set organisational routines in
motion (Berg, 1996: 510).

Indicating that certain tests should be done resulted in a nurse filling out the

necessary forms, arranging for the specimens to be collected and processed, the

results sent to the doctor who ordered them, who would, in turn, record them.

Keeping track of the different inscriptions would be decisive in the registered nurse

ordering only a certain number of a particular type of pill for a particular patient,

arguing that she was:

sure they are going to stop the medication in the next day or Mo. The
patient's condition has improved ... all indicators have become better. I do
not want to have too many of this (medication) on the ward We don't use it
so often (Sister Maas).

Fourthly, the different records and accompanying orders were the fulcrum around

which a great deal of professional communication and contestation turned. As

indicated earlier in the interview with Mrs Jonk, documenting routine observations

and paying close attention to doctors' orders concerning medication had enormous

medico-legal implications and became important instantly when something went

wrong with a patient, or when incorrect medicine was dispensed. During the 1993/94

research period, such routine documentation was regularly used as proof of nurses'

negligence during the hospital's internal disciplinary hearings. Many of the disputes

between medical and nursing staff consequently revolved around orders concerning

medication, which doctors prescribed and nurses dispensed. The necessity always to

be careful with medication was a constant refrain in nursing narratives. Although

specific nurses would at a particular time be involved in disagreements with medical
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staff concerning medication, such incidents were always more widely discussed. The

following incident is a case in point (Fieldnotes: 7/5/93, 08h59):

I accompanied Nurse Mabusa while she did the dressings. There was a
disturbance at Mrs September's bed. The intern, Dr McKenzie, kept saying,
"You must flush the line, you must flush the line". Mrs September went into
rigor (something like a fit) the previous night, she also has a haematoma on
her neck. Dr McKenzie had grabbed a registered nurses (Sister Moodley) by
the arm and pulled her to the medicine chart, saying: "There is nothing written
here". Dr McKenzie wanted to know "Why the patient has been infused with
200ml of heparin by drip". Sister Moodley said: "It is written in the nursing
process that she informed Dr Brent (consultant) that the patient is going into
rigors: Then she says that she started heparin on his orders". Dr McKenzie
responded: "There are no written orders that the patient should get heparin".
Another registered nurse (Sister Balie) said: "She writes: Dr Brent gave
verbal instructions. It was night time. Maybe he did not want to come in. She
wrote in the nursing process and on the drip that she was starting to infuse
200ml heparin on Dr Brent's orders. She is very experienced, she would not
have made such a mistake". Dr McKenzie countered that she might have been
informed telephonically to flush with the heparin. In such a case apparently
about 5ml is flushed through. He kept on saying: "How could this happen,
how could you be so careless, it could not have been ordered because nothing
is written". He repeated this loudly a couple oftimes to Sister Moodley. She
told him that he must write a statement and he said he would discuss it with
Dr Brent first. The registrar, Dr Makan also arrived. She became angry at
once, shouting that the nurses were "unprofessional idiots". She then seemed
to calm down and said to Sister Balie (the more senior registered nurse):"The
patient is all right now but the sister must be told that a dangerous thing had
happened. The patient went into rigor last night and it might have been

. because of other medication but it also might have been because of this. The
haematoma on her shoulder has also increased". Sister Moodley said she
would write a statement, because "1have to protect myself". She then flushed
the IV line with saline. When I asked her about it she said that she was very
worried. That if there should be a court case they will later say that she did not
take action. According to Sister Balie doctors sometimes don't want to come
to the hospital on a cold rainy night. They are allowed to give instructions
over the telephone, but a sister must always see that she has a witness, and the
doctor must sign for it as soon as he comes into the hospital because it's
always difficult to get a witness again. After a telephone call from Sister Balie,
Dr Brent arrived, unperturbed. He simply said he had ordered the Sister on
night duty to infuse the full 200 ml of heparin. He told Sister Balie to continue
infusing the whole amount. Sister Balie insisted that he write it up. Sister
Moodley then took the blue book to Dr McKenzie and showed it to him. He
said: "Well, then its all right then".

The above incident was not exceptional and similar contestations occurred from

time to time in the different wards. During the 1997/98 research, nursing staff related
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comparable incidents. Sometimes doctors prescribed the wrong medication or the

incorrect dosage. At times they gave verbal orders for medication and forgot to write

In both cases~ the negative constructions associated with the lack of legitimating

it up, or wrote up medication and then disputed their own orders later. The way in

which the above incident was interpreted by the different staff on the ward at the time

was illuminating. The claims and counter-claims were first of all about the credence

lent to the written word. The textualization of orders made it 'real', legitimated it

(even though it was commonly accepted that 'wrong' or inaccurate prescriptions.
could be written up). Yet there were hierarchies of legitimisation. During the incident

both the doctors insisted that the professional nurse must have been at fault and that

her own writing (a separate sheet attached to the medication chart) did not have the

necessary authority, even though she had recorded that she had received a telephonic

order from the consultant (the registered nurse subsequently telephoned her and she

confirmed it again).

text, were quickly extended to all nurses, who were subsequently constructed as

unprofessional, careless and idiotic. The registered nurse who was doing the

LoeIS research was also on the ward at the time. She was convinced, like the

doctors, that the nurses (as a group), were trying to "cover up" for her by insisting

that the professional nurse on night duty was very experienced and would not make

such a glaring mistake. Yet when Sister Moodley suggested that Dr McKenzie write a

report, he elected to first "check" with the consultant involved. When the latter finally

confirmed the instruction in writing, the intern also interpreted it as a restoration of

propriety and constituted authority. In the case of medical staff then, verbal and

written orders both had the authority of medicine behind them. They could be

interchangeable. For the nurses, the text, the professional nurse practitioner's own
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documentation, constituted the only 'proof on which a counterclaim to truth could be

based. The nurse's word was not enough (and neither was the text). They recognised

write everything down, because you are going to land up in jail if you don't.
Whatever you do, cover yourself by writing everything down. Or, "be careful
of doctor ... last week she told ... she wanted Brufen to be given to Mrs ... and
when I [the responsible nurse practitioner J checked the blue board, she had
prescribed KeL. It's a good thing I discovered it. We could have been in
trouble. The patient could have died." (fieldnotes 22110/93). Similarly nursing
staff would be warned that: "Dr ... is a liar, during night duty he told ... to
give the patient Digoxin. It's a good thing she wrote it down, because he
came the next day and was furious when he saw it had been started. He
denied that he ordered it. Whatever you do, cover yourselves" (fieldnotes:
3/9/93).

the lesser significance attached to their claim, and the conflict largely confirmed the

hierarchical relation between the two professions and between different levels of staff

expertise. What had been at stake was not only the way in which different tasks and

treatments had been mobilised, but hierarchies of claims to truth. The moment Dr

Brent confirmed his order, the medical staff accepted its legitimacy. Nursing staff,
<

however, remained more cautious, not because they did not accept the validity of his

order, but because it had once more been confirmed that their own claim could be

easily challenged, and not so easily substantiated. Although the sister on night duty

had followed the correct procedures and had written all her instructions up every step

of the way, the majority of the nursing staff had felt very vulnerable afterwards".

It was not surprising then that a great deal of formal and informal nursing dis-

cussions revolved around the necessity to be extremely careful and observant in

relation to medication. A senior nurse practitioner would usually start if off by

warning nurses to:

Once more the 'seeing' of the order was at least the first step in the claim to truth. In

the case of doctors, their own writing not only substantiated medical expertise and

authority, but as in the case of nurses, formed a core around which interaction with a
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patient was structured. To be able to create a record, the doctor normally interacted

instrumental in the shaping of the way turns [to speak] are distributed,
'relevant' issues to be pursue are distinguished from 'irrelevant' issues, time to
speak is distinguished from time to be silent, and shifts between stages in the
consultation (as between 'questions' and 'investigation') are marked (Berg,
1996: 508).

with the patient in this process, asking questions, making notes, ticking off certain

things, looking up from the record and asking questions again. When the doctor

started to read or write something, it was an indicator that the interaction would cease

for a while. Producing and scrutinising text was thus often:

In conjunction with the practice of continuously moving patients through space, by

shifting them between wards and cubicles, the constant recording of their 'cases' and

'measurements' according to pre-determined formats, were both homogenising and

levelling devices. In this process they were classified and re-classified, or ordered and

then constructed anew to 'create' a patient suffering from a specific disease and

receiving particular treatment. This was a kind of passage within the state of liminality

(see van Gennep, 1960; Turner, 1982).

The fact that information recorded about a patient was generated and controlled by

the medical practitioners was also potentially disempowering. Many of the patients

were not able to read or write. Although patients were supposed to be informed about

the progression of their illness and the therapeutic options open to them, this seldom

happened. Medical staff had to make decisions based on each individual case, but also

in relation to the financial implications of different kinds of treatment. Patients were

presented with options which left them little or no choice, except perhaps, to refuse it

completely. Doctors always controlled the medical interaction. They decided which

information was necessary and to what extent it had to be pursued. How much

feedback was given to the sufferer depended on the choice of the doctor. During ward
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rounds (Appendix 5), which were supposedly a vehicle for communication with

patients and nursing staff, doctors completely controlled all forms of interaction and it

The visuality of the institution was embedded not only in spatial, but also in temporal

became ritualised performances of medical knowledge, expertise and pedagogy.

Medical interviews were very structured and constrained by what the doctor wanted

to know. It was almost always done in English, which put the majority of the patients

at a disadvantage. Patients very seldom asked questions (Appendix 5).

Ward time

practices which reinforced specific structural and group formations in the hospital as

an institution, and in biomedicine as a discipline. Life on the wards was largely

governed by time-tables. According to Foucault (1979: 149) such measures served to

"establish rhythms, impose particular occupations, regulate the cycles of repetition",

and thus to adjust the "body to temporal imperatives" (1979: 151). In the case of

patients, the imposition of a temporal structure over them served to attach them to the

institutional power mechanism. In conjunction with their high visibility, nurses' and

patients' individual bodies were subject to fairly rigid routines, and their conduct was

closely monitored. As indicated above, the technology of control and power

functioned through temporal rationalisation (Thompson, 1967) like the use of time-

schedules, classifications and routines into which nurses had been socialised and

patients were promptly initiated through the almost complete control, not only over

their bodies in space, but also over their inner biological clocks. The times when

patients would eat, sleep, be washed, wake up, were controlled by the schedules of

the hospital.
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For patients there were different kinds of time, for example, experiential time and

institutional time. In the case of very ill patients, time often lost much of its meaning

They give it (pain killer) to me every four hours, it, it takes about half an
hour or so to work and works less and less for the last half hour. It's pain,
pain, pain then its gets better and then pain, pain again. They wait so long,
you know there will be a lot of pain in between. When it starts, like a knife
opening my bones andflesh, it's worst at night, like there is no-one around,
so dark, so dark, quiet. On and on, I think when will they come, how far is the
day (dawn). I can just groan, sometimes I cry, but no sound I become
confused

and structure. Mr Adonis, a patient who had been in a diabetic coma when admitted

to hospital, said later that he had "lost three days again." Time had ceased to exist for

a while and this experience had been repeated in cycles through his 'career' as an

insulin dependent diabetic. His body had its own history of chronic illness in and of

time and space ..
Another patient, Mr Kalako who had already three weeks in hospital, during which

time he had become increasingly ill and had suffered a great deal of pain, said that

when he was in pain, he became obsessed with:

every moment. When I cannot take it anymore, I pray to God, let it pass, let it
pass... to come to when the medication starts to work, they come to inject me.
I cannot talk, it is just pain on and on. When it (medication) starts to work,
sometimes they bring breakfast. I am surprised it is still early. I felt so long
time hadpassed.

Mrs Olifant (Appendix 3), an insulin dependent diabetic whose leg had been

amputated, stressed the way in which time seemed to become even more distorted

during long pain-filled nights after her operation.

Patients often narrated pain and its effect on their bodies in ways which indicated

(and was subsequently confirmed by them) a fragmentation of their sense of

personhood, of their bodies just becoming pain, beyond language and discourse. For

Mr Kalako and Mrs Olifant, their bodies became pain personified, time was intensi-
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fied experientially, stretching on interminably. For them time was distorted and out of

synchrony with clock time. They could only regain their bodies and 'normal' time

when the medication finally took effect. For patients who were terminally ill, time

became bounded. Staff and family would say that his or her "time was running out",

"end was near", or that it was "only a matter of time". This consciousness of morta-

lity and looming death, meant that time had become closed and finite.

Apart form experiential time, patients also had to deal with the temporal and spatial

structures of the hospital itself. In his classic book on asylums, Goffman (1968)

showed how patients were inducted into such institutions through a process analo-

gous to initiation. For them the rituals of admittance, of putting on the hospital gown

or pajamas, the name tag, having his/ her belongings removed, were also an induction

into the time schedule of the hospital. Through rigid routines, nurses' time was even

more rigorously systematised and managed than that of patients. They worked

according to pre-determined shifts and their private and public time were clearly

demarcated. Nursing time was delineated by duty rosters, roll call, 'nursing rounds',

stripping and remaking beds daily, and relatively inflexible tea- and lunch-times. The

time of both nurses and patients was recorded through nurses' documentation offour-

hourly temperatures, blood pressure and pulse readings for all patients, and finally

weekend weight and urine testing of all patients, irrespective of the necessity, value or

accuracy thereof (Appendix 7). These routine nursing observations nevertheless

served a more subtle purpose. They enabled nurses to deal with the rotation system in

and between wards and to fit quickly into new wards. Routine tasks, observations,

and scrutinising doctors' orders and documentation of patients, also allowed nurses to

maintain their professional independence and to lessen interaction with medical staff,

it made nurses "look busy", it meant that they were not "wasting time", and it enabled
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them to protect themselves in the face of intense daily scrutiny. Senior nursing staff

also adhered to a fairly strict time-frame for the completion and documentation of

routine tasks, such as putting up intravenous drips, catheterising patients, handing out

medication and giving injections. Such a tight work schedule also served to protect

and enable senior nurses to avoid doctors, or participating in ward rounds.

Of all the staff working in the hospital, the registrars, and especially the interns,

seemed to work the longest consecutive and most irregular hours. Registrars could be
e

called to the wards at any time of the day or night and interns doing night-duty slept

in a room adjacent to the ward. For these doctors, whose presence might be required

on the ward at any time, private and public time, and day and night were not clearly

demarcated. The symbolic manifestation of this was the 'bleeper' , which hospital

interns and registrars had to carry at all times. Yet, for doctors, in contrast to nurses

and patients, this training period and its consequent lack of control over their own

time did not result in a loss of status and power. In the end physicians-in-training

would become qualified medical practitioners, whose time was scarce, precious and, if

they so chose, inviolable. Ultimately the white coat, stethoscope and 'bleeper' were

emblems of the exclusivity of medical knowledge and its concomitant power and

control over the time of patients and nurses (Frankenberg, 1992: 1, 5).

In a sociological study, Patterns of Time in Hospital Life (1979), Zerubavel

concluded that power and status within this institution were inversely related to a

person's ability to be flexible in the scheduling of time. Yet this somewhat simplistic

analysis did not fully comprehend the symbolic meaning of the control of time.

Doctors did not derive their powers only from their control over time schedules in the

hospital, but also from their ability to choose to forego their private time
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(Frankenberg, 1992: 5). Control over temporalities was thus not only a commodity,

Being a nurse, a doctor, or a seriously chronically ill patient required the acquisition

but an indicator of power (see also van Dongen, 1997).

Bodily Techniques

of new techniques of the body (Mauss, 1935; Blacking, 1977). In Foucaultian terms

In the hospital nurses learned how to "look and behave like ladies" (Sister Basson).

the 'inscribed' body was moulded, trained, made productive, compliant and self-

surveilling. In later theoretical developments Foucault (1983) stressed the inter-
e

relationship between agency and power. He surmised that power was constituted by

an agent conducting the conduct of another, who in turn, responded. Although

Foucault alluded to it he did not develop a coherent engagement with the active body

or with embodiment, except to stress that it was completely "imprinted by history."

The body was: "broken down by a great many distinct regimes; it is broken down by

rhythms of work, rest and holidays; it is poisoned by food or values, through eating

habits or moral laws; it constructs resistances" (Foucault, 1977: 153). He referred to

some aspects which might be construed as references to embodiment, including

sentiments, feelings, love, instinct and, last but not least, seeing. Yet, for him, there

was no self to which the body was subject. Rather, the body was always historically

inscribed. In Discipline and Punish (1979) Foucault detailed the historical emergence

of elaborate social practices which worked on human conduct, shaping it and

compelling the bearer of such conducts also to be responsible for them. Foucault's

complex habituated social practices were a "result of historical inscriptions upon the-
body" (Crossley, 1996: 102).

In Chapter III I described the feminized dress of nursing staff, the ways in which it

homogenised them, but also subtly stressed the hierarchy between them. The fact that
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nurses moved aside for me when I hurried through the corridors in my white jacket

indicated that nurses were socialised into particular professionalised, gendered, and

some said even class and 'race' related bodily dispositions (Ms Samaai, Chapter III).

Nurses also learned how to 'work' with the bodies of the sick, to bend and pick up

heavy patients, how to roll them over, how to deal physically with confused patients,

or to assert themselves with doctors who had not written up their medication, how to

behave corporeally like a professional nurse, while also being able to be feminine,
e

decorous and unobtrusive. In an article on the 'curriculum of the unconscious', Okely

(1996: 139-146) describes how girls in English public boarding schools were trained

Black nurses were even taught how to walk - 'always keep on the left- look
alert' - and the regimentation of the nursing hierarchy was formidable (Marks,
1994: 103).

in bodily containment. Such ways of bodily comportment had earlier also been taught

to nurses in South Africa and were somewhat reminiscent of hierarchical bodily

techniques enforced in the army. Although not analysing them in relation to

techniques of the body, Marks (1994) described how nurses, and especially 'Black'

nurses in South Africa were trained to be modest and ladylike, while at the same time

being both professional but subservient and doing taxing domestic work in hospital

wards. She reports that the most intimate aspects of student nurses' lives were

regulated. They were constantly being disciplined and were only allowed to speak

English in the wards and nursing homes. According to her:

All of these bodily skills can also be understood as what Mauss called habitus,

which involved ways of being in the body that became 'natural' but were nevertheless

conditional and malleable". The processes of incorporating these techniques might be

experienced as punishing the body as in Foucault's (1979: 25) description: "they ...

mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform ceremonies, to emit
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signs." Such processes may also be therapeutic, such as the physical therapist's

Within the lifeworld of medicine, the body is newly constituted as a medical
body, quite distinct from the bodies with which we interact in everyday life,
and the intimacy with that body reflects a distinctive perspective, an organized
set of perceptions and emotional responses that emerge with the emergence of
the body as a site of medical knowledge (Good, 1994:72).

massaging and exercising the limbs of stroke patients or thumping the backs of

tuberculosis patients to make them cough. It involved disciplining the body, making it

both obedient and useful in a "political anatomy of detail" (Foucault, 1979.: 139), a

meticulous attention to the minutia, the smallest particulars and technicalities of

movements. What was learned was an economy of the body, an efficiency of

movements and their internal organisation. It involved performativity, putting into.
practice the overarching normological texts and codes of the institution.

In the case of the 'lived' body (see Merleau-Ponty, 1962), conduct involved

comportment and courses of action based in bodily skills and techniques acquired.

This, the habitus, also derived from socially based "standards" of "perceptual,

linguistic, affective and practical" (Crossley, 1996) forms of behaviour. Accordingly,

action as embodied:

takes up .. habitual schemas and deploys them, in situ, with competence and
skill. It applies them and modifies them as and when appropriate. We are our
(habit-based) actions, and it is through our acquired corporeal habits that we
take up a position in (and thus also sustain) the social world (Crossley,1996:
101).

For health care workers, the most important bodily technique involved learning

alternative ways of seeing the body biomedically. In an essay on visual space Hall

(1969: 69) argues that "no two people see exactly the same thing when actively using

their eyes". People learn how to "see" in a particular way. Good (1994) described this

kind of anatomical perception as follows:
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For medical interns it involved a "training of the eyes, to see structure where none

was obvious" (Good, 1994:74). This also involved tactility, of discerning changes-on

the surfaces of the body through touch, for example, swellings, lumps and other

indicators of malaise. Nurse practitioners equally had to acquire the skill of 'seeing'

the body in terms of nursing. Although the disciplining nursing 'gaze' has often been

discussed (see Benner & Wrubel, 1982; Henderson, 1994), nurses also read the body

as a semiotic text, looking for signs of distress like irregular pulse, respiratory

problems, paleness, sweatiness and such. Similarly, the close family or caretakers of

seriously chronically ill people learned new ways of perceiving subtle or overt signs

which were indicative that, for example, an insulin dependent diabetic was becoming

hypoglycaemie. All of these involved particular ways of observing and of

performatively presenting such perceptions in health care spaces to a medically trained

audience.

Other context-specific ways of using and 'performing' the body in the hospital space

included the breathing techniques of some asthmatics, learning how to deal with

unresponsive limbs in the case of stroke patients, coughing unrestrainedly or

protectively behind a hand, tissue or handkerchief in the case of people suffering from

tuberculosis, injecting oneself with insulin without causing unnecessary pain or a

bruise.

Conclusions

In this chapter I have shown that space and time structures were not mere

backdrops for the activities of the institution. Their significance shifted all the time.

Thus, for the nursing staff and the patients in pain, there was a disjuncture between

experiential time and the objectifying time of the medical schedules. For patients
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especially, experience of time and chronology were not necessarily the same as those

of the doctors and nursing staff Patients then had to find ways to negotiate a

communication with staff through bodily actions.

Spatial and temporal practices on the wards also had other meanings and reflected

differentiation and an asymmetrical distribution of power between professions, classes

and genders on the wards and ward rounds researched. As a group, medical staff

persistently appropriated space and time, thereby effectively dominating it. The least

powerful, the patients, were often treated as markers in the space and time of health

and who spent the most time with them, had the least control of the patients' bed-

care providers. The nurses, who had the most intimate bodily interaction with them

space.

The imposition of a spatial and temporal structure on patients served to attach them

to the institutional power mechanism and to separate them from everyday space and

disciplining. Once that authority had been created, the institution basically always tried

time. Time and space were literally created out of the body of the patient through its

Thus meanings were always constituted and reconstituted through the practice of

to control it. Yet, although space and time on the wards were not neutral, they were

equally not unambiguously static. They were both active and interactive and in this

context social relations and structures were produced and transformed.

social relations and actions. Such spatial and temporal practices included the

stratagems of participants to resist, to violate their imposition through actions, such as

the nurses withdrawing to a specific gendered space for 'time-out' from the wards and

medical control, and the patients' reclaiming of their intimate bodily space by pulling

the blankets over them. Such actions symbolically 'removed' and 'cut out' the

controlling space of the hospital. If patients then refused to eat or to allow nurses to
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wash them, they were effectively nonconformist and metaphorically rejecting their

spatial and temporal disciplining.

In the next Chapter VII I will focus on the more 'classical' aspects of the medical

gaze and on modes of seeing on medical wards. I show how the body is made visible

through 'scientific' medical and nursing discourse and training and how this visuality

is communicated through a complex system of language, documentation, bodily

indicators and institutional protocols. Chapter VII also gives attention to the

semiotics of medical and nursing knowledge and practice and thus of the ways in

which bodies are 'read' and interpreted.
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MODES OF SEEING

Introduction

In The Birth of the Clinic (1977), when Foucault described the "eye that knows

and decides, the eye that governs", he was referring to the gaze with its

authoritative descriptions or discourses. What was actually 'seen' was not an

objective, pre-existing reality which only had to be perceived by a neutral eye, but

rather a linguistically and visually constructed epistemie field according to which

truth claims could be made and communicated (Jay, 1986: 182)'. Such authoritative

knowledge and the accompanying practices of science and medicine imparted

power to biomedical institutions and their practitioners (Jay, 1986: 89). Thus

within health care spaces, reading the signs of the body according to the discourses

of medicine and nursing was considered more 'real' or 'true' than the experienced

subjective interpretation thereof by the chronically ill and their kin. What Foucault

meant was that a set of power relationships, in which the medicalised reading was

representative offormal institutional authority, cohered in the body. Such authority

could be used to mobilise treatment and therapies. For example, in the case of the

patient with chronic pancreatitis described in Chapter V, his body was 'interpreted'

as telling a story which, according to the doctor, differed from that narrated by the

patient himself Despite his protests that he had not been drinking, the patient's

body was medically interpreted as 'showing' the truth, that is, it indicated alcohol

abuse"

Most of the incidents discussed in Chapter VI have involved forms of communi-
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cation in which the body was implicated in the construction of mean ing.-Communi-

cative practices had to take place at many potential levels of interpretation and

subject to the vagaries of translation across language barriers, specialised and lay

language, different cultural frameworks of reference and understanding, bodily

dispositions, notions of self, personhood or identity which were often fragmented

and changeable.

In the current chapter, which forms a continuum with ChapterVI and Chapter

VIII, I postulate that despite a professed move towards greater patient and

community involvement envisaged in the Patient's Rights Charter', expert

discourses and practices such as biomedicine, and to a lesser extent, nursing, create

the' official' descriptions of reality and truth in the tertiary hospital (see also

Chapter III). In the current chapter I argue that although it may have been intended

to be neutral, such esoteric medicalised discourse is codified and formulating. It

was the discourse into which medical practitioners were socialised, in which their

claims to expertise were based, and into which they retreated when they found it

difficult to deal with the pain and suffering of patients, or when they had perforce

to make unpalatable decisions concerning access to care, with a probable attendant

impact on life chances.

Nurses, in turn, were supposedly trained to be holistic in their approach to health

care, to bridge the potentially narrow focus on the physical body of medicine, and

equally to attend to the "social and psychological well-being of the patient"

(Sister Jonah). Nursing staff frequently had to deal with the aftermath of medical

decisions and, like doctors, they frequently inclined to medicalised discourses and
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practices", being aware that in the wards certain kinds of knowledge not only had

more salience than others, but also allowed them a measure of distance and

neutrality when faced with the distress of patients.

Nevertheless, in the everyday rounds of the wards, doctors and nurses were

confronted with abrogations of, and resistance to, this medicalised 'reality'. In this

continuum of chapters, I show that medical discourse, knowledge and truth claims

.e
were mediated and filtered in various ways, including phenomenological and

indigenous/ local knowledge discourses of illness, superimposed on structures of

gender, 'race' and class. I illustrate that ultimately there were several levels of

perception, practice and interpretation on the wards, encompassing the protocols

of the institution, its descriptive and medical techniques, and interpersonal

mediation filtered through social and cultural perceptions and practices, such as

how the patients and nurses displayed different understandings of the semiotics of

distress. My contention is that the ways in which all these discourses and practices

overlapped, as well as the ways in which the overlap impacted on communication,

influenced not only on health care but patient acquiescence. In this chapter I focus

on expert knowledge like nursing and medicine. I look at the semiotics of medical

and nursing knowledge and practice. In Chapter VIII I problematise the notion of

the all-seeing optic, the medical gaze. By examining what is ignored by the gaze, I

attempt to highlight some of its complexities, inconsistencies and resistance to it.

1. Interpreting and translating the body

i. Medical readings

The visuality inherent in a tertiary academic hospital system was exemplified by

the treatment and management of gravely ill patients needing maximum specialised
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care. In 1993/94 and 1997/98, the tertiary academic hospital was, despite staff and

financial cutbacks, a centre where a variety of medical professionals and specialists

were trained and where a great deal of research was done. In this 'setting' both

medical and nursing staff were socialised into constructing disease, its manifesta-

tions in the human body, as well as the body itself: in very distinctive biomedical

ways. Patients who entered the space of this institution were confronted with its

academic purpose early on. Before being admitted to the medical wards they

usually went to an admission ward, where they were "sorted out" (registered

nurse) according to "initia! diagnosis, as the diagnosis often changes" (Mr

Ntlebi).

The interim and final diagnosis were analogous to an interpretation of the signs

emitted by the body of the patient. When a registrar and a student intern, Mr

Ntlebi, visited the bedside ofMr Kariem, a patient with suspected heart failure,

they were "after a diagnosis, as the patient was unstable." The registrar, already

an adept semiotician, had done a precursory 'reading' ofMr Kariem's body'. As a

result, he had been admitted and given a provisional label, 'unstable patient', which

formed part of an 'insider' discourse of the hospital and of medicine. His body

had acquired 'value' and meaning in the world of the hospital."

The student intern, Mr. Ntlebi, reported that the patient had been referred to

them from a secondary hospital. Mr Kariem entered the hospital with his own

aetiology and history of illness and of his engagement with the health care

structures. Although such a sick person would often arrive at the hospital accom-

panied by family, Mr Kariem had been brought by ambulance and was alone. At

this early stage of hospitalisation and of diagnosis, the patient's account of the
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subjective manifestation of his illness was important. Mr Ntlebi was expected to

procure this information, reframe it in a medically acceptable way and to 'present"

the patient. According to Honkasalo (1997) contemporary biomedicine

differentiates between the sign, that which can be seen by the examining eye, and

the patient was groaning and breathing rapidly into his oxygen mask. He
moaned, cried, tears ran down his face. He breathed with great difficulty.

which is the basis of diagnostics, and the symptom. The latter only becomes

meaningful by being transformed through the clinical gaze of the doctor

e

(Honkasalo, 1997), that is, through the mediation of medical knowledge and

language'.

Thus, in the case ofMr Kariem, the registrar gave a brief report of the signs with

which the latter, in turn, had 'presented'. The student intern's use of the verb,

'present', which was often utilized by medical staff, underlined its meaning as a

kind of exhibit or spectacle. Mr Kariem, who earlier on had been able to relate

verbally when and how his malaise had started now performatively 'displayed' his

body to the institution and its health care givers. He did so by 'showing' or

'presenting' where the pain and discomfort was experienced in his body, in a pared

down autobiographical narrative interspersed with gasps and grimaces. He related

the onset and development of his illness, and briefly outlined his own under-

standing of its causality. Eventually Mr. Kariem was beyond the ability to wield

language. According to Mr Ntlebi (I also observed the process):

Mr Kariem could now only physically display his distress and the symptoms of

what was wrong with him. The physician closely examined him for distinctive signs

which were subsequently translated into a diagnosis.
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There are so many artificial boxes, names, numbers and categories.
Diagnosis is the focal point of thought in the treatment of the patient. You
start at the surface and you keep on penetrating deeper, focusing more
narrowly on a specific part, a specific organ. Then you follow it out again,
to all the related aspects; the different ways in which it is manifested,
treated, going into other categories. Doing tests, getting results, drawing
conclusions from that. When you start to do medicine, it is often initially
for a need, concern with people. Bul as you progress there is increasing
pressure on you from the side of medicine. Your priority is to get on with
the technical outlook. What is wrong, how do I treat it, is this going to

ii. Seeing and knowing

I watched as and Mr Ntlebi related that:

Dr ... pulled the mask away and told him [Mr. Kariem] to show his
tongue. Then he percussed his chest, pulled up his hospital gown and
rapidly depressed his abdomen. He seemed to be looking very closely at
his neck veins. He asked me, 'what am I lookingfor?', I said,
'Abdominjugular reflux '. It was [apparently] the correct answer. He was
called away then. I started to take his blood pressure. When Dr ... came
back he wanted to know what I was trying to establish. I gave him the
systolic pressure and we went to look at the patient's x-rays. Dr ... showed
me how difficult it is to see high filling pressures [on the x-ray}. When we
returned to the patient, Dr ... looked at him, he [the patient] seemed most
distressed. He took his wrist [to feel his pulse] and told me he probably
had a major problem coming up. The patient was cold and needed an
echo, He [doctor] left to arrange for an echo[cardiograph}. The clinical
diagnosis was congestive heart failure, the echo confirmed it. The patient
was a diabetic. Youngish man, not very compliant, but his prognosis was
worth it, we workedfor him. He was admitted to the medical ward.

In the above narrative the production of facts was based on techniques and

disciplines which materially moulded the patient's body for perception in a very

specific, biomedical way in terms of symptom, sign and pathology (Foucault,

1977). The body of the patient was the signifier which enabled the registrar "to

measure and map out the position and nature of the underlying lesion within the

body that was the disease" (Butchart, 1995: 35). The registrar tried to explain

how his biomedical training allowed him to construct the body by first making it

visible through the stratified specialisation and spatialisation of the gaze:
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make the patient live, or die, or get better. Diagnosis, the sooner, the
better, is the focus. Sometimes it as if the patient becomes more incidental
(Dr Sanko)

The narrowly focused gaze of biomedicine dismembered and fragmented the body

and perceptually mapped it into co-ordinates of space and time (Feldman, 1994;

Frankenberg, 1994: 196). For Dr Sanko this meant an incremental distancing

between himself and the patient, as a resuIt of which the embodied patient, his/her

.e

own knowledge, experience and understanding of his/her condition became

increasingly peripheral. As the patient's body was dissected into its different

somatic components, the patient became less a 'body incarnate'; he was reduced to

a corporeal body (Frankenberg, 1994: 196). At the same time this body had to be

disciplined, especially since it was not adhering to its medical regimen.

Thus, in terms of Foucault's (1979) notion of the medical economy of the body,

Mr. Kariem's diagnosis and his lack offull compliance indicated a degree of

deviance from what would be constructed as normative. However, the outlook for

him was positive. He was young and could still lead a useful life and contribute to

production. In the institution his body could receive disciplinary training which

might lead to his conforming to the recognised standard. His body had gained

worth and the system would "work" for him.

Secondly, in this narrative the main objective of the registrar was to generate an

interpretation and prognosis from a somewhat ambiguous situation and to accept

responsibility for the supervision and management of therapy (Good, 1994: 70).

Whilst making a diagnosis, the registrar was teaching and socialising Mr Ntlebi

into a new, expert, way of 'seeing', of understanding and telling, or diagnosing and

managing the body biomedically". In Chapters IV and V, I presented the way in
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which patient bodies were decoded by physicians through the translation of bodily and

other signs. In this case, Mr Ntlebi was acquiring the corporeal techniques of being a

physician as well as its discourses and knowledges. The student intern was also gaining

certain State-supported powers in relation to the medical treatment and control of bodies

in the interest of furthering the health of the social, as well as individual, bodies. To do

so, he drew on the visual technologies, the stethoscope, x-ray and the echo cardiograph.

their dreadful existence ... their suffering" often resulted in medical staff
becorning "very focused You cut out everything, the crying mothers, the
patient's pain, fear, you know soon you are going to send them back to their
poverty, their horridly inadequate shacks, but you can do nothing about it. You
see just that patient, you try to fix it, to make it work again if you can. You know
they will be back, you can refer them to the social worker, the community nurse,
but it does not even make a dent. You learn to accept that you cannot know or
do everything. You become a mechanic, all else, the things you can't fix, you
don't see them anymore after a while (Dr Sanko)".

Thirdly, while the patient's own understanding and socio-economic circumstances

were initially procured from either the sick person or his/ her family, the sheer pressure

of the patient load, as well as the discomfiture of dealing with what a registrar described

as:

This focus on the body was displayed on medical ward rounds which were also

educational displays during which almost all social information from the patient was

treated as extraneous (Appendix 5).

iii. Performing the body

During medical ward rounds (Appendix 5)11 the panoptical arrangement of the hospital

complemented the way in which the bodies of various participants, especially patients,

were 'staged' as in a theatre and arranged in different postures for diagnosis and

pedagogical purposes. Thus patients were usually instructed to "keep
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stilf', "move your head', "move up", "look at myfinger", and such.12 It was a ritualised

performance of medical knowledge and of patienthood. In this setting scientific

rationality, the perception of what was 'real', was taught and subjectivity was created.

When medical students were doing their practical examinations, specific "interesting

cases", such as a "nice cardiac", were sought out by the consultants and these patients

were pushed on their beds into a particular ward which became very crowded.

Sometimes two beds occupied the space of one and it was impossible to curtain off

each individual bed fully. During examinations one or two curtains were somewhat

ineffectually arranged to create symbolic privacy. When such cases were presented and

scrutinised during student examinations (in teaching situations as with Mr Kariem) or

during ward rounds, the various participants were all 'posed' to a greater or lesser

degree (see also Dr Lewis, Appendix 8). At the same time the student intern, Mr Ntlebi,

was 'performing' for the registrar to 'display' his knowledge and abilities. It was a kind

of pedagogical performance.

iv. Showing and telling

In the case of Mr Kariem, Mr Ntlebi had to do an exegesis of the poses of bath the

registrar and patient. Mr Kariem had to 'show' his tongue, then his abdomen was

rapidly depressed to see whether his jugular vein would expand - apparently a cursory

indication of congenital heart failure. What had started with the unstable condition of

the patient - his background of diabetes - was narrowed down through medical

knowledge and reasoning to certain parts ofMr Kariem's body, first the chest and then

the heart. Mr Ntlebi had to demonstrate his ability to decode this performative

fragmentation of the body of the pati nt; the auscultation of chest and heart with a

stethoscope signified the opening up of the inside of the body through the ear of the
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observer. The visuality inherent in medical interpretation was further emphasised by

closer examination ofMr Kariem's jugular vein, reading his systolic pressure, and

the scrutiny of the x-ray of his chest to demonstrate the possible unreliability of this

diagnostic tool for discerning the high pressure fillings in his ventricles. Finally, an

echo cardiograph, another inherently visual investigative technique, was prescribed

and administered to confirm the diagnosis. The gaze became a floodlight projected

from all directions, illuminating the object of information, the patient. The way in

which the student intern, Mr Ntlebi 'presented' Mr Kariem's body was performative.

Itwas a performance which was made to elicit other performances, critiques,

commentaries and judgements. Mr Ntlebi was thus both being acted upon by the gaze

and in tum acted upon his own and on other bodies

While reading the signs of the body to establish the malaise inside, there was a

constant shift between the general, the patient's physical distress, coldness and the

particular, his jugular vein, blood pressures, heart rate and the visual representation

of the inside of his chest. To "piece together a whole picture" (Mr Ntlebi) the

registrar analysed the minutiae and translated it into the disease from which the

patient suffered. This was related to the specific context, the patient's relative youth,

his history of diabetes and non-compliance and to the registrar's wider medical

knowledge of the link between this condition and heart failure. In the narrative of Mr

Ntlebi, he and the registrar were communicating through discursive and bodily codes,

with the former doing an exposition of the actions and narratives of the latter. These

codes were mainly visual and expressed a particular way of understanding and

managing the body and disease. This preoccupation with the visual was to a large

extent the result of doctors who used English as the lingua franca in their training and
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practice having to interact with mostly Afrikaans and Xhosa-speaking patients!'. T-o
.'

As I had first discussed in Chapter III, as an observer in the hospital setting I had to

do so the medical staff, like Dr Lewis (Appendix 8), would get involved in an

elaborate process of translation and explication, of code-shifting between medically

related terminology, English, Afrikaans 14, Xhosa, a variety of gestures, mime and

even small drawings. In this transmutation, much misunderstanding ensued, involving

not merely linguistic mis-translation, but also representing complex cultural diffe-.
rences and divergent networks of meaning in understanding sickness. I will shortly

discuss this issue further.

Suffice to say that becoming a medical practitioner involved incorporating a new

habitus'S, expanding knowledge, skills and ways of problem-solving. It also entailed

becoming part ofa rationalist discourse which brought into focus a different way of

understanding and experiencing the world, as well as its concomitant powers (Good,

1994). One of these powers was to classify the patient in terms of severity of illness,

and prognosis for recovery (see Mr Soobramoney, Chapter IV). In the case ofMr

Kariem, it merited the input in money, time, and expertise. The health care system

would 'perform' for him, just as he had performed for the health care system.

v. The 'gaze' oftbe researcher

constantly be alert to my own tendency to recreate and reinforce the very visuality

present in the medical discourses and practices which I critique in this thesis. My own

fieldnotes could just as easily objectify or disembody (see Chapter, VIII) patients as

did the texts generated by the medical staff. Medical practitioners were sometimes

quite open about and willing to acknowledge this correspondence in their own

training, socialization and the ways in which they perceived and treated patients. Yet
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my own inclination to do so was often more insidious and oblique. My theoretical stance,

that is to critically examine my research material through the use of the body as an

analytical theme, and of the gaze and its inherent visuality, heightened the possibility of

continuously giving a particular slant to the ways in which I represented the different

participants, processes and actions observed. Because there was an ongoing expectation

from the rest of the LOCIS team that I should provide 'proof of my findings I was

inclined to make dense descriptive fieldnotes covering each days' observations. Itwas

nevertheless always possible that selected fieldnotes could present a 'reality' which was

not necessarily properly contextualized and which represented gaps in my own 'gaze' as I

could never be everywhere and follow every incident or observation from start to

conclusion.

The language used for this particular kind of analysis is also inherently loaded with

meaning and often unacknowledged biases. Because doctors had a great deal of power on

the wards and my relationship with some of them was uneasy and difficult to negotiate, I

had to guard against demonising them. Most of them had to deal with a heavy patient

load, while simultaneously having to struggle with the daily exigencies of emergencies,

shortages, exhaustions and general frustrations. To try and negotiate all these complex

and multiple problems involved in analysis and writing, I continuously tried to stay in a

dialogue with the different participants I was describing and to negotiate my own

understandings and interpretations in relation to their feedback.

vi. Formal knowledge of nurses

The visual practices and discourses through which the body of the patient was read and

diagnosed, was prevalent not only in medicine, but also in nursing. The gaze was not

'possessed' by an individual or a group. Itwas rather more like a force or
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institutional instrument for the formation and accumulation of knowledge. Itwas a

form of power engendered by a number of disciplinary measures intrinsic to

contemporary institutions (Henderson, 1994). These included hierarchical obser-

vation, normalising judgement, and the examination (Foucault, 1977). With the

When a patient entered the hospital, hel she would often first encounter a

concept of hierarchical observation, Foucault (1979) related disciplinary power to

coercion by means of perception and general visibility. Such a mechanism, for
e

instance the architecture or design of a hospital, not only made it possible to

surveille those inside, but also to record, analyse and train them. Normalizing

judgment included the practices according to which individuals were made to

conform by comparing them to the norm or rule and by differentiating between and

hierarchising them in relation to their conformity. It also excluded what is not

normal. Thus: "In short, it normalizes" (Foucault, 1979: 182). The examination

was a combination of the techniques of hierarchical observation and normalising

judgement. According to Foucault (1979: 187) the examination introduce a "whole

mechanism that linked to a certain type of the formation of knowledge a certain

form ofthe exercise of power." Because the individual was always seen, or

perceived him! herself being seen, the individual in effect disciplined him! herself

Power thus remained invisible. Another important aspect of the examination was

the meticulous documentation of each individual. Finally, each person became a

describable 'case' which could be measured, compared, judged, trained, corrected,

classified, normalised or excluded. In short, medicalised.

registered nurse who would:
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see lo the patient. Temperature, pulse, respiration. See if the patient has
ally chest pains or shortness of breath. If the patient does not look right,

_. you need to inform the doctor immediately. Make sure the patient does
not have cardiac or respiratory arrest. By looking at that you have to do
the necessary things, the oxygen, drip, the diuretics, if the patient is short
of breath, maybe he is fluid overloaded. You see that the patient is swollen
or in respiratory distress. If there is chest pain, you make sure the patient
is given an lsordil under the tongue, and if that relieves the pain you get
the ~-CG. The doctor is on his way and when he comes he can read the
ECG and see the patient had a myocardic and treatment can commence
(Sister Vallie).

As indicated earlier in the interview with the medical intern, Mr Ntlebi, the

registered nurse also scrutinised the body of the patient for manifestations of

abnormality, mentally marking off the various indicators and measurements. All of

these was recorded on the patient's observation sheet, in turn, contributing to the

production and accumulation of knowledge. Because nursing is a practice related

to biomedicine, nurses accordingly also learnt to 'read' the body of the patient in

relation to signs and symptoms in terms of diseases and its treatment (Harries,

1996). Although, in the above narrative, the nurse practitioner could see that the

patient was probably infarcting, her interpretation was nevertheless not the final

and authoritative one. A very subtle communication through language,

documentation, bodily signs and the display of indexical, authoritative medical

artifacts would follow. She would verbally notify the doctor, record the necessary

observations, start emergency measures and set up a complete sequence for the

treatment she knew from experience would ensue. If the medical practitioner was

alert to all these signs, he/she could decode them instantaneously and allow

hirnlherselfto be informed by this pre-reading. The importance of drawing on the

professional nurse as expert semiotician who would understand and be able to emit

the relevant codes as well as their relationship and the context in which they were
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appropriate were one of the often Unspoken premises of medical practice in the

hospital. Sometimes; a consultant obliquely reminded medical students to "watch -

Sister closely, she will be saying something to you which will help you. Ifyou are

uncertain, in an emergency, keep an eye on Sister." In this case, if she drew atten-

tion to the EeG or the diuretics she was mimetically displaying the probable

diagnosis and treatment to follow. Ultimately she directed the scrutiny of the

looking at the body in terms of medical scientific knowledge. How the
diagnosis isfirst presented as a symptom, like chest pain. Where the pain
is experienced, how it's supposed to feel, how it develops. Look at other
related things, other symptoms. Then how to treat it, with what, how much
and what the side-effect are. You make your diagnosis, but you are very
careful not to call it that, but that is essentially what you do. You know you
are going to infuse this or that, and when it is an emergency, like an
infarct, you just tell the doctor: "I did this and that, gave so and so. " But
in a kïnd of questioning way. Like I know, but Iam doing the right thing
hey? I should not really prescribe, but Ido, but indirectly. He just needs to
pick up on that (Sister King).

physician to ail 'objective' measurement accessible to him/her to ascertain the truth

of the professional nurse's reading, for example the EeG.

This complex performance was necessitated by the somewhat ambiguous nature

of nursing knowledge and especially nursing experience, which in turn, informed

their knowledge. Without having the legal ability to make a medical diagnosis or to

prescribe in the hospital, registered nurses, and sometimes even staff nurses,

nevertheless did this by translating the signs of the body into a specific system of

specialised knowledge". By laying out the artefacts, the drip; diuretics, oxygen,

EeG machine and read-out she was signalling her own expertise and truth claim. A

registered nurse said that this was done by:

Depending on the nature of the gaze projected, the body of the patient was

consequently the site from which various kinds of information was derived. The
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nurse needed to reinscribe the body into medical discourse, covertly and, if

necessary, in a limited, pragmatic, action-oriented and sometimes discontinuous -

a kind of mind-picture of the patients, Mr ... in that bed, the stroke. He is
on a drip, a monitor, having inputs and outputs measured He is using this
kind of medicine, these amounts. He has been here for so long, is visited
or not, was relatively cheerful yesterday, now, no more. He isjust lying
there. So 1 need to know, is he depressed, is his condition going down
(Sister Kanna).

way. She largely muted indications of further contextual depth related to hierarchi-

cal biomedical expertise". "She does not need, in this view and within this dis-

course, to be given (or display) the knowledge to transcend them" (Frankenberg,

1994: 204). She nevertheless needed to communicate it to a doctor, the "real

expert" (Sister King).

During their ordinary daily activities nursing staff often had to act as brokers

between medical, nursing and lay knowledge and had to communicate it in ways

which made sense." Registered nurses constantly had to code shift between a

specialised and technical medical discourse and a wider nursing understanding of

the same patient's sickness and needs. According to registered nurse they formed:

Apart from scrutinising the body of the patient to see whether there was a swelling,

indications of fluid retention, or of the infusion of too much fluids, or whether

there were signs of other physical ailments, the registered nurse would sift through

a myriad of other clues. Was the patient reacting differently, did family come to

visit regularly, did she know about something which might be troubling him/her?

She would then mode shift to the documentation and read the nursing report of the

night staff. She looked at the measurements recorded during the night to ascertain

whether those indicated any changes. Having decided that the changes warranted
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the doctor's attention she prepared to communicate it to hirn/her. She would, for

instance, check:

the BP (blood pressure), is it out? The temperature if there is a pyrexia,
the pulse. So if you say a patient's condition is deteriorating then they
want to know those things. You break him up into bits for them (Mrs
Losper).

She would consequently, for the benefit of the doctor, fragment the body and

present the "technical outlook." The ability to do this increased the registered

nurse practitioner's stature in the eyes of medical staff, who described her as an

they [doctors and senior nursing staff] can see that you are working and
you can see a difference. The wound heals, or the medication works.
Caring is an important part what we are supposed to do, but how can one
measure caring" [maar hoe kan mens nou caring meet! (Sister Simonse).

"excellent clinical nurse" although in the end, the doctor would still "call the

shots" (Dr Alan).

The dilemma for nurses was to 'scientifically' and medically articulate and

'exhibit' their own knowledge which was potentially ambiguous. Thus, on the

wards, the medicalised aspects of nursing were always foregrounded in their daily

activities and in the examination of staff performance. They consequently often

became 'stage-sets' for caring work. Rather than sitting down next to a patient's

bed (as registrars and interns often did), nurses would almost always be standing

up and reading charts, patients' files, adjusting drips, dispensing medication,

untying and again tying up the curtains around patient's beds when they wanted to

talk to them, to reassure them, to 'care' for them. Junior nursing staff all said that

they preferred doing the medicine rounds, taking care of dressings and doing

measurements because:
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Nevertheless, nursing knowledge, although it also relied on visuality for its truth

claims, did not necessarily have the same authority as medical knowledge, but

would however inform it and become interwoven with it.

Language difficulties

According to Erzinger ( 1991: 91), "language combines with cultural qualities of

communication to influence effectiveness of the medical encounter." In Chapter IV Mr

Baliso identified language as problematic in doctor-patient encounters in the health

service in transition. Yet it was not merely the 'strange' English spoken by foreign

doctors which impacted on patient understanding. 'Local' doctors also often did not

comprehend what patients were trying to say. Mis-translation and misunderstandings

between medical staff' and patients abounded. The issue oflanguage differences was not

one I had intended to study, particularly since I cannot speak Xhosa, but it proved to be

prevalent and at least needs to be noted.

In the 1993/94 period English and Afrikaans were the two official languages of

the country, of governance, legislation and education. The tertiary hospital was

affiliated with an English language university and the lingua franca of the hospital

was English. On the wards the majority of the nursing staff' were Afrikaans-

speaking. Patients were mostly Afrikaans or Xhosa-speaking. In the 1997/98

research period South Africa had 11 official languages, but English was basically

the language of governance and legislation. It was also still the language of the

hospital. English was used by medical and nursing staff in almost all the interaction

I observed between them.

Amongst themselves nursing staff tended to speak English during 'formal'

encounters, such as during nursing rounds (Appendix 4), social rounds (Appen-
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dix 6) and ward rounds (Appendix "5). When speaking to each other or to patients

theyoften code switched between Afrikaans and English, medical and lay

language. Sometimes nurses used a local dialect version of Afrikaans when

speaking to each other about their lives outside the hospital. The local dialect was

also used when nurses said disparaging things about medical stair. Nurses usually

Medical discourse in the dominant biomedical model is generally characterised
by a profound imbalance in power between doctor and patient: the patient is
subjected to the medical gaze (Foucault 1973) which establishes the patient as a
body which can be probed and diagnosed while the doctor occupies the
powerful position of the one who sees and pronounces. What cannot be seen or
measured in this way is discounted or relegated to the margins as irrelevant or
irrational (Crawford, 1994:2).

code switched to the local dialect if patients did so. When medical staff code

switched to Afrikaans (they never used the local dialect version of it) nurses often

very pointedly responded in English. Nurses thus used Afrikaans to exclude

medical staff but to include patients.

While the number of Xhosa-speaking (and other indigenous language-speaking)

medical and nursing staff rose after 1994, they reported to me that they were still

in the minority on the wards. More of the patients were Xhosa-speaking than in

the past (since 1994 the Xhosa-speaking population in the Western Cape had

greatly increased because of migration from the Eastern Cape). Although some of

the doctors and nurses were able to speak Xhosa, communicating about complex

medicalised concepts was not easy. Writing about the language difficulties experien-

eed by patients visiting the paediatric outpatients department of the tertiary hospital in

which my own study was done, Crawford opines:

The issue of translation and interpretation was accordingly not only related to

language but to systems of knowledge and thus of inclusion and exclusion. This was
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highlighted during ward rounds (Appendix 5) which, although targeted as areas tor the

improvement of communication, rarely allowed the patient a space or a time to speak, -

to seek information or to discuss his/her own concerns. Discourse is about who can

speak, whose narrative has salience but also who remains silent or which narratives are

suppressed. During ward rounds the medicalised 'version' of the patient's ailment and

treatment was the prominent discourse and was validated as a ritualised performance of

medical knowledge. During such rounds the patients were objects tor scrutiny and the

questions they were asked were almost always related to efforts to generate further

medical knowledge to which patients themselves had little access. The power dispari-

ties between medical staff' and patients were highlighted by the different bodily posi-

tions they occupied during interaction. Patients were almost always lying down, sur-

rounded by medical staff' and students. Patients were dressed in revealing hospital

gowns which were frequently untied or pulled away to expose their bodies.

In any kind of narratological exchange there are always different accounts of the

same event. Allofthese renditions are in a sense 'true' but they do not have equal

legitimation or salience. For example, on ward rounds (and during any interaction

between doctor and patient) the medical narrative or representation of the patient's

illness had more validity than that of the sufferer (Appendix 5). The narrative of the

registrar or the consultant was held as the most authoritative and authentic.

Some of the medical staff could speak at least enough basic Afrikaans and/or

Xhosa to be able to ascertain patient complaints or to prescribe medication and

treatment". The issue of translation and of cultural differences which informed

meaning in medical encounters have increasingly become the focus of research and

debate in South Africa (Crawford, 1994; Drennan, 1992; Drennan et al 1991; Muller
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1994). During my own study some doctors (and nurses) were also deeply concerned

about the impact on informed consent, which often involved expert medical know-

ledge, which had to be translated through a variety oflayers into a form oflay/mother-

tongue language. By adhering to a legalistic understanding of consent, medical

practitioners could 'cover' themselves by giving the patient an explanation of a

procedure, using a translator if necessary and asking tor the signing of a consent form.

The ambiguity'of the 'informedness' of consent was nevertheless quite cynically

illustrated to me by a registrar, Dr McAlpine. He called a senior registered nurse to

What yml actually witnessed was thefact that 1did not force him to sign the
form. How can you establish whether he was really irformed or nol. He has no
real perceplion of what the procedure entails. 1his informed consenl is a myth,
but we go through the motions. 1am not so sure that it will stand lip in a court
a law.

"witness informed consent" to a very complicated procedure which he explained to the

patient at length, in lay language and in (imperfect) Afiikaans . Then he asked the

patient to sign a consent form and interrogated the head nurse afterwards:" So what did

you witness here?" "1hat you folly informed the patient and that he understood you, "

she answered. "Doyou really believe that?" he answered and then asked the patient to

explain the impending procedure to us. The patients said vaguely that they were going

to inject something through his heart "or something like that, 1'm not that certain" (9.1

so iets ek's nie so seker nie). To this the registrar said:

Dodd et al (1993: 556) stressed the tact that patient consent was "still largely

determined by a professional medical standard rather than any notion of a 'patient

standard' ..." The onus consequently was on patients to raise any other matters which

concern them (SAGES, 1993: 762).
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This state of affairs did not deny the fact that many doctors tried to find ways to

negotiate some kind of understanding between patients and themselves. Some tried -.

to do this by using a mixture of English, Afrikaans, Xhosa, diagrams and signs

(Appendix 8). Even so, misunderstandings took place. In one such case a registrar,

Dr Lewis (Appendix 8) told a patient that his liver (isibindi) was weak He

responded in a way which indicated that he had understood that his courage was

low or weak.and subsequently confirmed his fear. Dr Lewis did not pick this up

and concentrated on telling him about using his pills, that he must replace it

regularly. She also told him about the side-effects of the pills. The patient was

worried afterwards. He was convinced the registrar had been trying to tell him that

something very bad was wrong with him. In time one of the staff nurses realised

that he was exceptionally quiet and started to question him in Xhosa. She was able

to clarify the misunderstanding and to reassure the patient.

Nursing and domestic staff who were asked to act as interpreters indicated that the

"cultural meanings" (Nurse Xaso) which patients ascribed to common terminology

such as stomach, back and other bodily parts were often perceived completely

differently by laypersons and medical staff A male nurse (Xhaso) said:

When I tell a patient that a certain procedure is going to be done in the
stomach, for example, I know very well that they understand it as something
on the outside. The doctor understands it as something inside the patient. In
our culture people do not understand things like hypertension the same way
the doctor understands it. There are many other such examples.

Consequently using apparently similar terminology did not guarantee mutual under-

standing; the nomenclature, its significance and its meaning could be conceptualised

entirely differently by the participants. Nursing staff, who often had to do the

translations, stressed that it was not always appropriate for them to discuss certain
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issues with members of the opposite sex. A male nurse said:

Sometimes I am expected to talk to older female patients about very intimate
things. It is not always acceptable for a younger male who is also a stranger to
talk to older women, or younger ones, about such things. Then I sort of say
vaguely what is "Wrongor what is going to be done, but I know very well that
the woman does not really understand Sometimes they are so embarrassed
they hardly listen to me anyway.

A registrar commented:

There are also cultural problems. If you talk about medical things - their whole
perception of illness is completely different from mine. Ifyou try to explain
somethingfairly complex their perception of the problem is so differentfrom
yours. You cannot even try to begin to make them understand.

According to another:

You try to tell apatient about a problem with the heart valve, they don't even
know what a heart valve is. One tries to give them some sort of analogy, try
and tell them that the heart is a pump which has a valve which makes thefluid
go the one way as opposed to the other way, but it can be very difficult. Some
patients do not even understand what apump is or how it works. Even the
'black' students who speak Xhosa very well sometimes almost strangle. And at
times it is impossible really to communicate. You relate best to patients who
are more educated and understand you.

In spite of his awareness of the differences in understanding between doctors and

patients and his efforts to communicate effectively with patients through the use of

"simple anatomical diagrams," translation was often haphazard. Efforts to use trained

interpreters in the hospital has met with mixed success, mostly because of staff

shortages and work pressure. Itwas not within the scope of this thesis to make any

significant contribution to the area oflanguage and translation, except to stress once

again that language contributed to the subjugation of certain knowiedges and

discourses, while giving authority to others. Problems with language and translation

also exacerbated medical staffs reliance on the visual and mechanical approach to the

body of the patient. Although this situation overwhelmingly empowered medical staff,
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it was not necessarily because they wanted it that way, or wished to exploit patients.

Although the specific hospital in which my own research was done had not been

'3: Constructing deviant bodies

.' While health care, policy and institutional discourses homogenised people

coming from different cultural realities and delivery of health care services in the

transformation period aimed to be impartial, they were also informed by

unrecognised racial and other stereotypes hidden behind the apparent neutrality of

medical knowledge and expertise'". An example was the use of categories which

nevertheless encoded racial divisions and clichéd behaviour onto certain bodies
e

and groups in South Africa. Since 1994 'race' has been replaced in articles in

Medical Journals in South Africa by, for example, geographic areas as indicators

for health and ill-health21
• 'Race' was nevertheless often tacitly referring to what

was viewed as medically deviant behaviour. Thus a great deal of recent research

focused on Kwazulu-Natal and other 'Black' areas for AIDS (Wilkinson, 1997;

Lee et aI, 1996), on African women for obesity (Walker, 1997), on 'Blacks' and

'Coloureds' for tuberculosis (Beyers et aI, 1996; Donald, 1996) and 'Coloureds'

for interpersonal violence (Stein et aI, 1997) and alcohol abuse.

overtly marked as an apartheid structure for some time, certain dynamics and

discourses nevertheless indicated the encoding of stereotypical racial and

gendered scripts onto the bodies of nursing staff and patients. Thus the largely

white nursing management contingent would obliquely refer to "these women who

don't see nursing as a calling anymore." On the wards some doctors would refer

to the "class, cultural or gender thing" which differentiated them from nurses and

patients. Nursing staff used economic differences to refer to the "spoilt" doctors
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who were only interested in "doing their time" before "making money," Amongst

themselves nursing staff would refer to the "other" in their midst as "they" who -

"think they are better than us" or who "speak Afrikaans/ Xhosa among

themselves and cut us auf', who "like to !QJ!.i!QJ!.i",who "go all strike for

anything', or who "only do things by the book, with no intelligence."

In the case of the patients the scopic regime on the wards was an important

feature in the way in which knowledge described the obese or tubereulotie and, by

so doing, constituted sites of power which, in turn, became the basis of institu-

tional routines. Knowledge (through discourse) comprised and coded categories of

persons, for example, who lived in Transkei or in Langa22 and defined their traits

as normal and abnormal, good and bad, compliant and non-compliant. This in turn

worked itself out in the dividing practices of the institution", the routines for

ordering, excluding, labelling, diagnosing, confining, and curing its subjects. As in

the earlier example ofMr Galant and others, patients who were constructed as

deviant or non-compliant were also viewed as drawing unfairly on the already

restricted health care services and expertise. Whether consciously or uncon-

sciously, such forms of negative othering would result in some kind of disciplining

by verbal scolding, by treating the patient with less empathy and consideration or

by the level of treatment which would be mobilised for them".

i.Mrs Jaap

To illustrate and analyse the point made above I refer to a case study from my

first fieldwork period. This concerns the death of Mrs Jaap, a 48 year old woman

from Heideveld, who was tirst admitted to the hospital after she had suffered a

minor stroke (Appendix 9). She also suffered from diabetes-related complications.
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Mrs Jaap was described by the registrar, Dr Damon, as "vastly overweight" and

People like you do not deserve to getfree treatment. You waste our money,
our time. If you were in England and you have to get a bypass the doctor
would refuse to treat you". When he left, Mrs Jaap was angry as well. She
said: "What shall the youngster [male} come and tell me, he can go, he
can go" (Wat sal die jong vir my kom vertel, hy kan gaan, hy kan gaan).

"foul-mouthed. '.'She "smoked too much ", did not adhere to her diet, would loudly

comment on the ward staff and sometimes made "vulgar" comments. Once, during

a ward round, Dr Damon, grabbed her hands and started to sniff her fingers,

saying: "You have been smoking again. Where do you hide those cigarettes?". He

opened the drawer of her bedside locker, scratched around inside and brought out

a packet of cigarettes and some peppermints. He seemed furious, tore open the

cigarette packet, broke two cigarettes, then threw both the packets (cigarettes and

sweets) into a pail. He started to castigate her loudly, telling her that:

In the normalising setting of the ward, Mrs Jaap was severely out of place. Her

body was disorderly and translated as being manifestly transgressive. She had a

history of being an offensive, 'bad' patient, seeking attention, being overweight

and smoking. Mrs Jaap was at times non-compliant and was therefore constructed

as an unfair drain on the already restricted resources of the hospital and the health

care system. She took up therapeutic space and expert time, did not really deserve

treatment and needed to be disciplined. She was negatively evaluated by the

doctors, the experts in normality. Foucault (1979) argued that such "authorities

"wielded great power in modem society because:

it is on them the universal reign of the normative is based; and each
individual, wherever he may find himself, subjects to it his body, his
gestures, his behaviour, his aptitudes, his achievements (1979: 304).
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In a system which constructed and treated people from different backgrounds in a

fairly uniform way, Mrs Jaap was unacceptable because of her sheer individuality-

and unwillingness to suppress her own messy, everyday social context". There was

a profound discontinuity between her own experience and reference points and

those of the hospital. Her husband and two sons were unemployed and in her

household she was the de facto head and its most important source of income.

According to her daughter she was known as a woman who "won't keep her

mouth shut/ keep quiet" (sallie haar mond hou nie) about things with which she

disagreed. In her own social milieu her weight, smoking, and tendency towards

rude personal remarks were relatively unremarkable", but in the hospital setting

she was expected to suspend this part of her life and to adhere to a subjectivity

which acted upon itself to produce docility and adherence to health enhancing

regimens. In his interactions with Mrs Jaap, Dr Damon (and the intern) would

always peripheralize her own social reality and stress the physical manifestation of

her illness, thereby abstracting her body from her personhood. In the end he would

rely solely on what he viewed as neutral indicators, and this would ultimately be

her undoing.

The day after the incident with the cigarettes Mrs Jaap had a cardiac arrest and

was resuscitated. She seemed to recover quickly. A tew days later she started to

complain of chest pain. Although the nursing staff were getting increasingly

worried about what they perceived as Mrs Jaap's deteriorating condition, both the

intern and the registrar remained unperturbed (Appendix 9). According to Dr

Damon, he could "not see" anything which indicated that she was "having

trouble. " He opined that she was "just looking for attention. I.' Later, when a staff
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nurse informed him that Mrs Jaap was complaining of chest pain, he went to her,

pressed with his hand on her chest and said: "It is breast pain not chest pain. It'S

probably the result of the resus. " He then gave her a light slap on the stomach,

saying: "YOli must loose this. Six weeks no food' and walked away. In the mean-

time all the actions of the nursing staff were geared towards what they perceived as

Mrs Jaap's impending death. They called her relatives, got her 'ready' and then

kept up a stream of reassuring touches, words and noises which seemed to be

aimed at soothing her. l\!Irs Jaap died a few hours later.

What was striking in Mrs Jaap's case was the specific way in which the optical

had been culturally appropriated by biomedicine and its practitioners. The registrar

and the intern stayed within this visually informed, medical discourse throughout

their interaction with her. Vision was to all intents and purposes a technique, a

prosthetic instrument (Feldman, 1995) and had a privileged claim to truth and

facticity. It stood in a hierarchical relationship to the other senses (Stoller, 1989,

1996) and other kinds of knowledge. The nursing staff continuously shifted

between different translations of the body of Mrs Jaap. Firstly, to communicate

with the medical staff they used a visual discourse and sight to draw attention to

Mrs Jaap's deteriorating condition as shown by her shortness of breath, by asking

for oxygen, referring to her chest pain and then using a 'neutral' measurement, the

low visidex. At the same time they were not only interpreting her body, but also

communicating with each other and with her by drawing on other bodily tech-

niques and discourses than just the visual. In their case they displayed a bodily

alertness, such as sight, hearing, working, smelling, touching and feeling as part of

everyday vigilance in the work of the ward. They were attentive not only to her,
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but also to each other. They knew by "reading the signs" that Mrs Jaap.'s

condition was "different" from "before." 27 This concern seemed to imbue most of-

the nursing staff on the ward and one of them would approach her from time to

time, make soothing noises or touching her reassuringly. Yet ultimately they

seemed to lack the language in which authoritatively to express the knowledge that

she was 'going down'.

While Mrs Jaap's body was disruptive of the ward and of her medical treatment,

some bodies were also disorderly in terms of hospital administration. In the

biomedical economy of the body, sick bodies would be treated in certain spaces

only in so far as they did not interrupt the smooth running of the administration of

the hospital. Once they disrupted that, they became "problems" in that space and

had to be dealt with specifically.

ii. Mrs Williams

It was not always only in terms of behaviour that patients could interfere with

ward administration, but also in terms of notions of contamination or pollution. To

highlight the issue of pollution I would like to refer to two different cases, that of

Mrs Williams (Appendix 10) and of Mr Mzwane (Appendix 11). When the

"probably earlyforties" (registrar) Mrs Williams was brought to the ward on

intake day, she was immediately labelled by staff as a 'bergie' (indigent/vagrant,

who sleeps on the mountain and/or lives offit). She was diabetic, had a gastro-

intestinal bleed, venereal disease, head and pubic lice.

Based on her clothes and physique Mrs Williams was immediately labelled as one

of "these people", an alcoholic "bergie" (Appendix 10). I would argue that strong

ethnic and stigmatising constructions were attached to this form of labelling.
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Intertwined with these negative constructions were other, gender related, stereo-

types. Mrs. Williams was in ill odour in many more ways than just olfactory ones."

She was categorised as an odiferous and physiological sign of acute alcoholism and

a disruption of social norms concerning expected female behaviour and morals.

According to the registered nurse she had recognised the smell of the gastro-

intestinal bleed "immediately, and 1 knew it was trouble, an alcoholic again." Mrs

Williams brought with her from the outside to the inside of the institution markers

of the degeneracy of her lifestyle as reflected in the physical signs on her body and

emanating from it. The olfactory connotations and the lice also had other class and

moral nuances - she was a vagrant, the signs of violence was written all over her

face and she had a "woman stink" of moral dissolution, harmful odours and the

rampant sexuality often ascribed to women oflower classes and to 'Black' women

(see Jean Comaroff, 1993). Her body, her odour and constant verbal obscenities

detiled (as was the case with Mrs Jaap) and transgressed the normalising, sanitising

practices of the ward. After complaints from patients she was first cordoned off in

the space of her bed (by drawing the curtains). Intervening space was then inserted

between herself and other patients (she was moved to the last bed, with an empty

one in-between). Finally she was secluded in a cubicle.

iii. Mr Mzwane

Another patient had earlier (and in another ward) also been secluded from the

rest of the ward as a result of his uncontrollable body. This was in the case ofMr

Mzwane, a 67 year old Xhosa-speaking man, who was admitted to the ward with

advanced tuberculosis and who was later diagnosed with cancer of the bowels

(Appendix 11). I frequently observed Mr Mzwane shedding tears and was con-
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eerned at the time that it was because he had been diagnosed with advanced cancer

and was afraid. After initially speaking English, he would afterwards only respond

in Xhosa, and I seemed unable to communicate with him. Mr Mzwane was moved

into a cubicle. He also refused to eat and was eventually put on a drip and naso-

gastric tube. When his daughter, Mrs Buti, visited him, I expressed my concern to

her and she responded that, "He is ashamed. He is a man, It is not easy for him." I

was suddenly' painfully aware of my own insensitivity to what had been happening

to him.

When I reread my fieldnotes I realised that Mr Mzwane's lack of bowel control

had been an issue on the ward almost trom the start. It was the origin of some

conflict between the registrar (Appendix 5)28 and the nursing staff who wanted

Immodium to be prescribed for him. This was because the nursing staff had to

clean him regularly because he had soiled himself during visiting time, and both

visitors and other patients had complained about the smell.

As with Mrs Williams, the disruption caused by the body ofMr Mzwane was

related to notions of contamination. The hospital ward had a fairly distinctive smell

of antiseptic, which some of the visitors seemed to find somewhat repulsive. (One

visitor said he hated hospitals because he associated the smell of antiseptics with

illness and death.) Yet in the hospital space of sickness and healing it was the

'natural' smell of sanitation and rationalisation in which other smells, especially of

physical disorder, were contained. During Mr Mzwane's hospitalisation most of

the narratives which I noted were related to the bodily tluids transgressing the

boundaries of his body and into the surrounding space. Most of all it concerned the

odour which had trespassed into the 'normal' sanitised ward smell of disinfectant.
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Although he tried he became increasingly unable to control himself. Mr Mzwane

seemed to try to shut out the institution and its intrusions by almost always lying

.' with the blankets over his face. His refusal to eat seemed by implication to have

been an effort to negate certain bodily eftluxtions. Mr Mzwane, also to all intents

Mr Mzwane's body was not merely translated as a body out of control, but was,

refused any further treatment from the hospital. His rejection of the hospital was

also displayed in his refusal to communicate verbally with the doctors or nursing

staff. Ifhe did so, he never did it in English, but only in Xhosa.

placed in relation to all the other bodies involved. His own body had become

increasingly open, 'leaking out' into other spaces in a disorderly way. What

precipitated his being moved into an enclosed space was nevertheless not only the

physical disintegration, decay and disorder, but mostly the way in which his body

had become implicated in an olfactory transgression. In the more public space of

the ward and especially in the normalising time of the visiting hour, effluvia had

to be more strictly regulated and malodour had to be neutralised. The main reason

for sequestering Mr Mzwane was the fact that the odour of his bodily fluids

penetrated into the space of others and could not be effectively contained. It

impacted on the management of other bodies.

In all three of the cases discussed, normativity was not only generated through

discourse, through the construction of the medical object, or the gaze and its

medicalizing practices. It was simultaneously a socially normative system of

exclusion and inclusion, and a normativity constituted through institutional

administrative measures. Thus a body which was inserted into the institution had

somehow also be made 'integrateable'. If they did not 'fit', or could not be
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effectively managed, they would have to be treated in separate spaces. '

Conclusions

In this chapter I focused on the visuality of' official' knowledge and practices on

medical wards. By using the notion of scopic regime, what could be 'seen' and

what could not be seen, was analysed. The former included the conventions and

tormalities of the institution, the ways in which descriptive and medical techniques

were legitimated through visual techniques, documentation and the spaces and

temporalities which engendered productive bodies. I showed that medical practi-

tioners were socialised into this visuality; it gave them authority and the right to

mobilise therapies on the patient's behalf Like medicine, nursing also adhered to

this scopicity when it was necessary to stake supposedly 'neutral' truth claims.

I showed how the knowledge and understanding of patients were marginalized as

a result of especially language and cultural differences and misunderstanding in

particular Communicating knowledge involved an intricate semiotic dance between

the hierarchies of knowledge and their practitioners. To the extent that certain

categories of people still received disparate levels and intensities of health care in

the national space, the differential treatment of certain categories of people, now

coded in terms of alcoholic abuse, lite style (bergies), non-compliance and other

aberrations were paralleled in the institutional space (see also Chapter IV). In a

country that was, and often still is, organized around the management, control and

care of transgressive bodies, medicine itself ultimately reflected some of these

preoccupations. Thus in the space of the institution transgressive bodies were still

frequently spatially demarcated and administrated. What was at stake was not only

a hospital which had previously been administrated under apartheid, but also a
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larger epistemological framework in which racial markers might have disappeared,

but where other markers had taken their place.
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CHAPTERV1D

AREAS OF INATTENTION

Introduction

If, in an optical or scopic regime, objects were made visible in certain defined

ways, then by implication, "other modes and objects of perception," their concomi-

tant practices, discourses and truth claims were if not forbidden, at least censured

or rendered untenable (Feldman, 1997: 30). Consequently, in the optical epistemo-

logy of medicine and of the institution, what had been circumscribed could be

observed and what could be observed had been circumscribed. Nevertheless, even

under the foregrounded panoptic, there were always other procedures and

dispersed, subversive, out-of-focus "tactics" and practices. An "immense reserve

containing the seeds or traces of alternate developments" (de Certeau, 1993: 188)

is at work in the "cracks" and interstices of the gaze (de Certeau, 1988, 1993).

Consequently de Certeau (1993: 188) asked: ''What happened to all the other

series of procedures that, in their unnoticed itineraries, failed to give rise either to a

specific discursive configuration or to a technological systematization?". In this

chapter I show that through its emphasis on, and elevation of, certain modes and

codes of seeing and knowing, the gaze, by making objects visible in a specific way,

also had moments or areas of inattention or 'blindness'.

This chapter attends to miscellaneous other ways of 'knowing' and 'doing' on

the wards which, though lacking formalized authority and normativity, still

informed nurses from diverse backgrounds in their care-giving practices, as well as

patients like Mr Kariem (Chapter VII), in their comprehension of, and occasional

non-adherence to, the regimens of treatment and hospitalisation. To grapple with

229
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these issues and especially with the patient's experience and perception would

entail, according to an African professional nurse (Sister Mhlaba) "looking at -

things with a dijferent eye, a negative eye" (as in the negative of a photograph or

an inverted image).

The inversion of visibility and invisibility have been raised by a number of

scholars. For Merleau-Ponty (1962) embodied vision involved a chiasmic

intererossing between visible and invisible, viewer and viewed. Using the notion of

scotology', which comes from the Greek word scotos, meaning darkness, Feldman

(1997) also included areas or moments of blindness in the notion of a scopic

regime (see also Crary, 1990). In a scopic regime there are then always areas that

remain 'unseen'. It was in the moments and spaces of inattention that surveillance

was either relaxed or evaded, where resistance was played out and where therapies

were most likely to be compromised. In this chapter I focus on these areas or

moments where the gaze either did not penetrate or that were not given attention

by it. These included, once more, the movement of patients through wards, their

hiding from the gaze, and the often anomalous position and knowledge of nurses

and patients.

Blind spots

i. The unacknowledged patient

In neither of the research periods, 1993/4 or 1997/8, did gaining admission to a

hospital necessarily entail gaining immediate access to full treatment. Despite being

subjected to a strict visual regime, instances of patients who were forgotten or

'lost' in transit while in foyers, waiting bays, and between wards, abounded in

media representations of health care. Such reports increased in the 1987/98
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period". I became aware of this fact during the 1993/94 research when-a patient,

was pushed to so many places 1 don't even know where 1 went ... and when
I came back (to the medical ward) they [doctors 1first ignored me. I did
not know who my doctor was, 1 saw them Ion rounds and in the ward) but
no-one saw me.

Mr _.Mbatha, was admitted one Saturday night. He had earlier undergone a

tracheotomy, he had pneumonia and he had received stitches for a head injury. Mr

Mbatha was admitted by an intern serving several wards that weekend and he was

transferred from the admission ward to another ward before being transferred to

the medical ward. On the Monday, which was intake day, new patients were admit-

ted and the ward rapidly 'filled up'. Mr Mbatha, who was in some discomfort and

had difticulty breathing, groaned constantly. Nursing staff gave him routine care

but he was not examined by either the two registrars or the four interns who did

ward rounds and were administering to patients during this time. On the Monday

afternoon and Tuesday morning nursing hand-overs, Mr Mbatha's case was

repeatedly mentioned by the exasperated registered nurses. One of the registrars

came to examine Mr. Mbatha late on the Tuesday afternoon, more than 60 hours

after his admission to hospital.

Similarly, during the 1997/98 research period, one of my respondents, Mrs

Ruiters, collapsed at home on a Friday evening and was rushed to the secondary

hospital by her husband and daughter. Mrs Ruiters, who suffered from asthma,

had been admitted briefly about three weeks earlier and reported that she had been

transferred to the tertiary hospital, where she:

According to a staff nurse':

She came in with respiratory failure and was transferred from the
admission to a medical ward during the night. The intern 011 duty in ....
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lanother ward}, was also coveringfor us. He agreed that Mrs. Ruiters
could be sent up. The patient was unstable, but a respiratory patient, and

.- had to be accepted into the medical ward. Shortly afterwards the patient -
went into respiratory failure and was transferred to the Intensive Care
Unit. When she was returned to the [medical] ward a couple of days later,
she was ignored by all the medical staff, although she received nursing
care. The doctor from admissions, who hadfirst admitted her to the
hospital, was supposed to hand the patient over to the registrar or intern
Ion the medical ward}. But since the patient had left the ward some time
ago, responsibility for her was not officially transferred to another
medical practitioner and the patient was only seen by a doctor a day later
after !he SRN [senior registered nurse1had complained to the registrars
Ion the admission and medical ward}.

Both Mr Mbatha and Mrs Ruiters received nursing care, but the interns who

had admitted them, had, tor various reasons, not formally 'handed' them over to

the respective ward medical staff Neither of them had gained access to 'official'

medical status on the ward. Although supposedly institutionalized under the

regimen of the 'gaze', they remained medically unnoticed. Their situation was akin

to the case studies described in Chapters IV and V, who were receiving some

health care but were not yet fully in the loop as patients.

Moreover the medical status and condition of Mr Mbatha and Mrs Ruiters had

not been validated by the medical gaze in this particular space. They first had to be

made visible in an authoritative way, through a prescribed ritual of hand-over. In

terms of Goffrnan' s notion of the ward as a front space, the gaze, then, was

analogous to a tloodlit stage. These two cases, as well as the patients earlier

described (Chapter VI) who were 'shunted' between tour to twelve wards within a

week, were representative of spaces or moments of inattention in the gaze akin to

the periphery or darkened backstage, even though the 'cast' still remained in the

'wings' and were maintained. During the first couple of days of hospitalization,

Mr Mbatha and Mrs Ruiters were largely dealt with as bodies to be sustained, to
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be kept operative, but not actively treated. They were entitled to routine nursing care

but not to medical interventions. The way in which such a patient could be

"physically present, yet remain absent from its gaze or on the periphery, was

particularly striking in the case of Mr, Mbatha.

Mr Mbatha spoke Xhosa and had a basic command of English. His bed was the

second from the nursing station, which indicated that he was seriously ill. As intake

day was always very busy I spent three and a half hours watching the beds closest to

the station. Mr Mbatha caught my attention because he was groaning and to my

untrained eye, in some distress. During this time a registered nurse read his bed

letter, looked through his file and checked this information against the computer

print-out in her hand. A staff nurse and a student nurse tidied up his bed. They had a

long conversation but never addressed him. Later a student nurse took his blood

pressure while speaking to the student nurse busy at the next bed. Still later, a staff

nurse took his temperature but still she did not address Mr, Mbatha. Another student

nurse arrived to take his blood pressure. She saw that it had already been recorded

but recorded it again.

Like Mrs Ruiters, Mr Mbatha was a case, in a sense 'raw material,' waiting to be

inducted with value. He was medically marking time before he would be treated,

while simultaneously being subjected to the time-discipline of the ward. Like all

other patients he had his 'four-hourlies', and accordingly his blood pressure and

temperature were taken and charted. He had a medical prescription and received his

medication, and was he fed and washed. Having been institutionalised, his body

qualified for upkeep and the indicators for this were carefully recorded and

inventoried but further medical therapies were not yet being deployed for him. He
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was to all intents being warehoused," while waiting for therapeutic interventions.

-
This situation was emphasised by an incident on the Monday morning when I was

observing the patients closest to the nursing station.

An intern arrived and busied himself with a patient in the bed next to Mr Mbatha.

The sick man tried unsuccessfully to engage the intern's attention by speaking to

him in Xhosa. The intern responded in English, saying that he was "seeing to this

patient here". He was thus turning his attention to, or including within the gaze, this

When Mr Mbatha was finally officially recognized, a great deal of his experience

sick person here, who was fully a patient and whose body already had value in the

medical economy of the hospital. 'Seeing to' the patient, meant that the intern was

also attending and administering to him. Foucault (1976) described the gaze as "an

operation" that "makes visible", "scrutinizes" and "discovers." The gaze then also

involved action, performing, moving, gesturing (Amarasingham Rhodes, 1993:

136); thus, material practice which was directed at bodies, the presence of which had

been legitimated through the obligatory rituals and protocols of visualization.

Unlike the person in the next bed, Mr Mbatha had not yet gone through the re-

quisite conventions and his status as a patient was not as clearly defined and

sanctioned as that of the next bed's occupant. Although he was already partially

caught up within the structure of the hospital, Mr Mbatha was at once both within

and outside it. The focus of the intern brought the patient in the next bed and his/ her

ailment into 'visibility'. Meanwhile Mr Mbatha and his condition remained 'un-

seen'. He did not disappear, but continued to be part of the institution, experiencing

its power.

ii. Stories lost in translation
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and own understanding of his illness still remained marginalised. On the Tuesday

afternoon when he was examined by a registrar, Dr Salie, one of the cleaning staff

was called to translate. Mr Mbatha gave a long explanation which the cleaner

summed up with "he has trouble in his feet. He could not breathe, he fell down,

then he cannot remember." In response Dr Salie pulled down the blankets to

expose Mr Mbatha's legs and feet. The doctor examined them carefully and

closely. He ran his hand down each leg, manipulated Mr Mbatha's feet, and

examined his toes and toe nails. Dr Salie was apparently probing for an indication

of what the problem could be (the patient had a lesion on his footsole). The doctor

informed Mr Mbatha that he had pneumonia and that they would send him for x-

rays (it was established that he also had tuberculosis). Mr Mbatha spoke again in

Xhosa to the cleaner, who responded but did not translate. When I subsequently

asked the cleaner what had been said, she answered that Mr Mbatha believed he

had a "sickness of our Africans." She, however, knew the doctor was busy and

only translated what "he [doctor] needs." Thus the sick man's own aetiology and

subjectivity could not intrude on the authoritative discourse of the doctor. The

meaning Mr Mbatha attached to his illness could not be formulated or expressed in

a sanctioned way and was therefore muted, if not silenced.

Mr Mbatha's version of his condition was quite complex and steeped in indige-

nous understandings of the causation of illness and its relation to the wider balance

in the social, political, physical and spiritual environment. When he was hospi-

talized, he was confused and barely conscious. According to him he had "taken in

bad things" after he had stepped over something and sickened (umeqo sJ.Mr

Mbatha had "run" from Gauteng shortly before, to escape the political violence
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which had marked this time of turmoil and change (towards the end of 1993). While

crossing the N2 highway (at Crossroads) en route to Cape Town, he had apparently

seen an iguana (likkewaan), disappearing in the bush as he reached the other side.-To

In the interaction between Mr Mbatha, the cleaner and the doctor, the patient's

him, the reptile was apparently charged with symbolic significance and soon

afterwards he had gone to a healer who treated him but also told him to go to the

hospital. Mr Mbatha knew nothing about the local hospitals and did not comply. He

became increasingly ill, feverish and confused until he collapsed, gashed his head

and was brought to the hospital because he was "full of the slime"(Mr Mbatha) and
e

could not breathe. He seemed convinced that the tracheotomy had been done to

remove the slime of the animal6•

narrative was heavily edited. Having taken an informal role as interpreter before, the

cleaner was also able to 'interpret' at least some of the formal discursive and other

codes on the ward. She understood that Mr Mbatha's aetiology would not be able to

claim validity in this discursive space. Accordingly she selected 'what the doctor

needs', a very much narrowed version which she deemed to be 'appropriate' for the

medical context and which focused exclusively on his bodily ailments.

Consequently, once Mr Mbatha was medically recognized, the registrar's 'story'

became the master narrative of the patient's illness. Although another interpretation

of the event initially vied for recognition, Mr Mbatha's version was discarded by

the interpreter as being related to 'unscientific' African understanding and therefore

not having an equal claim to authenticity in the medical setting. Ultimately the

authorised account was the medical one, and the patient was treated with antibiotics

and tuberculosis medication.
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The status ofMr Mbatha, as well as his illness, were equivocal. His vulnerability

was also expressed in various ways. During the first two days he was on the

periphery of biomedical therapies. According to Mr Mbatha he was "strange" to

Cape Town and thus "weak." People "throw bad things away on the road.,,6From

what I understood, Mr Mbatha was an outsider and likely to be in disequilibrium

with the social and cosmological order'. As a newcomer to the area he was both

dangerous to the locals and vulnerable to his strange environment'. The N2 road

(and particularly the intersection to Crossroads) linked Cape Town to the densely

populated Eastern Cape and to other 'townships'. The road was used extensively by

people arriving in the city and the majority of new informal settlements were near its

precincts. It was a likely place for polluting and dangerous substances to be dis-

carded, or to be carried away by people on their way in or out. It represented an

orifice to the outside, and like all exit and entry points, it could harbour particular

dangers. Mr Mbatha's balance (with the whole) had already been compromised as

his physical health was not good at the time. If the reptile was seen as a witch's

familiar or as a premonition, and Mr Mbatha had crossed its tracks, he could have

been polluted and his physical wellness further impaired. This aetiology could not

find legitimate expression in the ward but it continued to be an integral part ofMr

Mbatha's experience. He knew that he was in hospital, but he also knew that he

suffered from an ailment for which he would have to go to a healer. This was

relevant because his belief apparently affected his subsequent adherence to his

medical regimen.

Mr Mbatha refused to take his medication and hid it under his mattress. Once,
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when the staff made his bed, some of the pills fell out. A staff nurse, Ms Xapa, was

called to "come and help here, you know these things." She subsequently surrepti-

tiously ground the pills into powder in a spoon and added warm, bitter, black coffee

to it. Afterwards Mr Mbatha was only willing to take the pills from her (mixed with

the coffee). When I asked her, she said: "He says I have a healingness in me. It is

because it is black also... bitter." Although Ms Xapa could not tell me why the

blackness and the bitterness was important (though she insisted it was), Ngubane

(1977: 11~) wrote in relation to colour symbolism amongst Zulu-speakers that black

(like red) was "used to expel from the body system what is bad and also to

strengthen the body against future attacks." Guma (1997:83) also refers to the

emetic and restorative powers of bitterness. By emphasizing the blackness and

bitterness of the medication Ms Xapa had found a way to access Mr Mbatha's own

understanding of his illness and of the 'appropriate' way to treat it. This was further

enhanced by her "healingness," probably the care she was willing to take with this

patient.

iii. Hiding from the gaze

After his effort to communicate with the intern Mr Mbatha, like Mr Mzwane

(Appendix 11) retreated into silence and hid his head under his blankets. As patients

often did this when they wanted to sleep, nursing staff ignored it at first. Initially

they lightly shook him, as if to wake him up, before drawing the blankets away to

take his temperature or blood pressure. For the first few times he allowed this.

Eventually, he held onto the blankets and resisted the efforts of nurses to pull them

off. During the 1993/94 research there was a number of patients on the ward who

remained under their blankets for a variety of reasons. Some said they did it to "get
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away" or because they were tired of the ward. They were 'sick' of "having

everybody come and look at you", of being treated like a "piece of meat" and being

·''prodded.'' At times it was obvious that patients were crying and the blankets

became a thin veil underneath which they could conceal themselves and their

sorrow, or pain. In this way they removed their bodies from the scrutiny of the

institution and obtained some semblance of privacy.

Institutional tolerance for this 'hiding' under blankets usually did not last very

long. What was intended to be a way of becoming invisible also made one very

visible and consequently constituted a performance. While initially deflecting the

gaze, if sustained, the covered face would eventually draw closer examination. The

very effort to conceal oneself interrupted and intensified the visuality of the ward. It

was similar to the curtains around a bed being drawn for a long period oftirne.

When this happened for any length of time patients and nursing staff concluded that

something was wrong - a patient had arrested or died. By staying under his blankets,

Mr Mbatha was drawing attention to himself. By doing so, he was at once sending

out a powerful signal and reinstating himselfin the institutional and medical pur-

view. Nursing staff increasingly remarked to each other that "he just stays under

those blankets, something is wrong" (bly net onder daai komberse, daar's iets

verkeerdJ. The registered nurse said: "go and have a look, that man has been lying,

covered up all day" (gaan kyk bietjie daar. daai man lê al heeldag so toe).

According to registered nurse, if a patient "withdraws like that, it could be a

sign of depression. We try to get them out from there" (Sister Clement). This form of

concealment became a cue indicating 'look here' or 'see me'. When this occurred,

the aim of the nursing staff was to restore the patient to the circuit of opticality. To
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do so, they had to ensure that medical staff formally acknowledged the sick person.

Resisting efforts to pull the blankets away could also be understood by ward staff

.as a kind of defiance, or resistance. In cases that I observed, lower ranking nursing

staff like student nurses or staff nurses would joke about it and say that the patient

"does not want to be weighed again" (wil alweer nie geweeg word nie), "is really

fierce/cross today "(is lekker kwaai vandag") or he/she "doesn't want to have

anything to do with us" (wil niks met ons te doen hê nie). This kind of behaviour was

thus perceived as a performative rejection of the institution. One such example was

Mr Abrahams, whom I met during the 1993/94 research. He retreated into conceal-

ment after he had constantly complained about pain in his recently amputated leg

(his other leg had been amputated earlier). Mr Abrahams was an insulin dependent

diabetic and had been hospitalized after losing consciousness as a result of

hypoglycemia". He also suffered from bronchitis, cardiovascular disease and its

complications. The doctors were convinced that the pain in his (absent) leg was

largely imagined. They insisted on discussing his heart, lungs, the poor blood

circulation in his hands, his visidexes and such. Yet, like Mr Mbatha, Mr Abrahams

(and his family) had their own 'story' of the experience of his illness. Their narrative

often intersected with that of medicine but lacked its authority.

Like Mr Mbatha, Mr Abrahams nevertheless refused to fully accept the medi-

calized version of 'his' illness. He became very angry when a psychiatrist, who

was called in by the registrar, intimated that Mr Abrahams was probably unable to

come to terms with the loss of both his legs. The registrar referred to the pain as

"phantom" and told the registered nurse to "keep an eye on him". Mr Abrahams

complained that he was not just a "body in the bed". He said he was not "mad" and
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What do they know about me? Then it's this one then that one. All supposedly
learned about this or that, but they know nothing about me. They know about
my disease yes, every little thing about what but not about how,"

insisted that the pain in his leg was "true"(waar). Therein lay the dilemma embedded

in the panoptical institutional scrutiny that I have described thus far: it depended

largely on physical principles and on a division between the body, the psyche and the

social. When a patient like Mr Abrahams submitted himself to the dissociative

manipulation and surveillance of the panoptical gaze, he increasingly experienced his

body as abandoned, as an object rather than a subject. Rather than ameliorating this

fragmentation and objectification, institutional efforts, to deal with Mr. Abrahams'

insistence that he should not be just a body or an organ in a bed, seemed to

exacerbate his position. Apart from calling in a psychiatrist to deal with Mr

Abrahams' perceived resistance to coming to terms with the loss of his legs,

his complaints about also being "stuck inside" his house were dealt with by referring

his case to a social worker. The body of the patient was thus fragmented between the

different services which attended to its various 'parts', be they social, psychological

or physical.

This insistence on fragmenting his experience infuriated Mr Abrahams so much that

he refused to talk to the social worker or to any of the nursing staff. He lay for hours

with the blankets over his head and whenever one of the staff tried to pull them away

he resisted. He allowed medical staff to attend to him but ignored them. He lay

staring ahead or at the ceiling and never responded to any questions, except those

related to his body. When I asked him about it he said:

Although Mr Abrahams could not completely remove himself, his performance of

invisibility, of evasion and of resistance was a message he was conveying to the
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hospital. He was trying to reclaim his body territory, his embodiment. In a sense he

was performatively reflecting the way in which the institution and the 'gaze disem-

bodied and compartmentalised him into a physical diagnosis, a psychiatric problem

and a social work case. Just as the institution separated his body from his person-

hood, he was disembodying himselfin relation to the institution. As a result his body

became an object with some currency which could be manipulated in brief struggles

for power and of resistance. He was in a sense instrumentalising his body, by also

detaching it from his personhood, and silencing and objectifying it..
Interstitialities

i.Night-time and weekends

Both Mrs Ruiters and Mr Mbatha had been admitted to the hospital during the

night and over the weekend. Despite the fact that medical and nursing services were

scheduled to give continuous 'coverage' to patients, a sharp difference was evident

in the temporal structure of the hospital between weekdays, nights and weekends. in

the weekly time-cycle of the hospital, weekends were different from the rest of the

week. Although the hospital services operated continuously, they were nevertheless

scaled down during night times and especially over weekends. Night times and

weekends were definite boundaries which marked off the 'normal' working day. As

first indicated in relation to the LOCIS research, night time in the hospital was

constructed as a 'holding action'. Except in an emergency, therapies were not ad-

ministered at night. Night time and weekends consequently did not come under the

purview of the research itself(Chapter III). This was in line with the differentiation

which was observed in hospital activities and routines between night and day,

weekends and weekdays.
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According to Zerubavel (1979: 22) in the hospital day time activity was "the rule",

night time activity "the exception." The concept of '''night duty", a marked form -

which has no counterpart such as "day duty", was indicative of its being considered

"anomalous" (Zerubavel, 1979:22). Certain hospital services were suspended during

the night, while medical and nursing staff were reduced in number. A somewhat

similar pattern existed for weekends. Nursing staff worked 'nights' continuously for

at least one month a year. In the case of nurses there was a stark division between day

and night duty and a nurse's duties never extended from the one into the other.

Medical staff rotated between day and night duty. Over weekends, unlike the rest of

the week, a day shift for interns on duty could be followed immediately by a night

shift. In such a case an intern was on duty for two consecutive shifts. It was not

unusual to find an intern sitting worn-out and exhausted at the computer in the nurses'

station early on a Monday morning. Although being expected to work longer

successive hours than nurses and also to cross the dividing line between daytime and

night shifts, this very ability to move between such rigidly divided counterparts,

symbolised medical authority. According to Frankenberg (1992) there is no boundary

between private and public for the qualified doctor and also none between night and

day. "The fact that night time as a 'frontier' ... is so marked in the hospital ... serves

to emphasize still further the mystery of those who cross it so easily" (Frankenberg,

1992: 5).

During the 1993/94 research period I found a curious reticence of staff nurses to
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talk ..about working on night shifts. Once I indicated my realisation that night time- .

activities, like the prescription and administering of medication, were areas of

ambiguity and vulnerability for nursing staff, they often spontaneously started to

discuss the difficulties they experienced. Night shifts were times when the boun-

daries, which were more rigidly enforced between medicine and nursing during the

day, became fluid and permeable. As illustrated by the earlier discussion of the

uncharted medication of Mrs September, allowing a doctor telephonically

to prescribe medication was more likely to happen during the night and most often

when the doctor involved had a good relationship with the professional registered

nurse on night duty. According to an intern:

I have trust in Sister .... She has many years of experience and has taught
many doctors. She is excellent ... can and does do a lot of doctoring, but we
call it an emergency. Jf I am exhausted, I know she will let me sleep and
handle it. I come in at the end, we formalise things and its all kosher again.
But if you don't have a good relationship with her, heaven help you. I know of
interns who have been woken up for the simplest thing. She would just say it's
not in my scope of practice, keep it all very legit, rigid.

During both research periods the issue of nursing expertise and authority was

complex and confusing. With the changes in the health care system nurse

practitioners would once more be at the coalface of health care. Yet the status and

remuneration of nurses still remained low in relation to other health experts. An

overview of the history of nursing in South Africa indicated that a constant shortage

of medical doctors working in State hospitals and other State health facilities,

particularly in formerly designated 'Black' and rural areas, resulted in changes in the
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law in 1981 (Thompson, 1988: 178) to give nurses, who have always made up the

largest contingent of health care workers in the country, the authority to carry out

some of the tasks previously reserved for medical practitioners. These included the

examination and diagnosis of patients and the dispensing of medicines. The latter

also involved certain restricted schedules of medication'". The proviso was that a

physician should be unavailable (Marks, 1994: 2, 198). According to Marks (1994)

the vagueness of the term ''unavailable'' still effectively left the registered nurses

concerned in a vulnerable position and could easily undermine their already

equivocal authority.

The extension of nursing authority and scope of practice to instances where a

doctor was unavailable was theoretically not necessary in a tertiary hospital. Here a

doctor was always on duty or on call. Yet at night a doctor often 'covered' for

different wards. As indicated by Dr Marks in Chapters IV and V, patients in

medical wards could 'pile up' when there was more than one unstable patient or a

resuscitation which had to receive attention. These were times which could be

constructed as emergencies which nurses could handle. Nursing expertise over-

lapped with medical authority and was more easily called upon and rendered during

night time, weekend and emergency pressures. As more and more nursing and

medical staff opted out of the State health care system, the sense of crisis seemed

to deepen and the times were increasing when nursing staff had to do be willing to

do:
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almost everything, the domestic work, the emergency procedures, the
caring, keeping staff and patients sane, you name it. The work has

.' increased, the staffdecreased. It is basic survival sometimes (Sister
Banks).

According to a senior nurse practitioner (Mrs Ramon) :

We had a mini disaster here on the 12th June ... a Saturday. We were all at
home ... offduty. At twenty to seven we got a call, come because there was
a shoot-out ill Hanover Park and there were about 33 people here. Some
were fatally wounded, others had major, major injuries and in the
meantime there were two car accidents and so they just said to me come. I
had to leave my husband to look after the children, 1 also had to leave my
visi tors. We come here and we worked flat out ... we were in disaster mode
and wejust had lo go in and pick up the pieces. 1have been ill admin. for
how many years, I haven't been suturing for how long, I haven't
catheterized a patient for how long. 1put all gloves, I put on an apron,
there were four of us, I walked ill ...to the most battered patient, so where
do 1 start. You give him all air vent, 1 haven't incubated for how many
years, so I pray and I say Lord let this tube in and so I go from top to
bottom. Put in a catheter because he is going to piddle us all wet and we
don " know how infected he is. We don't know what the base line is with
this patient, so 1 said do observations and get us the Bethadine and lets
start washing him so we can see the extent of the injuries. We can get him
x-rayed in the meantime, then you take over the doctor's role because this
is disaster mode and disaster or crisis mode you do anything. So there we
were and we were going flat out. The first time 1 stopped (was) at 25 past
twelve.

I often feel we are walking on a very thin line, then this side, then that
side. You don 't realty think about it consciously, but there is danger in
that, especially if things go wrong, then we are wide open and the doctors
wil/Ilever stand up for us, then they don 't want to know, the culprit,
always the nurse, must be punished. Such times, afterwards, you take
careful note of everything, for your protection.

This necessity to step into, and out of, the more active healing/doctoring role

and the more passive caring/nurturing/nursing performance left registered nurses in

a situation where their purported knowledge and power base was never entirely

constant, but was frequently shifting". According to a registered nurse, Sister

Volkswijn:
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It was under the circumstances ofthe greatest stress that nursing knowledge and

expertise received the most recognition. Referring to such times of crisis, people -

often said: "tt was night" (dit was nag) or "those were dark days/moments." It

was in these murky spaces and times of exigency that the distinctions between

medicine and nursing, their knowledge claims and practices, became blurred and

more open'".

A somewhat similar situation existed in relation to experienced and trusted staff

nurses. Sometimes a staff nurse was the most senior nursing staff member on the

ward and she took on many extra responsibilities which she would not normally do

during the day". The way in which it was done, was apparently also through the

notion of an emergency. According to a staff nurse, Ms Khaya, at times she

worked outside her scope of practice during night duty. This usually happened

when they were on skeleton staff with one registered professional nurse being

responsible for up to four wards during a night shift. Another staff nurse, Ms

Kalied said that:

sometimes Sister would give me certain scheduled medicines to give to
patients, which I am not allowed to dispense. We go together, but if there
is an emergency and she gets called away, we have to do many more
things than our scope of practice allows, but if something goes wrong, we
are in terrible trouble. On day duty there are enough sisters with one in
charge. On night duty there is a shortage of sisters with one in charge of
up to three wards. As a result, the staffnurse in charge of the ward, you
are the most senior nurse there, then they expect you to do certain things,
but during day duty you are not allowed to do it. You work kind of between
two worlds.16

When a patient arrested during the night, especially ifthe intern and registered

nurse were busy with other emergencies, they would use:

our discretion, what to do about the patient's condition. If the Sister is not
on the ward and the doctor is not there, J have an emergency. We start the
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resuscitation. We call the SRN [senior registered nurse], but we already
start with the ECGs, check the blood pressure, HB, blood glucose, monitor,
speak to the patient, try to bring them back, the oxygen. We do everything, if
the doctor takes too long to come, 1 might even put up the drip and just
inform him when he comes. When he gets there we are right on top of the
body, with the SRN, shouting the odds and pressing away. He looks the
patient over and does the management, arrangesfor the patient to go to lCU
(Staff Nurse Syster).

The night shift and the emergency were analogous to the back space of the ward.

In the hospital nursing knowledge and practices were as essential as those of

Knowledge and practices which would not be 'proper' during the day or under

'normal' circumstances, yet which were essential to the continuity of treatment of

patients op the wards, could become appropriate when it was, both metaphorically

and in reality, night. In a way such nursing practices and knowledge could be

constructed as interstitial because they were never absolutely clearly delimited.

Nursing rubbed shoulders with, and spilled over into, health care practices and

discourses while also corresponding to areas that the focus of the gaze did not

highlight and thus cast into relative shadow.

ii, Transgressing the boundaries

medicine and healing. Yet even highly qualified and experienced nurse practitioners

were not the legitimate authors of patients' diagnoses or treatment. A patient was

assigned to a specific registrar while the nursing staff remained nameless and

interchangeable in the therapeutic process. Nevertheless, in times and spaces of

emergency, the thin divide between nursing and medicine would blur and become

unclear and the nurses would be "then this side, then that side" (see Sister

Volkswijn).

According to Douglas (1966: 121): "Any structure of ideas is vulnerable at its

margins". The sense of danger for nursing knowledge and practices did not only lie
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at the external boundaries of ideas/discourses, but also in the transgression of
-

-internal lines and/or in internal inconsistencies (Douglas, 1966: 122). What struck me

was the frequently expressed notion of 'crossing' certain 'lines' (Sister Volkswijn) or

delimitations at particular potentially life threatening turning points. This always

happened at moments of transition, at night, over weekends, in illness-related

emergencies, when the sick (who were themselves interstitial) were hovering between

life and death or when the health care services itselfwas under severe strain. Like

Douglas, 1966).

women in most cultures, nurses were the caretakers or mediators of such thresholds.

The unclear boundaries which they somewhat trepiditiously crossed were always

contingent and potentially dangerous". While the external margins around biomedicine

as a discipline were apparently clearly delimited and rigidly enforced against outsiders

and charlatans, there nevertheless was always an overlap with nursing. Ifmedicine and

nursing were a kind of continuum, then doctors were associated with its centre, while

the different levels of nursing, were proscribed by, and hemmed in by it, and

constituted hierarchies at the periphery'". What was at stake was not only the

maintenance of the 'purity' ofa hierarchy of knowledge and privilege against an

outside but also maintaining it in relation to the other divisions oflabour incessantly

pushing up against it. Although in emergencies registered nurses were expected "to be

able to do anything" (Sister Allie), this ability and the circumstances under which it

became applicable was continuously in flux. It confused and contradicted neat

classifications. Nurses were not medical practitioners but they operated both within

medical and nursing knowledge and were thus interstructural between the two (see
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I believe the very lack of clear definition in the lines between medical and nursing

knowledge and practice, the necessity of dealing with the margins and the blurring

of margins, as well as gendered, racial and class issues, all intersected to correlate

with the relatively subordinate status of nursing as a protession in South Africa.

Throughout both research periods the indeterminacy of nursing authority and the

enduring sense of vulnerability which all levels of nurses expressed in this regard

were vexing. Why was it that nurses had picked up so many of the responsibilities

that had traditionally been the domain of medicine yet it gave them no additional

status or authority but anomalously seemed to heighten their vulnerability? This

fluidity was often expressed by nursing staff who said that they "have afoot in two

worlds", transversing medicine and nursing or health care and the social world of

the patient. They were "health practitioners and hospital housekeepers" and were

"up there with the scientific stuff, with the angels, and down here with the shit and

the pee." In a sense they were all of these things. Nurses, their work, knowledge

and responsibilities, defied neat classification.

One of the ways in which the sometimes anomalous eventualities of nursing were

'contained' was by clearly labelling such moments or actions as risky and potentially

'illegal'. Thus nurses were continuously alerted to the tact that if they succeeded, all

would stay normal, the doctor would get the recognition tor performing a healing and

the status quo would be maintained. If "something went wrong with the medicine"

(Sister Syster) or ifthey (nurses) 'tailed', the specific nurse (and her senior) would

become the focus of a disciplinary hearing to establish culpability or negligence.

The ambiguity with which nurses (and their work) was regarded was also

prevalent in media and community representations. 'Black' nurses in South Africa
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had frequently in the past simultaneously been portrayed as 'Florence Nigtingales'

and as undisciplined, militant and 'uncaring'V. Nurses working in the 'tertiary hospi-

tal in which the research was undertaken were in 1993/94 constructed by the largely

White contingent of medical doctors and nurse professionals in management, as

workers who were equally "not interested in the patients' diagnosis and treatment",

or "obsessed with the clinical stuff." They were suspected of''just being in itfor the

money" and that they did not regard nursing as a "calling" anymore. At the same

time they were often perceived by the public as rude, authoritarian and domineering,

while also being associated with, and taunted for, questionable duties which in-

volved handling naked bodies and effluvia (Douglas 1966; O'Neill, 1985). They

wiped offand cleaned up the blood mucus, spit, vomit, urine and faeces ofdiseased

strangers and were consequently potentially vulnerable to different kinds of contagion

and/or pollution. As I argued in Chapter ill, nurses were also tainted because they

were atypical and infringed gendered societal notions.

iii.Containing potential contamination

In the first instance nurses were continuously exposed to the bodily fluids of sick

people. The blood in particular could be infectious as many of the patients on medical

wards suffered not only from tuberculosis, but also from HIV/AIDSI9• Contamination

had to be avoided by wearing a mask or gloves or by secluding the diseased. As in the

case ofMr Mzwane (Appendix 11), bodily effluvia had to be handled by nurses whose

work it was to contain and dispose of them. On the medical wards the most contamina-

ting bodily fluid was blood which was routinely handled by medical staff. The danger

in the blood lay not so much in handling it as in being infected by it through a needle

prick. During the 1993/94 research there was almost always at least one HIV-
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positive patient on the wards. Both medical and nursing staff were continuously

reminded by head nurses to be careful with 'sharps' (needles for syringes/injectables

-and other sharp instruments). There was nevertheless a hierarchy on the wards in

relation to the disposal of sharps. Apart from medication, 'sharps' was another area of

on-going conflict between doctors and nurses." Doctors often used the needles to draw

blood while wearing gloves but left them lying around and exposed for nursing staffto

clean up as part of their routine activities.

If nursing knowledge and practice was neither 'pure' caring nor healing, but some-

where in-between, nurse practitioners would also be responsible for the 'gross'

handling of particularly infectious polluted substances?' In the case of nursing staff,

contamination could be both physical and symbolic. Referring to symbolic pollution

Holden & Littlewood (1993) argued that nursing training and fairly strict uniform

codes partly served to emphasize their status as 'pure' insiders and thus enabled them

to contain the pollution of disease (and death). Nurses were thus supposed to be less at

risk of contamination than visitors or other patients whose very interstitiality made

them more vulnerable. Yet the very features (dress code and training) which served to

'protect' nurses also reproduced differentials in power between healing occupations.

Consequently their role in, and task of, handling 'diseased dirt' and its decontamina-

tion by such activities as sterilising the beds and lockers of the sick and deceased, also

expressed the boundaries between themselves and medical staff, who were the ultimate

'insiders'. Doctors were largely protected by the exclusivity and strict delimitation of

their expertise, which legally excluded all 'outsiders' to the extent of prosecuting any

person who lay fraudulent claim to medical knowledge and truth. The resultant status

conferred by such knowledge made contamination visible by the use of microscopes
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and other technologies and thereby' allowed tor it to be contained and punned.

Doctors could also heal, but nurses could only care. Nursing expertise and practice was

tluid.

It shifted between 'science' and disorderly humanity and its basic bodily functions and

needs, "the angels" and the ever-lurking presence of death or serious harm that could

result from their 'transgression' of boundaries (see also Douglas, 1966). I would argue

that while nurses were constructed as potentially dangerous and even in a sense

'polluting', they were themselves, as aresuIt of their in-betweeness, even more exposed

to danger and physical or other contamination.

Some nurses (and most of the doctors) almost always adhered to biomedical dis-

course in relation to patients. During both research periods many of the nurses that I

interviewed nevertheless stressed the tact that they were continuously dealing with

sick!diseased 'strangers', people about whom "you know nothing, if they are good or

bad" They could be potential "friends or enemies" who came from "everywhere" or

"anywhere", yet they were people who were in pain, suffering or dying.

Interviews with nursing staff indicated that some of them were probably tapping

into wider South African indigenous cosmology where some people, like strangers,

were both more vulnerable to, as well as the possible carriers ot: pollution and

danger. Thus people "for who you can see that they have been to a witchdoctor"

or who have "used all those concoctions, the cuts and muti [medicine} and

things" couid make a nurse "want to run away, that stuif could gei to you" or it

"makes you approach very carefully, you never know how it can affect you. "

Similarly:
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lfa (particular religion) patient dies, don't stand down at his foot ifhe is
sick because uh [shudder, laugh] all the sickness comes out because those
patients are being relieved from their pain of living. They are being
relieved of their sins while they are still suffering, while they are sick,
during the praying time. So whatever he has been suffering from is going
to come back to you so all you have to do, whenever you come into the
room, you have to stand right next to his head. And you have to walk
straight out and you don't turn.

t

Sickness always carried with itself the possibility of contamination. According to

Ngubane (1977) amongst Zulu and Guma (1997) amongst Xhosa-speakers, health

implied not only physical well-being but also being in harmony in one's social

relations, with nature and the universe. Ill-health would then imply the reverse and

sick people could bring this state of disharmony or even pollution with them.

Pollution itself was considered to be of the night and a state of marginality which

could even be contagious. Transgressive behaviour, especially at night, could be

polluting and women were also considered to be more vulnerable to pollution

especially when they mediated birth, illness and death. Touching corpses,

menstrual blood and effluvia could be polluting. According to a registered nurse,

Sister Kalako, she had almost fainted from fear the first time she had come into

contact with a patient's menstrual blood, and had gone for "treatment" afterwards.

During the research some patients such as Mr Mbatha also expressed the belief

that they were polluted. Ngubane (1977:81), in turn, has reported that people who

died of incurable diseases such as chronic chest diseases were viewed as polluted.

On the wards a death was considered to "call for" or to "open the way" (maak die

pad oop) for another death or some kind of misfortune. Nursing staff often
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predicted that other deaths or something bad would follow and were extremely

careful in the subsequent period. For some reason, deaths were supposed to

"happen in threes," and Iformed the impression that nursing staff knew when this

'quota' had been filled. Certain colour combinations in bouquets were said to attract

death. Ioften observed nursing staff take a different coloured flower to insert into a

bouquet consisting of only red and white flowers. When Iasked about it, the nurses

would say: "You must break it up, it attracts death" (Jy moet dit opbreek. dit trek

die doof!j" or ''you must not attract the attention of death" (jy moenie die dood se

aandag trek nie). Once a patient, who had been discharged, had a red and white

coloured bouquet delivered to the ward to thank staff. There were no other bouquets

or flowers to pretty the ward at the time, but the arrangement was unceremoniously

disposed of. Nursing staff never used the word 'pollution', but would refer to

danger, bad things which could follow, or to the potential of death.

Iwould argue that the rituals ofadmittance and of symbolically stripping away the

outside identity probably also served to contain possible pollution, since it served to

contain visible outside pollutants. Another way in which the potential dangers could be

contained was by drawing such strangers closer and by making them part of one's kin

and one's community. This involved treating all patients, both potential friend and

enemy as ''family'', "usisi and ubuti" (brother and sister), "usapho" (family), "my

brothers and sisters, my mother and father', to "treat them one way ...with one

heart." Using this kind of pseudo-kinship in one sense countered the leveling and

homogenizing process of the institution by personalizing the relationship between

nurses and patients. There was a moral undertone to this notion of creating

community or kinship with patients. It was part of 'caring' but also meant that the
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(which was inherently fraught with potential danger) the nurse had to be alert and

nurse always kept their safety and welfare in mind. Thus when dispensing medication

Whatever the doctor is going to write up to be given him, if I am going to
spite him and not give it to him" or "if I do not check it very carefully for the
correct prescription, the dosage and so on", "whom am I punishing when I
kill him. I am killing myself" or "if she was harmed, we were all infor bad
things. "

watchful because:

iv. Negotiating inarticulate areas

The ambivalence involved in nursing practice and authority also had a great deal

to do with discourses and practices of legitimation . De Pina-Cabral (1997: 36)

drawing on Turner, argues that hegemony (and discourse) operates by discrediting

some meanings while authenticating others, by impeding some processes while

enabling others, by making some objects invisible while others are brought to the

fore and by silencing certain persons while giving voice and authority to others. On

the wards practices and discourse sanctioned or proscribed claims of truth and

credibility. At the same time, that which was repressed - like the practices,

knowiedges, skills and centrality of nurses and their work to medical practice and

the experience and understanding of patients - did not vanish but were simply not

accorded credence at particular times and under certain circumstances. As I have

stressed all along, nursing work was extremely diverse, and to fulfil her daily

responsibilities a registered nurse sometimes drew on expertise which had very little

'scientific' standing, yet which was essential for the monitoring and treatment of

patients and for dealing with the everyday contingencies of the ward 22.

In Chapter VII, I argued that when treating patients, as well as on wards rounds,

medical staff tended to maintain a scrutinising stance and distance from the bodies
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of patients. Some nurses also adhered to this visual regimen but generally nurses'

work was epitomised by their spatial proximity and sensory intimacy with the bodies of

patients, the dying and the dead. For nurses in the ward it meant that they had to do the

body-work of caring, what Turner (1984: 1) calls, "the details of ... corporeal

existence" and the "constant labour of eating, washing, grooming, dressing and

sleeping" (Lawler, 1991:1).

Seremetakis t( 1991) stresses that with society's (and by extension medicine's)

emphasis on distance created through visuality, care and tending are symbolised by

spatial proximity (Seremetakis, 1991: 96) and are ultimately gender (and class) related.

In the hospital, physicians were not involved with the 'dirty' work of patient care

involving the gross bodily functions, shifting and moving bodies. Junior medical staff:

like students and interns, sometimes assisted nurses in moving a patient's body into a

specific position tor an examination. Yet doctors' engagement with patients' bodies

was mainly optical or scrutinising and when tactile, it almost exclusively involved the

physical contact necessary tor accomplishing the task of examination.

According to Lawler (1991: 3) becoming a nurse "requires one to learn ways of

seeing, ways of knowing and ways of sharing that knowledge." In the setting of the

hospital this statement can be deconstructed at different levels. First of all it can be

understood in terms of the medical 'gaze' (Foucault, 1973), its discourses and

knowiedges and consequent hierarchical claim to truth and being scientific. This

juxtaposes, yet is interrelated with ways of seeing, hearing and sharing knowledge at a

phenomenological level ofthe very important, yet little valued, bodily alertness such as

sight, hearing, working, smelling, touching and feeling as part of everyday vigilance in

the body-work ofthe ward.
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Csordas' (1986: 138) uses the notion of "somatic modes of attention" which he

defines as "culturally embedded ways of attending to and with one's body in surroun- -

dings that include the embodied presence of others." They can also be understood as

entailing phenomenological readings ofthe body. On the ward such close attention to

others' bodies through one's own senses was apparently never overtly taught but only

gradually acquired through the daily work of intimately nursing and caring tor bodies -

of watching, listening, touching, smelling, being alert to the bodies of other nurses and

of patients, to cardiac monitors, or the hiss of respirators. According to a registered

nurse this ability was related to experience but very hard to "pin down, quantify,

qualify. You cannot measure it objectively."

This kind of knowledge was often excluded, marginalised and silenced by hegemonic

medical discourse and scientific rationality. I had to spend a long time on the wards

before I could even begin to 'see' it. I frequently observed nurses who were busily

going about their tasks suddenly stop a tew beds down and return to a patient, attend

to something, give the alarm or do whatever was necessary betore resuming their

routine work. Once, I was talking to a registered nurse, Sister Uithaler, at the nursing

station when she suddenly looked up and turned towards the window of a cubicle.

From the comer of my eye I saw another registered nurse, Sister Kantor, who had been

busy with a patient just behind me, also suddenly straighten up and tum towards the

cubicle. Then they both hurried to the side of the patient who had gone into respiratory

arrest. Sister Kantor took the emergency cart, which was just outside the cubicle, inside

with her. Soon they were joined by a nurse tutor and this enabled sister Kantor to call

the registrar. What had struck me was not only Sister Uithaler's alertness to the patient

but also Sister Kantor's immediate response to her action. According to Sister Uithaler:
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.- We had been worried about him, he seemed to be having respiratory distress.
but the bloods and the measurements and diagnostics seemed to show nothing.
1 spoke to Dr ... but he thought 1was being emotional. Hut 1was worried, he
[the patient] was very anxious, he was not perfusing, having difficulty
breathing. So 1put the cart outside, in case.

Sister Kantor, in tum, had been aware of Sister Uithaler's concern. She said she:

thought 1 heard something, so 1 looked up, but 1 could see from ISister
Uithaler's] that something was very wrong. [ guess [ responded both to the
sound. and to her, but generally 1had been extra aware, knowing thai she had
put the cart outside earlier.

As indicated by Sister Uithaler, nursing staff sometimes could only express their

concerns in vague terms. In the case of the nurses trying to convince Dr Damon that

Mrs Jaap's condition was getting worse (Chapter VIl) they said that Mrs Jaap was

short of breath, "clammy", her "tongue was sort of blueish" and that she was "a

different kind of blue. " Registered and staff nurses were constantly alert to minute

'signs' which they picked up. These included material objects like the emergency

trolley being pushed outside of the cubicle of a patient, the patient's own feeling of

anxiety, as well as the sudden straightening up of a senior nurse and her turning

towards a particular cubicle and its inhabitant. The 'signs' were 'read' either

individually or as a group. On the whole, nurses were particularly observant of

each other's body 'language'. To be able to read such signs a skilled nurse distilled

the different elemental parts which encapsulated not only the body of the patient,

but the particular circumstances, the history of the ailment, treatment and the

patient's response, and then put them together again to focus on the whole. When I

asked a registered nurse about it, she said:
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I cannot really say what it is. I am kind of monitoring the patients as I go along.
I have a picture of the patient in the bed and what is going on around that
patient. As I move past them I see and hear and even smell things, its like
a low level radar. It isfunctioning, going around, you know like in the movies,
going bleep, bleep, bleep. Everything is normal, and suddenly, ping! Alert! A
feeling, something is out of place, not quite right. Something I saw, or heard,
sometimes I picked up a whif! of something and I have to go back to investigate.
Its a kind of intuition, but not like ESP or something. Like I said its a kind of
having your radar on.
Is it always the same? Or are there different levels of awareness, or whatever?
(DG)
I haven't really thought about it. I guess when a patient is very sick or in crisis I
am even more aware. I know where the very sick patients lie, so I tend to filter
out things even more selectively for that area.

This kind of alertness was focused, firstly, on the bodies of the patients and on the

space around them. Nursing staff stressed that, while the 'signs' for a certain condition

were taught, this "awareness", "recognising new patterns" was "sort offuzzy" or

"woolly", and was more often than not based on a "suspicion" or "intuition" that

something was ''wrong'' or "going down." It could only be "learned by experience."

To understand why a specific patient was not responding to a particular medication,

dosage, or treatment regimen, the registered nurse would have to:

put the whole picture together. Where does the patient come from, what is his
mental state, is he strong [emotionally and physically], is he afighter, what's
happened to him lately, is there some sorrow, some concern that might draw
his attention away. You need to know what his specific history is, his dosage,
what each of those medicines do, what does his condition do inside. What are
all those drips doing to him inside. Ifyou tum this one up and this one down,
what is happening. You can visualise each individual; section of his body. What
is this drip, this medication, doing in that vein, and then you look at the whole,
so you figure out what and why and you respond. Like one patient, Mrs L, she
had a stroke, she was doing better, responding well, starting to move her left
side. She became sort of active. Then she became very quiet. Ijust realised that
I had not seen her move for some time. I checked her, she was pale, she looked
unfocused. Her blood pressure was only very slightly down, but I called the
doctor anyway. She was rebleeding" (Sister Rennie).
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It was the patient's sudden inactivity which, combined with the slight drop in blood

It is a kind of intuitive acumen. You can kind of look at a patient and you can
kind of sense, he's going downhill. You can almost tell with a critically ill
patient when he is going to die. It is something you learn, you acquire. There
are also, when you work with critically ill patients a lot of alarms going off.
Ventilator alarms, cardiac monitor alarms, blood pressure machine alarm. You
get to knowing which alarm to filter out when and how. You have one or two
very ill patients and you get to know when the alarm means it has disconnected
or when it means the patient has dropped her blood pressure of whatever. It is
very integrally linked to things you see and hear and smell. You kind of walk in
and know this smell, exactly what it means. This kind of smell means renal
failure, this kind of smell means a gastro-intestinal bleed, this kind means
pseudomona. You rely on these senses, but it is very rarely talked about. You
can smell it, hear it,foei it. They are not confined, part of medical knowledge.

pressure and the unfocused look which had alerted her. According to a registered nurse:

When unable to express such observations in terms of "measurements" and

"diagnosis" nursing staff nevertheless alertrd each other to their concern. When there

was anxiety about a patient like Mrs Jaap, I always observed more nursing staff going

to the bedside and touching the patient, making soothing and reassuring sounds.

Eventually most of the staff became "tuned in" to the patient and to each other. When

the arrest or respiratory failure happened staff responded almost as one body. The

senior staff started the resuscitation and called the registrar or intern. Somebody drew

the curtains while another immediately Went to the nursing station to keep an eye on

the ward. Meanwhile more junior staff moved through it, talked to patients and tried to

draw their attention away from the death-drama happening in their midst.
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Conclusions

A thread that runs through this chapter is that of in-betweeness. This issue was

first raised in Chapters IV and Vand is also applicable here. Despite the apparent

rationality and certainty of institutionalisation and of medical knowledge and

practice, the experience of severe illness and of caring for such ill people is fraught

with ambiguity. In Chapters VI and VII I raised the particularity of biomedical

knowledge and of its impact on the ways in which the hospital is designed and

structured to heighten visibility. Yet in the end there is no single 'truth' in the

hospital, only different ways in which it is defined and legitimated. It seems as if

marginality and being betwixt-and-between is a basic condition of institutional

relations and discourse. Simultaneously, centrality, and thus legitimacy, is always

being re-constructed and delimited, yet it is continuously at risk of being usurped

(de Pina-Cabral, 1997:47).

In Chapters IX and X I will continue to expand on the themes of liminality and

knowIedges and experiences which fell outside the scope of the gaze or which

were ignored by it. I will also focus more closely on the patients themselves and on

their families.
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CHAPTER IX

THE EXPERIENCE OF ILLNESS

Introduction~

I have postulated that in the wards the optical regime constituted particular

subject positions that the sick could occupy as patients. Consequently there were

263

modes of being a patient in the hospital setting. These encompassed the institu-

tional structure of subjecthood, its medicalisation by medicine and the medical

discourse, as-well as the patient's subjective experience of illness. An objectivist

rendering and treatment of the body through the gaze was not only visited upon

patients and their kin but was also to a varying extent internalised by them. Patients

or sufferers could develop a 'medical awareness' of the signs of their disease,

experience it in a real, lived sense and simultaneously construct a culturally-

informed meaning from it.

As I first indicated in Chapter II, in social theory on the body there is often a

perceived dichotomy between the 'lived' and the 'inscribed' body. These two

approaches are viewed as difficult to reconcile (Groz, 1993; Levin, 1989; Turner,

1984). Yet some authors, like Csordas (1993, 1994), try to extend the pheno-

menological approach to a socially informed body. Others, like Crossley (1996:

114) who draws on the work ofMerieau-Ponty and Foucault, argue that the two

approaches are not incommensurable but are "compatible and complementary at

both the theoretical and political levels. " Crossley (1996: 114) argues that the

'active' and 'acted upon' bodies should nevertheless not be dissolved into one, but

should rather be kept in tension with each other. It is thus necessary to give
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give attention to the body as "it positions and is positioned, functions and makes

function" .

By foregrounding certain aspects of the patients' disease, medical narratives

.' In the previous chapters I largely discussed the historical formation, disciplining'

and positioning of the body. At times, as in Chapter VI, I also gave some attention

to active bodies and to bodies acting on themselves as well as on other bodies. In

Chapters IX and X, the body is largely viewed through the lens of the experienced

or lived body. At the same time it is necessary to acknowledge the reality ofa

health care system in transformation and its impact on such bodies. The body is
.e

thus presented as being both active and acted upon and historically' inscribed'. I

show that for many patients, chronic disease resulted in a 'lowering' ofa sense of

agency. I argue that the institutional and medical discourses which were in

operation in a time of transition were not descriptively adequate for the sufferers.

In South Africa a patient's understanding and experience of illness could not be

divorced from the socio-political dimension, which had earlier been organised

around the management and control of certain classifications of transgressive

bodies and disease categories. In this process, 'race' and class often converged.

marginalised other facets of their illness experience. Patients like Messrs Mbatha

and Abrahams (Chapter VIII) resisted health care providers and their medical

regimens because medical discourse could only exert a certain level of authority

over them and over their understanding and experience of their illness. When it did

not authoritatively describe what they were experiencing, they filled in the gaps by

developing their own fields of reference and interpretation, which were partially

informed by medical discourse. I also argue that the patients' own understanding
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and narration of illness frequently developed trom the naming of their illness and

their experience of being institutionalised. For some, their subjecthood that
"

emerged trom institutionalisation was antagonistic to the medical intervention.

Since afiliction is encountered as existing in the body, the way in which ill

Accordingly, the focus in the toll owing two chapters is on moments and spaces

where other experience and socially based narratives of illness find coherence.

Narrating illness and the body

people experience their condition is primarily taken trom the point of embodiment.

In this instance, the body is an intersubjective field of awareness, perception and

meaning prior to representation (Good, 1994: 55). The body is experienced or

represented not merely as a material object or physiological condition tor the

sufferer, it is also an integral component of the personhood. Simultaneously, it is a

corporeal object, the foundation of subjectivity and experience in the world and a

state of consciousness. Sentience cannot be separated trom the conscious body and

in sickness it is many things: "the object of cognition and knowledge, of represen-

tation in mental states and the works of medical science. It is at the same time the

disordered agent of experience" (Good, 1994: 116). As argued by Jackson

(1994:209) in the case of chronic pain, "phenomenologically one is pain: one's

selthood and one's body combine with pain" (or suffering). The body is also a

"phenomenological memoir" that initiates different mechanisms tor explicating

afiliction, suftering and sickness (Pandolfi, 1990:225). When we as ethnographers

try to make sense of suffering, illness or pain, it can involve our own, embodied

experience besides that of the people we attempt to represent. This representation

is mediated through language and is socially and culturally informed. As my study
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related mainly to the institution, lhad to take cognisance of the patient's subjective

experience of being ill, the meaning attached thereto and the insertion of institu- -

tional frameworks and practices into that subjective realm. The narration of illness

was not only the story of the sufferer, it also encompassed health care providers

When 1 worked, hard work, 1 know 1 would be very tired in the afternoon
but then after a while you get strength / energy again. This was different, I
could not trust me anymore. li would start, get a light headache feUe
kopseer 7, something pressing down on me, around my head, temples. It
was as ifsomething seemed to drag on me, down, drag me down, push and
drag me down, to lie down. It felt as ifmy arms, legs became too lame
f lam geword!, heavy to lift: 1 worked, hard physical work every day. 1 am,
was, a strong man.

and family. The narrative and how it was interpreted therefore came to depend in

part on who had the authority to 'speak about' or 'voice' it. In the formal inter-

action of the' hospital the narrative was that of the doctor. When related to me it

was never solely an individual narrative but that of patient and family. It was

always also interspersed with, and informed by, institutional discourses.

Becoming ill

Even before they were diagnosed, Messrs Abrahams and Adonis became aware

of constant tiredness. Mr Abrahams, a bricklayer by trade, related that he came

home from work earlier than usual or worked outside less often than before (when

he was well). Whereas he used to be an early riser who performed tasks around the

house before setting off to work, he got up late more often. According to him:

His wife and daughters traced the onset of his symptoms to the time when his

mother, who lived with them, had a severe stroke. Mrs Abrahams and her eldest

daughter shouldered most of the responsibilities of caring for the invalid, Mrs

Abrahams Snr. At the time both they and Mr Abrahams worked a full day and the
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two daughters who were still at school looked after their grandmother in the

therapeutic actions, motives of participants, the efficacy of interventions are
open to reinterpretation as life goes on, revealing hidden aspects
unavailable to the blindness of the present. There is no final judgment about
their meaning or significance. Narratives are organized as predicament and
striving, and as an unfolding of human desire. (Good, 1994: 164).

afternoon. It was a time of stress, anxiety and exhaustion for the whole family.

Over a period of months, the dimensions of the world as perceived and

experienced by Mr Abrahams became unreliable and distorted. Although diabetes

still had to be diagnosed, his bodily malfunctioning broke into the natural cadences

of his everyday activities.

According to Good (1994: 164-165) illness has a narrative structure and

constitutes a body of stories. Furthermore, through the narration of illness, the

experience itself can be objectified and communicated. The story a person tells

about his/ her illness is not a closed text, it gives shape to experience and enables

sufferers to draw on their own past experience. Good stresses that illness

narratives, involving both the body of story-episodes and the wider lite 'story' of

illness, have elements that are common to fiction. They are 'emplotted', have a

story-line and are configured in a historical sequence of events, but they are

nevertheless indeterminate and open to reinterpretation and thus:

Such stories of illness are told and retold and thus become subject to many

'readings'. How these will be interpreted and what the effect will be, is not

controlled by the author or teller of the story. The-sufferer is equally not merely

the 'teller' of stories but in a sense becomes a 'reader'. Because the sufferer is

caught up in the narrative of the illness with particular perspectives in specific

moments, they are 'reading' it as well. Since they do not know how their story will
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end, the ways in which it is interpreted and comprehended are continuously
.-

revised. Through medical or other interventions, new possibilities might open up

and different 'themes' might develop. Illness challenges and grabs the attention but

is simultaneously full of discontinuities and interruptions that cannot be predicted

or known. This process draws on the imagination and is analogous to the pheno-

menology of reading and writing. Illness and its narrativisation, complete with
e

dramatis personae and themes good or bad, have the potential to render reality

'new' or 'differently' through a creative response (Good, 1994).

As an anthropologist, the way in which I could gain access to the experience of

the ill was through their narratives. For some, sickness in the form of a stroke,

literally 'struck' them without warning (see Mr Njobe [Chapter IV] and Mrs

Andrews [Chapter V]). For people suftering from recurrent tuberculosis, the illness

was not entirely unexpected and could even be turned to some economic

advantage in situations of enduring economic hardship (see Mr February, Chapter

X). In the case of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, illness was more insiduous.

Insulin dependent diabetes

i. Telling the story

In narrating their chronic illness, insulin-dependent diabetics who were frequently

hospitalized often reierred longingly to a time beiore they became unwell, when

they were strong and could deal with lengthy commuting to their work-place

where they were able to work "all the time" (Mr Adonis). Then came an extended

period of being unwell, of bodily disorder and, eventually, a change in the notion of

their own personhood. According to the 58-year old Mr Abrahams: "Things were

different/changed Idinge was annersterl. my "gearentheid"ldisposition, perso-
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nality J sometimes just changed/turned f het partykeers sommer omgedraai I (Mr

Abrahams). His wife first noticed that her husband, who did not want to go for a -

Things were hard at work. We were always busy. Everyone was tense,
there was a lot of [political} violence, people were stressed, afraid.

medical examination, was changing.

He would lose his train of thought fverloor 5)l draad!, telling me the same
thing, in a long mixed-up way and then he would start all over again.
Sometimes he was almost like a drunk, people would roll their eyes when
he went on like that. And then he would just get angry, or sad, and he
seemed unwell, but he was stubborn, saying he was not really sick.

In another case, the 53 year old Mr Adonis, said no one suspected "that anything

was wrong." He complained of feeling unwell and was constantly thirsty, but both

he and his family assumed that this was the result of the heat. Then he began to

"have problems with the eyes", often seeing "red and yellow and green stars, they

were jumping around all the time." This difficulty with his vision was worse after

dark and the situation became so bad that he often sat on his knees in front of the

television while wearing his reading glasses. Yet he was still unable to make out

the picture. "The picture was moving around all the time." While having his eyes

tested he promptly asked for water and the optician, realising that he probably had

diabetes, referred him to the hospital. When he was institutionalised "his ketones

were far too high - they could not understand why he was not in a coma," Both

Mr and Mrs Adonis said that at the time:

According to Good (1994):

narrative is a form in which experience is represented and recounted, in
which events are presented as having a meaningful and coherent order, in
which activities and events are described along with experiences associated
with them and the significance that lends them their sense for the persons
involved. But experience always far exceeds its description or I
narrativization (1994: 139).
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Thus, with their families, Messrs Abrahams and Adonis, (like Mr Mbatha in

Chapter VIII) were 'emplotting' their illness. They all situated the onset of illness

at some undefined point preceding the 'official' diagnosis of their condition and

spoke of an idyllic time when they had enjoyed consistently good health, when

they were able to rely on a sense of balance, solidity and strength in their lives.

They believed that the world and their role in it had been marked by stability, an

ability to foresee, an expectedness, prior to their illness. This notion of stability

was almo~t mythologised because Messrs Abrahams and Adonis frequently

referred to the political upheaval and unrest which was widespread in Cape Town

and South Africa in the 1980's and early 90's. They also often referred to the ways

in which it impacted on their families, friends and colleagues. In relation to this

supposedly constant world both men related that they knew that one became tired

towards the end of each day but could count on being re-energized. Yet it all

became undone and disintegrated erratically with increasing subjection to the

cadences of the body (see also Merleau-Ponty, 1964: 172).

In narrating the origins and development of the stories of their debilitating

chronic illness, both men and their family members were 'mapping' it out over

time and space, organising and cohering it in a way which made sense of its im-

pact on their lives and bodies. 'Emplotment' harmonised their broader chronicle of

an illness, its beginning and the search for care or a remedy and the way in which it

became a pivotal theme in organising the lives ofthe sick and their relatives. They

were developing cultural resources which could be used to make sense of their

illness experience, even though at the time the narratives were still incomplete

(Good, 1994: 145-146).
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ii. Naming the malady

Whereas both Messrs Abrahams, Adonis and their families had previously

.described an initial feeling of disintegration and inchoateness, institutionalisation

and diagnosis, providing a name for the the malaise, gave it 'official' status and

recognition and brought a kind of order to their own understanding. According to

Mrs Adonis:

Then it at least got a name. We knew what we had to deal with, or we
thought we knew. Other people also have diabetes and we knew you could
have quite a good life. It was suddenly just easier, even while it was
relatively serious" [Ioe het dit ten minste 'n naam gekry. Ons het geweet
waarmee ons te make het. Orons het gedink ons weet. Ander mense het ook
diabetes. en ons het geweet mens kan 'n heel goeie lewe hê. Dit was skielik
sommer makliker, al was dit nogal ernstig).

What might not yet be clear is that the emplotment of the narrative of illness

could not really be detached from the diagnostic moment. The naming process, the

diagnosis, was one of the sources of the illness narrative. The formation of illness

into a narrative occurred as much at the level of the institution as it occurred at the

experiential level, of personhood. All through the subsequent narratives the

institutional, self, and social elements of illness and narrative intersected and were

in dialogue with each other.

Both families and patients stressed that, at the time of diagnosis, diabetes was not

totally unknown to them. For Mr Adonis and his family, unlike Mr Abrahams who

had family members with non insulin-dependent diabetes, the diagnosis was a

shock. "We have never really known anyone who was a diabetic, we did not know

what it meant, what to expect, how to behave. They kept him therefor two days and

then said he must use insulin" (Mrs Adonis). In both cases the initial response was

nevertheless not to be "too worried" as it was "not so bad" (Mrs Abrahams),
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especially after the illness had been identified, and they "knew what we were up

against" (Mr Adonis). 'Naming' the condition gave them a measure of control -
"

over it, albeit through the certitude and knowledge of having to deal with it. Giving

the sickness a name made it possible for the ill and their families to act, to discuss

The narratives of chronic insulin-dependent diabetes were consequently never

the diagnosis, its problematics and implications and to share this with others.

Whereas before it had been a frighteningly uncertain condition of bodily disorder

which had to-be endured, it had been classified and consequently was more

amenable to regulation. It had been located, become more concretised and

objectified, and thus 'true', even though the experience of being ill remained

confusing and ambiguous for the sufferer. Both Mr Abrahams and Mr Adonis were

subsequently periodically hospitalized with hypoglycemia, or low blood sugar, as a

result of an excess of insulin, or even, less frequently, with ketoacidosis. The

aftermath of the naming was initial certainty, followed by a constant t1uctuation

and living with the unanticipated - either adjusting to it, or battling to do so.

iii. Imperilled personhoods

complete. They were ongoing as the suftering was still being experienced. Mr

Adonis died towards the end of 1998. When I interviewed Mrs Adonis about a

month later, she was still in mourning and although his story had effectively

'ended', the impact that his sickness had had on her own life was still palpable. She

was informing family, friends, acquaintances, health care providers, and telling and

re-telling the story of his sickness in an effort to "take back my life." His physical

suffering had ended but she had not yet experienced closure.
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In the case ofMr Abrahams, the physical manifestation of his illness was, for

periods at least, brought under control medically. Yet his world, like that of his

family, had been turned inside-out. When I interviewed him 10 months after his

initial hospitalisation in 1993, and again before his death, his narration of his illness

and its attendant complications demonstrated the ways in which for him and his

family, commonplace existence had been disrupted. As his illness and dependence

progressed he became more aware of his body. Leder (1990) argued that the

perception of something entails a certain phenomenological absence or recession of

the perceiving organ. Thus, when the body functions 'normally' it tends to

disappear from our attention (Williams, 1998). Before he became ill,Mr Abrahams

had seldom given his body any conscious thought. He had been 'unaware' of it, it

had been largely 'absent' from his own sense of who he was. Now, at.times of

dysfunction, it became an object to him, which he encountered as increasingly

unreliable and unpredictable. He became more attentive to his body as his unpre-

meditated connection to it was incrementally disturbed in a variety of ways. As a

result his mode of bodily apprehension changed from the implicit to the explicit,

"from the pre-objective to the objective, from the taken-ior-granted to the

problematic" (Williams, 1998: 61). Through severe chronic illness, his typical

mode of bodily 'dis-appearance' was extremely disturbed and in an unfamiliar way,

the body became the dominant facet of his experience. As expressed by Williams

.
(1998: 61), in such cases the body "dys-appears (i.e. 'appears' in a dys-functional

state)". Consequently the aff:licted might begin to feel "dys-embodied, alienated

and betrayed by our bodies." (Williams, 1998: 61)
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After the initial relief of being diagnosed and of receiving treatment, his feeling

of well ness and his sense of personhood would nevertheless fluctuate. Whereas hé

used to know what to expect of himself, his body and the world, he eventually

could not be certain of anything for any length oftime.

It is as if my body is not me any more. I never used to think of it (body), it
wasjust me. This (he makes a gesture to include his body from his face to
the amputated legs) was me. Now I know, it's also flesh and blood (?k het
gewis dis tog ook vleis en bloed). You know what you can do.

For Mr Abrahams, his sickness meant unexpected and ongoing alterations of his

"gearentheid", which can be translated as disposition and personal character traits,

but refers equally to innermost being, the essential, the complete or whole.

'Geaard' also implies being anchored, or connected. To have all of this "tum

around" implied the opposite, a fragmentation of that wholeness, connectedness or

personhood, and of the world as understood and experienced. The nature of the

malady also meant that there had to be a constant vigilance to keep it in check, and

no realistic expectation of ever again escaping to a state of complete wholeness.

Thus the sufferer's notion of self and personhood fluctuated and so did his sense

of agency. In my study the narratives and behaviour of the ill were often contrasted

by medicalized (and sociological) notions of a coherent self. The former seemed to

me to be more in accordance with Foucault's (1983) argument of decentredness.

Accordingly being/self/identity (and social formations) could shift, be multiplex,

and even be contradictory. I would argue that the narratives of sufferers and their

families indicated that for them there were many, rather than unitary 'ways of

being' and that the value of one identity could not be established over that of
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others (Eckerman, 1997; Foucault; 1983) For them there were, as Foucault

argued, multiple, shifting, often contradictory identities (1983).

Mr Adonis, an insulin-dependent diabetic whose medication left him like "a

zombie" when he quite unexpectedly became hypoglycaemie, likewise expressed a

sense of loss and changeability of his previous notion of himself, of the time that he

had been in control and able to face and handle challenges. He sensed that his

body "just would not go as before" and that he was becorning "unravelled'

(uitgetorring). By this he meant that he was being subjected to a constant tug at

something within him - it was also something which had come loose, and was

protruding. '1 'orring uit' means to unravel something like a jersey or woven fabric,

to take it apart, to undo it.

For both men there was a breach in the unity between the way they experienced

their sense of personhood and/ or their bodies in time and space. When deeply

depressed and heavily sedated with anti-depressants NIr Adonis was unresponsive

and "in afog." Chronic illness, its complications and the side-effects of his medi-

cation, inserted the distorting nearness of the body's integral rhythms into com-

monplace experience, thereby making him attentive to his body as an object at odds

with his notion of personhood. Mr Adonis was accordingly not merely perceiving

with his body, but was also attending to his body, reading its medicalized and

phenomenal signs. This 'reading' could be understood in terms of the lived body.

For Merleau-Ponty (1962) the body is a setting in connection to the world,

perception originates in the body and 'ends in objects' through intentional

ret1exivity . Merleau-Ponty (1962) starts with the preobjective body in the world.

Perception begins in the body, is indeterminate and ends in the constitution of
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objects through ret1ective thinking. Thus Mr Adonis' body had always been there

to be confronted, but had not been perceived as an object until the demands of thë

body shaped and subverted the familiar personal and social rhythms (Good,

1994: 131).

At the same time Mr. Adonis' 'reading' of his body was also mediated through

"discursive and perceptual schemas which are linked to given instituted forms of

social practice" (Crossley, 1996: 111). Once diagnosed, both men (and their wives)

developed a 'rnedicalised awareness' and thus experienced their bodies as diabetic

or hypoglaecemic, in terms of the "signs of disease":

by virtue of a historically contingent web of discourses and practices to
which we subscribed (however unwittingly) and which, at least in part, are
tied to the practices of sanitation, surveillance and control which regulate
out everyday being. Moreover ... we subject ourselves to this regulation by
virtue of our identification of ourselves or our experiences through the
medical model (Crossley, 1996: 111).

Thus the ways in which they experienced their bodies was always in a tension with

and even somewhat inhibited by medical discourse and practice.

iv. Distortions in time and space

Both Mr Adonis and Mr Abrahams would often experience space and time as

'different' (anders) in some sense'. Until their condition had been stabilised and the

correct dosage of medication established, both men could be aware and alert at one

moment and then suddenly feel a sense of disorientation. Awareness and its loss,

days and nights, wakefulness and sleep, work-time and relaxation, no longer

followed naturally on each other. For people with chronic illness, the way in which

they experienced time often varied from that of others. Mr Abrahams (27/9/93):

would work and then, as if I had been out (of consciousness), I almost
come around (asolek vaneffe uit was, ek kom amper by). 1 know 1 am here
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now, but J do not know what came before/first (wis nie wat was eers nie). It
was confusing.

Pres.~nt and past would seemingly be either enmeshed, or interrupted by total

lapses in their apparent common-sense flow2
.

A similar disjuncture occurred tor Mr Adonis when he went into a

hypoglycaemie coma and regained consciousness. At one moment he was:

aware of one thing and then you realise things have changed and you are
the reason for it, but you have no recollection of the changing.

It was as if action froze in motion and suddenly resumed again, but in a way which

made everything unfamiliar and alien for a while. Then he would:

always ask, who are these people [emergency services or health care
givers}, what are they doing here, what happened? (Mrs Adonis). It was
like a time of my life which disappeared (Mr Adonis).

Mr Abrahams experienced times when everything looked and even sounded

strange and unfamiliar. Then it went back to "normal" again and the distorting

sensations had ideally to be relegated to the back spaces of his life. At home, in his

private interior space, he could be confused, rude, exhausted, forgetful and

accident-prone, but in the public exterior space of the workplace, the street and

shops he had to save face (see Goffman, 1959, 1967). Mr Abrahams had

previously worked in the building industry and had seen himself as a conscientious

and hard-working employee, a competent and respected artisan. With the onset of

his deterioration and the recurrence of hypoglycaemie episodes, he lost control not

only over his body, but also over other peoples' perception of him. In a way he

became tainted through his body (see Rajaram, 1997). When their blood sugar

levels rose or fell above the 'normal' limits, both men became uncoordinated, even

somewhat incoherent, and morose. For outsiders, this could be interpreted as
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intoxication and both men felt stigmatised and reduced by such experiences. Five

year.~ after my initial meeting with Mr Adonis, he said he became "so despondent, -

it can only get worse." According to his wife:

Sometimes he will corner me, stand in front of me, look me in the eyes and
say, I am going to start drinking today. I even have dreams about it. He
then wants me to go and get him something and if 1don't, he will go by
himself and he becomes erratic and aggressive and people think he is
drunk or a threat, 1did not want that either. When he became so depressed
his concentration, reactions, co-ordination was completely mixed up. It
frightened me and itfrightened people who did not know.

It was as ifMr Adonis wanted to performatively give expression to peoples'

preconceived ideas about him being intoxicated, by actually becoming so - if

nothing else, this provided a logical reason for his uncoordinated responses. Mr

Abrahams expressed his frustration by becoming combative and argumentative

(strv kry) with health-care staff and sometimes even swearing at family members

(hv sal te liederlik praat) or becoming physically aggressive (Ms Abrahams) 3.

Neither of the men were able to come to terms with the impact of the sickness and

the way in which it caused others to perceive them.

Current analysis of the experience of acute illness often stresses the way in which

it disrupts the sufferers' sense of self and necessitates a reintegration of personal

and social identity (Kelly & Field, 1996; Rajaram, 1997). Yet, unlike people who

are severely ill and then recover, the very chronicity of an illness like diabetes, the

recurrence of incidents like hypoglycemia, the cycles of being hospitalized and of

interacting with the health care system, result in a continuous renegotiation of the

sense of self: social and personal identity. Both men ultimately had to stop working

and they both became impotent, which seemed to compromise their public

identities and personal perception of their own masculinity even more. Mr Adonis
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viewed his diabetes and the way it impacted on his lite as a "cross to bear", an

invasion of the intactness of (his) body. He did not "want to deal with it." Although

he had been despondent before, Mr Abrahams became deeply discouraged when

his legs were amputated". Their house lacked the amenities to enable a person in a

wheelchair to move around freely and with the loss of his legs came a loss of

mobility and space. When Mr Abrahams talked about himself: he often drew

attention to his body being "here" and "inside"(in the houselbedroom) as opposed

to "there" and "outside" (in the public spaces), on the building sites that he

regarded as his 'real' world. His world had not only contracted but had "stranded'

him in the interior space, the more privati sed feminine interstices of the house and

the bedroom, with his legs literally knocked out trom under him.

According to Frankenberg certain performances become familiar and repetitive

tor patients with recurrent disease:

The whole lite course organization of time tor many chronic patients, as the
descriptive adjective we use for them unwittingly implies, may be organized
around dialysis or injections of insulin (Frankenberg, 1992: 9) .

. In turn, Leder (1990: 75) postulates that, tor example pain (and hypoglycemia)

entails exclusion and results in spatio-temporallimitations. For Mr Abrahams, the

pain was worse at night when he was in bed and least mobile. As Honkasalo

writes:

The relationship between space and the body becomes weird, pointing both
to the lack of space and the overwhelming presence of the body.
Everything in the living space is the-painful body (1998:43).

Mr Abrahams' sleeplessness affected his whole family. According to his daughter

he could not sleep at night, he was constantly irritated, depressed or would:
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just get terribly angry for no reason. He is so depressed, it is influencing
our whole family. Sometimes my mother cannot bear it anymore .

multiple and moving. It is in motion searching for relief.. space is also
moving around the sufferer (1998:36).

.;-

As he increasingly encountered the health care system, his complaints about his

'pain' resulted in the prescription of anti-depressants. Mr Adonis also suffered

from depression and his wife reported that there had been a time when he was like

a ghost, he

will just sit there, and not respond or anything. We will visit people and he
will be there but somewhere else. People who do not know him will ignore
him or talk to him as if he was a child I don't know what he was thinking,
sometimes he will be absolutely quiet and sometimes he will suddenly sery
something or ask a question. And then he will be offjinto himselj] again.

Mr Adonis seemed to be filled by an anxious restlessness where "nowhere"

could really "satisfy" him, he could not "find a place somewhere." Space, as

Honkasalo points out when writing about chronic pain, can be:

Thus for Mr Adonis his sense of spatial disturbance seemed to move with him and

when he was "in one place", he wanted "to be somewhere else." He found his

periodic hospital confinements extremely upsetting. According to his wife:

We can never visit anyone or go anywhere for a long time, then he wil/ say
he wants to leave, or start to move around He will sit on one chair, get up,
wander around, sit down, get up. People who do not know him often react
with disbelief, they will stare and look awery, whisper. People who know
him, just ignore it. We will go someplace for half an hour and then he
wants to leave. He has to be on the move all the time. We will visit the
children, but he always wallts to be on the move. He always wants to have
me there, but he also becomes tired of my company. He wants to be with
other people, but he wil/not participate.

In a sense, being amid life was helping him to foreswear his intimations of

mortality. At the same time, at the level of the disease and its complications, the

two men's subjective experience of disembodiment and their loss of agency as a
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result of the disease process emerged repeatedly. According to Kleinman:

there are threats to daily activities, special occasions, career, relationships;
and, perhaps most distressingly, self-esteem (1988:46).

It was further intensified by the experience and encounter of Messrs Adonis,

Abrahams and their families with the institution, especially in hospitalisation, where

times and spaces were more rigid and normative.

v. The anger of loss

Insulin-dependent diabetes and its concomitant health-problems ultimately led to

social relations being ruptured and, like the disease, the breach could never be fully

healed. When I initially met Messrs Adonis and Abrahams, both men frequently

expressed an anger, a bitterness. The passing of years increased rather than

diminished this. According to Mr Abrahams, he had become perpetually angry

(beneuk) with himself, his body, and the world. Mr Adonis, in turn, seemed to view

his losses of consciousness and resultant confusion afterwards as a form of

weakness, almost as an insult with which he could not come to terms.

Anthropological studies of chronic conditions stress not only the disintegration

of the sufferers' world through illness, but also how they manage to put it together

again, to triumph over trials and tribulations. Yet the very chronicity of their

diabetes, the recurring bouts of hypoglycemia, despair and "little accidents", like

when Mr Abrahams fell from a ladder or smashed into the back of another car

when he lost consciousness, meant that neither he nor Mr Adonis could again

achieve complete 'wholeness' as understood by a healthy person. Many of their

social interactions and relations had been altered, to the point of being permanently

compromised.
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Neither Mr Abrahams nor Mr Adonis found anything heroic in the everyday

exp~rience of being chronically ill. The latter lost his sense of humour, he did not -

want to do many of the things he used to do before. There were no challenges tor

As 1 look back 1feel the fury creeping up slowly. Every year my loss gets
bigger (As ek so temgkyk voel ek die woede so stadig opkruip. Elke jaar
word my verlies groter).

him (Mr Adonis). He would "carry" his sickness, "bear" (verdra) it, but never with

a sense of acceptance. It became an 'object' which could hardly be tolerated. He

viewed his condition not as an ordeal to be overcome, but as an imposition, and as

such he was always at odds with it. Similarly Mr Abrahams frequently raged

against the loss of his legs and everything else which this violent deprivation

implied. He could never "make peace" with it.

Both men had suffered irreparable loss of their health and with it the shattering of

their worlds. They were also expressing continuous anger or fury (woede), an

emotion with which their families, friends and health care providers found very

difficult to deal. Rosaldo (1993) alerted us to the importance of attending to the

"rage devastating losses can bring" (1993: 10). Yet, unlike death, their loss was not

swift and immediately overwhelming. As Mr Adonis once said:

Mr Abrahams also repeatedly expressed his anger and sorrow. Both their wives

were at times overwhelmed by fury at the loss of their own lives, which the deaths

of their spouses seemed to bring into sharp focus, and the sorrow of progressively

'losing' their husbands.

What I am trying to argue is that the continuously expressed anger of these two

men cannot simply be pathologised as part of their depression, as health-care givers

often implied. Much oftheir subsequent miscommunication with doctors lay in the
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unwillingness ofthe latter to acknowledge the underlying and increasing anger

experienced by these men, when they were supposed to have come to terms with

their condition a long time ago. As one doctor said:

Yeah, we know the stages, loss, denial, anger, grief, acceptance, whatever,
but he has been stuck in anger forever. It's not as if he's going to die
tomorrow.

Unlike death, their bereavement and social death was insidious and ongoing. They

It was also indicative of the processes whereby a normative system, such as

were perpetually moving "one step forward, two steps back" (Mr Adonis), gaining,

a bit but losing even more. The continuous anger experienced by the two men told

us something about the subjective experience of being chronically ill, yet suffering

from an invisible disease. Just as Rosaldo (1993) finally realised that the anger of

the bereaved Ilongot should be seen for what it was, a deep emotional state of rage

as a result of loss, so should the growing fury of these two men be accepted as a

part of the experience of insiduously advancing bereavement, manifest by

recurring, disempowering encounters with the health care system.

medicine and health care, 'surveilled' both the mind and body of the individual. In

the medical encounter discourses on chronic illness have shaped and created

meaning systems that have gained the status and currency of 'truth', and dominated

how anger was defined as a psychological problem and as a kind of deviance.

Alternative discourses and experiences such as the pain, humiliation,

disempowerment, suffering and anger of chronicity were medicalised and thereby

marginalised and subjugated. These emotions nevertheless became sites where

hegemonic practices were contested, challenged and defied.
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vi. Sickness and the impact on the sufferer's family

Serious and debilitating chronic illness, like diabetes or stroke, involved a

subjective experience tor the sufferer, but was equally socially and clinically

When he was in the hospital the first time they caffed me to discuss his
diet, what he can eat, what I should exclude etcetera ... 5 TIley showed me
how to give the injections. He does not want to do it himself So when we
got home he had to get the injections. I was taught to push the needle in
just beneath the skin, not just jab it in. if you prick a vein it immediately
makes a blue mark and in the beginning this happened a lot,

encountered. The illness plunged the family of the sufferer, into "a world of

vulnerability and dependence" on the medical system and on others (Kaufinan,

1988: 341, 34'7). During both studies, the family members who took care ofthe

sufierers were mostly women. This trend was congruent with gender expectations

in South African society. Even in the hospital the registrar usually wanted to know

whether there was a wife, daughter or other woman related to, tor example, the

stroke victim who would take care of him/her. It seemed as if the husbands of

stroke victims usually relied on temale relatives to take care of their wives, even

though the impact of this kind of responsibility could be quite extensive tor the

care-taker.

In the case of Mrs Adonis, it was assumed by medical and nursing staff from the

beginning that she would take charge tor her husband's care, especially when it

became apparent that he refused to do so himself

Mr Adonis was nauseated by the sight of his own blood oozing out or by

penetrating his skin when injecting himself He emphasised the distancing,

objectifying gaze and the 'invasion' of the 'intactness' of his body. His was the
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contained male body, a barrier not only safeguarding against exterior penetration,

We went to the diabetes clinic at the hospital once a week where they took
blood and tested his blood sugar. They would give lectures and monitor
everything. But something was bothering me. I could not put my finger on
it, but he did not seem much better. So we went back to the hospital and the
doctor said something is wrong, the sugar fluctuates too much then itfalls
too low and then it is too high. So we had to start experimenting with the
insulin. Try so much of the slow-acting. and so much of the fast-acting. I
keep a close watch on him and gauge all the time whether it was better or
worse (Mrs Adonis).

but also restraining the internal and the essence from extruding. By contrast, Mrs

Adonis' body seemed to become less demarcated and increasingly open to that of"

her husband as she became unusually aware of and responsive to its minutest

changes. Whereas he stressed a particularistic, narrow beam of detaching sight, she

emphasised a kind of sensorial intermingling, a permeation between the body of

her husband and herself through a variety of senses. Thus she had to "read" it, or

to develop a ''feeling'' or "sense" (aanvoeling) that his blood sugar might be too,

high or too low.

It was as if the boundaries between her husband's body and her own became

blurred at the times when she became acutely aware of the minutest changes in his

moods, whether he was becoming sleepy when he should not be so, or "sagging a

bit", holding things "akwardly", and being very quiet. If she walked into a room

where he was she immediately became aware if something was wrong, or while

she was busy she suddenly found herself going to look at him, sensing a problem.

Mrs Abrahams, in turn, touched her husband surreptitiously to "check" if "he was

getting cold, sweaty." When his "sugar becomes too high, I can start to smell it, a

sort offruit smell. It is very light and becomes stronger." Mrs Abrahams and her

daughters said that they also got a premonition ( 'n gevoeD then she would "know"
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that Mr Abrahams was about to become comatose, but it could happen quite

in the beginning, my daughter was there with her children. l went
shopping. I told my daughter to keep an eye on him and to give him
something to eat. The food was ready and l said she must just give him
some food. If he did not want lunch she must give him bread or a rusk,
anything as long as he ate something. When I came back, she said I must
come quickly, he was not looking good. He refused to eat anything. When I
came there he seemed to be sleeping, a cup was in his hand, all tilted and
almost spilling. He sugar was already too low and he was in a coma. I was
still inexperienced, so I phoned diabetic alert and asked them what to do.
They said / must get him to lie down and get an ambulance immediately.
They would put him on a glucose drip to bring up his sugar. The
ambulance people knew what to do, they came in with a stretcher and a
glucose drip. As i got to know the sickness, I could read it better all the
time I can always see what is happening, that is the hardest part, but /
cannot always stop it, he is stubborn and will not do what he was supposed
to do. He will become pale and sweaty and he becomes sleepy, then I know
he's sugar is getting too low. When it gets too high there are not such
clear signs, because it happened over a time, say about 24 to 48 hours of
it building up. Burl am usually very aware of what is happening. I have
come to read, know him so wel!, I can see what is happening, but cannot
always stop it ifhe resists. Then I have to watch very closely and wait until
he becomes too confused or passes out, then I can act. The sugar getting
too low, that could happen very quickly, within half an hour and then he
can just go into a coma. When I see he is getting confused and he would
not eat anything, I sometimes would manage to get him out and take him

unexpectedly:

He will often be quiet, but sometimes I will just get this cold contraction in
my heart, then / will know it is this kind of time (5U Ike tye!) (Mrs
Abrahams).

«Sulke tyd' referred to a specific, repetitive experience which started off with a

realisation that Mr Abrahams had not been sticking to prescribed foods and times.

It intensified and corrective action had to happen "quickly" before it was "too

late. ". Mrs Abrahams (or her daughters) usually tried to get her husband to drink

some tea, or to eat something before he became comatose. This was not always

possible if he did not co-operate. Then the care-taker had to "waif' and "watch",

as explained by Mrs Adonis:
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to hospital. Sometimes it is a big struggle, he will just refuse to come, then
1will have to wait until he goes into a coma. li sometimes made me feel
sick [with worry andfear). Then I call the ambulance and when they inject

.' him in the vein he will regain consciousness very quickly, although he
might still be a bit confused. Then they will take him to hospital where he
will be monitored. Sometimes he will come with me Ito the hospital} before
it goes too far .

For the chronically ill, details are all. To cope with chronic illness means to
routinely scan minute bodily processes. Attention is vigilantly focused,
sometimes hour by hour, to the specifics of circumstances and events that
could be potential sources of worsening. There is the daily quest tor control
of the known provoking agents. Enervating decisions must be made about
when to initiate or terminate an activity, when to move from baseline
medication to secondary drugs, and when to seek professional help. And all
this occurs in the context of active lives that are filled with the saine
pressures, vagaries, and exultations [ot]. ..normal living (1988: 4ï).

This intense bodily vigilance referred to by Mrs Adonis, and Mrs Abrahams and

her daughters, was culturally constituted inasmuch as these care-takers had to

"learn" how and what to perceive with their own bodies, while also giving

attention to the bodies of others, that is those of the sufferer and of each other.

Both Mrs Abrahams and Mrs Adonis said that they not only became extremely

alert to the bodies of their husbands and their own bodily' alarm', but would

immediately perceive it in their children as well. Mrs Abrahams would need only to

enter the room where one of her daughters was, and she would know at once that

something was "wrong" with her husband again. Kleinman stressed that:

When Mrs Abrahams and Mrs Adonis referred to seeing, looking at, watching

and reading their husbands' bodies, they were not simply alluding to a disembodied

'gaze'. Like the nursing staff in the hospital, they were rather employing their

habitus, a socially accumulated bodily technique (Mauss, 1973). These 'faculties'

were learned and emulated, and were customary, efficacious and competent. They

changed between certain groupings, settings and attitudes. The women were also
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perceiving their husbands' 'signs' through the bodily senses of touch and smell, and

not only sight. They were attending 'to' and 'with' their bodies, to the bodies of-

their husbands (and close family members) in shared intersubjective surroundings.

It entailed a culturally elaborated, sensory semiosis of the signs, positions and

movements of the bodies of others.

For me this was reminiscent ofa "turning toward" (Schutz, 1970:316), or

engaging in a bodily sense "in surroundings that include the embodied presence of

others" (Csordas, 1986: 137). Csordas (1986), drawing on Merleau-Ponty (1962,

1964), Mauss (1973) and Bourdieu (1977, 1984), referred to such culturally

elaborated sensory engagement, of both attending to and with the body, as somatic

modes of attention. Earlier Merleau-Ponty (1964: 25) suggested that, rather than

starting with constituted objects, analysis should commence with the pre-objective

act of perception. He acknowledged that perception was nevertheless embedded in

a cultural world and that the pre-objective did not intimate a "pre-cultural." He

also conceded that his own work did not clarify the stages between perception and

distinctive cultural and historical analysis. Csordas (1986: 137) argues that it is

useful to "reintroduce Bourdieu's emphasis on the socially informed body as the

ground of collective lite" at the point where Merleau-Ponty left off. Bourdieu

(1977, 1990) developed the notion of practice, or practical "wisdom" as culturally

encoded in or on the body through habitual repetition, and Csordas holds that it is

"analcgous to and congruent with Merleau-Ponty's analysis in the Held of

perception. Csordas argues that a combination of Bourdieu's comprehension of

the "habitus" as an almost instinctive co-ordination of practices, with Merleau-

Ponty's concept of the "pre-objective", intimates that embodiment does not have
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to be limited to the personal or dyadic micro-analysis conventionally identitied with

phenomenology, but is pertinent also to social collectivities. It was equally

intersubjective and included the embodied presence of others. A mode of attention

signified an object, as well as a perceptual encounter. Thus to attend to a corporeal

sensation did not merely involve the consideration of the body as an isolated

object, but the body's position in the world as well. A bodily sensation

consequently engaged something of the world too.

As in the case of their chronically ill spouses, the taken-tor-granted notions of

time and space became increasingly indeterminate in the lives of the Adonis and

Abrahams families. Spatial and temporal arrangements and experiences became

largely circumscribed and controlled by the body and illness of one of its members,

like the care-takers of stroke patients. This was most acute tor the two wives

involved. They could never be late with meals, almost never leave their husbands

unattended, and they had carefully to scrutinise them tor any signs of a change in

their blood sugar levels. The vigil was as intense as caring tor an infant, if not more

so.

Accordingly Mrs Adonis' everyday experience came to resemble times of

apparent normality interspersed with crises and eventually she resigned trom her

work. Like her husband, the lite trajectory she had anticipated tor herself was

transformed. Her husband's sickness "impacted' on her lite in multiple ways, and

her 'rear time and experiential time became unsynchronised, interrupted or it

simply "fled by." The rhythms of her lite and even her body had to yield to that of

her husband. She had to "move with him all the time." Space closed in on her as

her husband's illness "hemmed' her in, made her so tired she could "not go any
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further." "His life, his sickness" had become "the boundaries of my life."

That chair became my world Outside, things were happening, things went
on. On that chair my life stoppedfor a while. People came to visit but [Mr
Abrahamsj was always so depressed or unpleasant thai even the family did
not come so much anymore. When 1went home, it was winter, it was
sometimes already dark. 1 spent days inside those curtains [ofhis hospital
bed).

After Mr Abrahams' left leg was amputated he was hospitalized tor two months-

as a result of various complications. He was abusive to hospital staff and they had

informed his wife that she had to stay with him or take him home. Frightened and

unsure, she, her daughters and other family members decided to let him remain in

hospital. This kind of 'incarceration' was accordingly not only a result of the gaze

and surveillance; family played a very complex role in it and at times co-operated in

this respect with the institution.

Mrs Abrahams took leave trom her work and tried to spend "every moment"

with her husband. She woke up in the morning, dressed, made breakfast, saw her

younger daughters off to school and tended to her invalid mother. Then she went

to the hospital at visiting time and sat in a chair next to his bed "forever."

According to her:

She kept the curtains drawn if possible, because new nursing staff were not

always aware that she was spending so much time in the hospital while the head

nurse "looked the other way" (kyk deur die vingers). When staff came to make her

husband's bed, to give him medication and so on, she would "quietly disappear"

(stilletjies wegraak). Not wanting to draw unnecessary attention to herself, she

brought very little with her each day and tried to "make myselfso tiny, invisible."

When a different registrar rotated to the ward, he initially insisted that she should
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not spend so much time outside visiting hours with her husband. Mr. Abrahams

had to be restrained after a few days and the head nurse told his wife that she could

stay with him again. After that she "really made myself thin" (het myselteers dun

gehou), especially when the curtains were open. Thus her very bodiliness, and the

space within which she moved, was condensed. She would physically "puit' herself

"in", sitting up straight, elbows tucked in, legs folded sideways and feet bent in

When he got sick, 1 had to stop working. He would simply not eat and go
into a coma when J was not there. 1was not ready to stop working, but he
phoned from home all the time. He had these terrible allergic reactions for
all kinds of things and his mouth and throat would swell so badly he would
not be able to breathe. Then J would have to rush home. 1had to decide, 1
could not go on like that, my employer gotfed up. J was very angry and it
took me a long time to accept that 1 had to give up my life like that. 1felt a
part of my life had been lost where 1could have made a contribution..

under the chair. Sometimes she telt so out of place that she remained in the chair,

not daring to move, even if she was thirsty, tired, hungry, or wanted to go to the

toilet. Even time lost its structure. Her lack of mobility and confinement, her sense

of being 'out of place' in the hospital as well as her decreasing contact with the

'outside' made her teel apprehensive and vulnerable, as if the external had become

more threatening. The shrinkage in spatiality diminished her' as well. A similar

compression of space happened for Mrs Adonis:

He had taken "over my whole life", making her feel as ifthere was "no comer of

my life any more completely mine"(Mrs Adonis). Although not physically

debilitated, and being supported by her married children and family, Mrs Adonis'

life had also been delimited and compromised by her husband's illness. Whereas

before she had constructed herself as an independent individual, she had had these

margins eroded, her own body increasingly fused with the rhythms of those of her
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husband (see Kaufman, 1988).

vii. Eating bitterness

Like many other diabetic patients whom I interviewed, Mr Adonis and Mr

Abrahams chafed against the dietary restrictions that they had to observe not only

in hospital, but also in their private lives. This was especially so in situations where

they were eating with others, in the sense of the shared experience of breaking

bread. Comménsality had deep social and familial connotations and symbolised not

only the sharing of sustenance but also fellowship, support, hospitality and caring.

Having to refrain trom eating certain foods in such a social setting was experienced

as "not being able to eat" (Mr Abrahams) and "having to watch them (others) eat"

(Mr Adonis), rather than as observing one's diet (Cohen, et al: 62). Itwas an

exclusion which demarcated outsider status. For NIr Abrahams the dietary

stipulations were especially painful when the meal had been prepared by loved ones

or friends for a special occasion. Being "full of nonsense" about food, or refusing

to eat "all that tasty (Iekkerl food' was perceived as being rude, ungracious and

offensive to not only the person(s) who had prepared it, but also to the other

relatives of the cook(s). Rather than offending (in die gesig vat) the relationship

symbolised by the preparation and sharing of such a meal, Mr Abrahams diverted

from his diet and increased his insulin intake. Another diabetic, Mrs Pokpas, said

that she sometimes starved herself to the point of becorning hypoglycaemie to

enable her to eat what others had prepared, especially when it was a family or

social meeting.

Special occasions were inevitably marked by the consumption of sweets-

pudding, koeksisters, melktert, cakes and sweetmeats. Offering sweetness to
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visitors, friends and loved ones was common practice. Sugar was also commonly

usedin vegetable dishes such as peas, pumpkin, sweet potato, carrots and such". -

What intrigued me was an often expressed notion that sweetness had to be

balanced by bitterness. Mr Abrahams' mother also "had sugar", apparently a mild

form of non-insulin dependent diabetes (Type II), which she was supposed to

control with diet and exercise. Yet she reported that she gave little attention to her

condition, only avoiding "too much sweetness" and when she indulged in

"sweetnesses" (soetigheid;ies), she attempted to balance the excess of "sugar" by

taking some bitter aloe (bitter als) or "bitters" (Mrs Abrahams Snr). The necessity

to balance sweetness with bitter was mentioned by most of the diabetics I

interviewed. Almost all of them stressed the necessity to balance the intake of

sweets with that of bitter - these could include so-called 'Dutch medicines' such as

Lewensessens, Bitterdruppels, Wonderkroon Essens and Essens Amara. Also

reportedly good for diabetes was Timjan (a mixture of alcohol, aloe and other

herbs which could be bought only in liquor stores). One respondent, the insulin

dependent Mr Rammies, gave up his insulin at the end of 1998 and proclaimed

himself cured as a result of the latter medication. Plants used for self treatment of

diabetes included Bitterbossie, Bitteralwyn (Aloe soccotrina), Wildeals (Artemisia

afra) , Bitterpapat (Kedrostis nana) , Buchu (Agathosma), Klipdagga (Leonitus

leonitus) and Wildedagga (Leonitus leonurus) (see also Charlton, Wolmarans et al,

1995).

The linkage between sweetness and bitterness had wider societal connotations

and were often represented as somehow linked. In the case of Xhosa-speakers in

the Western Cape, Guma (1998: 1-5) argued that the use of the aloe plant (ikhala)
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also expressed aspects of social relations, "including ideas about the essence of

social life." The bitterness did not only have healing and emetic qualities, but was

.equally associated with "the realities of life." Accordingly, aloes, like gall, were

To make sense of the inevitability of using bitterness to restore health, of

used to "restore a state of well-being in many directions." In my study, re-

spondents opined that "bitterness in the mouth heals the heart" (bitter in die mond

maak die hart gesond), or ''from lots of laughter comes lots of tears" (van baie lag

kom lekker tjank) (Mrs Abrahams Snr ), and "our bitterness is our strength, our

strength is bitter" (Mr Pokpas). Life meant having "to take the bitter and the.
sweet" (Mrs Kouter), balancing the one with the other. The interconnectedness

between sweetness and bitterness, happiness and suffering was expressed in other

ways. Many caring relationships, between parents and children, husband and wife

or between lovers, involved such notions of sweetness, happiness, healing,

goodness, caring or love being interlinked with bitterness, hurt, and suffering.

Children had to "learn" to expect that life could be bitter (gg_l) or full of "bad

things" (slegte dinge). Love relationships, be they between parent and child,

husband and wife, partners or friends, were often marked by episodes of anger,

viciousness, and violence. Thus striking or physically hurting a child or a partner

was regularly presented as the reverse-side of love.

bitterness following on! cancelling sweet, harshness being related to good, these

notions had to be situated within the South African context and in the experience

of people living on the Cape Flats. I do not think this close interconnectedness

would necessarily always make sense outside the particular circumstances of South

Africa, or even this specific area. Peoples' stories of their lives were shot through
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with a perpetual experience of a previously existing notion of community, of

joyfulness going hand-in-hand with adversity, forced removals, state,

neighbourhood and family violence. It is not a coincidence that in the Western

Cape, diabetes and tuberculosis was most prevalent amongst the 'Coloured'

communities on the Cape Flats. According to Scheder (1988) there is a world-wide

increase in the prevalence of diabetes in socio-economically disadvantaged groups.

It has also been indicated that Type II diabetes mellitus might be precipitated or

exacerbated by stress, loss, anxiety, separation and other psycho-social factors

such as adjustment to rapid change. I am consequently trying to argue that the

often expressed notion that sweetness was always linked to bitterness, probably

had its origins in a wider political and social experience where good and bad could

often be different sides of the same thing. Taking bitterness when suftering from

too much sweetness did not only restore the balance in the body, but was

representative of 'the realities of lite' .

Conclusions

In this chapter I focused on the subjective experience of illness and showed that

even this lived reality could never be completely dissociated from the political. As

much as experience was lived, it was also informed by and acted upon through

medical discourse and practice. While Messrs Adonis and Abrahams and their

respective wives acquired new habitus in relation to sickness and care, the ways in

which they did this always intersecred with the ~ays in which they telt themselves

constructed and objectified through the medical gaze. I also showed that ultimately

the medicalised version of their illness was not adequate to describe what they

were experiencing. The sick men also drew on other socially informed under-
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standings of sweetness and bitterness which in turn, impacted on their adherence to

their medical regimens.

Chapter X returns to the theme of the body in hospitalisation in a period of

transformation where I show that health care policy and institutional discourses

constructed chronic illness in particular ways which, in turn, impacted on the

patients' experience of repeated interactions with it and led to resistance. I argue

that the ways in which the institution disembodied the patient was paralleled in the

instrumentalisation of their bodies by Messrs Adonis and Abrahams and eventually

resulted in their deaths. I also show that for some patients the institution became a

source of survival to which they often sought repeated access.
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CHAPTER X

THE EXPERlENCE OF HOSPITALIZATION AND THE CLINICAL

ENCOUNTER

Introduction

In a period of transformation and upheaval in the health care system, health

service providers tended to approach patient compliance or adherence to medical

regimens from the triple perspective of medical rationality, individual risk

assessment, and the expenditure of resources, with certain criteria predominating

over others'. Normative discourses had legitimacy in the hospital and many of the

participants in the institutional encounter became familiar with them, mastering

basic levels of communication and/or negotiation of information. This was

deployed by patients to counter the power of the ubiquitous nursing staff and the

final arbiters, the medical practitioners.

For a number of patients the process of generating such norms and descriptions

resulted in feelings of disembodiment. When they were assessed as disorderly,

usually when they were not compliant, being unwilling to follow their diets, or

whenthey rejected the knowledge and authority of the hospital, the medical staff

developed a representation of such patients as transgressive. This medically-

mediated construction of a patient as transgressive often transcended one particular

period, being rather the cumulative categorisation of several hospital stays.

In this continuation of Chapter IX, I argue that a patient's resistance and a

construction of the resistant patient as deviant extended outside the hospital and

into the wider health care setting. Previously I stated that not only did doctors and

297
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nurses manipulate the bodies of patients, but patients used the very disembodiment

which the institution imposed on them to create a form of resistance. Individual -

cases are recalled to illustrate that this kind of resistance initially was of a social

nature but sometimes stretched to the point of physical death.

Being hospitalised

When I met Mr Abrahams (Chapters VIII, IX), he had been institutionalised

after becomirtg comatose as a result of an insulin reaction (hypoglycaemia). When

admitted to the ward he was severely ill, "confused and unresponsive" (Sister

Kantor). Four days later, his bronchitis and his blood sugar were under control

again. He was in a wheelchair because his first right leg and then his left leg had

been amputated. When I interviewed him, his wife and one of his three daughters

in the hospital, Mr Abrahams complained about pain in his (amputated) leg.

Initially he was assessed by a psychiatrist, who said that he was "in denial" and

that there was "nothing wrong (medically) with him" (Ms Abrahams). According

to his daughter, her father's illness was "turning our lives back to front (draai ons

wêreld agterstevoor), but the doctors said he isfine (medically) now."

The most difficult times were when he was hospitalised. He continuously ripped

the intravenous drip from his arm and tried to manoeuvre himself over the bars

around his bed" Fearing that he might fall and hurt himself, the nurses put

restraints on him. He lay in bed shouting at them to "untie" him (maak my los). At

times he tried to persuade other patients to loosen his restraints, find his wheelchair

and help him to leave. When his family came to visit him, he begged them to take

him home. Once he reduced his daughter to tears.
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we cannot deny the phenomenological insight on which his assertion is
based: the idea that we both are and have bodies and that we think and act
with and through our corporeal selves. Rather than an inert, dead weight
attached to a lively and nomadic "mind," we have come to understand the
body as an active, communicative agent of the self: imbued with its own
wisdom, intentionality, and language (1991: 409).

Like Mr Abrahams, Mr Adonis was a 'difficult' patient. He hated "that place"

(the ~hospital) and fought efforts to take him to hospital or to leave him there. Once

inside, he proceeded to make his wife's life "bitter" (gal maak). He held onto her

and begged her not to leave. After spending a night in the ward he repeatedly

telephoned her early in the morning and asked her to come and collect him.

Eventually the nursing staff refused to allow him to use the telephone and he

requested other patients to call his wife on his behalf. To resist, "to cope", Mrs

Adonis had to "be hard' and "walk away."

Thus the Adonis and Abrahams families, and particularly the two men who were

frequently hospitalised, eventually "learned the ways of surviving the hospital'

(Mr Abrahams). They learned how to behave as patients, how to display their

sickness in such a way that health care staff and care givers could make sense of it.

This learning was reminiscent of Mauss' (1935) concept of body techniques that

involves the totality of uses of the body in society in accordance with cultural

patterns. With reference to Mauss' insight, Scheper-Hughes & Lock write:

The role which family played in the narration and translation of the ailments of

their loved ones to State sector health care service providers cannot be over-

stressed. Even when patients like Mr Njobe and Mr Galant (Chapter lV) made

their first contact with medical and nursing staff, their kin were speaking for them.

The family often presented the bodies of their sick members to the health care
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givers for treatment. Such 'presentations' were performed in ways which they

hoped would draw the focus of medicine to them (the sick). In the tense initial

encounters, some waited mutely, others begged in their effort to impress on the

as usual, nothing different. But as soon as the nurse or doctor comes, it
becomes silence. He becomes a doll (Mrs Abrahams).

doctors and nurses the extreme urgency of the loved one's affliction. Some family

members cried, threatened or abused staff in the most expressive language they

could muster. In time, having learned the language of medicine, they often stressed

the physical indicators which engaged medical attention in such chronic diseases as

insulin-dependent diabetes, ketoacidocis or hypoglycaemia. According to Mrs

Abrahams they quickly learned:

to talk medicine. 1give them a quick once-over, that he is diabetic,
hypoglycaemie, what he uses, sweating, heart is very Jast, he's already
slurring. They understand what 1am getting at.

Disembodiment

In their frequent encounters with the health care system both Mr Abrahams and

Mr Adonis were disruptive of hospital protocols, while simultaneously becoming

almost mute and unresponsive in interactions. They conversed and/or complained

to their family, but became silent in the presence of medicine and the health

services. It is my contention that they were performing a specific medicalised

subjecthood. While engaging with their kin, they spoke:

Both men moved into performances of both medicalisation and resistance. As with

Mr Abrahams' hiding under the blankets (Chapter IX) they were using their bodies

and silence to construct subject positions for themselves in relation to the health

care providers. By disembodying and objectifying themselves from the health care

services, they were 'creating' silence, 'staging' it in order to convey messages to
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them.

I~_the hospital and health care services, administrative and institutional processes

of medical treatment converged. Within the institutional framework medical

treatment had to be organised in particular ways to be efticacious. Yet not all of

this organisation correlated with medical issues or medical treatment. Some, like

the seclusion of Mr. Mzwane and Mrs Williams (Chapter VIII), were related to

administrative and practical necessity. Patients who became 'inmates' of the

institution for a while thus often perceived and experienced their medical treatment

through the protocols of institutional power. Throughout the research patients and

their families stressed the loss or lowering of agency they experienced when

engaging with the services. This was in part the result of their illness, but also of

being 'other' to the institution as well as 'outsiders' in the sense that they lacked

the expert knowledge of medical discourse. They were neither the purveyors nor

the agents of that discourse and this in turn impacted on their agency.

I am not arguing that they were completely powerless but rather that their

agency was relatively low and difficult to sustain for any length of time. Resistance

appeared and disappeared, as when Mrs Adonis defied hospital rules by staying

with her husband, but made herself "tiny." She was thus indicating that she had

very little agency or presence in that particular setting. Consequently the institu-

tional space only allowed for certain kinds of subjecthood and not for others. It

was not particularly difficult or strange to be an 'other' or to be disempowered in

the hospital. As a result, health care users' perceptions of what medicine was all

about was often disjunctive with the medical aim of self surveillance and care.
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As a result of patient load, lack of stan: resources and finances medical staff

oft~~ honed in on the physical malady and discarded everything else as unimpor- -

tant. In my first encounter with Mr Abrahams, he often returned to his complaint

of pain in his leg. As indicated earlier, the medical staff referred to this as

"phantom" (Chapter VIII), that is the imagined pain of a phantom limb which was

located in his mind. By extension this imaginary sensation was constructed as a

manifestation -of his unwillingness to come to terms with his changed circumstances

and his loss. His inability to accept it, gradually became pathologised into a

psychological condition which had to be treated with anti-depressants. To his

family, the medical staff's use of the term "phantom pains" served to discount his

lived reality since a phantasm could not be factual or material. Mr Abrahams was

expressing a sense of being haunted by the spectre of his dead and gone limbs, of

his altered sense of personhood, his identity and his masculinity. According to

l\!lurphy (1990: 99) the amputee "is missing more than a limb. He is also missing

one of his conceptual links to the world, an anchor to his very existence." Mr.

Abrahams' pain was a display of his enduring anger and discomfort with the

contraction of not only his mobility, but his capability to act and his 'standing'.

Whereas before he had never given a thought to his ability to walk, the loss of his

legs had become a "Presence" (Murphy, 1990: 104) from which he would never

again escape. Thus the localised pain in his legs seemed to constantly draw his

attention back to his body. Because the doctors had told his family that his pain

was largely imagined, they did not know how to deal with it at home and always

tried to turn his attention away from it endeavouring to make light of it.
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Both Mr Abrahams and Mr Adonis became very distressed when they talked

about the way in which they sometimes encountered the health care system.

someiimes he will start to fight immediately, sometimes he will be subdued
YOll never know what to expect when he comes to. It is never the same"
(Mrs Adonis).

Having lost consciousness, lying in a bed, on the floor, or in an ambulance, meant

to be reduced in the social hierarchy. The healthy were standing up, or bending

over one, whilst the sufferer was induced into the alienating space of the health

care system. According to Toombs (1995: 15) mobility, or the lack of it, has great

meaning in chronic illness. To sit or lie down is to order space, thus conferring on

it different political meanings in relation to social hierarchies. 'Being "unbalanced"

and "off-balance" is to be vulnerable within the world'. Honkasalo(1998:37), in

turn, points out that space shrinks tor the chronically ill and "one can also teel the

self-diminishing along with the space and the body." Being chronically ill subverted

the quality and attributes of spaces in these men's lives. Having hypoglycaemie

incidents in the home, in the bedroom, brought potentially disruptive elements into

these sate spaces. Over time the health care spaces took on a loathed familiarity. In

the end the sufterers had a sense of nowhere being "at home" anymore (NIr

Abrahams).

The distortion of space (and time) was especially acute after hypoglycaemie

comas when neither Mr Adonis nor Mr Abrahams knew "where 1 was" (Mr

Adonis). Sometimes they regained consciousness at home, surrounded by the

ambulance crew. At other times it was in the ambulance or in hospital. Wherever

they regained their senses, there were strange faces around them. In the case ofMr

Adonis:
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Being chronically ill, hypoglaecemic or ketoacidotic and being institutionalised

resulted in a liminal experience of estrangement from the body. Everyday routines

were disrupted both through hospitalisation and the effects of the disease itself As

this panoply of activities takes up the interest and energy of the social
network too, so that with time, frustrating resentment and exasperation
spread to others. And behind the frenetic activity and worry and uncertainty
looms the threat of awful complications and untimely death (Kleinman,
1988: 46).

indicated earlier, entering into the institution also involved a divestiture of the self

and of self-estrangement through the restructuring or disruption of their habitus.

For many of the patients, hospitalisation was alienating and liminal.

Even outside the hospital, difticulties abounded. Sometimes medication and

complications from treatment had unpleasant and disturbing side-effects, Not

always satistied with their medical regimens, the chronically ill sought other

sources of treatment. Their relationship with health care workers was at times

fraught with misunderstandings, resentment and contestation. Ultimately in the

ongoing search tor improvement:

Mr Adonis suffered from depression, which eventually became "uncontrollable"

(Mrs Adonis). His wife first tried to persuade him to allow himself to be admitted

to Stikland, a psychiatric hospital, tor extensive treatment but he refused. She then

sought help at the tertiary hospital at "a special section where they treat people

with depression." Although Mr Adonis eventually accompanied her there he did

"not-listen to the doctor or the psychiatrist. " In his subsequent encounters with the

health care system, his wife became "the person in the middle" who had to convey

to him what "they" said and wanted. She then relayed her husband's response back

to them. She went to each session with him. Eventually, he did not go anywhere
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go with him and fulfill this role and then give him feedback, but nol all at
the same time, bit-by-bit. Sometimes he would reject Uand sometimes he
would respond.

without her. She had to be there, particularly when he was interacting with "the

health people" (Mrs Adonis). Mr Adonis simply ignored them and expected his _.

wife to answer their questions, "to listen to them" and then to "feed it back to him

carefully and gradually." Not only did he not: "accept their authority", he created

"a barrier for himself. he just cut them off, will not say a thing. They could do all

the tests, but 1 did the talking." Then Mrs Adonis had to:

Like Mr Abrahams, Mr Adonis was not just holding on to his body, or reasserting

the unity of body and self in that space, he was performing his sense of

disembodiment and his lack of agency to the health care system. In a sense he was

also performing a kind of 'social' death, an amputation of himself from interaction

with them. He turned himself into a body for their scrutiny.

At this point I wish to return to the narration of illness and stress that when

sufferers and their families attempted to convey their illness and its experience to

me, it was always in the aftermath of social divestiture and institutionalisation.

What was narrated was a subjectivity which originated in illness and the experience

of being hospitalised. The subjectivity which was narrated was both the recipient

and the consequence of the illness and of being institutionalised. This experience

(illness and institutionalisation) was the source or origin from which the self, the

subject, the personhood was narrated. If then institutional identity-or agency was

produced in a process of narration, it was also possibly the reason why some

people descended into silence. For them there either was no self/subjecthoed that

illness could narrate and they opted for a kind of social death, or the subjecthood
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which emerged from the institutionalisation was also produced in antagonism to

medical intervention. As indicated in Chapter IX, the naming of the illness often -

narratively precipitated or produced the new subjectivity of being a chronically ill

person, a diabetic.

In the last months before their deaths both Messrs Abrahams and Adonis

became increasingly resistant to following their medical regimens. Both men said

that they had "had enough" and "do not want to go on" and "could just

disappear." Mrs Abrahams was convinced that her husband "is so angry, he wants

to die", while Mrs Adonis was convinced that he "had decided to die. He did not

want to go blind. He decided he had come to the end."

In this thesis I have argued that compulsory visibility was a component both of

the panopticon and of the clinic. One way to resist institutionalisation was to

performatively remove oneself trom the circuits of compulsory visibility by hiding

under the blankets. I also argued that this was a performance of disembodiment.

Similarly, resistance to medical treatment, saying 'I am going to die' was a form of

voluntary disembodiment. Both Messrs Abrahams and Adonis were removing

themselves trom the institutional reach and control. Rather than holding on, they

were detaching themselves trom their bodies as the institution tended to do. By

doing so they made it easier to manipulate their own bodies.

Rather than waiting until "my body slowly becomes totally decrepit' (Mr

Abrahams) both men seemed increasingly to disassociate themselves trom their

bodies and slowly started to "shut it all off:" Ultimately the excess of sweetness in

their bodies resulted in the bitterness of death. It was a form of instrumentalisation

of the body and a way of controlling their own trajectory towards death, of turning
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the potential for a 'bad' (bitter) death through increasing dependence and infirmity,

into Jl 'good' (sweet) death.

Medical constructions of risk

In social science theory selthood has often been constructed as if not

somehow congruous, consistent and unitary, then as at least striving tor

coherence (Eckerman, 1997; Giddens, 1991). As Douglas (1992) points out,

such an individualised selfis also perceived as risk-averse and as making rational

choices based on self-interest. A similar understanding apparently informed the

notion of risk and prevention among medical and nursing staff with whom

patients like Messrs Adonis and Abrahams engaged both inside and outside the

hospital.

At national level, the White Paper tor the Transformation ofthe Health

System in South Africa' mapped out the changes in the health sector towards

achieving 'Health tor All'. This approach drew on the targets ofthe World

Health Organization and included global goals such as health equity, survival,

the reversal of global trends of five major pandemics", the eradication and

elimination of certain diseases', as well as improved access to water, sanitation,

food and shelter. Other targets included the development, implementation and

monitoring of measures to promote health and 'Health tor All' policies. Equally

important was the improvement of access to comprehensive, essential and

quality care, the implementation of global-and national health information and

surveillance systems, as well as support tor research tor health (Health Systems

Trust, 1998:9/'
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The notion of risk had accordingly, as in many developed countries, widened

from the 'at risk' individual to a combination of risk factors and/or behaviours

which had to be anticipated, prevented, improved, regulated and irradicated.

This kind of approach has been linked to the emergence of specific societies

where new forms of government are perceived to operate, not so much through

control or interventionism, but through market regulation and the concomitant

development of notions of rational self surveillance and conduct by the

governed. The management of risk was thus distributed throughout the social

body. Simultaneously new ways of intervening in the private aspects of live

were created (see Petersen, 1997).

In the case of South Africa, one example was the government's initial efforts

to control smoking even in the private home (ifit was also a workplace). There

was an ongoing tension in the government's increased tendency to not only

medicalise many formerly 'social' problems, such as violence and alcohol abuse,

but also to regulate, tor instance, the geographical distribution of available

technology in both public and private health care'. In this country, health care

givers were informed by the above approaches to risk (individual and social),

while also taking cognisance of epidemiological studies which indicated 'at risk'

groups, such as 'Coloureds' in the Western Cape tor hypertension, diabetes,

tuberculosis, smoking, toetal alcohol syndrome and trauma (often associated

with alcohol abuse)". In their interaction with diabetic clients/patients especially,

health care staff stressed strict adherence to medical regimens and the good

control of blood glucose levels. They tended to focus on the records that

sufterers (or their families) kept of blood sugar levels, other pathophysiological
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indicators and measurements, the need to lose weight, to exercise, to stop smoking

or tg take medication. In terms of the optical regime, these health care givers

formed part of the centre where the established 'truths', the knowledge, safety risks,

preventive strategies and such were constructed and ranked (see Douglas, 1992). It

was here, at the centre of the political and social body, where policy decisions were

implemented and discourses which constructed non-compliant and thus

transgressive bodies, circulated and had salience. Referring to theories concerning

risk-taking behaviour in relation to AIDS, Douglas argues that:

Here the authority of the established professions is accepted, and also the
ranking generated within them ... The centre faithfully models its knowledge
of safety in hygiene and diet on what it understands to be their considered
position (1992: 107).

The vast majority of the sick included in this study were on the margins of the social

and political body as envisaged in the notion of the "New South Africa." They did not

necessarily accept the truths of the centre, which did not always conform to their own

everyday experience. Once more, it was at the periphery of the panoptical gaze that

disillusion with the health care services and resistance was manifested. Outside the

health care system, and even in the hospital, both Messrs Abrahams and Adonis

complained bitterly to me about the health care staff and the services in general. They

had to attend diabetes clinics, for which appointments were made for them. However,

even when they arrived for a clinic at 06hOO,they often waited until 12hOOor 13hOO

before staff attended to them. Depending on work pressure on the staff, or whether

their blood sugar was 'up' or 'fine' the staffs attitude and the way they treated them

often oscillated between extremes.
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Sometimes staff were civil and co-operative. They took time and trouble to assist

the t;vo men and their families. Just as often they (staff) scolded. The men were _.

supposed to adhere to their diet, yet in the clinic the staffwould often "treat me like a

child"(Mr Abrahams) or they "would go on and on about my wasting their time and

violated by practitioners, betrayed by biomedicine. And that enervating and
deeply angering sensibility carries over into their family and work setlings
(Kleinman, 1995: 123).

money and then they would boss me around (hiet en gebied) and speak to me like I

am dumb (onnosel)" (Mr Adonis).

In their interactions with Mr Adonis medical staff emphasised the pathophysio-

logical aspects and problems of his illness. While both men were very aware that they

could never be "cured", the medical staff stressed their potential for having a ''ful!

life" (Dr Moosa). IfMr Adonis was more compliant his ''problems'' would

presumably lessen as well. The health care givers emphasised the possible

complications, the changes in eyesight, reduced circulation and almost inevitably

ascribed his resistance and depression to physiological and behavioural disorder. Mr

Adonis in tum, was referring to the ways in which his illness had influenced his social

standing, his independence, sense of personhood and relationships with others. For

him it was part of his everyday lived experience while for the health care givers it was

a potentially life-threatening condition which could and should be controlled. Mr

Adonis' experience of illness and distress was delegitimated and negated by health

care givers. Like the sufferers from chronic pain described by Kleinman (1995), the

two men felt:
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Thus the meaning attached by medical personnel and patient to illness episodes, -

were often at odds with each other.

Ultimately seriously chronically ill patients and their families had to cope with a

sickness on a day-ta-day basis interspersed with many episodes of decline and

concomitant dread. Sometimes they improved, at other times their condition

worsened. SQIDeof the complications they experienced could have been avoided,

others not. According to Kleinman (1988:46): 'The treatment of chronic illness

brings added difficulties." These include substantial expenses, spending large

blocks of time travelling to and from clinics, waiting to undergo laboratory tests, to

see the doctor, dietician, registered nurse or lying in hospital beds.

Time is .. dissipated prodigally in special treatment regimens that can
interfere significantly with diet, life style, recreation, and the otherwise
taken for granted activities of daily living (Kleinman, 1988: 46).

Symptoms, problems and enquiries must be explained or answered over and over

again for different administrative staff nurses and doctors.

All are exhausting. They create frustration, irritability, and not infrequently
a ... rebelliousness that periodically explodes into open revolt (Kleinman,
1988: 46)

When patients and kin 'use' the system

Although my study gave a great deal of attention to forms of resistance within

and to the health care services and the gaze, I wish to stress that, although

indubitably traumatic, hospitalisation was not always a contested experience tor

everyone. Many of the patients and those who had not been institutionalised

before, in particular, were grateful to be alive or to be recovering their health. In

the hospital at least, the majority of the patients were as compliant as possible.

Some were in awe of the knowledge and power of the health care staff and parti-
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cularly that of the doctors and had few or no complaints. A number of chronically ill

patients even came to the wards afterwards to thank staff or to visit them.

Most of the patients were supported by kin and friends who visited them in hospital

or who stayed with them when they were critically ill. Yet there were a number of

'African' patients who largely went through the hospitalisation experience alone. One

of them, Mr Zotwana, epitomised the patient who was defiant while institutionalised.

I met him on the second day of my research. He never had visitors except on one

occasion, when his uncle travelled 700 kilometres from Port Elizabeth in the Eastern

Cape to see him over the weekend. Mr Zotwana was a construction worker who had

been working in Somerset West when he was admitted to the hospital with pneumonia.

When I introduced myself to him, he had already been in the hospital for three weeks.

His face, legs and feet were very swollen as a result of oedema. According to a nurse his

scrotum was also enlarged and they had raised the foot ofhis bed higher than the head.

He had drains in his groin, which had become infected on one side and various drips in

his arms. According to the consultant he "presented a puzzle." They ran a series of tests

but were unable to establish what the problem was. Increasingly invasive tests were

done on him. Once, when an intern was taking a variety of samples from him, Mr

Zotswana shouted at him to : "go away, leave me alone, you want to kill me." And when

the intern protested that they were just "trying tofind out what the matter with you", Mr

Zotwana reiterated: "You will not stop, just to know." The intern was deeply upset

afterwards. He told me he could hardly bear to work with Mr Zotwana who "had

already endured so much, we have caused him so much pain, but still we don't know."
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Like Messrs Adonis, Abrahams and their families, the intern, registrar and consultant

One cou1d read Foucault's descriptions of the hospital and medical practice, as
well as much medical anthropology, with little sense of the moral and
soteriological core of the experience that is present, present for the ill and their
families, present as an underlying assumption of those who enter the profession,
present among physicians and their patients confronting life-threatening
conditions, and present too within the routinized practices through which objects
of medical care are constructed so that they can treated medically... Medical
knowledge is not only a medium of perception, a "gaze", as one might take from
Foucault. It is a medium of experience, a mode of engagement with the world. It
is a dialogical medium, one of encounter, interpretation, conflict, and at times
transformation (1994: 86).

involved were struggling to 'name' the malaise which plagued Mr Zotwana. In this

quest they were driven both by their search for 'truth' about the sickness, but were also

deeply concerned about the moral dimension of making people suffer, of doing a kind of

violence to their bodies and causing them pain. Yet they felt they had no choice. They

were responsible for Mr Zotwana's diagnosis and treatment and were thus, like him,

caught up in the drama ofhis illness. If they could give a name to the cause of his

suffering or if they could diagnose it, they would obtain the power to intervene and at

least assuage it, ifnot bring it under control. They were, as the intern said, trying to

"save" him. There were many doctors like him on the wards who wanted to "help", who

"cared" and wanted to "alleviate suffering and disease. " In the hospital the search for

healing, to 'save' the patient, could be long and agonising. According to Good:

Like in illness, medical practice and knowledge simultaneously involved inscription,

organisation and control, as well as the experiential, the habitus and notions of

personhood. All of these were constantly fluctuating and in ongoing tension with each

other. Ultimately medicine shaped our notions as what 'care' and 'healing' were

supposed to involve. Medicine was thus:
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deeply implicated in our contemporary image of what constitutes the suffering
from which we and others hope to be delivered and our culture's vision of the
means of redemption. In a civilization deeply committed to biological

.0- individualism, one in which spirit is ever more a residual category (Comaroff, _.
1985: 181), the maintenance ofhurnan life and the reduction of physical
suffering have become paramount. Health replaces salvation ... (Good, 1994:
106)

What struck me about Mr Zotwana was his ongoing anger and the fact that he seemed

be always to be in pain. When the nursing staff tried to move him to sit in a chair, he

always groaned and grimaced, biting his lips until they were grossly swollen. His arms
e

were covered with scars, some of which were oozing blood. In time he was diagnosed as

suffering from Type I diabetes and chronic renal failure. He had blood transfusions and

dialysis. Afterwards Mr Zotwana improved but he did not always cooperate with

nursing staff. He sometimes refused when they tried to weigh him. At times he would

not allow nurses to wash him. Sometimes he left his meal, which had been prepared

according to a special diet, imtouched.

Although nursing staffhad moved another Xhosa-speaking patient into the bed next to

his, Mr Zotwana seldom spoke to him, except when I asked him to translate for me.

Once, when I called the young man in the bed next to his "friend" Mr Zotwana corrected

me, saying: "He is not my friend We are in the hospital together." During this time Mr

Zotswana increasingly tried to persuade the registrar to allow him to go to "my place, I

must check my things, they must have thrown it out by now. I must get it and take it

somewhere to keep." The registrar refused, saying they still had to "do some tests." A

week later Mr Zotswana was finally transferred to a hospital in Somerset West. He was

supposed to go by ambulance on the Friday afternoon. By nine 0 clock in the morning

he was ready and waiting impatiently. When I finally left in the late afternoon he
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was still there. The Saturday morning when I arrived, Mr Zotswana was stillwaiting. -
.-

He was beside himself According to the nursing staff he asked them all the time when

When I arrived in the ward on the Monday Mr Zotwana was gone. I thought I would

the ambulance would come and they had requested that the registrar come and see him.

By tour o'clock the ambulance had still not arrived. Mr Zotswana was pacing up and

down in the ward. When the registrar came, Mr Zotswana seemed relieved but he was

informed that be would have to wait until the next day as the ambulances were too

busy. Mr Zotwana started to shout at the registrar and the nursing staff saying they

were just telling lies to keep him in the hospital to do more tests. A Xhosa-speaking

registered nurse, sister Dikweni, spoke to him and soothed him at length after the

registrar had told her to "either calm him down or give him valium, 1will not tolerate

this kind of behaviour in my ward"

never see him again, but the Thursday afternoon he suddenly appeared, standing

unobtrusively just inside the swing doors ofthe ward. After a while, one of the

registered nurses noticed him and said out loud: "Look, there's ... (she used his

Christian name), he's come to visit lis". Some ofthe nurses went to greet him, asking

him how he was and whether he had come tor dialysis. The following Thursday he

appeared again, as well as the Thursday after that. Every time he came to the hospital

tor dialysis he came up to the ward and waited tor staffto acknowledge him and to talk

to him. Once they noticed him, staff often walked over to him and told him how well he

looked and asked how he was doing. When I asked him why he came he said: "They

know my sickness, they understand" He said he might lose hisjob and "things where 1

live are not good, here they know." As staff started to change over fewer and fewer
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remembered him. When he came to the ward he stood in the entrance and spoke to me

tor awhile and then left. After a while he stopped coming.

Like many of the chronically ill, Mr Zotwana had become a career patient. While

in the hospital, he had been haunted by the outside, his concern about his

employment, his abode and his possessions. He rejected the institution in many

ways and did not concede to a friendship with a fellow patient, but only to a

community of'suffering. Inside the institution he had undergone a transformative,

traumatic and pain-tilled experience. Yet, once in the world outside, he was not

healed and had painfully to adjust to the reality of chronic illness. With the

exception of hospital staff nobody else had shared this with him or could

understand what the wider repercussions tor him would be. Because he had

frequently to return to Cape Town tor dialysis, he was in danger of losing his job

and had to rely on medical mediation to substantiate his claims to days off trom

work. Unlike many other chronically ill patients, Mr Zotwana was apparently only

able to narrate his experience of chronicity within the medical domain. It was in the

institutional setting that his story could find legitimation. On the outside he had to

go on as if "everything is the same, it is not easy."

As I stressed earlier, illness and hospitalisation had both an individual and a

social meaning, they involved both the sick and the family. In the case of stroke,

family members, and most often the females, had to take care of sufferers. Yet

sometimes stroke sufferers would to all intents be 'abandoned' to the health care

system. Once such example was Mrs April. She suffered right hemisphere brain

damage and was paralysed on the left side of her body. Initially her husband, sons

and daughters-in-law regularly visited her. One of the latter was supposed to look
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after her when she returned home. Once Mrs April's discharge became eminent, her

family ceased their visits. There followed a period of two weeks during which her case

was intensely discussed during social rounds (Appendix 6, Round 1). She had become

a 'problem' to be 'sorted out' as she was 'taking up' bed space and her family had to

'take responsibility' for her. When it became apparent that they were not willing to do

so, she was eventually admitted to a hospital where she could receive long-term care.

Only then did her family start to visit her again. She stayed in the hospital until her.
death about seven months later. Similarly, another patient, Mrs Vamuzonki, who also

suffered a debilitating stroke, was to all intents 'abandoned' by her family. After a fust

visit they never returned, telephoned or contacted the hospital. A similar discussion

about the necessity to 'empty' her bed ensued among staff (Appendix 5, Round 5) and

she was later transferred to a rehabilitation hospital where she eventually died. As in

the case ofMr Adonis, family members could thus also play rui important role in the

incarceration and even social death of ill kin.

Finally I wish to discuss some patients who 'worked' the health care system as a

form of survival. A rather straightforward example was Mr Liwani, who had been

admitted with asthma and pulmonary oedema. He was convinced that he was suffering

from "isidliso" (poison! bewitched matter causing illness). According to him the

"witehdoctor" had told him that a woman had poured it in his beer. He was

nevertheless compelled to stay in hospital because he had previously been absent from

work and his employers would dismiss him ifhe returned without a medical

certificate. After being discharged he continued his treatment with the "witchdoctor".

He said that he needed to "get the whole isidliso out." However, he could
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not get a medical certificate from an indigenous healer-and consequently needed, like

we know him, he knows he is not allowed here anymore, but he knows when
there are staff change-overs, that's when he tells them any story and he gets in.

Mr Zotwana, the legitimation of his condition by medicine. Another example was Mr

February, who was admitted with a severe asthma atttack. When he was brought to the

ward, a registered nurse told me that it:

was a mistake, they know [in admissions} that he should not be admitted. They

always get in with change-overs [of staff].

She told nursing staff to "keep an eye on him." The story ofMr February was

intriguing. He was also a chronic tuberculosis sufferer and entered the hospital in

fairly predictable cycles with asthma attacks. Apparently he 'presented' to the hospital

at intervals, usually when staff change-overs happened. According to the registered

nurse:

Mr February was discharged the next morning and warned not to come back. He had

a very subversive story to tell. He said he had induced his asthma attack. As the

registered nurse had pointed out, Mr February was very familiar with the routines of

the hospital. He said that "people who used their head! had brains (met verstand)"

could find out "all kinds of things", including where the linen was kept, how to make

telephone calls from offices, where the doctors kept their things. On the day he was

admitted, a consultant entered the ward (after having been on a long hike) and put his

camera bag down beside the bed of a patient he was asked to examine. The bag

disappeared and Mr February was apparently suspected, although no evidence was

available. For the staff who were familiar with him, he epitomised the patient who

'milked' the health care system. Like many of the patients I met, he suffered from
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chronic tuberculosis, which he had contracted years ago, but from which he was never

cured as he had not adhered to his treatment regimen. Mr February received a

disability allowance, which was a main source of income for his family. He informed

me that "some people" sold their tuberculosis medication as it could be smoked to

induce a feeling of well-being (gerook te raak)9.

The case ofMr February touched on many issues which were being discussed in

media and health circles between 1997 and 199910• Firstly, it was indicative of the
e

huge losses suffered by hospitals as a result of theft. According to the report of the

Auditor General to Parliament millions of rands had been lost as the result of the

disappearance of linen, pharmaceutical and other goods from hospitals in the Western

Cape in 1996-97 [I. Secondly, a growing number of relatively low level categories of

the sick who were viewed as not really 'legitimate' patients 'clogged up' the system.

Such people included mothers and children and non-compliant chronic patients who

presented at emergency units, especially at night and over weekends. As the entrance

to secondary and tertiary hospitals became more restricted, emergency and trauma

units had become the only entry points into hospitals. These units had become

contested areas which, particularly in times of crisis, were virtually under siege.

Thirdly, the prevalence of cases of multiple drug resistant tuberculosis in the

Western Cape was rising. The incidence of tuberculosis in the 'Coloured' population

had been increasing steadily from 390/100 000 in 1986 to 650/ 100 000 by 199312 • By

1998 it had dropped down to 538/100 000 for the whole of the Western Cape, yet was

still rising amongst 'Coloured' populations':'. This compared poorly with the national

prevalence of 271/100 000. As many of the tuberculosis sufferers had been sick
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for up to 10 years, the level of adherence to medical regimens was relatively low.

Apart from the side effects, such as nausea, mentioned by Mr February, his

subsequent responses seemed to indicate that, in a marginalised community where

unemployment was high, access to a disability grant could be important for the

survival of the whole family. Ifhe was cured, he would lose the grant, but would not

necessarily find a job, as he had been unemployed for years. At the same time, he was

not "really" ill anymore and functioned relatively normally. Mr February's tactics

were representative of the many coping mechanisms devised by people who had little

power, yet found a multitude of ways to subvert the system which they felt was

oppressing them. A whole seditious economy based in smokkelhuise (places where

illegal substances are sold) drug peddling, gangsterism, non-payment ofrates and

taxes had operated in the marginalised areas in South Africa for years. As Scott (1985:

xvi) wrote about the poor and oppressed, they "nibble away at ... policies by non-

compliance, foot dragging, deception." Their piecemeal resistance and subversion

happened on the backstages through desertions, pilfering, contempt, rumours and so

forth. While the optical regime of the hospital was able to produce and impose certain

kinds of understandings and behaviour within the space of the wards and of the .

hospital in general, various patients nevertheless found ways to manipulate such

knowledge, to 'blend in' almost to the point of becoming invisible again. While the

medicalised spaces and authority were intended for particular purposes people like Mr

February found other uses for them, without escaping from the institutional power.
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Conclusions

For many chronically ill patients, the loss of agency experienced as a result of -

their sickness was exacerbated by the hospital encounter and the ways in which

they were disembodied by the gaze. The consequence was anomalous to the

inherent need for patients to adhere to their medical regimens, a process which

presupposed agency. When patients telt that they had surrendered ownership ot: or

control over, the institutional experience, hospitalisation became an experiential

continuation of their illness rather than part of healing, or even of simply

improving.

As their sense of alienation increased with their deteriorating physical condition,

patients responded by rejecting the perceived invasion of medicalisation and relied

on a family member to act as interlocuter. Contrary to health care discourses,

patients did not always act as independent agents. At times they relinquished their

agency to kin. In the cases of Messrs Abrahams and Adonis, their wives became

full participants in the medical encounter, taking over all aspects of the interaction

except the physical sufiering and the act of dying. Once drawn into the illness of

their loved ones, the family mastered whatever terms or bodily techniques might be

required to expedite medical attention. Their stepping into the breach was tolerated

in as far as it relieved pressure on the health care givers. As long as they became

nearly invisible even their presence in the medical space might be condoned.

Forrsome sufierers the very chronicity of their illness became a source tor

tinancial survival. Without ever completely being able to escape the disciplining of

the system they found a myriad of ways to abuse and undermine it. These patients
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sought out ways to get access to the system by commodifying their bodies-

presenting them in such a way and in such spaces as would make sense to health -

care practitioners and allow them to be institutionalised or to get legitimating

certification for their condition.

In the previous chapters I described the processes, experiences, discourses and

practices involved in hospitalisation from the sufferer's first encounter with health

care givers. I tiescribed the cycles of institutionalisation and of their subversion of

and resistance to it. The next chapter deals with letting go, with death and dying. I

analyse dying and death as liminal states with the accompanying notions of

contamination and its hierarchies of work of dealing with dying and dead bodies. I

also show that it was at night, when death drew near, that non-medicalised

constructions of death and the dead could find expression.
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DYING AND DEATH

Introduction
.'

Dying and death are quintessential traits of being an embodied individual, of being

323

human and as such of being part of a social grouping. For the acutely chronically ill

patients whom I encountered, the probability of dying receded and expanded in cycles

as their health fluctuated. Although the very term chronic illness implies living, albeit

in a somewhat unhealthy state, recurrent episodes of hospitalisation often brought

death sharply into focus. As a doctor said about stroke:

Once you have had a stroke you are sure you are on the line down. You are
going down, it's only lime (Dr Abbas).

Rationalising medical discourses about chronic illness renders the subjective and

emotional aspects of dying and death almost invisible. On the other hand, traumatic

events such as stroke, cardiac arrest or respiratory failure, plunged the afflicted into a

liminal state and brought them and their families face-to-face with death.

Dying and death are and were inextricably linked with medicine, its knowledge

claims, authority and practice. Only medical expertise made death 'real,' as a person

was not legally dead until the requisite certificate was signed, and only by a medical

practitioner. To do so, the doctor read the signs and marks of death on the body, and

if unable to establish the cause of death, asked for an autopsy. As Prior (1989: 19)

noted: "the body is ... viewed as a container of all manner of facts, explanations and

data on mortality." In the hospital the production of facts was based on particular

scientific knowledge, techniques and disciplines which materially moulded the patient's
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body for perception in a very specific, biomedical way, in terms of symptom, sign and

pathology (Foucault, 1976). The corpse was also the pivot around which medical
;.

-------

knowledge turned and perpetuated itself through dissection and medical investigations.

Ultimately "the real agenda of dissection is the taming of Death, or rather the fear

of Death" and medical students learned how to "turn the cadaver into a three-

dimensional textbook", to "transform a dead body into the creation of a living

body" (Helman, 1991: 117). Dead bodies thus possibly had value in medicine, such

as tor training students or tor removing organs. In terms of morbidity and

mortality the dead and their distribution across categories also formed the basis of

policy-making and of research on chronic illness.

Technological advances made possible the incorporation of synthetic heart

valves, pace makers, artiticial joint implantations and other additions to the body.

In conjunction with the development of expert knowledge, dead bodies were the

basis of the project tor the reconstruction of tit and healthy bodies. As indicated in

previous chapters, health care discourses and health care practitioners had largely

become the new arbiters of health through the prescription of regimens of diet,

exercise, non-smoking, medication, and so on. In State health facilities people were

increasingly identified as worthy of health care interventions through the symbolic

and cultural value added to their bodies, through their efforts to maintain their

health, their ability to work and contribute to family lite or wider society, and

through their physical independence or dependency.

This chapter engages dying and death in medical wards in order to illuminate the

interaction between biomedicine and its concomitant beliefs, as well as practices and

relations of power, gender and profession. It also seeks to unravel some of the com-
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plexities of the knowledge and relations in the death-realm, which pertained to the

other principal stake-holders, in particular the nurses and patients. I will show that in

the hospital, dying and death often formed a fulcrum around which interaction between

doctors, nurses and patients revolved. It impacted on what could be seen and said,

what remained invisible and had to remain silenced. The encounter with death in

In the sense of ethnography and self-reflexivity, and as a 'subjective experience' related

medical wards is used to illustrate the differing cultural responses in 'interpreting' the

multiple bodies of knowledge, beliefs and experiences of medical and nursing practi-
e

tioners, patients and their families in a medicalised site. The chapter argues that body-

work, as in taking care of the dying and the dead, was primarily female and nursing

work.

Theorising death and the body

to the body and of empirical enquiry, death was ultimately not knowable, nor was I able

to experience or narrate it through the senses (Bauman, 1992: 3; Lawler, 1991: 1).

Consequently death could not experientially be brought 'into presence', or visualised or,

following Husserl (1964) and Merleau-Ponty (1962), intentionally perceived (Bauman,

1992: 2). Dying and death as processes were nonetheless imbued with significance which

was interpreted and acted upon by health care staff, patients, kin, and myself

Studies on the history of death (Aries 1981; Bloch & Parry, 1982; Elias, 1985;

Huntington &Metcalf, 1979; Walter, 1994) distinguished several motifs which were

pertinent to the individualisation and rationalisation of the body, and which impacted on

the person's confrontation with death (Shilling, 1993: 188). These included the

organisational privatisation and contraction of public space afforded to death, a
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reduction in the effect of the sacred, and a shift in the bodily boundaries (Shilling, 1993:

188). Aries (1981) surmised that death used to be a social event, exhibiting communal

and collective responses, signs and rituals. Death was an interruption in the body of

society, a loss of a part of itself, rather than an individual's loss of society (Bloch and

Parry, 1982; Hertz, 1960). With the increasing medicalisation of the body and society the

"symbolic boundaries through which death was organised gradually shifted from the

social body to the individual body" (Shilling, 1993: 188). InWestern countries, death in

the hospital thus became a relatively secluded, privatised experience marked by

escalating uneasiness concerning perimeters between the corporeal bodies of the living

and the dead (Shilling, 1993: 188, 189). This often led to the sequestering of the dying in

particular spaces, such as hospital wards, hospices and other facilities designed to taking

care of them. Lawton (1998: 121), in a study on hospice care in southern England,

stressed that the 'dying' were not a homogeneous group. She argued that it was

necessary to focus "upon the body of the patient, and the disease processes taking

place within it and upon its surfaces." This would enlighten us as to why some

patients, like Mr Mzwane (Chapter VII, Appendix 11) in this study, were secluded in

a cubicle, while others, like Mrs Jaap (Chapter VII) were not. In the case of Mr

Mzwane, his isolation was not necessarily the result of the "taboo nature" (Prior,

1989:122) of dying and death in Western society (Aries, 1981) but was rather an

institutional effort to contain and manage the disintegration or 'unbounding' of his

body. The nursing staff and the institution thus became the mediators between his

ruptured body and the bounded bodies of others (Douglas, 1966, 1970). 'Dirt' in the

form of bodily waste and especially odour was transgressing into sanitised spaces and

needed to be contained. Mr Mzwane had to all intents and purposes become
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'dirt' himself In the hospital with its particular, Westernised perception of tilth

(Prior, 1989) he had been trying to restore the boundedness of his body by refusing

to eat. According to his daughter, this would not have been the case ifhe had died

at home. For her the incessant pouring out of the contents of his bowels and the

concomitant smell did not necessarily have a negative meaning of odiferous

pollution. Like Messrs Abrahams and Adonis, Mr Mzwane also imposed a kind of

social death upon himself in the hospital setting. He retreated into what was

effectively 'silence', that was, into Xhosa, which was not commonly spoken by

medical staff at the time.

I have shown in Chapter V that, in the process of transformation of the health care

services in South Africa, dying patients were increasingly pushed to its margins,

where they remained, ifnot 'hidden', then at least 'invisible' and metaphorically·

and physically detached from health care interventions (Turner, 1982). In a system

seized by concern about the distribution of resources, dying bodies had little value

and were kept waiting in the limen in ambulances, in admission wards and on

trolleys. They became literally 'unseen' by the medical staff and even while still

alive were to an extent already (socially) dead.

institutionalised death

Hospital wards are medicalised spaces where the bodies of patients are confined and

tor a time controlled with the primary goal of sustaining and prolonging 'useful' lite.

When I began the research on the medical wards, one of the medical participants Ïft the

LOCIS research told me that not many deaths occurred there. However, within days of

my arrival I observed the death of a patient. At the time I did not know what I was

seeing, so I dutifully recorded it. Itwas a 'normal' death, yet it highlighted many issues,
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such as emotional and physical suffering, fear, notions of contamination and hierarchies

of closeness and intimacy with bodily processes in taking care of the dying and the dead.

In my fieldwork and personal life I also encountered many deaths in my second

research stint. As a result of my own experience I became more aware of the relatively

large number of deaths (17) that I had described in my fieldnotes, but had never

analysed. Like the dying on the peripheries of the health care system, as well as the

patients who had been admitted over weekends (Chapter VIII), I had observed them
e

without really 'seeing' them.

What struck me at the time was that the demise of many patients remained unbeknown

to their kin for some time. This happened particularly if they came from 'township'

areas such as Khayelitsha, Nyanga, Langa or Gugulethu. Often the hospital did not have

a reliable contact number or address for next-of-kin, and just as often the Police were

asked to inform the family of the death. In 1993/94 large parts of the townships were

almost no-go areas for the Police because they were regarded as instruments of

apartheid. Family members like Mr Mzwane's daughter, would come to the hospital,

only to find out that a family member had died some time before. As in later research,

there were huge disparities in the experience of the dying and their kin in the health care

system.

During the 1997/98 fieldwork I was surprised at the number of chronically ill people

(6 out of30) who died during the research period. I am not trying to argue that this

indicated poor services, but rather that, especially in the field of the medical anthropo-
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logy of acute chronic illness, the issue of dying and death had remained somewhat

obscured, yet it should receive our attention.

The,i-first death I observed was that ofMr Luzipo who died during visiting time. The

Some died shortly after admission to these areas. Patients who were, for example,

dying man was surrounded by his kin and visitors who, with the exception of his sister,

did not realise that he was dying (Appendix 12). Like most visiting hours, this one was

almost festive - all the patients had been washed, the beds were neat, pots with flowers

were next to beds. Like the rest of society, visiting time, as well as the visitors were
.e

focused on the negation of death and towards recovery. In their training medical and

nursing staff also recognised the failure to heal.

The hour of visiting was a temporal and spatial opening from which the outside public

world penetrated into a privatised and medicalised space and time. For the relatives and

friends, patients and medical staff, the convalescent air of visiting hour served to bracket

out the duality and materiality of biomedicine in general and of specific spaces in the

hospital in particular. These included Intensive Care Units, Coronary Care Units,

Oncology, Trauma and Medical wards, places where people did not of necessity

recover.

diagnosed as having terminal cancer might be sent home until they had reached the final

pre-death stage when they were brought back to the hospital to die. This constructed the

hospital as the final interlocutor between the life-and-death stages. For some terminally

ill patients visiting hour was a 'window' into the deathroom through which friends and

relatives might peer.
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The family's experience of dying

At the time the death ofMr Luzipo struck me as representative of the 'loneliness' of

the dying (Aries, 1981) who, though surrounded by family, had nonetheless been

'abandoned' by them. But I was wrong. Mr Luzipo was terminally ill and was already

hovering on the corporeal, symbolic and absolute boundary between the living and the

dead (Shilling, 1993 188). In this medicalised space patients like Mrs Jaap (Appendix 9),

Messrs Mzwane (Appendix Il) and Luzipo (Appendix 12) had been subjected to

medical discourse and practical expertise. In the case of the family ofMr Luzipo, I was

struck by the fact that he was physically 'there', his visitors were sharing his food, but

they were visiting with each other and his one apparent effort to communicate with them

passed unnoticed. Interviews with his family and with hospital staff raised interrelated

issues which had to be disentangled.

When Mr Luzipo died his sister, Mrs Xhego, was one of the women present at his

bedside. She had a divinatory dream the week before. According to her, she dreamt that

cattle had died at their ancestral home in Cofimvaba, Transkei. She said she knew

"there was work for him, it had to do with death. " In her subsequent exegesis of the

dream it became apparent that the cattle kraal was a male domain in this rural area.

Burying, slaughtering or removing the dead cattle would be men's work and by

definition that of the senior male, who was Mr Luzipo. At the same time she was

drawing on her own perceptual understanding and previous experience to confirm her

sense of certainty about his coming death. She said:
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1 knew that he was serious, 1 could see he was going huh, huh, huh. His colour
was changed, like white colour who have got 110 cream like something. His
skin was dry and white. When the doctor came later 1 said, what is happening
to him, because every time he goes eh, eh, eh. But he said they cannot do
nothing, it happens like thai. 1 touched hisfeet and his feet were cold His
nails were strange. He looked very bad The others did not know he was going
to die. 1 knew, 1 saw my uncle, he was looking like that (when he died). 1 did
not say anything anymore. His spirit was leaving us and 1 could not call it
back. li was God's will and 1 could not say anything to my sister-in-law, she
thought he will get better. 1 thought to ask the Sister but she would only say I
must waitfor the doctor and 1 did not see him. What can 1 do. He IMr Luzipo j
was talking [the previous day).

talk to him [brother} and beg him to stay, but my sister-in law did not think he
would die and the hospital does not like it when you make a scene there.

Mrs Xhego's narrative indicated the complexity and ambiguity of hospital interaction

and practice. She said she wanted to kneel at her brother's bedside to beg God not to

let him die, to:

Mrs Xhego was basically an outsider who had temporarily entered into the hospital

space in a time of crisis and had to mediate between her own beliefs concerning death

and the overwhelmingly medicalised approach and the administrative necessities of the

institution and its personnel. They in turn had to contend with understaffing, underfund-

ing and an enormous patient load in a time of transformation. Mrs Xhego was

intensely aware and convinced that her brother was dying. She was torn between her

conviction that her brother's spirit would leave "this strange place" (hospital) to "go

home" to Cofimvaba, where his ancestors were buried. She nevertheless sensed that

while he was "leaving', she could and should somehow try to coax him back. This

was weighed against her feeling that she could not interfere with the will of God and

was compounded by her somewhat reluctant deference to medical knowledge and

expertise in dealing with such a crisis.
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As indicated in previous chapters, Mr Luzipo's case was also indicative of the general

difficulty both patients and health care staff experienced in dealing with a maze of regu-

latory measures aimed at changing the health care system. Betore ending up in this

specific ward, Mr Luzipo had spent 24 hours in a semi-conscious state at a day

hospital, from where he was later referred to a tertiary hospital, where he was kept tor

two days. When his family came to visit him on the third day, they were intarmed that

he had been transferred to a convalescent hospital. A tew days later his condition

deteriorated even further and he had been transterred back to this particular hospital.

According to Mr Luzipo's wife, the doctor 'was kind', and had told them that "they

(the hospital) could do nothingfor now, no operations or things" and that "they were

waiting to see". The physician spoke only in English to them and when he tried to

explain to them they did not always understand what he was saying. Once when Mr

Luzipo opened his eyes and talked to them, the family, and especially his wife,

interpreted it as a sign that he was getting better and hopefully reported this to the

registrar when they finally saw him some hours later. The doctor told them that "it

happens sometimes" but the patient's "condition" was essentially "the same" (as

before). The registrar said it might be better "to go home and waif' as "they" would let

them "know ifanything changed'. Mr Luzipo's wife was convinced that her husband

would live. When he spoke to her he had seemed so cheerful and had promised her that

he would finish the chairs he had been making tor her.

Although they did not expressly say so, the hospital staff would have found it easier

not to have to deal with such frequent hopeful (and often incorrect) interpretations

from anxious relatives. While they did not wish to appear unkind it was clear that they

did not intend.to accord more significance to Mr Luzipo' s passing than to the multitude
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other crises vying for prompt attention. According to Aries (1981: 584) the hospital as

She had to shift back and forth between different kinds of cultural knowledge, while the

the space in which medical expertise, high technology equipment, observations, services

and instructions have increasingly been focused, has given biomedicine and its practi-

tioners a virtual monopoly on death.

The doctor would have to confirm it officially, but for Mrs Xhego the coming death had

already been announced in other culturally diverse ways. While strongly believing in her

dream and subjectively understanding that her brother was dying, she could not dispel
ë

her sense of alienation within this overwhelming institutional setting, with its constraints

and the necessities impelled by mass medicine. From previous experience she knew her

realisation that her brother was 'dying' had to be somehow 'legitimated' by the doctor

who routinely assessed such states and indicated the necessary action to be taken by

themselves, the nursing staffand even the next-of-kin (Sudnow, 1967: 62). She said that

she: "knew, but the doctor must first say he is dead, then I know his spirit has gone. "

medical practitioners could stay within the comfort of their medical understanding. As

soon as Mr Luzipo had been pronounced dead, medicalisation was extended to the

grieving, the visitors. There was a hierarchy of optical, spatial and auditory intimacy,

intertwined with racial and gendered signifiers in giving the news of death and dealing

with the grief-stricken. The registrar initially expelled the family from spatial proximity

to the deceased's body and gave the fust brief official intimation of death. There was no

place for emotion in this interaction. The registrar rather tersely asked for the next of

kin, who was Mrs Xhego, since Mrs Luzipo had left earlier. He informed her that he
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was "sorry, the patient had passed away, please wait, we will speak to you again" (Mrs

Xhego). The registrar did not interact with, or speak to, the bereaved afterwards because

he had fulfilled his designated task and would tum his attention to the next patient. The

Xhosa-speaking intern confirmed the news in the vernacular, assessed whether the reci-

isililo (ritual wailing) cannot start there (at the bedside). He is dead, but isililo
(wailing/ crying), the nurses would take you away quickly. They do not allow it
there.

pients had understood and returned in tum to his duties.

Itwas the Xhosa-speaking sister who escorted the bereaved to the relatives' room and

by closing the door, encapsulated herself with them in a temporal, auditory space,
,

thereby precipitating the explosion of wails and screams of women's mourning. Mrs

Xhego had anticipated the death, but she had withheld the physical manifestation of her

mourning in reverence of the unspoken premises of the hospital space which disallowed

discomfiting and uncontrolled expressions of extreme grief that would be disjunctive

with the normalising setting of the ward (see also Feldman, 1994). She said:

This did not dilute her sorrow and in the relatives' room she took on her ritualised role

of bereaved, and threw herself to the floor, screaming loudly. Afterwards she told me:

It was terrible, the pain was so big, I had to cry (isililo) the pain. It is not normal
crying, it is the crying of pain.

Expressing such pain in screams and wails would have disrupted the clinicised auditory

space of the ward and, at the time, she was "shaking' with the effort to "hold it (the

screams) in" (Mrs Xhego). It was the registered nurse who carried the final intimate

burden of emotional work of bereavement and medical care. She gave comfort, handed

over the deceased's possessions and generally assisted the grieving. About an hour
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later, at the intern's suggestion and with the registrar's permission, she injected Mrs

Xhego with a tranquilliser. Mrs Xhego's prolonged and unruly wailing was starting to

attract the attention of other patients and visitors; it had to be medicalised.

The dying body

The doctor's knowledge and gaze formed the apex of expertise to formalise the

transition from living-to-dead state. Before Mr Luzipo was 'pronounced' dead his body

was subject to a hierarchy of gazes, of signs and symptoms bound together by codes of
e

knowledge (Foucault, 1976). Mrs Xhego suspected that her brother was dying but did

not know when the death had occurred. Like Mrs Xhego, the student nurse sensed (see

Appendix 12), and the registered nurses confirmed, that Mr Luzipo had died. Ultimately

it was the doctor who had to 'pronounce' him legally deceased, and finalise, identify and

classify the exact nature of his death. At night or over weekends, a patient was some-

times 'pronounced' many hours after death, when the doctor had the chance to do so.

As in the case of Mrs Jaap (Chapter VIl) the nurses' understanding of the rapid

deterioration of the health ofMr Luzipo was transmitted in a structured relation of

understandings, interpretations and legitimations of knowledge. The doctor's relation to

the dying and the dead was in essence distant and mainly visual. Relations of

domination were spatially denoted on the ward by the expansion of perceptual and social

distance from the body of the 'other', in this case the dying and the grieving (Feldman,

1994: 92). At the summit was the doctor, at the periphery, the dying/dead patient and

later, the bereaved kin.

The doctor's was the rationalising medical gaze. When the registrar arrived at Mr

Luzipo's bedside, he at once asserted his presence in relation to the group of visiting
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kin and nursing staff. He created a sanitised space around the corpse when he ejected the

visitors and drew the curtains around the bed, and only the intern entered this space

afterwards. The registrar confirmed the death and then completely withdrew from the

death scene. Although he sat on the next bed he did not engage with the bereaved and

had nothing further to do with the corpse. Itwas only when he wrote a prescription for a

tranquilliser for Mrs Xhego later, that he became in any way involved with the

unfolding drama .
e

This was usually also the case once a decision had been made that a patient was not be

resuscitated or that treatment should cease. The doctor's involvement with the dying and

his role as healer-to-patient was to all intents discontinued at a point when death was

perceived by him to be inevitable. With the pronouncement of the patient's imminent or

actual demise the reason for the doctor's attention and presence had been terminated and

. he almost immediately stepped out of his medical role into a kind of social interaction

with other patients and staff. The doctor thus indicated that he had nothing more to

contribute as a physician, and would not intrude in the presence of the dead body

(Sudnow, 1967). Only in the case of an autopsy would a pathologist handle the body

again. Then it would have been 'prepared' beforehand for what was construed as a

technical procedure in the pursuit of scientific knowledge.

In the case of nursing staff, dealing with the bodies of the dying and the dead was a

spatially and sensorially close experience. This was represented by the way in which

the student nurse sounded the alarm. It was in the language of both the visual and the

sensory; the patient was "grey/ashen", "looked different" and she ''felt that something

was wrong. "After a brief examination the registrar gave his verdict, cardiac arrest. The

doctor's gaze and knowledge was the final medico-legal validation, and simultaneously
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encompassed the hierarchical relation between his (mostly male) profession and the

(moJtly female) nurses as care-givers (Seremetakis, 1991: 97).

Unlike the routinized and normalised death ofMr Luzipo, the case of Mrs Jaap

(chapter VIl) was a death-out-of-place and was representative of severe disorder and

disruption. Mrs Jaap had been constructed by the registrar as transgressing certain

boundaries and this influenced his subsequent 'reading' of her distress. Even after she

had died he initiallyremained convinced that "It was to be expected, smoking and

eating like thai." The expectedness of her death was interpreted in relation to a wider

comparison of the relative mortality and morbidity trajectory for smokers and non-

smokers, the obese and the non-obese. As a smoker and 'non-compliant' patient she

had been 'guilty' of risk-taking behaviour.According to Walter (1994: 10) death has

shifted from the framework of sin and fate to that of statistical probability. In the

process medicine and science have replaced the classification of moral/immoral, with

normal/abnormal and healthy/unhealthy, both in lite and in death. Thus the dying, like

the living, were increasingly being judged by those, whom Foucault has argued were

major wielders of power in modem society, the experts in normality. These included

the doctor-judge and:

it is on them the universal reign of the normative is based; and each individual,
wherever he may find himself, subjects to it his body, his gestures, his ehaviour,
his aptitudes, his achievements (Foucault, 1977: 304)

Medicine and medico-legal implications called tbr Mrs Jaap's death to be rationalised.

As there were possible doubts about the circumstances or cause of death, the body had

to be sent to the pathology laboratory, a post-mortem conducted and the cause deter-

mined. Once more, as in the cases of 'incorrect' medication (Chapter VI) it was the
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nursing staffwho continuously watched over themselves in the panoptical setting of the

hospital, and set the inquest in motion. In this case a registered nurse (ms Kane) who was

part of the LOCIS research team was convinced that the patient's demise had been the

result of nurses' negligence. They had earlier not been vigilant enough and had presumably

"allowed' her to fall out of the chair, which had probably caused a haemorrhage. She

insisted that the intern on duty ask the family for permission to do an autopsy to establish

the cause of death. Mrs Jaap's familywere very upset, especially at the prospect of their

potential inability to bury her as soon as possible. A long drawn out verbal struggle ensued

between Mrs Jaap's male relatives, who vehemently argued for the reappropriation of their

kins-women's body, based on their religious beliefs and practices, while trying to negotiate

the hospital staff's insistence on establishing the 'objective' truth. When the intern (who

was of the Muslim faith herself) seemed to waver, the Ms Kane became more insistent. In

the end the intern informed the family that she had no real legal choice, the autopsy had to

be performed and they had to consent. The deceased's husband finally signed a consent

form at about 23hOO.

By this time other Muslim patients on the ward had become agitated. According to one

of them it was a religious infiingement of their rights and the family had been coerced into

signing the form. Internal disciplinary procedures had also been set in motion to establish

whether the death was a result of nursing negligence. Once more, it was the nursing staff

who scrutinised themselves the most vigorously.

The next day the result of the autopsy became known; Mrs Jaap had died of pneumonia.

Relative normality in the ward was restored once the results were known'. Mrs Jaap' s

death had been investigated and normalised by opening up her body to the gaze of the
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pathologist. For the purposes of the regular 'mortatilty and morbidity meetings' of

medical staff, her death was classified to fall into larger homogeneous categories such as

-'
infectious diseases, chronic diseases, mV/AIDS and such. Her death was deconstructed

into a discreet recognisable disease and its attack on identifiable bodily organs, a

constellation of objects subjected to medical scrutiny (Foucault, 1973; Walter, 1994:

12). Mrs Jaap's death was completely individualised according to causation categories

such as intra-cerebral bleed, respiratory failure or, in this case, pneumonia. As Shilling

(1993:192) stressed: ''No death is considered to be complete without a post-mortem

which has successfully identified its (theoretically preventable) cause." The next day the

registrar used the example of Mrs Jaap during ward rounds to teach medical students to

be alert to the possibility of pneumonia when a patient complained of chest pain.

The body-work of dying and death

The body of the recently deceased is often viewed as polluting (Hertz, 1960:

Huntington &Metcalf, 1979), especially when the living and the dead intermingle

(Seremetakis, 1991: 91). Once the doctor arrived at Mr Luzipo' s bed the visitors were

removed from the space of the deceased's body and the curtains were drawn, thereby

sealing it off from the space of the living. According to Mrs Xhego, even the corpse of a

family member was potentially contaminating. After having been informed that Mr

Luzipo had died, his son could not bring himself to cross the boundaries set up around it.

Until the body was released from the morgue the only living who penetrated into this

enclosed space were the doctors, briefly, and then the nurses. The ritual pollution of the

dead body was contained, sanitised and normalised by the nurses. They removed and

sealed up the belongings of the dead, covered the body with a sheet, and moved it
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to an adjacent room specifically designated tor the containment of corpses, there

preparing it tor the morgue. If the relatives wished to see the body again, they could -.

only do so after it had been 'processed' and 'packaged'. Through medical routinization

the deceased ultimately became an:

entry on numerous bureaucratic forms: death certificate, autopsy permit,
release of personal belongings form, and provisional death certificate (Kearl,
1989: 425).

Analogous to women in general, nurses were almost inevitably centred in the sites of

transitional lite experiences, such as illness, birth and death. In her seminal work, The

Last Word (1991), Nadia Seremetakis reiterated that society had particular lite-crisis

passages, like illness, birth and death where people passed in and out. Women were

usually assigned to be the caretakers, brokers, or mediators of such moments, or

orifices, of crisis and transition.

According to Mrs Xhego, her brother's wife and the close temale members of the

family were the chief mourners. As he had died in the hospital they subsequently

performed a sacrifice to "bring him home or he would be lost' (Mrs Xhego). Ifhe had

died at home, they would have taken care of the corpse, and by doing so (as by being

the closest bereaved kin), would have been 'dirty'.

Margins, including those of the body, were potentially dangerous. This was especially

the case tor the orifices of the body and its effluvia. Therefore, breast milk, menstrual

blood, spit, vomit, urine and faeces were particularly polluting, dirty and contaminating

(Douglas, 1966; O'Neili, 1985). Where there was dirt there was usually also a system of

classification or ordering (Douglas, 1966) and nurses, who had regularly to contain and

remove particularly contagious dirt, might be negatively affected in terms of social

standing and rewards. Corpses, their bodily fluids and orifices were often viewed as
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sources of particular impurity, transgression and disease and consequently constituted a

singular kind of dirt (Douglas, 1992; Hertz, 1960). The cadaver itself fell between clear

boundaries of classification (Douglas, 1966). Itwas thus liminal, a deviation, outside

'normal' societal relations and frameworks and therefore perceived as dangerous and

polluting (Prior, 1989: 157).

In the hospital nurses and mortuary staff, who were the caretakers of the symbolic

passages between life, disease and death, had to deal with the margins and their excreta
e

and could consequently be perceived as potentially impure because of their association

with this pollution. They could be negatively affected in terms of status and could even

be subject to monitoring and control (Douglas, 1966; O'Neill, 1985; Prior, 1989). Inhis

book, Passing On, (1967: 51-60) Sudnow showed how the task of taking care of corpses,

moving them around, opening them up for autopsies, cleaning up the waste products and

blood afterwards, also tainted the mortuary attendant of a hospital. As a result he was

widely perceived as being defiled or at least morally questionable and generally to be

avoided.

In the hospital where my research was conducted the nurses were the first care-takers

of Mr Luzipo' s metaphorical and physical transition from patient to corpse, from the

more public space of the ward, to a private room where the cadaver was held until it

could be collected by the mortuary attendant. In this private space the nurses metho-

dicallyand sequentially prepared the corpse in an almost ritualistic way. A registered

nurse and a staff nurse removed all the clothes and cleansed the corpse. They wiped

away the blood, urine and faeces, removed the dirty sheets and clothing, closed the

bodily orifices, tied up the hands and feet, wrapped the body in plastic, taped it up and
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labelled it. Closure was brought when the registered nurse lightly touched the cadaver on

Death has been privatised along with other aspects of life and living. In the
process of this privatisation, death has become secreted away from the public
view as have other features of corporeal existence, and as a consequence of that
process people who work with the dying and the dead have had their work
privatised and removed from the public view. Because nurses' work involves
death and dying as well as privatised aspects of the living and recovering body,
nurses' work is problematic. (1991: 193)

one foot and said: "Now you are ready and on your way" (see also Sudnow, 1967: 78) .

.'
According to Douglas (1992) there are similarities between the hygienic rituals of

cleansing such as in hospitals and symbolic purification rituals. Weaver (1994), in tum,

stresses that occupational groups in such institutions were perceived to be differentially

vulnerable to possible contamination. Thus the mortuary attendant in Sudnow's (1967)

study went to great pains to contain the potential pollution which clung to him. When

transporting bodies he worked quickly and single-mindedly and avoided engaging in

conversation with others. Whenever he went to tea or lunch he washed up and removed

his hospital gown, thereby symbolically decontaminating himself Afterwards he dressed

in his suit and tie, which represented his civilian and thus unpolluted side. He did this

every day for the short times he went on his break.

Nurses' work was epitomised by their spatial proximity and sensory intimacy with the

bodies of patients, from the patient's initial entry into the enclosed space of the ward until

his or her final exit from the hospital and from life. According to Lawler:

Once a decision had been made that a patient was a DNR (Do-Not-Resuscitate) or what

Glaser & Strauss (1965) refers to as the 'nothing more to do' phase, all biomedical

interventions were supposed to cease. If the doctor could predict that a patient was going

to die within a certain period of time the family were summoned to the hospital and
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the patient was moved into a side ward or a cubicle. For doctors in the wards this usually

meant that all drips, respirators, and life-support systems should be removed and the

patient left to die. The body of the patient was relinquished to the nurses. Although a

registrar might prescribe pain killers, it was administered by the nurses and the doctor

had almost no physical contact with the patient's body until such time as he or she

pronounced it dead. For the nurses "nothing more to do" often meant a lot of "doing

something" (Lawler, 1991: 187). According to Lawler:.
To nurses, 'doing nothing' is a term which defines a medical reality, because the
patient cannot be cured by medical means, and no heroic means will be initiated
to prolong the patient's life or to prevent death from occurring [the two are not the
same] (Lawler, 1991: 186).

Taking care of the dying was largely the work of nurses. The dominant biomedical,

cure orientated approach to the patient's body did not always take account of nursing

reality, its concomitant physical and ethical problems and was often an area of nurses'

contestation and resistance. If a person took a long time to die, he/she could not simply

be pushed into a cubicle and abandoned but had to be kept clean, comfortable and free of

pain. The patient and family had to be comforted and emotionally supported if necessary.

Most of all the patient should not suffer. When a patient was unconscious, suffering was

a subjective experience and thus outside rational reasoning which characterised medicine.

In the hospital suffering was a nursing, 'passive', female domain which brought little

prestige. Itwas supposedly grounded in the nurses' very subjective feelings and

perceptions based on the intimate proximity to the patient's body and reading its signs.

Unlike curing, which was an active, male and medical domain, the 'reading' of suffering

could easily be proven 'scientifically' misguided and questionable. The quiet insistence

of nursing staff that they will continue to keep an intravenous line going on a
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comatose, dying person was often an area of disputation between doctors and themselves.

Doctor, we will not discuss it anymore. This is a nursing decision, a care
decision. We have discussed it and the nurses are very uncomfortable with
watching the patient dehydrate. We do not know if he suffers, but seeing him
dehydrate over a long period is horrible. It sure looks like suffering and we care
for him every day. The IV stays.

Inone instance the registrar shouted in exasperation: "I could give you a perfectly

scientific reason why the patient cannot feel anything." He started to give a point-by-

point rundown of the 'evidence'. To this the registered nurse responded:

In a society which valorised medicine, its practitioners, and their fight against death, the

almost invisible, 'passive' work of taking care of the dying, of 'doing nothing' (medical)

for them anymore, conveyed the lack of value and low status accorded to this kind of

labour. ''Nothing is produced from this work in that the patient will not recover" (Lawler,

1991: 187). It was also essentially 'dirty', menial and emotional labour, and thus it was

largely woman's work (Lawler, 1991: 186). Ultimately it concerned death, in itself often

an area of taboo.

Different kinds of nursing knowledge and readings

As with resuscitations and other emergencies, the first realisation that a patient was

dying usually came from the nurses. They were most closely involved with patients and

medically, as well as sensorially, alert to them. Inboth the cases ofMr Luzipo and Mrs

Jaap the alarm was sounded both in terms of medical knowledge, as well as in relation to

the senses. The patient was "changed", "could be going down", was a "different" blue.

Later she became "low", and it was only "a matter of time." She was turning away from

life, reaching the nadir, the [mal boundary. The skill of announcing death could be so

deeply embedded in experience and self-awareness that, as one registered nurse put it:
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1 can look on my watch and calculate whether 1would still have time to go to
tea, have a cup of coffee and be back in time, or whether I should stay and

,;- start to prepare thepatient.

In the cases ofMr Luzipo and Mrs Jaap, the respective nurses had to 'read the signs'

inmany different ways and at multiple levels, which were nevertheless always in a kind

of dialogue with each other. Thus they could use the language of biomedicine, of "obs"

(observations), visidexes and "vital signs." Or they could code-switch to the use of a

more subjective and gendered 'language' steeped in corporeality and experience. One

nurse succinctly said: "We cannot pronounce the body [dead]. We can only announce

it." Pronouncing death was the domain of the doctor and finally led to its being

textually inscribed on the legal document of the death certificate. The nurse could

announce the death, give the news, sound the alarm based at a diversity of perceptual

planes on bodily markings and embodied sensing of malady and disorder intimating the

throes of dying (Seremetakis, 1991: 117). This could also be done outside oflanguage,

by bodily gestures recognised and immediately deconstructed by other nurses in a more

subsumed and suppressed local knowledge, an indication that they in turn should be

more alert to any signs of possible resuscitation or death, or that other patients were

aware ofthe death-drama happening in their midst.

Resuscitation and intimations of death

At night a handover list of critically ill patients who might arrest or go into respiratory

Hulure during this shift was given to the medical staff coming on duty. This list

indicated which patients "are upfor resuscitation and which ones not' (Dr Abbas).

Resuscitation itself was a violent process, and if successful, often left patients

afterwards with chest pain (Mrs Jaap) or even once, a cracked rib. Yet resuscitation

was not necessarily an indicator that a person would ultimately survive. In one case,
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even after an initial decision had been made that she was not be resuscitated, the patient

We should not have resussed her in the first place, but we wanted to know.
She is going to die, but at least now we know why she had arrested It was
a learning experience (Dr Corin).

nevertheless was. Afterwards the registrar said:

Resuscitation was therefore not only about saving life, particularly as a number of

patients died not long afterwards". According to Bains (1998) in modern medicine

resuscitation had become an essential passageway to death. "Cardiac resuscitation

sanctions death, legitimates it, makes it acceptable, for it has been fought to the

very end" (Bains, 1998: 1347). Although life was not saved, death was postponed

tor a while and Timmermans (1998) argued that in this respect it often made it

possible tor relatives and tor the dying to face the impending death.

In the case of the medical wards where my own study was based, the kin were

informed that the patient's condition was critical and they usually subsequently

visited the hospital. The registrar met with them and indicated that death was

highly probable, but that further resuscitation would not happen. Although

medicine was usually constructed as secular and scientific, a number of

anthropologists have pointed to the ritualistic, liturgical (Atkinson, 1995) religious

(Biesele and Davis-Floyd, 1996) or salvational (Good, 1994) elements in

biomedicine as a form of healing and of dealing with death.

I have argued earlier (Chapters V, \'1) that tor patients hospitalisation involved

a form of divestiture of previous identity and a number of ritualistic inductions and

passages deeper into a liminal state of illness and institutionalisation (see Turner,

1982). To exit this state the patient had to be discharged or to die. Resuscitation

might then be understood as another passage into the state of death. After resus-
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citation a patient was often treated as being both alive and dead, as will be shown

in the following.

In medical wards the list of whom was «upfor resusc. and who not" (Dr Marks) was

'posted' in the doctor's rooms. Putting the name ofa patient on the list was a code tor

both the critical nature ofthe patient's condition and also ofthe expectation that death

might occur. For nursing statfit indicated that family had to be informed and allowed to

visit the patieht. Once a patient had been 'marked' as a probable 'arrest' which would

not be resuscitated, he/she was often increasingly treated as a mere body. Nursing staff

were supposed to stillmaintain nursing care and during day duty they always did, but

during night duty such a patient was often already to all intents dead. According to Dr

Abbas:

Depending on who is on duty, we don't tell the nursing sial}: Because ifyou
tell the nursing staff this patient is not for resuscitation, the next morning
you'll find thispatient buried in urine and faeces. All the basic services were
taken awey and stuff They don't bother emptying the pan, some don't even
give the painkiller. for them the patient is already dead, theyjust cut them off.
They arejust waiting out the time, maybe they can slip it (taking care of the
corpse) past the dey staff

In such a case the patient was already on the periphery of lite and ofthe institution. She

was metaphorically amputated, in a transitory state and socially dead. Most ofthe

(day)time a dying patient was kept clean, painfree and comfortable. Her marginal status

was acknowledged by nursing staff who said she was "on her wey to Jerusalem", or

"going to Upington to cross the river." If she took a long time to die nursing staff

started to wonder what "unfinished business" was keeping her "here", or asked "who

is she waiting fort" Whereas betore she had been referred to as "this one" or "that

one", she was again called by her name. Thus her status was shifting from being a body,

to being a person with an identity again. Inone case a staff nurse told nursing students:
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1his is Mrs ... We thought she would be gone by nOll',but she is afighter, she
is hanging on, she's waiting for someone. Give her lots of tender loving care.
Treat her with dignity.

New efforts were made to help the patient to 'hang on' until she was "ready." Nursing

staff turned her over more often, kept her clean, suctioned her air passages, even put

cream on her face and brushed her hair. The last person who visited her before her

death was perceived to be the one she had been waiting tbr. Afterwards staff predicted

that she was "atpeace now, just watch, she will let go."

While many ofthe nursing staff professed to see death as "The end. That's it ",

incidents like the above showed that sometimes death was not viewed as a discrete

termination of lite, or a simple biological end to the body. Itwas as it: in the case of

patients and some nurses, resuscitation and death opened up the rationalising space and

atmosphere of the ward tbr other understandings and experiences. Although not

legitimated though medical discourse, these did not disappear, but were simply not

recognised. In this process nursing staff either adhered closely to a 'scientific' view of

corporeal death, or gave value to their own personal, as well as patients'

understandings of dying and death.

As I indicated earlier, tbr some nursing staff members, death had the possibility of

'opening up' the world ofthe ward and tbr calling others to die. It:particularly at night,

patients strongly telt the presence and dread of death, some nurses professed to teel it

too. At such times the rationalistic boundaries of medicine became more permeable and

other kinds of understandings, other discourses could find sanctioning. According to a

staff nurse, night times, when the lights were low, "everything is quiet like a morgue.

Death is strong at night" (staff nurse).
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During the 1993/94 research period patients spoke about their pain and tear of dying,

but seldom of the tear of death somehow 'contaminating' them in the hospital. In the

1997/98 period eight of30 people with whom I spent a great deal oftime told me at

some stage that they had sensed the presence of death in the hospital. Some of the

nursing staff and one intern reiterated this. The intern thought it was related to the

closing down of some wards, which created a 'spookiness' to the place. One staff nurse

said: "All kinds of people are here nowadays with strange beliefs and things they bring

with them." Yet, even during the 1993/94 research period patients had brought their

own understandings to the hospital experience. Why was it that death had become so

strongly telt in wards now?

In the 1993/94 research period the hospital as an institution and as a workplace had

been disrupted by strikes, but inside the hospital wards were almost sacrosanct. .

'Outsiders' could get access to admission wards, casualties and other entry points, but

were tewand far between inside the inner sanctum ofthe wards themselves. Itwas very

much a medical, constantly surveyed space.

When I did the 1997/98 research the health services per se and the hospital itself was

increasingly under stress. When talking about the hospital, staff said it was being

"abandoned', was "under stress", "bleeding auf' expertise, technologies, equipment,

money and staff At the same time it was "closing down", was "paralyzed' or

"contracting' and only the "survivors" remained. Although not "terminal" it was in

need of some "resuscitation." It had become representative of a "sickiening) society."

The hospital itse1fhad become like a diseased body, increasingly open to the world. A

great deal of pressure was put on the 'orifices' into the system. Patients were conti-
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nuously and clamorously pushing up against the casualty departments, admission

wards, and particularly on the most embattled routes to the inside, the emergency and

trauma units'. Rather than the relatively 'closed' systems described by Goffinan,

hospitals in South Africa had been opened up, sometimes forcefully, by the increasing

pressure of patients on its resources and on its extremities. At the same time these

orifices had become more policed, by 'hardening' the criteria for entry into it, and even

by installing security measures at its physical entrances.

Yet it was once more particularly in the 'off-stage' times and spaces, such as over

weekends, public holidays, at night and in times of crisis, such as gang warfare or huge

accidents that medical spaces became more permeable. The notion that death was

supposedly closer at night and had become more 'present' than before, was probably

related to the scaling down of medical presence in the hospital during such times and in

certain spaces. Jokingly referring to an incident when he had fallen asleep during night

duty, Dr Marks related:

I was dreaming and through my dreams I could hear shooting. I stumbled into
the ward It was dark and a patient was hysterical, the nurse was trying to
calm her. She said, she kept on saying she had felt someone there. She was
going to die. It was like everything wasfrozen for a moment. Thepatients
draped like corpses. The screaming, the nurses, then someone turned the lights
on and everything became normal ... when medicine enters, madness, that
horror recedes.

Ultimately in a health care system in transition medicine, which had previously been

able to enforce its own definitions and practices concerning death and other

constructions of ill health as valid, had come increasingly under stress. What Dr Marks

was trying to say (and confirmed) was that whereas previously medicine and its optical

regime had been able to:
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constitute the given by means of enunciation, to make one see and make one
believe, to confirm or transform the vision of the world and, in that way, the
action on the world and, therefore, the world [Bourdieu as translated by de
Pina-Cabral (1997: 35){

.Medicine had become more contested and permeable in a time of transition. At times

and in spaces where the gaze withdrew the previously 'invisible' could find expression.

To paraphrase de Pina-Cabral (1997: 35), formerly medicine and its visual

epistemology had held full sway, it had been able to constitute the given by its mere

enunciation. It had the final say in transforming the vision of the world, or of confirming

it. Yet this totalising power was slipping, and with it the power of the medical optie. In

the intervening schism, in its stead, that which had previously been hidden from view,

began to manifest itself

CONCLUSIONS

In the wards, the bodies of the dead stood in a reverse relationship to the purpose of

the hospital and of medicine, of living. The corpse in a sense opened the body up for

scrutiny by medical practitioners and students, and in turn, enabled them to medicalise

the body of both the dying and the living. For the medical staff, their training and

expertise were ultimately aimed at defeating death. Thus, the apparent absence of

death and its medical invisibility in the wards was largely created through medical

bureaucratic and spatial practices. Most of the activities of the ward were geared

towards prolonging life. At the same time death had a definite presence in the

survivors or kin of the deceased. Itmade itself felt in the need to shout the pain of

loss.

In both cases discussed, the presence of the corpse was symbolic of the inevitable

outcome of any struggle for life, and that medicine would not hold sway in the end.

In the healing space of the ward, the body of the dead was largely disjunctive, or
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following Douglas, was 'matter out of place' and indicative of disorder and risk.

Therein lay the 'problem' for the body-work oflooking after the dying and the dead.

The first was largely constructed by medical discourse as simply marking time. Itwas

not really 'work' anymore as it served no curative purpose. At the same time the dead

were a reminder of the ultimate failure of healing. Together with preparing the bodies

of the dead, this kind of nursing was typical womans' , and lower class work - marked

by physical and spatial proximity, privacy and near invisibility. It involved the

transgression of the most private bodily boundaries of others, of strangers. This kind of

work was thus a kind of ritually-managed violation of taboos and its associated dirt,

symbolic pollution and contamination.

Like the 'reading' of the body of the dying and the dead, nursing knowledge, practice

and interaction comprised a complex composite of gazes, bodily senses and experience

in an on-going dialectical between the truth claims of medical 'science' and embodied

knowledge, which nevertheless constantly informed, contrasted or transformed each

other. At one level, for both nurses and doctors, 'reading' the body of the dying and the

dead encompassed the kind of visual perception which, like the medical gaze, dis-

tinguished symptoms and signs and related them to physiological structure and

functioning (Good, 1994: 83). In the case of nurses, this kind of knowledge was also

retranslated and altered into the somewhat more constrained nursing knowledge and

'language'. Formalised medical and nursing knowledge was nonetheless involved in an

ongoing colloquy with experiential bodily engagement, understanding and interpreta-

tion. Although this was sometimes a kind of subversive, repressed perceptual aware-

ness, being able to incorporate the subtle embodied knowledge and having the ability to

express it either in professional or insider language or in corporeal actions was
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deeply embedded in nursing practice. For those nurses who had mastered it, it was also

a source of cultural capital within their own profession (see Frankenberg, 1994: 198).
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CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSIONS

The transformation of health care in South Africa brought many far-reaching

changes in new policy and legislation. In this transitional state the visual regime

(Chapter VII), its knowledge and discourses legitimated 'valid' significations and

descriptions concerning health care and sickness (de Pina-Cabral, 1997: 35) and thus

constituted a (relative) centre (Douglas, 1992). Because contradiction "is an

inerasable feature of social and cultural life" (de Pina-Cabral, 1997: 39), the

transforming health care system involved many attendant inconsistencies. Thus the

centre could never be as stable as its policy makers and biomedical practitioners

would have liked. The policy and legislative changes wrought at national level after

the 1994 election, which ushered in the country's first democracy, could only be

applied imperfectly and sporadically. Instead of relieving pressures, the creation of

new primary health care facilities seemed often to increase them, and this was worse

in some provinces than others. In the Western Cape where the research was done,

some of the best facilities survived, although not intact. Hospitals and other health

facilities throughout the country continued to be located in those areas formerly

segregated from 'transgressive' bodies by the apartheid system, perpetuating a

colonial past (Chapter IV).

This meant that the State's drive for equity in health care could not be fully

implemented, despite gestures such as free health care for mothers and children under

five years of age. At the conclusion of this project, annual allocations to the Western

Cape health services continued to decline while those allocated to the other

354
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eight provinces improved, without achieving the desired homeostasis. In this in-

between state (Turner, 1969) a 'definition' which was constantly t1uctuating was -.

the interpretation of what constituted an emergency (chapters VIII, XI). This

dispute around the meaning of an emergency resulted in a landmark 1998

Constitutional Court ruling that would have major implications for chronically ill

State patients who engaged with a transtorming health care system in South Africa.

The case ofSoobramoney v Minister of Health, Kwazulu-Natal, 1998 (Appendix

2), introduced in Chapter IV (and with which I conclude this study), encapsulated

pressures on health care which forced certain categories of patients to the

peripheries of the system. As a result offinancial problems, the Addington State

Hospital had adopted particular rules which disqualified Mr Soobramoney trom

the renal dialysis he needed to survive. Since he suffered trom other complications,

he did not meet their criteria. He appealed to the Constitutional Court, citing

Chapter 2, section 27(3) of the Constitution which states that no-one may be

refused emergency treatment, and section 11 which states that everyone has a right

to life. The Constitutional Court ruled that, even if it meant that the sufferer would

die without the necessary treatment, irreversible chronic renal failure did not

constitute an emergency. The Court ruling accepted that rationing services,

therapies and life-saving interventions was an integral process to a transforming

health care system, even if this perpetuated inequities in access to health care. This

court ruling had major implications tor the ways in which health care policy and its

implementation would impact on power relations and the subject positions of

health care givers in relation to the chronically ill in South Africa.
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Ultimately the transformation of the health care services constituted a state of

transition. Health care policy per se formed a metanarrative on sickness, healing, the

availability of services, decisions about life chances, access, equitability and such and

was a reflection of conditions in real life. In terms of Turner (1969, 1982), policy

discourses and the deployment of services were part of the structure, of "the positions

assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, ceremonial" (Turner, 1969: 81).

Yet, as pointed out by Douglas (1962) and further developed by de Pina-Cabral

(1997: 40), contra-diction is a "diffuse and all-pervasive condition ofsocio-cultural

life" and many of the efforts of systematisation and stabilisation at the centre results

from interaction with the margins. In terms of Douglas (1992), discussions and

decisions on plans and approaches to health care services and the implementation

thereof, were part of the somewhat unstable centre and its endeavour towards

restructuring in the face of a continuous encounter with the night-time aspects of

illness and health care (see also Chapter VIII). At the centre professional knowledge

claims were legitimated and norms of health promoting behaviour and its

implementation were established (Douglas, 1992). In relation to the visually informed

regime which I have used for analysis in this study (Chapter I, VI, VII), the

knowledge to interpret bodies as 'worthy' of intervention was constituted and reified

through the optical epistemology of medicine, of the institution and its panoptical

arrangements and discourses (Chapter I), with its concomitant power and

legitimation. The discursive and visually constituted knowledges were articulated in

formal policies and structures. Being accredited and controlled through a particular

body of knowledge gave authority to medical practitioners. They, in tum, often
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influenced health care policy. At the same time health services were being steadily

eroded by a declining share of the budget, heavy demands of the sick and the need

tor rationalisation. The Western Cape was the most directly affected by the State's

goal of budgetary equity between provinces and national plans tor a redistribution

of services, facilities, technologies, expertise and staff between provinces, as well

as between the major metropolitan and disadvantaged rural areas.

Despite this drive tor equity in health care provision, many policy decisions could

not yet be implemented in the Western Cape, while others were partly implemented

but proving to be inoperable. The pressures to which the structure of the health

care system was being subjected included the need tor visible reform while

retaining bioscientifically based knowledge, power, and efficacy. At the same time

the necessity to become more equitable and more inclusive of other healing

systems was stressed (Chapter I). One result was a health care system in which

overall services still existed, but entire pockets of care were missing. There was a

need tor content (services) to follow structure (facilities and stafi), rather than to

. . . I
attempt to provide content to (as yet) non-existent structures.

In a system of transformation the scopic regime was also analogous to what de

Pina-Cabral (1997) referred to as the' daytime' aspects of hegemony, or in terms

of this thesis, the definitions of 'qualifying' bodies, of typicality, regulation and

obligatory behaviour as circumscribed through the gaze. At the level of hospital

and of policy these 'formal' perceptual and political frameworks involved dominant

protocols, practices and discourses, through which claims to truth were established

and maintained. It supposedly interpreted and functioned on behalf ofthe common

good and in the interests of individual patients. In a transtorming health care
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system, the scopic regime had to do with both the legitimisation or validation of

certain definitions or classifications of bodies which did or did not qualify tor

treatment, and the ability to enforce them.

The implementation of such policies was nevertheless part of a transitional state.

lts success and status were, like all liminal states, ambiguous, contradictory,

fraught with hazards and insecurities (see Turner, 1969, 1982; Van Gennep, 1970).

For acutely chronically ill patients like Mr Soobramoney in Kwazulu-Natal and

Messrs Mfeceto, Cengimbo, Galant (Chapter IV), Abrahams, Adonis (Chapter

IX) and others in the Cape Town area, as well as tor health care givers, the process

of transformation, its 'official' and 'formal' discourses, knowledge and policies did

not coincide with the everyday reality of receiving and giving services and care.

For sufferers, the encounter with the health care system meant negotiating its

broadened access base at primary care level, of long periods of waiting, of

mediating multi-levelled relations of power and subjectivities in a hierarchy of

spaces, and yet in the end encountering increasingly constricted portals into the

higher level services.

Institutionalization was in itself a liminal experience tor the patients. It revolved

around specific crises and social dramas of severe illness. Once sufferers engaged

with the system there was supposed to be no distinction between them (as patients)

and they were equalised by waiting, by being scrutinised, disciplined, and classified

ana reclassified, as they progressed through the different levels (Chapters V, VI).

Once they 'qualified' tor institutionalisation in a tertiary hospital, the sick were

separated trom the everyday 'outside' world and were aliowed to take on the role

of patient. Being institutionalized meant that they could behave in ways that would
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otherwise be out of character, unacceptable or even taboo. Yet tor the acutely

chronically ill the everyday reality of ongoing illness constituted a kind of liminal -

state in itself, particularly when they encountered the health care services (Chapters

V, IX, X).

Gaining access to the necessary level of care was also equivocal. With the

publication in 1995 of a Charter of Patient's Rights (Chapter VII), South African

policy rnakers and health service providers faced the reality of having to adhere to

Section 2ï (see also Chapter V) of the Constitution, while being unable to comply

fully or at all. The Constitutional Court ruling in the Soobramoney case indicated

that there had to be reasonable measures, within available resources, to achieve a

progressive realisation of the right of access to health services and that no-one was

to be refused access to emergency treatment. Therefore, as shown in this study

(Chapter V), the acutely chronically ill increasingly tended, betore seeking

admission, to wait until they were in a crisis and might qualify tor access through

emergency units. In practice, what constituted an emergency and the treatment

thereof shifted constantly relative to the exigencies of a particular moment, the

capacity of a specitic health facility, the availability of doctors, technology,

ambulances and such (see Chapters IV and V).

As indicated in the discussion on nursing knowledge in Chapter VlIJ, the

construction of an emergency was in itself often contradictory and poorly

articulated. As Turner (1969: 80-92) iedicated, liminality involved all that stayed at

the margins. "Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and

between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention,

ceremonial" (1969: 181). Liminality is a transitional phenomenon that integrates
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transition and transformation and is always present in social life (de Pina-Cabral,

19~7:34). Liminality and marginality are thus continuously pushing towards the -

centre, becoming the basis upon which the power, discourses, knowiedges and

definitions of the gaze are constantly being reconstructed. Therefore Mr

Soobramoney's effort to broaden the construction of what constituted an

emergency was also an attempt to move from the margin to the center, or to

transmute such definitions in a time of t1ux. It was an effort echoed by other

patients to find legitimization for practices and meanings which had less salience in

the health policy and service, but which were very much part of the sufferers'

reality.

The health care system in transition thus involved a continuous renegotiation

of centers and margins, of daytime and night-time aspects of the scopic regime

and its relative hegemony (see de Pina-Cabral, 1997; see also Chapter VIII).

The legal effort to define more clearly what constituted an emergency was partly

an exercise to affirm the classificatory principles on which the social mandate for

the distribution of services to the 'deserving' was instituted. Decisions

concerning the availability of services and therapies, and thus about which

bodies were constructed as emergencies, were also related to the ways in which

the bodies had become commodified by the value added through diagnosis and

the morbidity 'read' onto them by the formal specialised knowledge of medicine

and its practitioners (Chapters \'1, VII). As indicated in Chapter IV, value

signified incrementally expensive and specialised knowledge, technologies and

treatments being mobilised as a 'qualifying' body progressed trom the

community, to secondary and tertiary health spaces. To be constructed as an
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emergency meant to have some form of intrinsic value such as youth, productivity,

reproductive abilities, to be in a temporary state of crisis, and as such, to have

further value added by services and therapies set in motion to save a life.

Acutely chronically ill patients with complications, like Mr Soobramoney

(Appendix 2) or Ms Madayi and Mr Galant (Chapter IV), could not 'qualify' for

expensive therapies, technologies and expertise, or emergency treatment. They were

either truncated by the services (like Mr Soobramoney and Ms Madayi) or relegated
e

to the spaces in-between the different levels of health care and thus effectively

pushed to the margins or the backstage, where they were maintained in a state of

limbo (Ms Madayi and Mr Galant).

Like Mr Soobramoney, the sufferers involved in this study were mostly acutely

chronically ill. They came into the health care system in cycles of deterioration in their

condition, or when they needed to gain access to the advanced and expensive

therapies, expertise and technologies which were only available in a tertiary training

hospital, or for patients protected by private practice. Some, like Mr Zotwana (Chapter

XI), also had to be dialysed. Although he still 'qualified' for dialysis when the study

ended, Mr Zotwana was deeply concerned about future treatment. His condition had

retrogressed over the years and he was aware that, in terms of the categories into

which patients were sorted for treatment when resources were under stress, he would

soon no longer qualify. The decisions as to whether Mr Soobramoney or Mr Zotwana

were suitable candidates for expensive services and technologies were made at the

level of the institution and were informed by national policy, by 'expert' interpreta-

tions and by the availability of equipment and personnel.
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While this foregrounded 'daytime' aspect of policy implementation and service

delivery constituted the formalising and rationalising aspects of health care,

The Soobramoney case also highlighted the constant search in health care

alternative understandings, procedures and practices were relegated to relative

invisibility, to the backstage. It was here that the reality of the transforming system

was most keenly felt by the sick. The patients at the margins, the acutely

chronically ill with their related complications, the older, the poor and less

productive patients had to iace the unpleasant realities of a system in transition.

This fell somewhere between the ideal of equity and of being able to ensure rights

enshrined in the Constitution, and the reality of uneven access or non-existent

services where everyone did not have an equal claim to treatment. An increasing

emphasis was placed on primary health care, which was largely preventative, while

the curative services had to deal with the outfall of increasing violence, particularly

gang-related violence in the Cape Flats. Here, emergency services had to be

rendered, since many of the victims were relatively young and capable of being

productive and reproduction (see Chapters IV, V).

discourses to establish and maintain clearly delineated boundaries as opposed to

less clearly defined and inarticulate areas such as chronic illness (see Douglas,

1966, 19ïO). It involved a process of continuous efforts to clarity its scope.

Emergency interventions, infarctions, gunshot wounds or ectopic pregnancies

which had ruptured (Chapter V) were 'once-off interventions where bodies could

be repaired and returned to the outside, the community. In relation to the

increasing focus on primary health care and preventative services, those who were

non-compliant.or/and.who suftered from 'diseases of litestyle' were in a sense
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disorderly and stigmatized; they escaped clear classification and therefore any

particular temporalized treatment.

An affliction like chronic diabetes, particularly if the sufferer did not always

adhere to his/her treatment and its concomitant complications such as renal failure,

cardiac and vascular disease could often be constructed as a <disease oflifestyle',

in itself a condition which carried the potential for negative labelling and the

apportionment of blame. People suftering from acute chronic disease were

somewhere between the right of access to health care and 'emergency' treatment,

and the reality that they would probably not quality because of age, illness-related

complications or relatively poor prognosis.

It is my contention that at the margins, the transformation of health services had

raised the threshold of access to public hospitals in ways that reproduced the

colonial and apartheid encounters. On the one hand 'race' was no longer used as a

constructual and constraining epithet, while on the other disqualification was

replicated in new constructions of transgressive and deviant bodies that made

unwarranted claims on the scarce and rapidly diminishing health resources. As

South African health policy implementation moved in the direction of greater

access to health care, its practitioners increasingly considered financial

implications. In health care spaces, medicalised understandings of bodies, and

what constituted risk-taking behaviour, diseases of lifestyle and subsequently of

transgressive and deviant bodies, prevailed and were equally informed by an

increasing commodification of those bodies. Consequently, while policy and

institutional discourses and arrangements may have tended to homogenise the sick,

there were certain class, age, gender and financial biases impacting on the choices
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made as to who would or would not gain access to certain levels of cafe,

therapeutic interventions and hospitalisation.

Finally, it was at the margins of the health care system, in its night-spaces and

times, where resistance occurred, and where people either escaped the gaze or

made themselves invisible within it, to both resist it and turn it to their own

purposes (Chapter X). It was significant that it was ultimately in the ambiguous,

poorly-defined areas such as night-times and emergencies that new possibilities

arose, where different kinds of knowledge and expertise came into play and

different experiences and knowledge such as that of the nurses, found articulation.

Yet as illustrated by the Soobramoney case it was also in the ambiguous areas,

where the needs of the outside constantly pushed up against the inside of the

system as symbolised by the emergency wards, that the tightest control was

enforced at the interface of the structured and the formless. Here, access to the

inside of the health care system became increasingly policed. It was also here that

individual acutely chronically ill patients like Mr Soobramoney were beginning to

challenge the State's authority in the form oflocalised decisions on the limits of

care which could be administered.
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Endnotes

Chapter I

I. Most often patients on these wards sutTer from chronic diseases, such as diabetes,
cardio-pulmonary diseases, tuberculosis, other pulmonary diseases, stroke etc.

2. My study was a ''part'' ofthe research and supposed to indicate whether the intervention
had failed or succeeded. LOCIS was designed to "tailor" or individualise the level of
care for patients in medical wards in the teaching hospital. I was part of a multi-
disciplinary research team. The intervention is discussed in Chapter III.

3. I was not supposed to do analysis of hospital documentation, as this was a terrain
supposed to be "covered" by a professional registered nurse who also did research on
the wards.

365

4. In semiosis something can only qualify as a sign if it has a physical form, refers to
something other than itself, and is recognised as doing this by other users of the sign
system. In Saussaurean linguistics a sign is composed of a "signifier" and a "signified"
(de Saussure, 1974). The signifier is the material/physical form which the sign takes. It
is something which can be seen, heard, touched, smelled or tasted. The signified is a
mental construct, the concept it represents. The relationship between the signifier and
the signified is referred to as 'signification'. There can be no sign or meaning without
both a signifier and a signified. Rather than de Saussure's pair, Peircean semiotics (see
Honkasalo, 1997) offers a threesome consisting of the "representamen" or the form
which the sign takes (not always material); the "interpretant", or the sense made of the
sign; and the "object" to which the sign refers. The "interpretant" is a sign in the mind
of the interpreter. Thus any interpretation can be re-interpreted. While Peirce's model
allows for an objective reality, it was not part of Saussure's model. Peirce nevertheless
argues that all experience is mediated by signs. Media theorists (see Bignell, 1997;
Chandler, 1995; Fiske, 1982; Leiss et aI, 1990) stress the importance of sense-making,
which requires an interpreter and involves an active process of interpretation [they
reject the formula of 'content' and meaning. Many of these theorists suggest semiotic
triangles in which the interpreter (or 'user') of the sign features explicitly (in place of
'sense' or 'interpretant')]. This emphasises the process of semiosis (a Peircean concept).
Thus the meaning of a sign is not contained within it, but arises in its interpretation.
Whether a dyadic or triadic model is adopted, the role of the interpreter must be
accounted for, either within the formal model of the sign, or as an essential part of the
process of semiosis. Siess (1986:6) argues that 'statements about users, signs or
referents can never be made in isolation from each other (see also Hodge & Kress,
1988; Innis, 1986; Sebeok, 1994). Semioticians often make an analytic distinction
between two types of signifieds (referents). They are a denotative signified and a
connotative signified. Denotation and connotation are terms describing the relationship
between the signifier and its referent. "Denotation" is usually described as the
definitional, "literal", "obvious" or "commonsense" meaning of a sign. "connotation"
refers to its socio-cultural and personal associations (ideological, emotional etc.)
(Chandler, 1994)

5. Personal comment Dr. Allen Feldman

6. See also Chapter II

7. This is developed in chapter III
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8. See Chapter III

9. Cardio Pulmonary Disease. Dr Mohamed, comment 17/4/93

10. Staff nurse who was also a third year student nurse, interview 22/3/93"

Il. 'Black', 'White' and 'Coloured' used to refer to racial categories enshrined in
apartheid legislation. Such legislation had previously controlled and separated every
aspect of life according to racial classification: separate residential areas, health,
education, welfare, local government, employment opportunities, the right to collective
bargaining, the franchise, access to land, business licenses, credit, graveyards, public
amenities, the right to marriage and sexual liaison. (Brewer et ai, 1988: 157). Apartheid
laws also created a wide variety of offenses and crimes based on racial classification.
When used in this thesis, it does not subscribe to a notion of inherent physical
differences, but is done to highlight the still existing disparities between different
groups which resulted from this legislation. Respondents also often used such
terminology to refer to themselves or others. In the 1997/98 research there had been a
shift in the use of such terminology. Racism was supposedly something of the past, but
'race' designations were still used to enforce affirmative action. At the same time, the
notion of' Black' had been broadened to include all the formerly oppressed, 'African',
'Coloured', 'Asian' and such. Many formerly 'Blacks' started to use "African" to refer
to themselves as the 'indigenous' population of the country. 'Black' had become a
wider political construct. Many people nevertheless still referred to themselves as
'Coloured' or Bruinmense (brown folk) in the Western Cape. This was also a politically
inspired move which would give them a claim to being the descendants of the original
Khoi, San and even slave populations in this province. 'Africans' would then be the
'new' arrivals.

12. This followed an outbreak of bubonic plague in 1900. It was believed that 'Blacks'
were the source of infection and they were targeted for expulsion from the body public
(Comaroff, 1993: 322; Swanson, 1977: 392-393)

13. Government Gazette, 1997, 382(17910): 12; Government Gazette, 16 April 1997,
Chapter 21.

14. Feldman approaches 'subject' (person) the way Foucault and Lacan does, that is in the
way that language shapes subjectivity. Our subjectivity is formed by interacting with a
system of representation that precedes us. According to Feldman (1991: 1): "I look to
bodily, spatial and violent practices as forming a unified language of material
signification ... " He also refers to the poses used in photographic and other
representations which apparently seem to be realistic representations, but are not and
then becomes emblematic.

15. A Bill on traditional healing was promulgated after the research had been completed.

16. I am homogenizing medicine and medical knowledge somewhat as it is taught to
medical students in a relatively standardized way which adheres to similar knowledge
systems and training in especially England and the USA. In reality medical practice and
the related knowledge of specializations can be quite diverse.

17. Foucault argued that modem medicine had its birth around 1800 when medicine
became increasingly clinically based and focused more on the inside and outside of the
body as well as on the health of populations. There existed a 'medicine of species',
which relied on classification of diseases into families and species which were related to
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each other, rather than to the body of the patient in Europe before 1800. After 1800
medicine shifted "not from a less to a more accurate understanding of the body but from
one kind of knowledge to another" (Amarasingham Rhodes, 1996: 168). From this
period onwards medicine was dominated by the 'gaze' a different way of looking at the
body by focusing on what was individual and abnormal.

18:in such a visually dominated setting the observer, the doctor, whose knowledge was
mainly constituted through the gaze and vision had the greatest authority, which was
further supplemented through other ~Iy constituted technologies such as the x-ray,
textual representations of test results and such. Tlié 0 serve , the patient, might also
have knowledge, for example of how he or she was experiencing the illness, but this
was subjective, it could not necessarily be 'verified' through visually constituted
technologies.

19. In semiotics signs are organised into meaningful systems according to certain
conventions which are referred to as codes. The meaning of a sign depends on the code
within which it is situated, thus codes provide a framework within which signs make
sense. A code is basically a set of practices familiar to users of the medium of
communication operating within a broad cultural framework. Thus, according to Hall,
"there is no intelligible discourse without the operation of a code" (Hall, 1980: 131). A
range of typologies of codes can be found in the literature of semiotics (see Fiske, 1989;
Chandler, 1995, 1994). These include social codes involving e.g. verbal language,
bodily codes (bodily contact, proximity, physical orientation, appearance, facial
expression, gaze, head nods, gestures and posture), commodity codes (fashions,
clothing, cars), behavioural codes (protocols, rituals, role-playing, games), regulatory
codes (e.g. professional codes of practice). There are also certain textual codes
involving scientific codes, aesthetic codes, genre, rhetorical and stylistic codes:
narrative (plot, character, action, dialogue, setting, etc.), exposition, argument etc., mass
media codes. Interpretative codes involve perceptual codes: e.g. of visual perception
[(Hall, 1980: 132; Nichols, 1981) (this code does not assume intentional
communication)}, codes of production and interpretation, i.e. codes involved in both
encoding and decoding texts, ideological codes (e.g. individualism, freedom, patriarchy,
race, class, materialism, capitalism, progressivism and 'scientism' (Fiske, 1989).

20. This an ideational space, but also one which is "made up of people and actions"
(Hastrup, 1995: 17).

21. E.g. implementation of free medical services for mothers and children under five.

22. My active participation in the study's topic came about in many ways. In 1993 I
collated and wrote a report on a research project which was conducted in the late 1970's
and mid-1980's at Baragwanath hospital in Johannesburg. I was invited to use the data
as a basis for a longitudinal research project on nursing at Baragwanath Hospital. I did
not pursue this since I wished to work in Cape Town, both for personal reasons, and
because I could speak at least two of the languages used by nurses and patients.

23. An earlier study (Bachmann et al, 1991; Zwarenstein et ai, 1990) in medical wards had
shown that patients received standardised and routine care which was not appropriate-to
the intensity of their medical needs. Thus patients who were relatively well, received
care they did not require and consequently placed "an unnecessary demand on limited
resources that could be better used for patients needing more intensive and specialised
care" (LOCIS, 1993). To achieve this, it was surmised that health care providers had to
de-routinise care and offer "a unique and flexible response" to "an individual patient's
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needs as determined by the nature and severity of his or her illness, social
circumstances, specific disabilities and personality". Interprofessional communication
would also have to be improved (LOCIS, 1993).

24. This was in accordance with the original proposal (1993)

25.'Registered nurses later complained that they were not always able to attend the rounds,
and the registrars somewhat reluctantly agreed that, when necessary, staff nurses could
go in their stead.

1. I am using encoding and decoding not merely in relation to text, but am informed by the
textual understanding of it. Corner (1983: 266-267) uses the term "moments" to refer to
the phases of encoding and decoding in communication/ interaction. The moment of
encoding would then involve "the institutional practices and organizational conditions
and practices of production" ofa "message" or "text". This, in turn, can be symbolic, an
arrangement, performance etc. The moment of decoding would be 'the moment of
reception [or] consumption ... by ... the reader/ hearer/ viewer' which is regarded by most
theorists as 'closer to a form of "construction'" than to 'the passivity ... suggested by the
term "reception'" (see also Chandler, 1994, Encoding and Decoding).

26. Fieldnotes, LOCIS planning meeting, 30/2/93.

27. Measure of Job Satisfaction (MJS), Royal College of Nursing, London.

28. The LOCIS team leader decided on the use of questionnaires.

29. All the patients were interviewed when discharged. Because of the sheer bulk of
information gathered I decided to select a small number of patients for discussion in the
thesis. These case studies were chosen very carefully for their representativeness in
relation to overall demographical make-up of all the patients in the wards and for the
issues I wanted to discuss. I also selected the case studies which I felt could 'speak' to
the various issues across different chapters.

30. See McAllister (1997) on similar issues.

31. Okely (1996: 27) also draws attention to the gendered nature of administering
questionnaires, which is usually done by assistants who are "nameless and usually
female" while the 'hard data' is written up by "(named and usually male) research
lecturers".

Chapter II

Chapter III

1. Cost saving measures were emphasised, the impact of an ANC government on the
hospital was widely discussed, managerial and administrative changes envisaged and
implemented. There were also a number of strike actions by the powerful NEHA WU
union. At the same time a debate was raging amongst nurses about the pros and cons of
joining a union as opposed to remaining members of the conservative and 'White'
dominated nursing council. Cost effectiveness was the catch word at the time. It was
widely used by hospital administrators to argue for the development of an academic
health complex which was supposed to give hospital management more financial
autonomy by allowing them to retain some of its revenues collected through fees. This
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was supposed to encourage them to be cost effective while enhancing quality of services
and care.

2. Personal comment Dr Zwiebel

3. As an anthropologist, I was basically included to enhance the "humanities side" of the
study and to contribute to what was perceived as our forte, i.e. the study from within
and of the 'other' (patients, nurses) through the use of certain "qualitative" research
methods like rapid ethnographic appraisal, focus group discussions, semi-structured
interviews, etc. Fieldnotes, LOCIS planning meeting, 30/2/93

4. Fieldnotes, LOCIS planning meeting, 30/2/93

5. The main thrust of the interventions was to focus on "better teamwork amongst all the staff
that are working in the wards" and would include "some training sessions" introduced and
facilitated by two staff members from human resources. The changes envisioned involved
splitting the nursing staff into two teams. According to Dr Zwiebel: "Each team will have
the same personnel in it all the time - it will be the same size - and those teams will be
affiliated with one of the two registrars ...the medical team will be matched by a nursing
team and those two groups will be working as teams". The position of the head nurse on
the wards would remain unchanged and the nursing staff complement would be divided
into two registrar-affiliated teams consisting of registered nurses, staff nurses, other nurses.
Dr Zwiebel stressed that: "Each team will be responsible only for the care of the patients
of that registrar. This means a smaller number of patients that each nursing person has to
deal with, so their knowledge of each patient will be better. Each medical team will always
work with the same nurses". This which would supposedly improve communication
between medical and nursing staff. Taking care of a smaller number of patients was meant
to increase knowledge of each individual and fewer staff turn over would once more
improve communication. Thus the "system" was about "deeper knowledge of the patients
that allows people to plan more, and better communication between medical and other
professions". The interaction and planning would occur during the normal registrar -
houseman's working ward round, which would be joined by a professional nurse of each
team. According to Dr Bozzoli they hoped that registrars would have a clear grasp of
patients' needs and how he plans to treat them. The housemen and registered nurses were
supposed to contribute their particular perspectives of the patients' needs as well. On the
nursing side there was to be an additional intervention. This involved a patient assessment
to be conducted by the professional nurse on each team when the former arrived on the
ward. The assessment was aimed at assisting the nursing side with drawing up a plan to
meet the nursing care needs of the patient. The interventions, which revolved around team
building, were to take eight weeks each, with two weeks before and two after it also being
included in the study. To enhance the team building there would be 3 sessions of one hour
each facilitated by the human resources participants. The sessions would be repeated to
give everyone a chance to attend. Although the nature of the problem and the nature and
specifics of the intervention had already been decided upon, there would be a pre-
intervention research phase, followed by a phase during which the intervention was
implemented and a post-intervention research phase to see whether the intervention had
succeeded or not.

6. The sessions were repeated to give everyone a chance to attend. Although the nature of
the problem and the nature and specifics of the intervention had already been decided
upon, there would be a pre-intervention research phase, followed by a phase during
which the intervention was implemented and a post-intervention research phase to see
whether the intervention had succeeded or not.
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7. Head of the nursing pavilion in discussion with nursing staff.

II. As senior (medical and nursing) management staff were represented on the LOCIS
team, it could also function as an extension of hospital management.

8. Feldman (1997:33) stresses the difference between the seeing eye and the gaze. The
former is a sensory organ and the later an apparatus of power. I will attend to the issue
of night time on the wards again in the chapter on the scopic regime.

9. Haraway (1989:581) has described such unquestioning notions of scientific objectivity
as the gaze from nowhere. This is the gaze that mythically inscribes all the marked
bodies, that makes the unmarked category claim the power to see and not be seen, to
represent while escaping representation. This gaze signifies the unmarked positions of
Man and White.

10. All the members, with the exception of the research assistant, were 'White' and middle
class. 'Race' differences between patients were described during LOCIS meetings in
terms of language differences. 'Race' and class differences between the team and other
nursing staff were never raised, but the latter were constantly represented in terms of
"they" who were "coming in nowadays", were "task:' oriented, unprofessional and "in it
for the money only".

12. During this time Crawford (1994) completed a research project amongst Xhosa-
speaking patients attending the outpatients section at the hospital. She interviewed them
in the waiting area and thus did not really 'trespass' into the hospital proper.

13. Name used for all the wards resorting under medical section.

14. In summer some of the male doctors wore short, white jackets.

15. Only people associated through their training with the sciences, wore such overcoats.

16. All of them, at some or other stage wore clothes with labels which I recognised as
expensive and preferred by young middle class professionals.

17. In winter they wore thick jerseys and long pants. In summer they dressed in long pants,
short sleeved shirts, and sometimes in the case of female staff, skirts and blouses or even a
dress. The footwear for female staff and students varied considerably, some wore
stockings and shoes, sandals, boots, etc.

18. This possibility was not unlikely. Another researcher who had worked in a similar access
controlled ward in the same hospital. After writing his thesis he was denied any future
access to the specific institution.

19. She said: "As soon as people heard I was studying at uwe, especially the medical staff,
they would treat me differently. The student body has a reputation for anarchy, rioting and
lack of control. On top of that, the assumption is, ifyou are enrolled at uwe, it is because
you could not cut it at another university. With you, people thought you were making a
political and social commitment by working there. For me, it was because I was second
rate as an academic. Being connected with uwe did not have the same meaningfor us".

20. The origins of paternalism lay in colonialism and the practice of slavery in the Western
Cape (Scully, 1992). Currently paternalism is found especially on farms in the form of an
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implied moral contract largely supported both by workers and farmer (Gibson 1996).
Paternalism constructs the participants as a community of shared interest and
interdependence. Yet this relationship can also involve great distortions of relations of
power. Paternalism is not only gendered but involves intricate relationships of
interdependence and authority between the farmer, his wife, male and female employees.

21 :Gibson and Dubb, 1994. A study done at Mulago hospital in Kampala, Uganda (Holden,
1993) showed that nursing uniforms were still associated with Western notions and with
being modern, thus giving its wearers prestige and status. As the services in the hospital
deteriorated and doctors were increasingly absent, nurses took over more of the
responsibilities and were always visible in the neat, clean uniforms. Despite the immense
difficulties they faced, the uniform symbolised "a more ordered past" and afforded some
measure of protection to its wearers.

22. See Okely (1996) for a discussion on the internalisation of the surveillance and training of
women's and girls' bodies.

23. Nursing students were usually separated into special training facilities where they lived.

Chapter IV

1. See Bloom and McIntyre (1998) for a discussion of equity in health care.

2. The case ofMr Soobramoney will be further discussed in Chapter XII, the Conclusion.

3. Harvey (1992: 218) defines spaces of representation as "mental inventions (codes, signs,
'spatial discourses', utopian plans, imaginary landscapes, and even material constructs
such as symbolic spaces, particular built environments) that imagine new meanings or
possibilities for spatial practices". He stresses that dialectical relations exist between this
space and that of spatial practices, as well as representations of space.

4. The Nursing Amendment Bill, Dental Technicians Amendment Bill, The Medical, Dental
and Supplementary Amendment Bill, The Medicines and Related Substances Control
Amendment Bill, The Pharmacy Amendment Bill and the Medical Schemes Bill.

5. This would involve a redeployment and re-training of nursing staff in the field of primary
health care. One year of mandatory community service was being instituted for medical
interns, who would in effect then take eight years to be registered as medical practitioners.
To create positions for interns the services of a number of medical officers had been
terminated.

6. Tobacco Products Control Amendment Bill .

7. South African Medicines and Medical Devices Regulatory Authority Bill.

8. See endnote 1I, chapter I.

9. Here I draw on a Foucaultian notion of political economy whereby "the social field is
constituted by a grid of technologies of power which act upon the body" (Poster, 1984:52).
Technologies of power comprise discourses and practices and thus people acting on other
people, or "people acting on information and information acting on people" (Poster, 1984:
53).
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10. For my understanding of the impact of the political economy on health care provision I
draw on Foucault. His work often resonates with that of other theorists and some, like
Poster (1984: 40) see a continuity between the work of Foucault and some Marxists, if"by
other means". Foucault's work is nevertheless often viewed as problematic because of its
seeming lack of unity and precision and because of its epistemological ambiguity (Cousins
& Hussain, 1984). However, the strength of his work lies in its detailed histories of the
finest detail of the regulation, inspection and supervision of the smallest fragment of life
and the body (Foucault, 1979). In The Archaeology of Knowledge Foucault tried to
elucidate knowledge through discourse analysis, of "discursive formations, of positivities,
and knowledge in their relation with epistemological figures and with the sciences is what
has been called, to distinguish it from other possible forms of the history of the sciences,
the analysis of the episterne". This involves "the total set of relations that unite, at a given
period, the discursive practices that give to epistemological figures, sciences and possibly
formalized systems" (Foucault, 1972:191). The Order of Things, lies the basis of his
critique of Marxist analyses. Unlike the Marxist emphasis on repression Foucault seeks the
principles which regulate social order as part of an overall project. He sees it in the
architectural, organisational and interactional regimes of institutions such as prisons,
factories, schools, barracks and hospitals which all bear a resemblance to penal institutions
(Foucault, 1979). The reason for this is that they were all grounded in similar techniques.
All equally functioned as sites of dividing practices between the normal and the assorted
populations and categories that, henceforth, were relegated to the margins of the social
body in some form of dependency. Otherwise they were measured as being different from
the norm. As such, they became the objects of a variety of penalities and interventions
which were devised to correct such defects. These developments lie at the heart of
Foucault's later work: it is, how normal, everyday life in modern Western societies has
been constituted and the techniques by which it has been regulated and sustained as such.
For Foucault the social transition following the change from pre-capitalist to capitalist
society involved a reversal in the political economy of the body. He substantiates this
approach by examining and comparing how and whom exercised power on the body in
respective historical epochs. In pre-capitalist societies, power was exercised by, for
example absolute monarchs. They ruled not through codified sets of rules, but through
fear and cruel, arbitrary penalties. In this type of society the rulers, the aristocracy had the
right of death over the rest of the population. They justified their power and privileges
through their royal lineage. Their power was heightened by their not being subject to 'the
norm'. Contrastingly, capitalist society and its new order necessitated a political economy
of the body organized around principles of heredity and life. Now power was not to
exterminate bodies but instead to manage them, to make them "docile", productive, useful
and to prevent wastage. Thus there would not be penalties of exclusion and destruction but
of inclusion and incorporation. These would eventually permeate the penal system of
modern societies and would in time be extended into a range of community-based
alternatives. From now on life had to be managed so as to reproduce wealth. This made
necessary new, more efficient strategies of policing (as opposed to earlier arbitrary,
inefficient penalities). These involved firstly general surveillance: for example, the
production and collection of statistics, social surveys, public records and other means of
storing information. New sets of by-laws, regulations and other measures were developed,
which, in turn, affected and shaped the spaces in which everyday life would be conducted.
The second aspect was disciplinary training in institutional life to produce obedient
subjects who were each individually subjected to habits, rules, orders. It involved for an
authority that is continually exercised around and upon the individual and which ultimately
functions automatically in him! her (Foucault, 1979).

II. 18th June, Cape Town, Department of Health Submission, 1997: 209-210.
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12. I am using it as it was submitted to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (T.R.C.) in
1997.

13. 17th June 1997, Cape Town, Experience of a Township Doctor: 74-76.

14. The Cape Argus, 15/5/97.

15. The Cape Argus, 12/5/97; The Cape Argus, 13/5/97; The Cape Argus, 15/5/97; The Cape
Argus, 23/5/1997.

16. All the information used for this chapter is based on interviews done between June 1997
and March 1998 with Mrs Njobe, her son and her sister at Mr Njobe's house.

17. A diabetic coma, when blood is more acidic than body tissue.

18. The Western Cape had the second highest per capita expenditure on health, the lowest
HIV incidence. The province also had the highest TB incidence and the highest statistics
for smoking amongst women. Diseases of lifestyle and violence related injuries were high.

19. Government Gazette, 16 April 1997.

20. These include ante-natal, delivery, post-natal and neonatal services, family planning,
nutrition, communicable and non-communicable diseases, optometry, community mental
health services and geriatric services.

21. The health service related transport systems were managed from district health service
level.

22. See also The Cape Argus, 15/5/97; The Cape Argus, 16/5/1997; The Cape Argus, 21/5/97.

23. These include many 'chronic diseases' like hypertension, obesity, non-insulin dependent
diabetes, smoking, cirrhosis of the liver, asthma related to smoking.

24. The Cape Argus, 3/9/97.

25. Computerized Topography Scan.

26. Magnetic resonance imaging, which would indicate where the brain tissue had been
damaged by a stroke.

27. The government had employed a large number of especially Cuban doctors. Foreign
doctors made up about 23% of the state sector employed medical practitioners in 1998.
See The Sunday Times, 8/11/98.

28. See The Mail and Guardian, 17-23/1/97; The Cape Argus, 5/10/98; The Sunday Times,
1<#10/97.

29. These were denotations used by the respondents themselves and were based in old
apartheid legislation, now defunct.

30. See Mr Njobe and Mr Cengimbo.
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31. Taxi feud refers to minibus taxis which perform the bulk of the daily task of moving
commuters into the city from the formerly designated apartheid suburbs, which gives rise
to feuding over taxi 'territories';

32. Thrombolytic Plasminogen Activator - agent used in treatment of myocardial infarction.

Chapter V

1. Death of heart muscle resulting from obstruction of circulation.

2. Intravenous streptokinase, an anti-coagulant.

3. Thrombolytic Plasminogen Activator - agent used in treatment ofmyocardial infarction.

4. A diabetic coma, when blood is more acidic than body tissue.

5. Are produced when there is not enough insulin to help the body use sugar as energy.
Sugar builds up in the blood, but the body cannot use it and breaks down fat instead.
Ketones form in the blood and spill into urine.

6. Foucault (1979:304) refers to the "norm" as a "mixture of legality and nature,
prescription and constitution", and as such a moral discourse of correct behaviour.

7. The new Employment Equity Bill defines Black as inclusive of Africans, Coloureds and
Indians.

8. See Gibson (1996); Swarts (1997).

9. The 'tot' system became illegal in 1997.

10. See Mrs Sokufudumala, Xolile Sokufudumala, Mr Njobe, Chapter IV for incidents of
clashes.

II. See Mr Njobe and Mr Cengimbo waiting for the ambulance.

12. Severe chest pain as a result of blocked arteries - restricts the flow of blood supplying
oxygen to the heart muscles

13. Acute myocardial infarction: 'heart attack'.

14. Mrs Andrews, a diabetic who had survived a heart attack. Interview 15/6/97.

15. She had been in a diabetic coma before, but said it was "almost painless, I only realised
afterwards that I had become confused and was busy slipping away (om weg te glip).

Chapter VI

I. See chapter V, Dr Links talking about Mr Galant.

2. Between May 1996 and March 1998 the hospital had lost 983 staff members. The
budget for the 1997/98 year was R545 million, while the 1998/99 budget had been
reduced to R486 million.
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3. See Foucault (1979) for a discussion on the production of docile bodies.

4. Thus "belonging" to another ward, but being "boarded" in the specific ward for the
time being. The registrar responsible for the patient, would be from ward G 16, but the
nursing staff from G8 (the "boarding" ward) would care for the patient while hel she
was in the specific ward.

5. A small number of patients wore their own pajamas. The majority wore the hospital
gown. The wearing of the hospital gown vs. own night wear was an indicator for class
differences.

6. Ward round 6, patient 1

10. The gendered nature of space has been discussed by Henley (1977) who pointed out
that women often have less control over space than men and are at times restricted to
specific spaces. In general women are also assigned less personal and desirable space
and cannot move as freely through especially public spaces as males. Space and gender
has also more recently been the focus of feminist studies (see Helly & Reverby, 1992)
which have shown that public spaces are largely segregated through time and according
to class, gender and age. Accordingly women and children would be visible in these
spaces during the day, but not after hours when it becomes increasingly dangerous for
them. Geographers, in turn, have argued that space plays a role in manufacturing racial
difference (see Jackson, 1987; Smith, 1989). Feminist scholars have shown that racial
hierarchies are based in patriarchal gendered divisions of society, and that racialized
bodies are premised upon the sexed body (see hooks, 1991). Feminist geographers have
explored the spatial dimension of the inter-section of race and gender, and the
interconnection between spatial mechanisms, the body, and the formation of identity
(Kobayashi & Peake, 1994; Peake, 1993; Sanders, 1990).

7. Ward round 3, patient 10

8. Ward round 6, patient 2

9. This was especially relevant in South Africa where racialized spatial separation had
earlier been enforced through legislation. The legacy of this policy is discussed in
chapter III. On the wards, the majority of the nurses lived in lower economic suburbs
which were geographically separated from centres of power. Some stayed in nursing
hostels, which also separated them and made them more controllable. The opposite was
true for medical staff.

II. Learned/ acquired while passing the spaces where illegal activities, e.g. the sale of
liquor happened. Many of these would also be gangster controlled spaces. I am not
implying that all the nursing staff came from gangster-controlled areas. Yet most of
them were knowledgeable about it though friends, family acquaintances etc.

12. Such differences were often humorously described by nurses through the use of
religious references. A staff nurse referred to the consultant's round and its effect on the
ward as "the parting of the waters". A registered nurse said the differences between
doctors and nurses were that they both knew that the nurses would always be "in it up to
here (the nose)" while the doctors would eventually "walk on water".

13. Mrs Roman said: "By that time I have also walked physically to check that there are no
beds because they want the nurse manager and the medical superintendent to say there
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are no more beds"

14. She made a motion with her two bent index fingers, ind icating inverted commas.

15. According to some of the older nurses I interviewed, the emphasis on documentation
by nurses had a long history based in medical constructions of nurses as not being true
professionals. It had special significance in the case of 'black' nurses, who were o-ften
portrayed in the media as unprofessional and uncaring. Similar negative views of
'black' nurses were reported by Marks (1994). These included nurses in the tertiary
hospital in which this research had been done. In a study done in Baragwanath hospital
in Johannesburg between 1976 and 1986 it was mentioned that black nursing staff
"enjoyed little autonomy or authority and were constrained by the hospital's
expectations of what 'good' nursing entails, including. the timeous completion of charts
and observations. Nurses seemingly dealt with this through an obsession with the
completion of prescribed tasks, thus giving less attention to the "caring" side of patient
care. The position was exacerbated by overcrowding and inadequate staffing ... all
nurses' activities had to be carefully charted and written down, these records were ...
(also) for patients in the hospital" (Gibson & Dubb, 1994).

16. Many of the professional nurses interviewed either during the 1993/1994 or the
1997/1998 period said that they would not dispense medication until such time as a
doctor had written it up. Accepting a telephonic order from a doctor was usually an
indication of trust from the side of the professional nurse. In the case of the registered
nurse under discussion, the doctor who gave the order was also a consultant and the
head of the ward. In this case a hierarchy of authority was thus also involved in her
decision to accept a telephonic order.

17. According to medical interns they also acquired certain performative techniques of
being a doctor, like claiming the greatest physical space (see Appendix 5 and the
discussion on space in this chapter), being forceful, expecting an acceptance of their
authority, presenting themselves as knowledgeable and in charge of a patient, handling
the body of the patient, etc. Nursing staff members were mainly of working class,
'Coloured' background and sometimes slipped into identities and techniques which
were more indicative of the social background from which they originated. One staff
nurse called this "gedra jou soos 'n meid" (behave like a maid), while another said:
"skel soos 'n meid" (scold like a maid). Both these expressions could be highly
insulting and racist when used by others, but were not necessarily understood as such
when used by 'Coloured' nurses themselves, especially when they were scolding non-
compliant or unruly patients. According to Salo (1998) women in violence prone,
marginalized 'Coloured' communities, would perform "die moeder" (the mother), a
powerful role as moral commentator. Thus a "moeder" would scold, swear at, otherwise
discipline, or even strike an offending male. Nursing staff often 'performed' as
"moeders", during which time they would code-and- mode switch to a more local
language and physical dimension. See Muller (1999:87-91) for a discussion of Sister T
parodying "die Wet' (the Law) and other "Spectacular lessons". See also Jensen &
Turner (1996).

18. See Chapter V for the description of doctors having to do an examination and write a
prescription in a certain time.

Chapter VII

I. See Chapters IV and V, Dr Links re Mr Galant.
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2. See interview Dr. Marks, Chapter V: Symptomologies.

3. Adopted in Pretoria on 17th July 1995 at an international conference on Critical Issues
Related to the Patient's Rights Charter.

10. Similar experiences were described by the medical staff interviewed during the
1997/98 period. According to Dr Links (see chapters IV and V) he "came to medicine
because I suppose I thought I was going to help people. I have become more cynical
now. We seem to have the same people coming in and out of the system. Look at TB, the
people don't take their medication, so they come back. I know TB is more prevalent in
poor areas. I know all those things, but I cannot change it, so Ijust do my job. I cannot
even say I am a healer anymore, you know like in Afrikaans, geneesheer (healer). I
don't genees (heal) and I am not a heer (gentleman) anymore ... many of these people

4. According to Marks (1994) the history of the professionalisation of nursing in South
Africa had a legacy based in not only gender, race and class divisions, but also in the
stigmatization of nursing as a form of domestic labour. In the South African context, the
latter had always been associated with "b lack rather than white hands" (1994; 9). In the
1993/1994 research period, the majority of the nurses on the wards were 'Coloured',
although an influx of 'African' nurses started at the end of this period. At the time the
majority of the medical staff in the wards (in the hospital and in the country as a whole)
were males, while the nursing profession was (and still is) overwhelmingly female.
Most of the highest managerial and remunerated positions in medicine were held by
'White' males, while the top management of the nursing profession was controlled by
'White' women. According to the South African Health Review, by 1998, all medical
universities had affirmative action policies in place in regard to the acceptance and
training of medical students. Although the number of 'Black' students registered had
increased significantly, "previously White universities" (like the University of Cape
Town - for which the hospital under discussion was the tertiary training facility) were
still "predominantly White" (South African Health Review, 1998: 46). The gender
balance was nevertheless more even. In the case of nurses in training in the Western
Cape (and in this specific hospital), the vast majority were still 'Coloured' (SAHR,
1998: 56) and female.

5. See Montgomery Hunter (1991) for an in-depth discussion of the patient as text.

6. See Chapters IV and V. Dr Marks and Dr Links remarked that unstable patients are
normally prioritised for treatment.

7. When speaking to nurses, medical staff almost always used what I came to think of as
'hospitalese' such as "obs", "cath", "CA", "bp" and such. Both medical and nursing
staff (especially registered nurses) used the highly specialised language of biomedicine.
This happened especially when they were speaking to each other or in medical
emergencies, such as resuscitations.

8. See also Becker et al (1961), Bosk (1979), Good (1994) and Hafferty (1991) for a
discussion on learning medicine and becoming a doctor.

9. The family came into play again during discussions on social rounds (see Appendix 6),
but then dealing and interacting with the family became the responsibility of the social
worker, thereby confirming the fragmentation of the patient into body/ mind/ social/
economic aspects. All of these issues are dealt with by different experts although it was
done in the interest of holism.
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7. I am using Mr Mbatha's exegesis of the role of the iguana and the meaning of the N2 as
I understood his explanation of it. Both he and the cleaner-interpreter used the word
likkewaan (iguana). He was the second patient who ascribed his condition to an iguana.
The other believed that he had eaten the reptile's meat which had made him "crazy".

11. In Primary Health Care settings registered nurses can dispense medication up to
schedule four drugs, i.e. certain kinds of antibiotics.

8. Personal comment From Dr M. Guma with whom I tried to verify the explanation as I
understood it from Mr Mbatha's and the interpreter's explanation. According to
Ngubane(I977) and Guma (1997) health implies not only physical well-being but also
being in harmony in one's social relations, with nature and the universe.

9. Low blood sugar as a result of an excess of insulin.

10. Wat weet hulle van my? Dan's dit die ene dan daai ene. Almal kastig geleerd oor dit of
dat. maar hulle weet niks van my afnie. Hulle weet van my siekte ja. elke ou dingetjie
van wat. maar nie van hoe nie.

12. During interviews and conversations nursing staff often emphasised the different roles
they had to playas "social workers, dieticians, physiotherapists, we even have to be
doctors in an emergency. We seem to have afoothold in every field in health but we have
no real autonomy' (field notes 18/9/93). A registered nurse said: "Nurses are trained to do
many things and an experienced sister is often more skilled than an intern. This is very
frustrating. We need autonomy, but doctors will always stand in our way. They would not
like to be beholden to us. Interns, housemen and even registrars often tum to you for just
about everything, for little things like working the chute, getting them things, telling them
how the patients are, but also to do procedures for them like putting up drips and taking
blood. And if something goes wrong you are responsible, because you are not supposed to
do things for them, it is not in your job description. You do them afavour, but then they
expect itfrom you and when you do not want to do it or something goes wrong you have to
deal with the consequences yourseif'(Sister Riki). A number of nurses thus felt that they
were not allowed to playas big a role in patient care as they had been trained to, and were
capable of doing. By taking on some ofthe doctor's responsibilities a nurse could ease the
burden and improve her relationship with himlher. By doing this, she nevertheless
potentially exposed herselfto disciplinary action. Some doctors supported nursing staffs
views and a houseman commented that the former "are allowed no real responsibility
with patient care. Nurses are actually trained to do a lot of the procedures only we are
allowed to do in this hospital. This is the irony, when it is an emergency they are allowed
to do these procedures, and often they are as good as the doctors." A registrar that: "I am
capable of doing almost everything the nurses do, but when they ask me to do something, it
is because they are not allowed to do it. It is not that they are incapable."

13. Registered nurses described this constant shift between medicine and nursing and the
vulnerability (for them) inherent in it in the following ways: "Sodra daar 'n krisis is. is ons
en die dokters mos gelyk. is ons amper kollegas. maar as die krisis verby is. dan sit ons
weer daar onder. dan moet ons teruggaan na ons 'subordinate position '. Dis altyd die
dokter se pa:riënt. As iets verkeerd gaan met medikasie en so. dan is dit ons skuld. Maar as
die pasiënt gesond word. is dit omdat die dokter wonderlik is."[Whenever there is a crisis,
we are equal tol at the same level as the doctors, we are almost colleagues, but when the
crisis is over, then we are down there again, then we have to go back to our subordinate
position. It is always the doctor's patient. If something goes wrong when the medication
and so on, then it is our fault. But when the patient gets betterl healthy, it is because the
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doctor is wonderful] (Sister Vaaltyn). A registered nurse stressed the ambiguity of nursing
training and work, saying that nurses are trained to be "... theoretically both independent
and interdependent. In practice this is very difficult. On night duty we are expected to be
like mini-doctors, handling crises, doing procedures we are not allowed to do during the
day. During the day you often have to struggle to persuade the doctors to retain a patient-
orientated perspective in treatment and discharge. But we are always on the line
somewhere" (Sister Allie).

14. See also Muller (1999: 84). Referring to the trauma ward of Community health centre
in Hanover Park, she reports that: "It is also common to observe the 'illegal' use of the
enrolled nurse to undertake the suturing task."

15. According to staff nurse (staff nurse Kahmel) in an emergency, or at night " ...when
there isn't a doctor on the ward and there are these three intakes and one needs oxygen
and one needs this and the other something, we decide. For example, patients with
cardiac problems or short of breath ... it could be associated with cardiac because one
of the valves is constricted so there is not enough outflow so there is shortness. Now so
the person, he struggles to breathe, so we must use Lasix to stabilise him. Those type of
patients we need to act on them. They are never unattended, as they are very
unpredictable. Now there is this patient and you see the signs, difficulty in breathing
and you ask what is wrong. She will tell you, "1am feeling tight, I am struggling to
breathe". And you say okay, and you are still busy with the diagnosis and you look at
the patient and she will turn grey, she will turn pale. You don't need to wait until she is
like that. You look at them and you see she is really struggling, while you are looking at
her notes, you try to find a little history that can explain the condition that she is in this
point in time, how she was treated. lfthere is nothing, you call the other one and
administer the oxygen even if it is not written up. You call the sister or a colleague, and
you say look, I don't like it, I don't like her appearance, let's put up the oxygen quickly.
Then you monitor the oxygen and see how she is easing down, but if there is no
difference, say after fifteen minutes and she is getting worse. Soon the sister is also
there, the doctor is there. Sometimes even that is too long. You try it out, say for five
minutes you try and stabilise the patient by reassuring them and other thing that have
been applied on them and the sister is involved. So when the doctor comes in, then you
must clarify what you have done. He is going to ask what is the BP, What is the
temperature, what is the pulse because is this the most important. Such patients
temperature tends to go down. When he comes oxygen is already on. We have put on the
cardiac monitor as well. So that what ever he can do, we will see okay fine, we have
done so much, so it is only him to act as a doctor to the patient. He will diagnose the
patient, he will change the drugs on the prescription, he may write something more, he
may change any tablet, which was oral to intravenously. Like if a patient was on
Theofolin, ifhe was an asthmatic case, he may change it to Anofolin. He will write up,
say we gave the patients nebulisers , we will tell him what we have done - we will tell
him the actions we have taken. Its like cleaning your house and he comes and inspects it
and he says okay fine, you should put this over here, like that. Always we act. The
doctors only come to act more as a doctor because we can do a resuscitation, we can
connect everything. But I myself in my scope of practice am not allowed to touch any
drugs, but sometimes when its action time for a cardiac case, trying to save them. We
will take the adrenalin, he will tell me how much he wants, everything, all therampoules
are there, all the medication is right there. That time there is nothing given orally.
There are drips. Once they say there is a resus, it is madness. Everybody tries and pulls
in and the ra/es are changed. And in that action, that is not happening on the side ward
or in a small room, that patient might go into arrest amongst the other patients. So once
you draw the curtains, one patient is awake, that patient is going to be disturbed. He is
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going lo wake the others. So while you are busy running and the lights come up,
because you cannol work in the darkness the whole ward is awake and they all want to
know what is wrong. And you say il is fine, she is nol well. Everybody does compression
and the doctor comes in. I don't know what to say, how to call it, the charging, to
charge the heart, its to open the valves - to shock them open., but you have done a lot of
the work already.

16. The vehement searches for culprits in relation to especially medication which had been
mis-prescribed and then administered, was for me almost reminiscent of witchcraft
accusations. Although the registered nurse was ultimately responsible - not the doctor-
there were always efforts to establish who had made the original 'mistake', which was
inevitably associated with some form of penetration/ pollution/ harm/ attack of the
inside from the outside, e.g. with the incorrect medication or a botched procedure.
Unlike medical doctors, nursing staff were almost inevitably the first to point out each
others' mistakes. This tendency could be partially explained through Foucault's self-·
surveillance, but it was also reminiscent of finding a scape-goat when some disaster had
struck. The accusation of negligence could then also be understood as a warning to
conform and not to transgress into the medical sphere.

17. In which responsibilities could also become fluid under particular conditions.

18. See Marks (1996, Chapter 8). Also Keet (1992); The Cape Argus, 23/5/97; The Cape
Argus, 3/7/97; The Cape Argus 20/8/97; The Weekly Mail, 17-23/7/92. During all the
time that I did research the issue ofmedical staffbeing 'uncaring' never arose. 'Caring'
was only associated with nurses and definitely had a gendered meaning.

19. See also Mrs Ramon in Night-time and weekends above: She wants to catheterize the
patient to prevent infection of staff.

20. I give examples. (Fieldnotes: 12/4/93). An intern, Dr S, apparently wanted to take blood
samples from a patient. Whilst he was busy, and without looking up, he shouted: "Ineed a
nurse" and was joined by a staff nurse. He said: "Go fetch me ... " She initially ignored
him, but he repeated: "Isay go fetch me ...", raising his voice in the process. The staff
nurse walked off and returned with the article he had asked for. When he had finished his
procedures he said to her: "Clean this up" and when she once more did not react, said: "I
tell you, clean this up". She answered: "Iam not your servant clean it up yourself'. The
intern walked off, leaving the swabs and syringes lying on the patient's bed and table. A
registered nurse who had heard the exchange, called a student nurse to clean up. As she
walked away the staff nurse said: "The Sister should stand up for us. We are too Iowan the
hierarchy to be able to defend ourselves. Those things are dangerous' (Fieldnotes: 2/7/93).
In the second example Sister L and I walked to the relatives' room and went past the sluice
room. On the draining board lay three syringes and some swabs. She was furious, saying
she was going to discuss this with the consultant. She subsequently made a special
container for each intern and registrar. On it was written "SHARPS: DANGEROUS". She
gave it to the medical staff, telling them to always take it with them and to "put the sharps
in as you go along. Jf it is too far lo walk to the sharps dispenser, just keep this with you
and we will empty it afterwards, but don't leave it lying around'.

21. At the time of the 1997/98 research all staffhad apparently been sensitised to the danger
of sharps and by 1999 a special research project was launched to test the use of a special
kind of syringe which was supposed to lessen the risk of needle pricks.
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22. A senior nurse practitioner said of the registered nurse (interview: 28/7/99): the RN
(registered nurse) is very easy to define because she is the person who must be a good
manager and have a good sense of humour and be supportive, be prepared to grow
professionally and not stifle herself The humour comes from being able to step back
and to not only see the problems, but actually the stupidity of the bloody problem facing
you. You need to say, look what caused this problem, a minor thing. Like there was no
hot water and a consultant comes from outside who has been in a warm bed the whole
night and comes in and says I want to examine my patient and you say you cant. We
first want to wash this patient and he says why and you say there is no hot water. He
says, no hot water in this whole bloody hospital. As stupid as that and that happened
quite recently again this very Saturday. So it is not only to be caring and to be
intelligent and skillful and knowledgeable and compassionate and sympathetic. I can
give you all those things, but I believe you must be able to step out of that rigid role that
people are expecting you to carry out all the time. Because your hands are everywhere
and your eyes must be everywhere to ensure that things are carrying on and then you
must be able to step back and say: this week was a bloody joke.

1. Schutz (1971: 218-222) held that a "form of sociality" was characteristic of everyday
reality. An integral conjecture of everyday life, was that we experience and share a
world similar to that of others.

Chapter IX

2. Schutz (1971 :2-4-218) argued that in the taken-for-granted world we share a "common
time perspective" with others, which in this case, became distorted

3. Depression is also clinically viewed as a side effect of the disease.

4. During 1992 he had found it increasingly difficult to walk as he had less sensation in his
feet. The right leg became gangrenous and was amputated. He lost the left leg in 1993
as a further result of other diabetically related complications.

5. She said: "No sugar in raw form, three portions offruit a day, small. No fats because
diabetics tend to get heart problems, cut off all visible fat. The diet seemed like a pain,
but it is quite healthy. But he hates it. They [the doctors] said he must use insulin. They
mixed two kinds - one fast working and one slow working".

6. In Afrikaans lekker(s) also refers to sweets.

7. Half of the people I interviewed had dentures, while some of the others had some teeth
missing. Ido not know whether the frequent use of sugar in the diet had anything to do
with it. Removing especially some of the upper front teeth was nevertheless quite
common, and apparently had little to do with whether the teeth had to be removed or
not.

8. Once, when I was visiting the Abrahams family the grandchildren were playing,
roughhousing, pushing each other and laughing. Mrs Abrahams repeatedly shouted at
them, warning them that she would hit them. Finally one accidentally hit the other in the
eye, a general melee and tears followed. She scolded them, saying: Ja van baie lag kom
baie huif' (yes from lots of laughter comes lots of tears).
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Chapter X

10. Die Burger, 8/7/99; The Cape Argus, 30/6/99; Die Rapport, 11/7/99.

1. Although adherence to a medical regimen presupposes patient agency, medicine in
South Africa has historically been inclined to assume that patients cannot take
responsibility for their health. Thus Depo Provera became the most.popular form of
contraception in the country. Similarly, patients with tuberculosis had to attend TB
clinics on a daily basis during the first month of their treatment when the pill for the day
would be handed to them. The tendency for State medicine to step in to enforce
compliance was highlighted by a warning by a senior health official in the Western
Cape to use an old health law which enables medical authorities to incarcerate
defaulting patients, e.g. who suffer from the contagious multidrug-resistant tuberculosis.
This option was welcomed by other health care officials (see The Sunday Times,
1/8/99).

2. A registered nurse, who had met Mr Abrahams before, berated him for his lack of
compliance and especially for continuously pulling out the drips.

3. Department of Health (1995) Pretoria ..
4. TB, HVI/AIDS, malaria, tabacco-related diseases, violence/ trauma.

5. Measles, lymphatic filariasis, chagas disease, leprosy, trachoma, Vitamin A deficiency,
iodine deficiency.

6. South African Health Review. Durban: Fishwick Printers.

7. A new draft National Health Bill required private and State hospitals to apply for
"certificates of need". In the White paper stated that: "To avoid duplication of expensive
equipment in certain geographic areas, all equipment should be purchased through a
system of control [and] be used optimally: by both the public and private sectors".

8. See e.g. Beyers et al (1996); Charlton, Fourie & Steyn (1996); Fritz (1997); Lerer
(1992); Lunt et al (1998); Stein et al (1997); Wolmarans et al (1995).

9. In the beginning, tuberculosis sufferers have to go to the clinic every day to get their
medication. When they start to get better, they can either be provided with medication
for a specific time, or clinic staff might decide that they still need to get it from the
clinic on a daily basis. The sufferer does not necessarily have to fetch it him/herself

I 1. See also Die Burger, 10/8/99

12. Western Cape Regional Services Council. Annual Report of the department of Health
Services, 1986; Western Cape Regional Services Council. Annual Report of the
Department of Health Services, 1993

13. Western Cape Provincial Secretariat. Cabinet Bosberaad (Planning meeting) 26th
August 1999. Goals and Priority Objectives of the Health Branch; Beyers et al
(1996:40)

Chapter XI

1. This meant that the nursing staff had not been negligent. The issue of the registrar's lack
of concern with the patient's distress was never raised.
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2. Although I do not know how many patients ultimately survived for a relatively long
period after resuscitation, and thus what the overall 'success' rate for resuscitations was
on the medical wards, in one week five patients were resuscitated on a.particular ward.
Two survived their hospital stay. On another ward three patients were resuscitated over
a weekend and one survived the hospital stay.

1. Health Systems Trust. 1998. South African Health Review. Durban: The Press Gang; du
Bruyn et ai, 1998; Cabinet Bosberaad. 26th August 1999. Goals and Priority Objectives
of the Health Branch. Unpublished document; This trend was also confirmed by a
spokesperson of the Department of Health.

3. In 1999 the heads of the trauma units of both the teaching hospitals in Cape Town had
resigned, saying that they could not cope with the money and staff shortages, the
increase in violence in wider society which inevitably spilled into the units. Trauma had
become a "battlefield" where doctors had to "play God", deciding who would live and
who would die. To protect staff, security measures had been installed.

4. As translated by de Pina-Cabral (1997: 35)

Chapter XII
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APPENDIX 1

THE NEW NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN

Primary Health Care or Community Health Services formed the first level and the basis
of the new national health plan. The Western Cape was divided into four health regions,
each subdivided into health districts. Districts were subdivided into community areas with
community level services that included preventive, promotive, curative and rehabilitative
health. Community level services included antenatal, delivery, post-natal and neonatal
services, family planning, nutrition, and health education. Other services involved
preventive, promotive, curative and rehabilitative health services for communicable and
non- communicable diseases, optometry, community mental health and geriatric services.
Satellite clinics of the community health centre were nursed based, supported by multi-
disciplinary staff of the community health centre.
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District Level Services encompassed the second level of health care. A district health
management team was responsible for planning, managing, co-ordinating and supporting
non-specialist health services within the district, including those of their sub units, the
community health centres, and such district hospitals as might exist. Non-specialist in-
patient services were provided at district hospitals. Depending on the need for them, part-
time specialist services were available and some also included the range of community
services outlined previously. Apart from ensuring the above community services, the
functions of the district health team included the district health budget and ensuring equity
in health service provision. It was also responsible for the planning of health services in the
district, provision of essential medicines for community and district health services. Other
functions included the notification of births and deaths, health service related transport
systems and district level environment health services. This sector further attended to
providing appropriate facilities to render community and district health services, the
maintenance of equipment, facilities and other assets. Its duties involved the provision of a
health information service, personnel management and ensuring co-operation with and
support of other districts. The functions involved at this level included ensuring co-
operation with all other health care providers, general practitioners, traditional healers and
alternative healers within the district, including ensuring co-operation with and support of
other districts. Finally, district level services included access to training and research
institutions and access to the training and research facilities and services in the district.

Tertiary Health Services formed the third level of health Care and was embedded in the
boundaries of the health region. The Western Cape was divided into four health regions
with the headquarters of the metropolitan region based at Karl Bremer Hospital in Cape
Town. Resorting directly under the Western Cape Health Department were also the four
academic hospitals: Groote Schuur, Tygerberg, Psychiatric and Red Cross. The Provincial
Health Department, in consultation with the relevant role players, developed proposals for
different governance options of the district health systems.
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APPENDIX2

SOOBRAMONEY V MINISTER OF HEALTH, KWAZULU-NATAL.

1998 (1) SA 765

In July 1997 Mr Soobramoney made an urgent application to the Durban and Coast Local
division of the High Court for an order directing Addington Hospital to provide him with
ongoing dialysis treatment. The application was dismissed and he appealed to the
Constitutional Court, basing his claim on Chapter 2, section 27(3) of the Constitution of
the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996 (see also Chapter IV of this thesis). In its
1998 ruling the court was of the opinion that Mr Soobramoney's case did not have to be
decided under the terms of section II, as the right to medical treatment was explicitly
addressed in section 27. The Court resolved that section27(3) should not be applied in
relation to this section. For Soobramoney, Chaskalson argued that:
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The purpose of the right seems to be to ensure that treatment be given in an
emergency, and is not frustrated by reason of bureaucratic requirements or other
formanties. A person who suffers a sudden catastrophe which calls for immediate
medical attention ... should not be turned away from a hospital which is able to
provide the necessary treatment. What the section requires is that remedial
treatment that is necessary and available be give immediately to avert that harm.

Mr Soobramoney's chronic condition, however, resulted from the deterioration of his
renal function and it was incurable. He also suffered from cardiac disease. In terms ofthe
hospital interpretation his condition was on-going, it did not constitute an emergency and it
did not call for emergency treatment. As a result, the court determined that his case should
be considered in terms of the provisions of subsection 27( I) and (2) which entitles every-
one to have access to health services provided by the state "within its available resources".

While applying such clauses the court. was cognisant of the budgetary deficit of Kwazulu-
Natal department of Health and the fact that the nurse-patient ratio in the renal unit was
below accepted norms. Chaskalson held that a "court will be slow to interfere with rational
decisions taken in good faith by the political organs and medical authorities whose respon-
sibility it is to deal with such matters". For the Minister of Health, Sachs opined that "the
rationing of access to life-prolonging resources is ... integral to, rather than incompatible
with, a human-rights approach to health care". Consequently, while the Court recognised
the "hard and unpalatable fact ... that if the appellant were a wealthy man, he would be
able to procure such treatment from private sources", the appeal was dismissed.
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE OF RESPONDENTS QUOTED

Health care users/ patients .
Mrs Abrahams: 13/1/94, 15/11/94,22/3/95, 16/4/98
Ms Abrahams: 17/4/93, 1/1/98
Ms Abrahams: 27/9/95, 25/3/98
Mr Abrahams: 28/4/94, 27/9/94, 22/3/95, 16/4/97,3/3/98
Mrs Abrahams (Senior): 27/9/94
Mr Adonis: 20/7/93,22/4/94,12/4/97,3/9/97,7/6/98,15/6/98,1/7/98
Mrs Adonis: 7/6/93, 2/5/93, 15/7/97,8/8/98, 13/11/98, 14/12/98
Mrs Andrews: 15/6/97
Mr Baliso: 4/3/98
Mrs Cengimbo: 26/11/97,3/12/97,3/4/98,25/2/98,
Mr Cengimbo 26/11/97, 3/12/97
Mr Galant: 21/7/97, 11/9/97,28/12/97
Mrs Gumede: 4/3/98
Mrs Henry: 13/3/93
Mr Kalako (fieldnotes 28/5-30/6/93)
Ms Kouter: 2/2/98
Mrs Losper: 28/4/99
Mr Mbatha: 25/10/93
Mrs Mfeceto: 14/7/98
Mr Mfeceto: 2/3/98
Mrs Njobe: 12/6/97,28/8/97,3/10/97,2/3/98
Mr Njobe: 12/6/97, 3/10/97
Mr Njobe (Junior): 15/6/97,28/8/97, 12/11/97,2/3/98
Mrs Olifant: 2/2/94
Mrs Pokpas: 25/9/98
Mr Pokpas: 25/9/98
Mrs Ruiters: 14/7/97; 3/10/97
Mrs Sokufudumala: 23/4/94,2/2/98
Mr Solomon: 12/3/93
Mrs Xhego: 30/3/94
Medical staff
Dr Abbas: 7/12/97
Dr Ahmed: 17/1/98, 11/4/98
Dr Alan: 28/9/93
Dr Bakar: 15/3/93
Dr Corin: 19/4/93
Dr Dewar: 2/9/93
Dr Gleeson: 19/3/98
Dr Lett: 28/10/98
Dr Links: 3/3/98,15/2/98, 5/4/98
Dr Marks: 25/5/98,16/6/98
Dr McAlpine: 15/10/93
Dr Moosa: 6/1/98
Dr Moses: 8/3/98
Dr Neeson: 19/3/93
Mr Ntlebi: 5/1/97 (student intern)
Dr Sanko: 17/3/97
Student Intern
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Nursing staff
Staff Nurse Alat: 30/4/99
Sister Allie: 17/1/94
Staff Nurse Balalo: 23/11/98
Staff Nurse Banks: 16/1/94
Sister Clement: 15/4/94
Sister Dames: 3/3/97
Sister January: 2/2/98
Sister Jonah: 22/5/98, 18/1 0/98
Mrs Jonk: 4/10/94 (Nursing management)
Staff Nurse Kahmel 12/11198
Sister Kalako: 30/10/93
Staff Nurse Kalied: 22/1/97
Sister Kanna: 25/11/98
Sister Kantor: 11/4/93,20/7/93
Staff Nurse Khaya: 23/10/93
Sister King: i8/11 /93
Staff Nurse Kokerboom: 22/5/97
Sister Maas: 17/3/94
Sister Mentoor: 12/11/93
Sister Mhlaba: 16/8/98
Sister Rennie: 21/1/97
Sister Rild: 4/1/94,11/3/98
Mrs Roman: 28/7/99 (Nursing management)
Sister Simonse: 5/3/94
Sister Smart: 12/12/98
Staff Nurse Syster: 27/10/97
Sister Uithaler: 20/7/93
Sister Vaaltyn: 28/10/93
Sister Vallie: 3/12/98
Sister Vokswijn: 14/4/97
Nurse Xhaso: 22/5/94
Sister Xolo: 27/8/98
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NURSING ROUND

Nursing round: (G: 27/6/93: field notes) Ms Naidoo (head nurse) presents: OK. Mr M lying in
A cubicle. CA lung, nil per mouth. Stopped his heparin at 24hOO he is goingfor the -scopy.
His consent and everything is signed already. Mr C lying in B cubicle. Dying patient, but he's
fighting through and through. They have stopped all drugs. They're trying to expedite things.
It is very cruel, but that is the way it is, lots of tender loving care. Mr K he is lying in D
cubicle he is the one with liver failure. They have discontinued his intravenous therapy
yesterday so he is on oral agents. Mr B lying in H cubicle, the gentleman with the lung
disease. He isjust on his nebulisers, oxygen and receiving antibiotics. Mr F is a patient lying
at cubicle G at the back He is a CVA. He is fully discharged today. His wife has been
informed and Sister ... has been educating her with regards to his feeds. He is going home
tomorrow morning; and in J cubicle we have Mr K. He is ... He's ... is very low at the
moment, he tends to be confused at times specially like on Sunday but further he is OK he is
not actually aggressive or anything. So ifyou are going to stay long inside his cubicle you
have to put on a mask The side wards, Mr G is lying at the back. He is query BE. Yesterday
his observations were stable. The thoracic people might take him over today, he might go to
G27 if they have a bedfor him today. Then next to him, Mr H is SPE. And then Mr L. He has
now been moved to ... cubicle. He was lying in ... cubicle. He is also a query SPE then again
he is on fluid restriction also and he ... came down a bit is now 37.2. He is going to be
discharged. His medicine has been boarded he must please see the dietician before he leaves.
I told Pat yesterday about him and Dr ... wrote a referral so I said we will see him this
morning but he was very anxious last night to see this woman who never came to see him
yesterday. Mr 0. The patient is lying in cubicle The patient with chest pain. Then Mr Pis
also lying in ... cubicle. He is a query CM lung retention. Then Mr R, ... lung disease. He
still tends to be short of breath at times but it is expected because it is his condition and then
Mr S, lying in ... cubicle. He is a TBM He is also possible query discharge. Then Mr T is a
new patient that came in yesterday with ... and is on eight hourly HP. He is a G16 patient .:
so we must just phone them later on. And Mr V is ... pneumonia. He is on two hourly
nebulizers alternating with Atrovent and Berotec. Then Mr W came in with chest pain. He is
doing fine at the moment. Then the new patient Mr X is lying in ... cubicle. The doctors ... a
specific ... and they must still get itfrom pharmacy but the nurses went down to the NT wards
and they got ... it there that is similar to that type of medicine that he gets. Mr Yin renal ..
attention. His blood pressure is fine and ..... Another new patient, Mr Z .....lying in cubicle
came in with SPE. Mrs A in cubicle ... She is hyperventilatingIf she does that please just
calm her down ... and if she request oxygen don't give it to her and Dr... will sort her out
today but she is most probably hysterical. 1think her social circumstances at home is not too
good ... Miss B is a new patient that came in last night she is asthmatic. She is in C cubicle.
She is on Ventolin and peakjlows. Miss C is also new patient and actually a patient that came
in six weeks ago to us with CVA. She had two fits at home and she is also hyperventilating ...
Mrs D in ... isfine. She is also on peakjlow and nebulizers. Mrs Nelson in ... a new patient
that came in last night - chronic ... She is insulin dependant ...she is on dextrose that is
worrying me a bit. Doctor wrote her basics for her in dextrose. She is diabetic and she had
another dextrose visidex ... this morning and she is on nothing at the moment for her diabetes
....she is coughing a bit. Mrs E is also a G 16 pat with intracranial bleed intracerebral bleed
actually. She had complained about headache and they gave her two panado's and she slept
through the night. She is also ... Mrs F is a new patient in ... with SOE, there is nothing
special about her. So we had eight ;dmissions last night and we have eight beds. Three males
and four females on D and one on F. Now the workbook, Cubicles AB and side wards is Mr
Abdul, Miss Stompies, CD&E is Sister Uithaler, Miss Soetryk, Miss April, Miss Taaibosch
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and Miss Langman ... Miss Rooi, visidexes is Miss Lang, dressings Mr Amani ...
thermometers Miss Sage, emergency trolleys Miss Nicol. Fire drill, you know all these
numbers where you have duty for the day and the numbers for the fire drill. April, you are
72 number five .... Langman 77 number five and miss ...72 number six ... 'we are on intake
today and the admission team for the day is ... ".

.-
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APPENDIX5

WARD ROUNDS
Ward round 1:

Although the senior Sister had indicated earlier that the Registrar expected them to
accompany him on ward rounds she only seemed to realise that the round had started when
they were already on the ward for some time and had seen some of the patients. She said
"anyway we are very busy and short staffed. It's impossible to go on a round now". As soon
as the Registrar, Intern and student Interns approached, the student nurses who were busy
with a patient moved away from the patient's bed. They hovered in the background until the
Registrar completed his discussion and only returned to the bed once the whole group moved
to the next patient. The Registrar's beeper went off and he left, saying: "We will do this
later".

Ward round 2:

The Registrar began this round without informing any of the Sisters. He had already seen
most of the patients before the Sister realised that he was on the round and joined them.

Patient I:
At that point the Registrar had just walked to the bed. Around it stood the Intern, four student
Interns, whilst the Sister went to stand behind the latter. The Registrar and Intern discussed
the patient's condition. Everyone left, except the Sister, who read something in the patient's
file and then checked the blue board.
"Did the other doctor speak to you yesterday about your kidneys?" (Registrar: he raises level
of voice).
"Yes" (Patient).
"Do you have any questions?" (Registrar).
"No" (Patient).
At this point the patient briefly raised her eyes to glance at Registrar, but when he turned to
look at her, she immediately looked down at her feet.

Patient 2:
The next patient was also a female and the Intern started to present her to the Registrar. The
Registrar's bleeper went off and he left the group, which stood around waiting for him to
return for the next eight minutes. The Interns started to take a blood sample from the patient
but did not talk to her. He merely took the sample and said ''Thank you" afterwards. After
four minutes the Sister left. When the Registrar joined the group again, the Intern continued
his discussion.
"How are you today?" (Registrar to patient).
"Fine" (Patient).
Registrar untied her gown, and examined her, saying nothing to the patient. The Registrar
then asked the Intern what he thought he would do for the patient. (She was sitting
awkwardly on the edge of the bed with her breakfast in front of her. When the group
approached, she had stopped eating. During the discussion she never looked up, but seemed
to be waiting). The Sister joined the group again without a word. She went to stand at head of
bed while the Registrar and Intern discussed the patient. First the Intern and then two student
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Interns moved in front of her, obscuring her view of the Registrar and the patient. She made
a rude sign behind their backs, but said nothing. When a consultant walked up to the
Registrar, the latter immediately turned around to face and talk to him, then walked offwith
him, followed by the Intern, who subsequently returned. The Sister walked off and did-not
join the round again. She later returned to look at the patient's files.

Patient 3. (BM)
09h23: The Intern started to discuss the patient who was awake and lying on his side. The
Sister looked at the diet sheet, temperature and blood pressure charts, then went to stand at

Ward round 3:

Patient 1. (BM) 09h I0 - The Registrar and Intern walked past the nurses' station and the team
Sister asked whether they were going to do their round, grabbed her book and followed them
to the first patient, a female. The Sister was standing at head of bed, the Registrar on one side
and the Intern and student Intern at the end.
"Hello" (Registrar).
Before the patient could react the Registrar started to ask the Intern questions about her. The
patient lay quietly 'staring at the ceiling. Then the Registrar started to pull her blankets off.
"Doctor is going to examine you" (Intern).
The Registrar abruptly pulled a plaster off the patient's arm - the patient winced but said
nothing
"Sorry" (Registrar).
The Registrar gave the plaster to the Sister who walked off to throw it away, whilst he
continued his examination. Nothing was said to the patient, but he discussed her with the
Intern and student Interns.
"Did she have any problems during the night?" (Registrar).
He looked up, seemingly addressing the Sister, but she had not returned. He continued his
discussion with the Intern and student Interns.
09h 16- The Sister returned to the bedside and went to stand on the opposite side of the bed,
facing the Registrar.
"I am going to stop the drip, but they must see that she gets enough fluids" (Registrar to
Sister).
He turned around and moved to the next patient, followed by the Intern and student Interns.
The Sister stayed behind to speak to the patient.

Patient 2. (BM)
09h 18: The Sister joined the group and stood at the head of the bed, whilst the Registrar,
Intern and student Interns were gathered at the foot. The Intern at once began to discuss the
patient.
09H20: The Sister left, whilst the Registrar examined the patient. No one spoke to him
although he was awake and looked at them. The Sister returned.
"Give him .... (antibiotics)" (Registrar to Sister as he wrote on the patient's blue board).
"His drip is off' (Sister).
"Give him ... just before 10" (Registrar to Sister).
"Yes doctor" (Sister).
The Sister then left to tell another Sister about the anti-bioties whilst the rest of the group
moved to the next patient.
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head of the bed. The rest ofthe group was standing together at the foot.
"What is your assessment?" (Registrar).
The two Interns and then the student Interns started to discuss the patient. The Sister said
something about the urine infection the patient had had, but no one answered her. She moved
to the foot of the bed, closer to the Registrar.
"The patient constantly soils his pants. It happens very quickly" (Sister).
"Have you spoken to his family?" (Registrar to Intern).
"Yes" (Intern).
The Sister left and returned four minutes later, after a discussion with another Sister about the
patient soiling his pants. She went to stand next to Registrar, awkwardly trying to wedge in
between him and an Intern.
"The patient lacks bowel control"(Sister to Registrar).
"He must get (antibiotic)". You must get the family's telephone number and speak to them"
(Registrar to Sister).
"We have spoken 'to his family. Can we give him Immodium?" (Sister to Registrar).
"It is not necessary" (Registrar).
The Registrar then turned his back on the Sister and asked the Interns and student Interns
questions about the use of certain medication.
"We have to clean him every half hour. Can he get Immodium?" (Sister). The Sister was
once more trying to look at the Registrar by bending sideways and trying to stretch past the
rest of the group.
"OK. Give him three more half hours and then you can give him Immodium" (Registrar).
"Thank you doctor" (Sister). Everyone moved on to the next patient.

Patient 4. (CM)
09h23 The Sister went to stand at head of bed, opposite the Registrar. The student Interns and
Interns were standing at the foot next to the Registrar. A staff nurse called for the Sister, who
left the group.
"Hello Mr ... How are you? No more pain?" (Registrar).
"No" (Patient).
The Registrar started to discuss the patient's pneumonia, how dangerous it was and that one
should never underestimate it. He told the group about a patient who had died because the
doctor had been lulled into security. Meanwhile the patient was sitting up in bed, he studied
his fingernails, then looked at the curtains. A different Sister returned to join the group, as the
other had gone to tea.
"What kind of oxygen mix must you use?" (Intern to Registrar). The Registrar did not answer
but stood looking fixedly at the patient.
"What kind of oxygen does he use?" (Intern to Sister).
The Sister informed the Intern about the mix used and the Registrar then continued his
discussion about Pneumonia.
Yet another Sister came to talk softly to the Sister, who was standing at the back of the group.
They went outside the curtain to continue the discussion and the Sister returned after ninety
seconds. The conversation between the Registrar and the rest of the group had continued in
the meantime. The medical staff then started to move away from the patient and the
Registrar said something about the patient's medication. Although he did not turn around and
the Sister was at the back of the group she seemed to hear him, because she wrote it in her
notebook.
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Patient 5. (CF)
09h56 CF: The Sister waited to see in which direction the group was going.ithen followed.
The Intern stayed behind with the previous patient. The Sister stood on the one side of the
bed opposite the Registrar and his group. She started to make notes on forms she had with
her.
"Does she still need the catheter?"(Registrar).
"1don't think so" (Sister).
" Ifyou take it out she must be on a strict input/output" (Registrar).
"Must she have a ...scope? " (Sister).
"What?" (Registrar).
During this exchange the Registrar never looked at the Sister and then he turned away from
her to discuss procedures with the Intern.
"I give her a litre afwater a day" (Sister).
No one reacted and the Registrar continued to discuss bacteria with the Intern and student
Interns. The Sister then went to the foot of next patient's bed to look at the file. The Registrar
drew a diagram on irrigation for the student Interns and discussed it with them. The Sister
returned to the group, but stood some way off, at the side. When the group moved on the
Sister stayed behind to talk to a staff nurse. The Sister concerned said afterwards that they
had a lot of work to do and would read the necessary instructions from the files.

Patient 7: (BM)
IOh26: The Sister stood at the head of the bed, opposite the Registrar, with the student Interns
and Interns standing next to him.

Patient 6: (CF)
1OhI 1: The Sister stood at the back of the Registrar, Interns and student Interns. It was
difficult for the researcher, standing next to the Sister, to hear what they were saying. The
Sister glanced out through curtains whilst the group had a discussion on the patient. When the
Registrar said something about antibiotics, the Sister moved closer, although the Registrar's
back was still turned on her.
"Do you have it on the ward now?" (Registrar to Sister who had moved over to his left side at
his back. He did not look at her).
"Yes, would it befor 6 hourly doses?" (Sister) ..
The Registrar did not answer her, but continued to talk to the rest of the group about the
importance of knowing the latest technology, medication and how it worked. While he was
talking he pointed his finger directly at the patient's face, about two inches from hit. The
patient lay very still, closing her eyes as if she was worried that he might accidentally put his
finger in her eye. In the meantime the Sister was peering out of the curtain, whilst the
Registrar stared at the patient for about 60 seconds, saying nothing. He then looked up at the
group.
"Give her .... (antibiotics)" (Registrar).
"Do you want itfour hourly or six hourly?" (Sister).
"How often does she get it?" (Registrar looking in the direction of the Sister, who averted her
eyes)
"Four hourly" (Sister).
"Make it four hourly" (Registrar).
The Sister made a note of the medication and how often it had to be administered. Everyone
then moved to the next patient, with the Sister trailing behind.
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"Waar het die etter uitgekom?" "Where did the puss come out?" (Registrar to Sister as he
pu lled the blankets off the patient). The Sister pointed at the patient's thigh and the Registrar
lifted his gown to have a look.
"He must be checked by the urologist" (Registrar).
"How are you feeling?" (Registrar to patient).
The patient complained of pain and the Registrar told him that urologist would come to see
him.
"We have to do more tests" (Registrar to patient, who did not respond, but pulled the sheets
over his head).
The Registrar then discussed the patient with the medical staff, turning his back on the Sister.
She left for the nurses' station to answer a telephone call.

Patient 8: (CF)
10h32: The Registrar, Interns and student Interns were standing around the bed, whilst the
patient was sitting on it with her drips on. The Intern went to sit down next to her.
The Sister went to stand at the back of the group.
"Have you had any more seizures?" (Registrar to patient).
The patient described how she got seizures, how she knew that she was going to get it.
"This is wonderful, like they describe it in the text books" (Registrar).
The Registrar then started to talk to the Intern about the patient.
"I have not had itfor three days" (Patient, who was looking at the Registrar as she said it, but
he continued to speak to the Intern).
"My hands started to shake" (Patient seemed to be trying to attract the Registrar's attention,
but he continued his conversation with the Intern.
"I got it since I was a child, I know when it is coming" (Patient).
The discussion with the Intern continued without a pause and the patient then seemed to give
up her effort to engage them in conversation. She continued to sit quietly while the discussion
continued.
"Do you want to get back into bed? (Sister to patient).
"Yes" (patient).
The Sister helped her back into bed and pulled her blankets up. While she was doing this the
Registrar had written something on the patient's blue board. The Sister glanced at his notes
and made notes from it into her book.

Patient 9: (BF)
IOh41: The patient was lying in bed, seemingly asleep. The Registrar said that he was
dissatisfied with the urine collection. Whilst he was talking the Sister was standing on the
opposite side of the bed, he did not look at her but said that it should be a 24 hour urine
collection and that they should start with it once more.
"When do you think they can start?" (Registrar to Sister).
"jj 0' clock" (Sister).
The patient was trying to say something.
"What?" (Registrar to patient).
The patient started to say something again.
"What is she saying?" (Registrar).
The Sister went around to the head of the bed, leant very close to the patient and asked her
what she wanted. She informed the Registrar that the patient was complaining of pain.
"Give her ... " (Registrar to Intern).
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"Mrs ... I will prescribe a painkiller for you okay" (Registrar to patient, raising the level of his
~k~. -

Patient 12: (BF)
IOh47: The group moved to the next patient, the Sister walking a few steps behind them.
"She is terminal" (Registrar).
"Are there any nursing questions?" (Registrar looking up at the Sister who was adjusting the
patient's drip on opposite side of bed).
"No" (Sister, without looking up).
"Limit the people exposed to her" (Registrar).
A staff nurse, who had been trying to scrape past the group standing in the aisle between the
beds, said:
"Ek wil niemand stamp nie", "I don't want to bump into anyone ", indicating that she would
like to pass. When nobody reacted, she tried to scrape past them, saying:
"Ek ry sommer julie hQkskene af', "I would just as well take your heels off. "
A student Intern stepped back, bumping against the trolley, looked around and moved out of
the way.

Patient 10: (BF)
IOh45: The Sister had moved ahead of the group to this patient's bed
The group went to stand at the foot, the Sister opposite them at the head.
"Is she on a seizure chart?" (Registrar to Sister - he was referring to patient previously seen).
"Yes" (Sister).
This patient was lying in bed, with a visitor sitting on the chair next to her.
The Registrar greeted the patient in Xhosa and she greeted him.
"Is she still on w...?" (Registrar to Sister).
"Yes" (Sister).
"What is the dosage?" (Registrar).
The Sister told him.
"She needs a certificate for the work" (Intern).
"Okay" (Registrar).
The Registrar said goodbye to the patient in Xhosa and the whole group moved on, the Sister
walking ahead of the rest.

Patient Il: (CF)
IOh46: The Sister was drawing further away from the group and the Registrar said :"Sister"
as if to call her back, but she was already out of earshot. The group stood at the foot of the
unconscious patient's bed. The Intern presented the patient. A different Sister joined the
group again, standing at the back. "You must contact the family. Remove the cork, it is getting
infected. You must aspirate her and you must have a discussion with the family. We must
decide what we are going to do with her" (Registrar glanced around as if to assure himself
that the Sister was present). She nodded.
"Did we get a urine specimen? (Registrar.)
"Yes" (Both Sister and Intern).
"It is important to plan the patient's discharge with the family" (Registrar).
While he was saying this, the Sister had turned away and was quietly talking to another Sister
who had joined her. She then went to read the patient's file
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The following rounds were conducted later during in the intervention, when the staff were
aware of the fact that they were supposed to go on rounds together.

Ward round 4:

08h30:The Registrar and his group were on the round for a while before the Sister noticed,
fetched her book and joined them.
Patient 4 : (CF)
The Sister stood at the back of the group with the Registrar and the rest of the medical staff
standing at the foot of the bed.
"Good morning" (Registrar).
"Good morning" (patient).
"How are you today?" (Registrar).
A consultant walked up and the Registrar left with him, whilst the rest of the group stood
waiting and chatting, although nobody addressed the Sister. He returned seven minutes later
and continued to discuss the patient. Another Sister came to tell her that she was going to tea.
Both walked off. When questioned, this Sister said that she had duties to attend to, "We are
also busy you know".

Ward round 5:

By the time the Sister noticed that the Registrar was doing his round, he had already seen half
of his patients. The Sister rushed to the nurses' station, grabbed her book and joined the
group, going to stand at the head of the bed. She fussed with the drips, and was greeted by the
patient, but none of the med ical staff acknowledged her presence. The round was taking very
long with the Registrar testing the Interns and student Interns on their knowledge and
treatment of patients and scrutinising X-rays. During this time no one spoke to the Sister,
who left after twelve minutes, saying the round was taking too long and that she had a lot of
work to do.

Ward round 6:

09h 10: The Registrar and Interns walked up to the Sister and the Registrar asked her how she
was. He asked her about the LOerS forms, saying: "This can only happen in a bureaucracy."
Everyone laughed and they walked to the first patient
Patient 1: (BF)
The Sister stood at the head of the bed whilst the staff nurse who had been busy with the
patient when the group arrived, went to stand at the back ofthe medical staffat the foot ofthe
patient's bed.
"Can she see with the one eye?" (Registrar).
"J think so" (Intern).
"She is a diabetic and she must know how to inject herself. Show her how to give it. How to
draw it up and inject it. I want you to see how she does it with one eye" (Registrar).
"She has done it before and she should be able to manage" (Intern).
"She says she has done it" (Sister, who walked around the bed past the doctors to th~ other
side to stand at the head once more).
The two female student Interns stood at the back. Neither of them seemed to be listening.
"Yes, see how she does. How is she on the ward? I have been trying to speak to her and she
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says she understands" (Registrar).
"She does not understand" (Sister).
"Just explain to her" (Registrar).

Patient 2: (BM)
The Intern stood at the end of the bed and started to present the patient. The Sister stood at
the head, reading in the paper. The rest of the males stood around the patient, with the female
student Intern standing at the back of the group.
"We must present him on social round. Can we get an echo on him? Must make sure he has
no clot" (Registrar).
"All right papa. Breathe out" (Registrar to patient).
"Phew phew, phew" (patient).
"It sounds okay, it is nothing to worry about" (Registrar to Intern as he looked up).
"Okay. Ask Sister N.. to see him. From what I remember he has a big family and a goodjob,
but there is no way he is going to be able to return. We are looking at temporary disability
grant. Must ask social worker to help us" (Registrar) (inaudible).
The Sister stood at the back of the group, saying nothing. A consultant then joined the group.
The Registrar immediately stopped speaking and turned towards him and listened to what he
had to say about another patient. With the exception of the Sister, the whole group turned
towards the consultant, pushing her out of the way. The group stood waiting, seemingly
listening, looking constantly from the consultant to the Registrar. Only the Sister stood
looking at her fingernails, shrugged her shoulders and went to page through the patient's file.
When the consultant left, the whole group, followed by the Sister, moved to the next patient.

Patient 3: (CM)
The Intern presented the patient (inaudible)
"We are waiting on cardiac outcome?" (Registrar).
The Intern said something about tests, but could not be heard by the researcher.
''Are we going to do a valve replacement?"(female student Intern).
"It is a possibility, but his heart is very weak, but they are going to discuss it at the clinic
today" (Registrar).
The Intern said something barely audible about the patient's distress.
"We are going down to x-rays, we are going to see his tendons which is full of cholesterol.
Dr S has seen him and he is booked into the lipid clinic. He is on a low cholesterol diet now
as wel! as a diabetic diet" (Registrar).
"Feeling al! right?" (Registrar to patient who was sitting up in bed).
"Looking for home tomorrow, okay. It looks like you probably didn't have a heart attack. It
looks like just a bad angina. Okay. As long as you stay okay on the tablets we have given you
to stop the angina it is fine, if the angina comes back despite the tablets, then we'll get the
heart specialist to see you all right, okay, all right" (Registrar).
"Can I come back?" (patient).
"You can come back at any time" (Registrar).
"Where?" (patient).
"Come down to the casualty department and they will get hold of us okay, but I will talk to
you before you go home" (Registrar).
The Registrar started to walk away.
"This morning he was short of breath andfeeling weak" (Sister).
"Uh-huh" (Registrar who stopped and turned towards the Intern). "Temperature?" (Registrar).
"Thirty-six" (Intern).
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"Uh-huh. Sputum? (Registrar).
"We'll come back later and look" (Registrar).
"Sputum is same as yesterday. Mixed organisms" (Intern).
"ANP's?" (Registrar).
"ANP's" (Intern).
"How has he been? Has the nurses said anything about him?" (Registrar to Sister who stood
at his side, somewhat to the back of him. He was writing in the file, but did not look in her
direction).
"He was distressed this morning" (Sister).
"Was he distressed this morning?" (Registrar, turning towards the Intern on his other side).
"All right can we check his amonofolin level, his theophylline level. He's on oral ... I will
come back later to see. I don't think it is any use to check gases .... (inaudible)" (Registrar).
The group was now standing at the next patient, whom the Intern started to present
"We will see him at outpatients. Just put a little note on the folder that Dr ... "(Registrar).
Patient 4: (CF) e

"Mrs ... is going home and on Monday she isjust coming in for and I and R check. Then she is
going to Lady Michaelis (hospita!)" (Registrar).
"Who should we contact?" (Intern).
"Contact Sister N' (Registrar).
"What is wrong with her, is it a stroke?" (Sister who stood opposite Registrar on other side
of bed).
"A stroke yes. She has got macho stenosis and a big left atrium which is where the clot is"
(Registrar who looked up and addressed her).
The Intern started to discuss the patient's blood pressure etc. (inaudible) and the Registrar
immediately turned somewhat to listen to him.
"Has her blue book gone down?" (Intern, turning to Sister).
"Yes her blue book has gone down" (Sister).
''Anyway it has settled down now. Are there any questions? This is not just a plain stroke. She
actually has got a CA ovary and it has gone asfar as the brain. It doesn't look like that the
initial NE, but I have just seen the other one and it looks sure" (Registrar).
"Should I arrange something with other doctors?" (Intern).
"Yes, it is a good idea but they will only do it in a day or two"(Registrar).

Patient 5: (CF)
The Intern started to discuss the patient (inaudible)
"Okay I am going to listen to her chest. It is probably not serious, it is probably just the, eh,
the infarct. Is any haemorrhage apparent with the infarct?" (Registrar to Intern whose answer
is inaudible ).
"Okay and, eh, CT ... (inaudible) and a PSR. Do a collagen screen on her - make sure she
doesn't have lupus" (Registrar).
"How has she been?" (Registrar turning to Sister who stood on the same side of the bed, but
off to his left).
"She was fine this morning and yesterday afternoon" (Sister).
"She eats by herself? (Registrar).
"Yes" (Sister).
"I think we gonna have to keep her till Lady Michaelis can take her next week. Does she
walk? (Registrar to Sister, whom he is facing directly).
"No" (Sister).
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"No? Jaa, I can't imagine she can walk. We are sending her home. Any family come visit
her?" (Registrar).
"No" (Sister).
"Lets just look into that and see what the family circumstances are like, see what kina of
facilities they have to look after her. If she wants to go home in the meantime they might not
be able to cope. She is a big lady" (Registrar).
"Ja, she is" (Sister).
"All right, good" (Registrar).

Patient 6: (SF)
The Intern had already moved to the next patient, followed by the Registrar and student
Interns. The Sister stood on the opposite side of the bed. The Intern stood next to Registrar at
the end of the bed and discussed the patient (inaudible)
"Who lives with you at home ....?" (Registrar).
"Sorry" (patient) .•
"Who lives at home with you?" (Registrar, raising his voice ).
"There is some daughter" (Intern).
"Is there anyone at home the next two weeks, anyone who can stay at home with you during
the day?" (Registrar).
"My daughter" (patient).
''All right. You can speak to your family, they must try and arrange it by the weekend, we
want to have you home by the weekend. There must be someone to look after you during the
day. Ifyou get sick they can bring you back here and help you or something like that all right.
Are you walking around the ward?" (Registrar).
" Yesyes" (patient).
"Howfar do you walk?" (Registrar).
"Just to the toilets" (patient).
"I want you to start walking a bit further, all right" (Registrar).
Registrar then spoke to the Intern (inaudible).
"Areyou still coughing?" (Registrar).
"Yes I am still coughing" (patient).
"What colour is the spit?" (Registrar to patient).
"Cream sort of' (patient).
"Cream sort of?" (Registrar).
"White" (Sister).
"White white white, no that's excellent. Good, thank you very much" (Registrar, whose
bleeper went off. He walked away).
The Sister remarked that the round was taking very long and she moved off to talk to one of
the housekeepers. After six minutes the Registrar returned.

Patient 7: (CF)
The Registrar asked why the patient had a drip but the Sister was not within earshot. When
she came closer the Registrar was deep in conversation with the Intern. He said something
about the drip and the Sister moved closer as if she wanted to ascertain whether an order
about the drip was going to be given but the Registrar said nothing about it. Two of the
student Interns moved in front of her and she squeezed in between them to look at the
patient's blue board. The Intern then took the blue board and the Registrar glanced up and
smiled at the Sister. She smiled back and continued to look at him after he had looked away.
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She then shrugged and walked away.

Patient 3: (BM)

The following ward rounds happened towards the end of the intervention.

Ward round 7:

The Registrar called on the Sister and told her that they were about to do the ward round. The
med ical staff stood at the side of the bed with the Sister at the foot. The Intern discussed the
patient.

Patient I: (CF)
The patient was sitting in a chair when the group arrived.
"Will you get in the bed please" (Registrar).
The Sister helped her to sit on the bed and then helped to lift her feet up.
" I'm going to elevate the bed. Are you still incontinent? " (Registrar).
"What?" (patient):
"Are your stools still coming out?" (Registrar).
"What?" (patient).
"Are you still shitting a lot?" (Registrar).
"No, no that is all over now" (patient).
"Any complaints?" (Registrar).
"Just the muscle here" (patient indicating her stomach)
"The muscle; show me. Just move up, up" (Registrar).
The patient tried to wriggle higher on the pillows
"No, no, move your bum up" The Sister moved around to the other side and helped him to
push the patient up. The Registrar palpated her stomach.
"Does it hurt?" (Registrar).
"Yes" (patient).
"And here?" (Registrar).
"Yes" (patient).
He took her pulse and put the stethoscope to her stomach.
"Inhale, inhale. Sit up" (Registrar, who listened to patient's back then).
"Inhale. Excellent" (Registrar).
"I am tired" (patient as she lay back).
"Tired?" (Registrar).
The Intern came to the patient's side.
"Some blood Mrs B".
He swabbed her arm, saying "Relax, relax".
When he had finished he said: "Bye Mrs B. See you later OK'
The Registrar meanwhile had moved on and was standing discussing the patient with the
other Intern and student Interns. The Sister had left, but returned shortly afterwards

Patient 2: (BM)
"What is wrong with him?" (Sister).
The Registrar told her that they were still doing tests but also what he thought the patient's
problem might be. The Sister 'Yas standing next to the Registrar and he turned to look directly
at her as he spoke.
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The group moved to the next patient, congregating at the end of the bed. When one of the
Interns moved in front of the Sister, he said "Sorry", and stepped to the side, leaving space for
her to stand between himself and one of the student Interns. After the Intern had discussed the
patient the Sister said:
"Are you going to dialyse him today?" When the Registrar answered in the affirmative she
said: "Strange to see. Why has he got his peripheral line on as well? ".
"1don't know. It should be out" (Registrar).
" I must still check his wound. It was oozing" (Sister).
"It is actually a good thing it means it is clearing out" (Registrar).
During the discussion the patient lay quietly on his bed, looking at nobody and asking no
questions.

Ward round 8:

Patient 4: (CF)
Whilst the Registrar and Intern were discussing the patient, the Sister had been called away.
When she returned she went to stand next to the Intern.
"Let's try to get her to Jooste and she can attend day hospital. Put her on Disprin. Discharge
her and send her to the vascular clinic" (Registrar who is looking at the Intern).
"She has been all right?" (Registrar to Sister).
"What are these things there? Can I discard it?" (Sister, looking at the Registrar who gave an
embarrassed laugh).
"Yes, we thought she had but she did not". The Registrar now turned towards the Sister
and spoke directly to her, looking her in the eyes and discussing the patient's treatment and
medication with her.

The group then moved to the nurses' station where the Registrar discussed one of his patients
whom he wanted to discharge.
"The family is making a fuss. I have explained to three sets of family but I will have to go
again" (Registrar).
"They don't want her to come home because she has had a stroke and they will have to take.
care of her" (Sister who had joined the group and was stand ing opposite the Registrar).
"So they want to dump her on the hospital. OK this is all for now, I will come back this
afternoon and we will just mop up" (Registrar to group before he left).

The Sister asked the Intern when they were going to do the rounds and he answered that he
was waiting for the Registrar. When the latter arrived the Intern asked him when they were
going on the rounds. He answered :"In the afternoon. We will call you", whilst looking at the
Sister. When he left the Sister said that it meant the round would happen very late" but in a
way I'm glad because it means I can finish my lV'sfirst".

In the afternoon the Registrar walked into the ward, and asked a student nurse to " find out if
there is a Sister available for the ward round". He stood and talked to the Interns until the
Sister appeared. She walked to the Intern and asked him about a patient :"Shall we continue
with S.A.S.?", looking straight into his eyes as she said it. As the Intern started to walk away,
she said: "Sorry doctor, do you know what kind ofTB she has?" The Intern turned around to
look at her as he discussed the patient. After this exchange the Sister went to attend to the
patient, joining the group when they had reached the second patient. The Registrar told her
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that he had changed the patient's medication and she made a note in her book.

Patient 2: (CM)
The Intern presented the patient, reading from his notes. The Registrar was staring at the
trolley and then looked in the patient's file. Another Intern and student Intern were leaning
against the wall, glancing from the Registrar to the Intern and back, apparently following the
conversation. The Sister stood somewhat apart, but also glanced from Intern to Registrar as if
she was also listening until she was called away. She returned three minutes later to ask the
Registrar about medication for another patient. When the group had moved on yet again, she
returned.

Patient 6: (CF)
The Registrar and Sister walked next to each other to this patient and were still standing in
this way when the Registrar said that the patient had had a haemorrhage. he looked directly at
her as he said this and when on to explain to her what had happened to the patient. He then

Patient 3: (WF)
The doctors were standing next to each other with the Sister standing beside them at the side
of the bed. The Intern walked over to her and touched the drips.
"Sister C, I had a problem with the drips" (Intern to Sister who stood halfturned away from
him). e

"Hmmm" (Sister, not turning around).
"I had a problem with this drip. I don't know if it is working" (Registrar, moving closer to the
Sister, who glanced back).
"No it is working" (Sister, looking at Intern as she said this).
The Intern went to stand on the other side of the bed, next to the Registrar. As they discussed
the patient, she watched them, but said nothing. When they said something about the patient's
medication she moved closer to the Intern, brushing against him and leaning over to read
what he had written on the blue board. The Registrar looked up and told the Sister the name
of the medication and the dosage, whilst addressing her directly. She nodded and wrote it in
her book.

Patient 4: (BF)
The Registrar seemed to suddenly be in a hurry and only briefly stopped at each patient to
inform the Sister what he required from her. With this patient he simply said "nothing
changed" and walked past, followed by the Sister and Interns.

Patient 5: (CM)
The Registrar went to stand next to the patient's bed with the Interns and the Sister next to
each other at the trolley.
"You are going down at one o'clock for the ..." (Registrar to patient, who said nothing).
"Bandage off Sister I cancelled it at twelve" (Registrar to Sister, looking at her).
"No chest pain?" (Registrar to Intern who answered in the negative).
"Sister N will see his wife" (Registrar to Interns and the Sister who are standing together at
the trolley).
The Sister then went to stand next to the Registrar and questioned him about the patient's
condition and medication. He turned to face her and discussed the patient with her and when
she asked him about mobilising the patient he said "All right, slowly, slowly it will be another
few weeks".
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addressed the patient, calling her by her first name:" P.. daai ... wat hulle gister gedoen
het het gewys jy het gebloei in die kop verstaan, 'n bloodvessel het gebars verstaan .Dis
hoekom die gesig so lyk verstaan". "P, that ...that they did yesterday, showed that you bled
inside your head, do you understand, a blood vessel burst, do you see? That is why your face
looks that way, do you understand? -
While he spoke the patient was sitting up in bed, staring at the Registrar's overcoat but not
reacting.
"Nothing changes here. Two hourly Bp 's".
The patient started to say something, but was interrupted by the Registrar who said to the
Sister: "Leave her on IV till tomorrow. Switch to oral and watch". As if to explain this, the
Intern said that the patient's spleen was enlarged and that she had had cardiac failure.

The new Registrar came to the nurses' station and asked where "Sister bloues (blue)" was. A
student nurse called the Sister and the Registrar introduced himself to her, then told her that
he wished to do his ward round. She took her book and followed.

Patient 7: (CF)
As they walked towards this patient, the Sister started to move off, as if she was leaving and
the Registrar said, raising his voice as if to ensure that she heard him :"She has little bit of
stomach cramps. We want to send a specimen for ... OK that's all. Thankyou ..."

The following ward round happened some time after the intervention:

Ward round 9:

Patient 1 (CM)
The Registrar went to stand next to the patient's bed with the Intern and student Interns at the
end. A student Intern looked around and saw that he was obstructing the Sister's view. He
moved out of her way and she went to stand next to the Intern, with whom she had been
working since the start of the intervention. The Intern started to present the patient and the
Sister said "What is the case with this patient?". As he started to explain to her, she
completed some of his sentences for him. Then the Registrar moved in between the Sister and
the Intern, looking in the patient's file. The Sister did not move from the Intern's side but
leaned with her elbows on the trolley, looking in the file with him, even turning the pages as
the Registrar tried to read something. She then showed him something in the file and he
seemed satisfied, straightened up and said:" Hello how are you? Do you feel better? Are you
feeling thirsty?' (Registrar to patient who mumbled something)
"How is your appetite Mr P? Do youfeel hungry and do you take plenty offluid?" (Registrar
raising his voice as the patient mumbled again)
The Sister was leaning on the trolley with her chin in her hand as they Registrar came to
stand next to her to write new orders for the patient. As he was writing she read the new
instructions.
"Doyou need your catheter in? Can you control your bladder?" (Registrar to patient who did
not react).
"Wag laat ek kyk". "Wait let me see" (Sister as she started to lift th~ patient's gown, seeing
that he had soiled himselt).
"Ons sal jou nou kom skoonmaak ne". "We will kom and clean you now" (Sister to patient).
"You must put other ... in" (Registrar to Sister).
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"We will let you know" (Registrar to Sister who was now standing opposite him on the other
side of the bed).

Patient 2: (CF)
The Registrar told the Sister to give the patient oral antibiotics and to take her drip down.
"Have you been out of bed Mrs ... Did they take the bandage off?" (Registrar to patient who
answered in affirmative).
"What did they find?" (patient to Registrar. She also wanted to know about her varicose veins
and the Registrar said that it had nothing to do with her heart).
"My advice is you rather leave it unless it becomes worrisome. Otherwise, Mrs ... it is very
complicated" (Registrar to patient).

Patient 3: (CF)
This patient's relatives were sitting around the bed when the group arrived. The Registrar told
the Sister "she must get a drip" and she in turn told the patient :"You are not going to eat. You
can have lunch but afterwards nothing more".
The Registrar then continued "You are going for tests tomorrow and also x-rays of your
neck". At this point the Sister said to the relatives: "Kan julle net bietjie buite sit terwvl dokter
na haar kyk". "Can you wait outside while doctor examines her?"
"No, stay. I want to talk to you. Hello is dit jou ma? Jy weet jou ma het tevore TB gehad. Die
helfte van die long is uitgehaal. Van al die rook, die ander long is ook klaar. As sy nou
borsinfeksie kry, sal sy baie siek word. Haar longe is klaar as sy infeksie kry raak sy baie
siek. Ons gee vir haar al die medisyne en ons moet sien hoe die dinge gaan. Jy moet net
verstaan sy is baie siek". "Hello, is this your mother? You know that she has had TB before.
Half of one lung has already been removed. The other one is also finished, from all the
smoking. If she gets a chest infection, she will be very, very ill. Her lungs are finished if she
gets an infection now, she gets very sick. We are giving her all this medicine and we must she
how things go. You mustjust understand that she is very sick" (Registrar).
The group then moved to the next patient, the Sister walking in front, followed by the rest.

Patient 4: (BF)
The Sister and Interns stood next to the Registrar, whilst he told her about the patient's
medication. The Sister then checked on the blue board, as ifto confirm that he had written it
down.
"She should not be here. She should be in Woodstock. We must accept we will not have an
academic hospital for years to come. Black patients come (here) because ... (hospital) is not
Afrikaans. They associate ... with the government and think ... more liberal" (Registrar to rest
of group, who then moved to the next patient).

Patient 5: (BF)
"She is you-know-what positive. ... has counselled her provisionally, but we must await
official confirmation" (Registrar to Sister, who was standing next to him. He then discussed
further tests to be done with the Intern, but never addressed the patient, although she was
awake and looking at him all the time).
"Are her relatives prepared to take her?" (Sister to Registrar).
"Sister N will talk to them" (Registrar to Sister standing next to him).

Patient 6: (CM)
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Patients 8 to 13: At this time the Registrar started to hurry and he briefly stopped at each
patient to tell the Sister about the patients' medication or impending procedures. This took
only four minutes.

The Sister gave the patient's file to the Registrar and he thanked her. He then sat down on the
patient's bed. The Interns and Sister stood in front of him. The Sister asked the Registrar
about the procedure the patient had to undergo in the afternoon and the Registrar drew a
picture to illustrate to her. -
''If a patient is a systolic and arrests do you still shock him?" (Sister).
"No there is no use in it" (Registrar).
"So we do know something, but when we said it yesterday we were verskeur (torn to pieces)"
(Sister, seeming to indicate that she had had a disagreement with a doctor about a
resuscitation and that she had suspected she had been correct).

Patient 7: (CM)
The Registrar, Interns and Sister went to the patient's bed, where the first mentioned
immediately listened to the patient's heart. The latter did not react in any way and the
Registrar did not address him. Turning towards the Sister the Registrar said: "Is he eating?"
When the Sister said no, he asked her what she thought should be done:" Should we get the
dietician?"
"Maybe we should feed him naso-gastric. Half strength?" (Sister to Registrar, who now
looked back at the patient and then at her again).
"Half strength?" (Registrar).
"Hmmm" (Sister to Registrar who was writing in the patient's file).
"I still think we should get the dietician involved. We can discuss it on the social round"
(Registrar to Sister, who did not answer).

Ward round 10:

The Registrar walked into the ward with the two Interns and medical students. He went to
stand at the first bed. The registered nurse, who was at the nursing station, saw them, picked
up her book and joined them. She moved past the students to stand at the patient's head. The
Registrar went to sit down on the bed after closing the curtain (the registered nurse had
initially pulled them have closed, but some of the student were outside it, so she had left it).

Patient 1:CF
09.23 The patient is lying on her side.
"Mrs ... , can you turn over please" (Registrar).
"Huh .. (patient).
"Can you turn over please. Ijust want to do a quick check-up" (Registrar).
The patient turns to him.
"It is so sore" (patient indicates her chest).
"Here can you sit up please?" (She starts to sit up, struggling to shift her body). It is better
when you are cropped up" (Registrar).
He starts to take her blood pressure.
"Give me your right arm please" (He puts his finger on her pulse and listens to her heart-beat
through a stethoscope). "Just turn your head the other way" (The patient turns her head).
A consultant opens the curtains. He asks about tests. The Registrar joins him and they walk
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away. The patient sags back against her .pillows.
The Registrar returns.
"Just lie straight please Mrs ..." He listens to her chest.
"She has crackles in her chest" (Registrar to Intern).
"I think she was dialysed yesterday" (Intern to Registrar; they page through the patient's file)
"We will have to dialyse her. Any medication must be in line. Just keep the line open,
otherwise it blocks up and we are in trouble" (Registrar).
The registered nurse apparently takes it as being directed at her because she notes it in her
book. The consultant comes in.
"Hallo Mevrou hoe gaan dit vandag". "Hello Mrs how is it going today?" (Consultant).
"Oe ek het pyn" "Oh I have pain" (patient).
"Het die nlg gepyn". "Did the back ache" (consultant).
"Come, sit up, kom ons luister gou". "Let us listen" (consultant, as the patient struggles to sit
up again)
"Dis so seer". "It really hurts" (patient). The consultant listens to her chest. The registered
nurse looks at her watch and leaves
"I think we should be alarmed about .. We should dialyse her"(consultant to Registrar; they
walk away and the patient pulls her night gown down, she leans back against her pillows
again). The Intern is still busy taking blood samples when the porter arrives to take the
patient for dialysis.
"Jy sal nog 'npaar dae in die hospitaal moet bly". "You will have to stay in the hospital for a
few more days" (Intern to patient)
"Die vel gaan af". "The skin is coming off" (patient to Intern).
"Ekskuus". "Sorry" (Intern).
"Dit brand'. "It bums" (patient, who gestures at her hip).
" Dit brand? Dis stukkend?" "It burns? It is broken?" (Intern).
"Ek sal vir die Suster sê sy moet kyk daarna" "I'll tell Sister to attend to it" (Intern).
He opens the curtains and walks past a registered nurse who tells him to sign for medication.
He signs, and asks:
"Where is Sister P?" (Intern).
"In the office" (Staff Nurse).
He goes to the office and opens the door.
"I am on tea" (Sister P).
He continues to discuss the patient's complaint and tells her that the patient is going for
dialysis today and must go next week as well. The Registrar has returned and the ward round
resumes. The students leave with the consultant.

Patient 2:CF
10h02: The Registrar is standing next to the patient. The Intern is next to him. The students
are encircling the bed.
"Have you vomited since yesterday?" (Registrar).
"Yes" (patient).
"Apart from the vomiting anything else?" (Registrar).
"I feel nauseous" (patient).
"It's just the vomiting that is making you feel awful" (Registrar).
"Can I take your Bp please" (Registrar).
"Give me your arm" (Registrar - she lifts her arm).
"Any pain Mevrou ?" (Registrar is listening to her chest).
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"No, It's only the vomiting and the stomach" (patient).
The Registrar lifts her dress, asks her to move bit to the right and palpates lier stomach. He
questions the Interns and student Interns about certain symptoms. He has fmished examining
her stomach but he leaves her lying with her stomach exposed. She starts to pull her gown
down. She stares at the ceiling all the time
"Put out you tongue for me please" (Registrar, he now sits down on the chair at her side).
"Hold out your arm straight"(he looks at her fingernails and asks the students what the
indicators for diabetes are).
"Doctor, can you give me somethingfor the nausea?" (patient).
"I'll put you on that a little later" (Registrar).
"Can you sit up again please? I want to listen" (Registrar, using his stethoscope, starts a
discussion with the Intern and the students).
"Can I have somethingfor the nausea?" (patient).
"I'll see" (Registrar continues his discussion with the medical students).
"Mrs ... have you 'actually vomited today?" (Intern).
"Just once"(patient).
"And how many times did you vomit yesterday?" (Registrar).
"Three times" (patient).
The Registrar writes on the blue board, as everyone moves away.

10h08: Patient 3:CF
The Registrar first talks to the registered nurse about medication when she comes past with a
trolley. They all move to the next bed.
"Hello" (Registrar; the patient greets him too).
"Diarrhoea?"(Registrar).
"Yes" (patient).
"Today or just last night?" (Registrar).
"Both" (patient).
"Was it very watery?" (Registrar).
"Yes" (patient).
"Chest pain?" (Registrar).
"No" (patient).
"Ifyou are losing a lot of water through diarrhoea, wejust try to replace it" (Registrar).
He discusses fluid replacement with the students, while taking the patient's blood pressure.
"Lift up you night-dress" (Registrar to patient. She lifts it. He looks at her urine bag).
"I see a little pit of pee. Was isjust that little bit of pee?" (Registrar to registered nurse who
had come in and was looking at the patient's drip).
"Yes" (registered nurse).
"Any pain in your leg? We will keep that pressure bandage on this morning until it has
cleared up" (Registrar).
"I can't go to the toilet" (patient).
"I think you can after 24 hours (Registrar).
"Keep her on obs for 24 hours. You can take the pressure bandage off' (Registrar to
registered nurse).
"She still has.a bit of a problem, maybe we can keep it on a little longer" (registered nurse to
Registrar).
"OK keep it up a little longer and then take if off' (Registrar).
"It's supposed to come off al 12. Maybe we can keep it up till 2 0 'clock (registered nurse).
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"Yes till2 0 'c/ock and keep her under obs for 24 hours" (Registrar).
The Registrar writes in the patient's file and on the blue book. The Intern opens the curtains.
They move to the next patient.

Patient 4: 1Oh17: CG
The Intern closes the curtains.
"Hallo Mrs... how are you, Hoe voel jy vandag? Geen probleme?" "How are you today? No
problems?" (Registrar).
"Weet jy waar jy is vandag? Watter plek is dit die?" "Do you know where you are today?
What place is this?" (Registrar).
Patient gives name of hospital.
"Kan ek jou blood 'pressure' neem asseblief?" "Can I take your blood pressure please?"
"Draai om asseblief" "Turn around please".
The patient gestures to something that looks like vaseline petroleum jelly on her body.
"Hulle sal dit later afwas. Dis van die 'ECG' wat jy dit gekry het" "They will wash it off later.
It isfrom the ECG you had".
Regisistrar listens to her chest).
"Die bors klink beter vandag. Ek dink die pneumonia word beter. Okay." "The chest sounds
better today. I think the pneumonia is getting better".
The Registrar writes in the files and steps through the curtains to talk to a consultant. The
Intern opens the curtains and a registered nurse starts to put up a new drip for the patient.
"Did you do the IV yesterday?" (Registered Nurse to Intern; he looks at the patient's wrist
which is bruised).
"No" (Intern, laughing, follows the Registrar).
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APPENDIX6

SOCIAL ROUNDS

Of the 32 social rounds attended, every 6th was elected. All the social rounds were observed
and attended during the 1993/94 research.

Social round 1:

Attended by the Registrar, four Interns and the Head Nurse, who chaired the meeting and
read the patient's names from the list.

"Mr A : He complains of headaches" (Head Nurse).
"He never told me that in a week" (Intern).
"He is a stroke patient" (Registrar).
"Hy praat met die hande". "He talks/gestures with his hands" (Head Nurse seemingly
indicating that she was able to communicate with the patient where the Intern could not).

"Mr G" (Head Nurse).
"He is a diabetic with severe pneumonia" (Intern).
"Hisfamily comes to visit him regularly. They seem very supportive. 1spoke to his daughter.
She says she can take care of him. He gets a pension" (Head Nurse).

"Mrs A" (Head Nurse).
"She is eVA and ...." (Registrar).
"She is a big problem. Her family indicated that they were willing to take her and came to bé
educated, but 1got the impression that they got afright and disappeared. They do not want to
care for her anymore" (Head Nurse).
"We must get her out of this hospital to her home and her family must take it from there. We
need that bed" (Consultant).
"The family was supposed to take her, but they never returned. The two of us interviewed
them" (Head Nurse indicating one of the Registrars). .
"Well I leave it to you to sort it out" (Consultant).

"Mrs L, TB" (Intern).
"She lives in Khayelitsha, but her husband is employed. Discharge" (Registrar).

"Mrs N, TB" (Intern).
"She has two children" (Registrar).
"She is employed, she works in Kenilworth" (Head Nurse).
"Talk to her. She might need disability" (Registrar).

"Mr M' (Intern).
"Unstable angina, questionable emboli. He must be mobilised" (Registrar).

"Mr P. SPr' (Intern).
"He's due for cardiac surgery. What are his circumstances?" (Registrar).
"His family comes to see him quite often" (Head Nurse ).-
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"Mrs W' (Intern).
"Diabetic, DKA, she's had two previous strokes" (Registrar).
"Her family visits her regularly" (Head Nurse).
"She will be herefor a while. She has an infection of the mouth and is not eating" (Registrar).

"Mr P' (Intern).
"We discussed him before" (Registrar).
"He is living withfriends. They will take him. He still has a naso-gastric tube" (Head Nurse).

Social round 2:

This social round was attended by two Registrars, four Interns, the social worker,
physiotherapist, community liaison sister, and two senior nursing staff members. The speech
therapist entered later, when the meeting was underway. The medical staff all sat together
with the nurses sitting next to each other on the opposite side. Other paramedical staff sat
between the two groups. An Intern started the round, reading the patients' names from his list,
with the Registrars and other Interns responding.

"Mrs B - she is not doing her insulin properly and must be advised" (Intern).

"Mrs C is a confusedfemale patient" (Intern).
"Find out if the family can take her home" (Registrar).

"Mrs D is possibly HIV positive" (Intern).
"We have askedfor the next test. Thefamily will need counselling" (Registrar).
"It has been confirmed that the patient is HIV positive" (Intern).
"Well, okay. She is mv positive and is being sent home, but the patient does not know it.
Sister L is to counsel her first" (Registrar).
"The time is too short. I need three days ..... the news and do the counselling. It is a great
shock to the patient to know that they are HIV positive" (Community Liaison Sister).

"Mrs P" (Intern).
"You ladies know about her. I think she is still drinking although she says she is not"
(Registrar).

"Mrs S has to go to Conradie ... does not really know what this means. She needs to see the
physio- and speech therapist. I see she is not on this round" (Registrar).

"Mr L - he has acute ... Doctor F spoke to him and his wife about getting him into an alcohol
abuse program. Dr G spoke to him, he has some serious cerebral damage because of the
alcohol and he is constantly soiling himself" (Registrar).

"Mr H. He is longer on this kind of treatment than any other patient. He has something ... it is
impossible to get through to him. He is so aggressive. At times he does not give his co-
operation" (Intern).

"Mr 0" (Intern).
"Does he know that they are looking for cancer ?" (other Intern).
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"No, I made the mistake once and the patient nearly freaked out. I think he has a suspicion.
They usually suspect that" (Registrar)"
"Mr S had a HIV test. His wife is HIV positive and we need to find out whether he is positive
as welt' (Intern). -

"We want to get pace maker for patient Mr I. Then he is going to Michaelis" (Registrar)

"Mrs K. She is not compliant" (Registrar)
"She seems to have an attitude problem but she is not speaking to us at all. Get her out, she
wastes our time" (Intern)

"Patient M is sixty four, diabetic with DKA. He previously had oral treatment. He is schizo"
(Intern).
"We need the diabetic sister to talk to his wife also. He must start therapy" (Registrar) ..
"Mrs Q - she has a 13 year old child who might have TB. She has multiple infections of the
vagina" (Intern).
"I want her to see a social worker" (Registrar).

"We have a problem with Mr R. His wife will not take him. She has to sign a paper to say she
will take him" (Registrar).
"I do not think this is enough as she will tum around and say that she cannot care for him
after all" (social worker).
"Well, put pressure on her or find him a bed somewhere. He has been here too long"
(Registrar).

"There are problems with the blue boards. Medication is written up and it is not signed, or it
is signed and not written up. Often medication can only be given for 24 hours but is written
up for three days. Later it is still being given" (pharmacist).
" That is not good. I will attend to it" (Registrar).

"Mrs B is going home. She was informed that she had ... cancer" (Registrar)
"Thank you" (Registrar who gets up and leaves, followed by the pharmacist).

One of the Interns then moved to sit in front of the speech therapist, who had entered late, and
asked her to assist him with a patient. He was joined by another Intern who also discussed
one of his patients. Afterwards a sister got up to fetch the tea. The second Registrar and
Interns sat talking together, eating cake and drinking tea. None of them spoke to either the
Sisters or the other paramedical staff. When the medical staff left, the rest of the group
seemed to relax and began to chat informally.

Social round 3:

The round was also attended by a Consultant, two Registrars, four Interns, a registered nurse,
speech therapist, physiotherapist, community liaison sister etc.

"Mr CIt (Head Nurse).
"He is going home" (Intern).
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"Mr A" (Head Nurse).
"He has an infarct" (Registrar).
"Mr 0" (Head Nurse).
"He has.a liver abscess" (Registrar).
"He gets a disability grant" (Head Nurse).

---------

"Mr E" (Head Nurse).
"He has renal failure. Wemust decide where his workman's compensation is at" (Registrar).

"MrF'(Head Nurse).
"He is being discharged" (lntern).

"Mr G" (Head Nurse).
"He must go for rehabilitation" (Registrar).
"OK, I will try ... ~'(social worker).

"Mr M. He's a probable chronic renal problem. We might have to pull the plugs and send
him home for his brother to look after. He lives in Phillipi. The wife could look after him. Try
to get some sort of compensation from Pretoria" (Registrar).

"Mr Z. He has seizures. We know nothing about his social circumstances. He has liver
disease, the problem is progressive. He comes from the Transkei. Sister ... (community nurse)
must look into him" (Registrar).

"Mr P. He's a heavy drinker. Diarrhoea and chronic hepatitis" (Registrar).
"He is married with children. He is supported by his wife" (Head Nurse).
"1don't think he is going to stop drinking. We have a problem. He needs insulin" (Registrar).

"Mr L. Another one of those (drinkers). He is a touch confused, if you know what 1mean.
Maybe he is (rehabitable). Maybe Lady Michaelis" (Registrar).

Social round 4:

The round was attended by a Consultant, two Registrars, four lnterns, student Interns and
other paramedical staff. The meeting was chaired by the Consultant, who read the names of
the patients:

"Mrs A" (Consultant).
"She is being discharged" (Registrar).

"Mrs B" (Consultant).
"She has asthma and a history of alcohol abuse" (Intern).
"She has not slept since yesterday. She keeps walking up and down. She becomes very
agitated and then her condition gets worse" (Head Nurse).
"Hmm. Maybe the social worker should seel!er" (Registrar).
"Fine" (social worker).

"Mrs C" (Consultant).
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"You must get an interpreter to talk to her. She is goingfor all these procedures and 1am not
at all convinced that she understands any of it" (Head Nurse). .
"Yes, okay, 1will get .... to speak to her" (Registrar).
"Miss D~'(Consultant).
"She had spinal surgery and she has to be in a brace when she is lying" (Registrar).
"Look she has to write exams, but 1do not think she should. She cannot sit up and study. You
must talk to her about a medical certificate so she can write a supplementary. 1 have spoken
to her. She is at the technicon and it is possible to do it this way" (Head Nurse).
"If sister thinks so, I think you should pursue it" (Consultant).

"Mrs F, she needs a soft diabetic diet. Her family seems to come a lot" (Registrar).

"Mr H His results have come back, it's positive, he will need counselling" (Registrar).

"Mrs J. Hypertension. Insulin dependent. She seems to understand the principles but 1am not
always sure, she must be informeel' (Registrar).

"Mr L. he is basically pre-terminal. He is dying. 1 think he should go home. We cannot do
anythingfor him anymore. Sister? He lives in Langa" (Registrar).
"1 spoke to his family, they may take him home, but he may take it upon himself to die
though" (Head Nurse).

"Mrs F' (Consultant).
"We have here a major social disaster which has manifested as a medical problem. She
should be counselled from all sides (laughs), alcohol abuse, pelvic inflammation, mandrax"
(Registrar).

"Mr Z. he's also from Langa. Alcohol abuse. Speak to him, he must try to control it. And that
1 think is it.lfyou will excuse me, 1 have an interview" (Registrar).

Social Round 5:

Chaired by Registrar. Attended by Head Nurse, social worker, Interns.

"Before we start, you should tell the patients what kind of medication they get, what the
outcome of the tests are, etc. The patients don't know how to use the medication, they don't.
understand, then they come back to the hospital because they don't use their medication. It
costs money" (Head Nurse).
"We have too many patients" (Intern).
"That is not an excuse" (Head Nurse).

"Ok, Mrs V. what is going on here. You are mismanaging this patient. Why has she not been
sent for rehab yet. This is not a rehabilitation hospital, it costs .... per day to keep her here"
(Registrar).
"1 am doing what 1can, but 1 cannot get placement for her" (social worker).
" It's not good enough. We cannot do anything more for her. She is taking up a bed at great
expense too" (Registrar).
" Yeah maybe 1 should make her a bed" (social worker).
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"Seems to me like cases are not followed up properly. Keeping her here is not appropriate"
(Registrar). .

"Mrs Y is chronically malnourished. I have referred her to you (social worker)" (Registrar).

"Mr B is going to Conradie" (Registrar).
"He is separated from his wife "(Registered Nurse).
"He should qualify for a disability grant. He should see aphysio at halfstrength. His transport
must be organised and they all laugh and that the hospital must organise his transport"
(Registrar).

"The occupational therapists complained that the patients were not referred to them. I said I
thought it was done on the social round. But I don't see the OT here. So there's another
breakdown in communication" (Intern).
At this point the Consultant joined the social round.
"Well, maybe this is not the place, but we had a problem with Dr 0 from G8over the weekend.
He made afuss when Sister .. said he must first try tofind a bedfrom outlying wards who were
not on intake. Sister ... told him that the wards have a right to refuse patients. He said we are
obstructive, I mean, we will not really refuse patients, but if we have to have boarders, it means
our Registrars and Interns have to go to other wards to see their patients" (Head Nurse).
"He isjust lazy" (Consultant).
"Yeah, he should first lookfor beds on the wards noton intake, and ifhefinds nothing he can
come here" (Registrar).
"I'll talk to him. I don't like Registrars from other wards upsetting my nurses. By the way, do
you have a nice cardiac for mefor the exams tomorrow" (Consultant).
"Hmm, Mr T, will be good" (Registrar. The Consultant leaves).

"Let's get on. Mr B he's upfor discharge" (Registrar).
"He cannot go home. He lives with an equally old man who cannot care for him. He has a
nephew who came tofetch his ID to get his pension" (Head Nurse).
"Contact him. Jf he can take the pension, he can take the old man" (Registrar).
"Can't we try to send him to Westlake?" (Head Nurse).
"No, he does not need rehabilitation. He needs placement with hisfamily till he dies. Sister M
(community sister) can try tofind an old age home for townships" (Registrar).
"I don't think there is anything like it" (Head Nurse).
"Then the nephew must take him. I cannot sign my name under something that says he needs
rehabilitation. He is not going to improve and if they take him, they will have to do soforever.
Speak to Sister M, she must speak to the nephew" (Registrar).

"Mr H is stable now" (Registrar).
"His family was initially willing to take him, but when they realised how much care he would
need they left" (Head Nurse).
"He is hopefully going to Conradie" (social worker).

"Mrs C, CVA" (B.egistrar).
"She will be seen by Lady Michaelis tomorrow" (Intern).

"Mr J, eVA, hypertension, investigated with renal ... " (Registrar).
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"She stays on the second floor. Her brother is also a eVA. I don't mow if they will cope at
home" (Intern). -
"She was accepted by Lady Michaelis" (Head Nurse).

"Mr J. Stroke. He is going to Westlake" (Registrar).
" His family will look after him while he is on the waiting list. His wife is also in bed with a
stroke, but the daughter will look after both" (Head Nurse).

"Mr K, Diabetic, DKA. He has alcoholic problems, was quite unkempt. You need to check his
social" (Registrar).
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APPENDIX 7

DAILY ACTlVITIES NURSING STAFF

Daily routine of a Junior Registered Nurse on a day shift on a medical ward:

419

Daily activities 1:

There were 38 patients in the ward i.e. all beds were filled. Between 08hOO - 13hOO there
were three registered nurses and eight student nurses on the ward; from 13hOO - 16hOO there
were two registered nurses and four Student Nurses.

08hOO - 09hOODoctors' ward round which was attended by ajunior registered nurse. During
the round she followed behind the group consisting of Registrar, two Interns and medical
students. She stayed at the back of the group, and spent most of the time giving instructions
to other nursing staff. A staff nurse joined her, they spoke about contacting the pharmacist to
order medication and having to show a diabetic patient how to inject herself. At times she
looked out of the window. Afterwards she helped nurses to make beds and assisted them with
general tidying up.

09hOO - IOhOODoctors' ward round with a consultant. During this round the Registered Nurse
seemed highly nervous and agitated. She frequently left the round, would attend to other tasks
and then return. She kept on saying that it was taking too much time.
She checked on nursing staff doing vital checks (i.e. temperatures, pulse, blood pressure);
urine analysis; medication. Shows a Student Nurse how to do a visidex.

IOhOO - II hOOChanging incontinent patients.
Washing patients.
Tidying ward up for visiting time.
Tea-time.

Il hOO- 12hOOOrder medication.
Change drips.
Doctors attend to patients, registered nurse assists Intern.
Patients' lunch distributed; feeding of some stroke patients.

12hOO - 13hOOLunch-time for Registered Nurse. She eats her sandwiches in the office used
by the Registered Nurses.

13hOO - 14hOONursing staff do vital checks; registered nurse gives injections, checks IV's.
Attends to patient who complains of pain.
Updating patients' record cards.

14hOO - 15hOOVisiting hours.
Updating patients' record cards.

15hOO - 16hOONursing round with student nurses. Ask them questions about different
measurements and what it means. Talks about medication, what dosages are used and of the
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importance of checking these.
Changing incontinent patients.
Updating patients' record cards.

16hOO End of day shift.

It was apparent that the daily activities of nursing staff were organised around a number of
routine tasks and events such as routine observations including the taking of temperatures and
pulse rates, handing out patients' medication and meals, feeding patients, attending scheduled
ward rounds, changing incontinent patients, making beds, tidying and cleaning, preparing for
visiting hours and administrative chores. Routine tasks were scheduled according to a fairly
rigid time-table which defined both when they should be performed and how long they
should take.

Daily activities 2:

The routine tasks of a Junior Registered Nurses on a medical ward were observed.

06h30 Hand-over from night staff.

06h45 Nursing round at nursing station.

07hOO Start patient washes.

08hOO Hand out breakfasts. Feed stroke patient.

08h30 Checks patients' bed letters and makes notes in notebook

08h45 Two Doctors ask her to join ward round.
Quickly fetches Doctors' order book, joins them and make notes of their orders.

08h55 Called to the telephone. Completes call and rejoins Doctors.

09h15 Completes ward round. Called immediately by another Doctor to interpret.
Accompanies Doctor, undresses patient for examination, translates for Doctor and
patient.

09h30 Relieved by another Sister to go to tea.

1Oh10 Returns from tea. Senior Sister calls her to duty room.

IOh15 Joins Intern who wants to interview patient. Writes in order book, undresses patient
and assists Intern with drawing of blood.

10h30 Helps nurse tidy beds. Hurries nurses on who are changing incontinent patients.

IOh55 At Doctor's request prepares and helps him set up intravenous drip and to catheterise a
patient.
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11 h25 Collects prescription sheets from bed letters and asks Doctor to write correct dosages.
Sends nurse to fetch medicines from dispensary.

11 h30 Sits down and writes orders in Doctors' order book

11 h40 Helps nurse serve meals and supervises distribution of meals to patients on special
diets.

12hOO Joins Doctors on ward round.

12h 15 Collects bed letters of discharged patients, sits and completes the necessary
documentation. Instructs Staff Nurse to go to dispensary for medicines for these
patients to take home.

12h30 Senior Registered Nurse tells her to go for lunch.

13hl 0 Returns from lunch. Requests ward secretary to prepare two patients for transfer to
another hospital.

13h 15 Nursing round. They go to each patient and the nurses are told the name, Doctor,
treatment and special Doctor's orders for each patient. Registered Nurse asks student nurses
questions about the care of different kinds of patients.

13h5 0 Doctor interrupts nursing round and asks for a "boarding" patient and for certain
equipment. Registered Nurse ask Staff Nurse to continue and then goes off to assist the
Doctor.

14hOO Calls another Sister to duty room and they talk

14h 10 Requests Doctor who enters ward to examine patient who has not been seen since
previous day. Doctor refuses, saying it is not his patient, no one handed him over. Registered
Nurse argues with him, saying it must be sorted out. He agrees.

14h25 Registrar is busy with a patient. He calls the Registered Nurse, giving her instructions
about the patient. He says the patient must have an HIV/AIDS test, but is refusing. He asks
Sister to arrange for Sister .... (community health nurse) to counsel him. Registered Nurse
informs him that the patient wants to have the consent of his uncle first. She has been unable
to get hold of the uncle, but had sent him a telegram, asking him to come to the hospital.

14h45 Social worker asks for patient who has been discharged but has nowhere to go. Takes
social worker to patient and leaves them together.

15hOO Assists Doctor with aspirating a patient.

15h05 Visitor asks for her father. Registered Nurse asks visitor to come into family room.
Informs visitor of father's death on previous day. She said they had sent a telegram and had
asked the police to inform her, but apparently she had never received the message.
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I5h30 Accompanies head nurse on ward round. Afterwards discusses duty roster with
another Registered Nurse. Cleans up floor where a patient had vomited and urinated.

I5h40.Doctor gives her bed letter of patient to be discharged. Calls patient, explains
medications to be taken at home as well as diet. Requests student nurse to fetch patient's
clothes and medicine.

15h5 5 Doctor calls her to assist with several patients.
16h05 Calls Staff Nurse who has come on duty to relieve her and help Doctor. Washes hands
and goes off duty.

Daily activities 3:

The routine tasks ofa Senior Registered Nurse.,

06h30: Hand-over from night staff. A patient had arrested and died just before hand-over.
The day staffwill have to attend to the body. Junior Registered Nurse will attend to it.

06h45: nursing round at nursing station.

07hOO: Goes to C 17 for admission ward round. Tells Junior Registered Nurse she is going.

08h30: Checks and changes IY's. Checks catheters.

08h40 Checks all the bed letters and blue boards. Sends Junior Registered Nurse to Registrar
with a patient's blue board to prescribe medication.

08h45 Tells student nurses to stop talking and "get on with your work". Prepares IY's,
answers telephonic queries. Tells Staff Nurse to give out medicines. New intake of patients
start to arrive. All the nurses assist in pushing the beds into place.

09hOO Goes from patient to patient, checking bed letters and blue boards. A drip has tissued,
she changes it.

09h 15 Prepares and assists Intern to put up drips.

09h40 Calls a student nurse to her office and talks to her.

09h45 Takes treatment sheets from files, sits and writes it up.

09h50 Gives patients injections.

09h55 Notes injection on bed letter, then calls another nurse to check whether dosage was
correct. Nurse makes calculation and tells her to give patient an additional dose. Asks nurse
to calculate again. Explain to her where she had made a mistake in her calculation.

10hOO Counts out pills, checks and cross checks with other Registered Nurse.
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IOh10Goes to tea.

IOh35 Returns from tea. Goes into cubicle with Registrar to assist him with incubation of
patient ..Student nurses are looking through the window. She draws the curtains of the room
and closes the door.

IOh40 Goes to bathroom.

IOh45 Greets Registered Nurses who wheel in patient from Cl7.Comments that the patient
does not look good. Transfer patient to bed close to nursing station. Sorts out drainage
bottles.

I 1h IOCalls three junior nurses to watch her connect and adjust tubes and bottles for
drainage. Tells them it is important not to allow air into bottles. Sends nurse for drip stand.
Writes in bed letter.

Il h20 Yisitor enters ward looking for relative. Checks admission book and refers him to
another ward.

Il h27 Continues to write in bed letter of new patient. Takes new treatment sheet and makes
notes.

Il h3 5 S its at nursing station to make out patient's record card.

11h40 Helps other nurses with patients' lunch. Tells a patient that he should eat quickly as
his transport home is ready and waiting.

12hOO Shows two student nurses how to change intercostal drains.

12h05 Stacks dirty dishes and mugs on trolley.

I2h 10 Gives injections.

I2h 15 Gets called to telephone.

12h20 Stands reading book on nursing. Head nurse calls her to her office.

I2h30 Assists Doctor to examine patient and to punt in chest drain. Explains procedure and
reasons to patient.

13hOOAnother nurse relieves her for lunch.

13h3 0 Returns from lunch, starts to prepare IV's.

13h40 Another nurse approaches her. They talk softly. She then continges with IY's.

l4hOO Checks medicine trolley. Take phone call. Leaves ward.
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14hl 0 Walks up and down ward as if looking for someone, then resumes wit~ administrative
work.

14h15 Visitor tells her she is looking for her mother. Asks visitor to speak to her. She
explains that her mother had arrested and would probably arrest again. Says Doctor wants to
speak to her. She bleeps the Doctor. Another visitor arrives, she came to fetch her deceased
husband's belongings. She fetches it and hands it over. When the visitor starts to cry she goes
with her to the family.

14h55 Finishes giving medicines, wheels trolley out of ward. Asked by Doctor to interpret
for him. Does so for five minutes then tells him she must give injections.

15hOO Prepares trolley and starts giving injections. Phone rings and she goes to answer it.
Afterwards Sister enters duty room and they stand and talk.,

15h10 Continues to give injections and to chart them on treatment sheet.

15h30 Answers phone.

l5h35 Fetches water for a patient.

15h40 Helps another nurse admit new patient. Prepares record card and notes patient's
clothes in kit book.

15h50 Writes up record cards for three patients.

15h55 Three nurses coming on duty at 16hOO.Hand-over. She tells Registered Nurse to
check why one discharged patient had not left yet. Also tells her to ensure that patient takes
with her the prescribed medication.

16h05 Washes hands and goes off duty.
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APPENDIX8

INTERACTION: DR LEWIS AND A XHOSA SPEAKING PATIENT

The registrar (Dr Lewis: fieldnotes 21/8/93) walked to the patient's bed, saying: "Hello Mr. P,
I am Dr L, one of the doctors who is going to look after you. Can I talk to you now?"
When the patient nodded she said: "Your legs were very swollen when you came in and you
had problems but you get the piUs (Pills). When did you finish the piUs?".
Then she called a staff nurse, telling her to "get him on Lasix, I will write it up".
As she continued to talk to Mr P she untied and pulled his hospital gown off. The doctor then
asked the patient "Do you drink, sela. sela (drink-Xhosa)?", making a movement with her
hand and head to indicate drinking from a cup. He answered in Xhosa and she initially
seemed nonplussed, asking "Every day?" "Ewe" (yes). "For how long?", she asked. " ...M
(frequently)" he answered. "A lot?", she asked, "no, no. I mean drink (she again made a
gesture suggesting drinking, but swayed her upper body from side to side, rolling her eyes).
He smiled, answering in Xhosa to which she repeated, "only weekends? Andfor how long
only weekends?".

Using the same mixture of Xhosa, Afrikaans and English she asked him about his bowel
movements. He answered her in Xhosa, saying he defecated every day and she asked: "Does
it happen a lot?". The registrar then stuck out her tongue and the patient followed her
example. She percussed his back and told him in Xhosa to breath in and out. Whilst palpating
his stomach, she watched him closely. Then she said :"Sit die kop tenlg vir ons" (put the head
back for us). She lightly pushed his forehead backwards with the palm of her hand and he
Ieant back. She listened to his chest, looked at his fingernails and felt his hands. "Okay", she
said and helped him to put his gown on again. She pulled the blankets back and checked his
reflexes, saying: "Jy voel nie die hart klop baie vinnig die laaste paar dae nie?" (You don't
feel that the heart is beating fast the last few days). The patient did not react. "Die hart. iy voel
nie die hart klop baie vinnig nie? Klop hy bale vinnig? Pla hy jou. die hart?" (the heart, you
don't feel the heart beating very fast? Is it beating fast? Does it bother you, the heart?). He still
did not respond. She said: "Iphaphu (heart-Xhosa), it beats fast, khawuleza (hurry, be quick-
Xhosa)". At the same time she had balled her fist and was rapidly thumping herself on the
breastbone with it. "Ja ja (yes, yes)" answered the patient and she asked :"En die pilis,
wanneer het hulle opgeraak? (And the pills when were they finished). One week or two
weeks?" (she held up first one then two fingers). "Two weeks", the patient answered and she
continued: "En die hart. iphaphu (heart-Xhosa) het so vinnig begin klop toe die piUs het
opgeraak? Die probleem is dieselfde as laas jaar. Die hart is siek die lewer, isibindi Oiver-
Xhosa) is swak. Jy moet altyd die piUs kry soos die pilis opraak jy gaan tenlg na die
daghospitaal." Mr F shook his head, saying: " .... uloyiko (fear-Xhosa) .." Dr Lewis continued:
"Jy moet altyd die pilis drink maar iY sal baie pie. chama (urinate-Xhosa) (And the heart
started to beat so fast when the pills were finished? The problem is the same as last year. The
heart is sick, the liver is bad You must always get the pills and when they are finished you go
back to the day hospital. You must always drink the pills but you will pee a lot).

After telling the statfnurse to restrict the patient to a strict low salt diet with strict input and
output and to give him Lasix, the doctor walked off.
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APPENDIX9

THE DEATH OF MRS JAAP

Early on a Monday Mrs Jaap went into cardiac arrest and was resuscitated. She recovered
quickly and by the following afternoon she could sit in the chair next to her bed. She drank a
lot afwater and would shout loudly for nurses to fill her water bottle. According to a staff
nurse she was sitting in her chair: she shouted at a student nurse to fill her glass with water
(her bottle was on the opposite side of the bed on her bedside table). She also made some
rude comments about the nurse, who was busy changing the dressings of patients. After half
an hour, during which she kept up a stream of invective concerning the nurses, the hospital
and the doctors, she tried to reach the water by herself. The stroke had left her unstable, and
she lost her balance, knocked her head against the trolley and fell out of the chair. The nurse
ran to catch her, but was too late. The bridge of her nose began to bleed profusely and the
intern, who had been alerted by the nurses, cleaned the wound and put a plaster on it.

<

By the Thursday afternoon Mrs Jaap had started to complain of chest pain. Earlier in the
morning, during the medical round, she had spoken to the registrar, answered all his
questions and even asked questions about her medication. During the night a staff nurse twice
called the intern on night duty and told him that she thought Mrs Jaap's condition was
deteriorating. She said Mrs Jaap was short of breath, "clammy" and her "tongue was sort of
blueish". The intern said that Mrs Jaap had been "sweaty" from the day she was admitted.
When the staff nurse called the second time, she told the intern that she was getting
concerned about Mrs Jaap's "colour". He responded that he had "seen" her and that she
"would be a bi! blue". The nurse countered that "it's a different kind of blue". The intern did
not react and she requested him to prescribe oxygen for Mrs Jaap. He answered that oxygen
had been "written in the blue board' but that "they did not tell Sister about it".

Research notes: Friday:23/6: During the nursing round early this morning the
registered nurse told the rest of the staff to "keep and eye on Mrs Jaap - sy lyk nie
lekker nie (she does not look right/ weIll good). She could be going down". When the
first intern arrives, Mrs Jaap is lying on her back. The nurse nudges the intern with her
elbow and says: "But she's changed". He does not respond and she leaves.

In his own interaction with Mrs Jaap, the intern was only interested in taking her blood
pressure and blood samples. He succeeded with some difficulty as she was unresponsive.
When he left Mrs Jaap groaned all the time, gave exclamations of pain, asked God to help her
because she "can't anymore" and "I am dying". Iwent to find the registrar, who was busy
with another patient. He would not come, saying that nothing indicated that she was "having
trouble" and was ''just loaking for attention". A male nurse subsequently spent time with Mrs
Jaap, patting her arm all the time, saying "It's all right, all right'.

Research notes: 23/6. To my relief, the registrar arrives and loudly says: "Hello Mrs
Jaap how are youfeeling? "She is lying with her eyes closed and is breathing
shallowly and rapidly. He looks at her for a while and when she does not react he
walks away. Mrs Jaap is lying on her side groaning and breathing rapidly. She looks
very uncomfortable, hanging with her arms and upper body over the side of the bed.
A staff nurse comes past, turns back and leans over her, saying:" Mrs Jaap what is the
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matter?". The patient mutters something about her chest.. The staff nurse asks: "Mrs
Jaap is something wrong, are you in pain? I will give you something for the pain just
now". The patient groans: "Water". "You want water?" The staff nurse pours wat~r
into a glass and jacks up the back of Mrs Jaap's bed. She holds the glass, lifts the
patient's head and let her take a few swallows, then says: "There it is bokkie", lowers
the patient's head and then her bed back into the prone position. The staff nurse then
goes to the registrar and informs him that Mrs Jaap is complaining of chest pain. The
registrar comes to see Mrs Jaap. He presses on her chest with his hand and says: "It is
breast pain not chest pain. It's probably the result of the resus earlier in the week".
He then gives her a light slap on the stomach, saying:"You must loose this. Six weeks
no food". He walks away.

The registered nurse arrives at Mrs Jaap's bed, accompanied by the staff nurse. She
moves very close to the patient, touches her arm and face and moves to a student
nurse, telling her that the patient has to be washed because "it looks as if the patient is
dying, we must get her ready". I ask her why she said this. "I expect her to die, she is
breathing shallowly. I know she is going to die. You get to read the signs". She lifts
Mrs Jaap's head and gives her water through a straw. She leaves. Mrs Jaap suddenly
pulls the tube out of the oxygen mask and a student nurse puts it back. The curtains
are closed. Mrs Jaap makes a moaning noise all the time. In the next cubicles all the
patients have been pushed out into the aisle and the floors are being washed. Only
Mrs Jaap's bed remains in place.

A nurse pulls the curtains open. They are going to put her onto another bed. It seems
somewhat lighter. Mrs Jaap groans about her chest and the sister pats her arm, saying:
"Everything's okay. Shh, Shh". At the nursing station the registered nurse says:
"Phone the family, we want the family to come in". To some unheard question she
responds: "She is still the same". When an intern arrives she says: "They took Mrs
Jaap's visidex at 11hOO.It was very low". The intern goes to Mrs Jaap's bed, the staff
nurse joins to help her to take blood samples. The staff nurse comes to stand next to
the sister, who says: "She's very low". To me she says: "We know itsjust a matter of
time".

(At this point I had to rush back to campus for a meeting and only arrived back at the
hospital at 14hOO)
When I arrived in the ward, Mrs Jaap's bed was empty. I asked the registered nurse
where she was. She said that Mrs Jaap died during lunch at 13hOO. She continued:

I am so pissed off. Weput in all the workfor obs, but doctor gives no attention to it.
By the time he listens, he gets there, looks at her once and says we have an arrest on
our hands. I thought I would strangle him. She was not resuscitated. By the time they
(family) got here, we had already taken the body away. We'll have to hurry, they'll
(thefamily) want to bury her before sundown. They (doctors) think she was bleeding
on the brain, but I think she had an infection somewhere.

As a consequence Mrs Jaap's body was not released to her family that day. A registered
nurse, who had been doing research on the ward, was convinced that the patient's death had
been the result of nurses' negligence. They had let her fall out of the chair, which had
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probably caused a haemorrhage. She insisted that the intern on duty ask the family for
permission to do an autopsy to establish the cause of death. Mrs Jaap's family 'were very
upset, especially at the prospect of their potential inability to bury her that day. A drawn out
verbal struggle ensued between Mrs Jaap's male relatives, who vehemently argued for the
reappropriation of their kinswomen's body based on their religious beliefs and practices
while trying to negotiate the hospital staff's insistence on establishing the "objective" truth.
When the intern (who was of the Muslim faith herself) seemed to waver, the sister would
become more insistent. In the end the intern informed the family that she had no real legal
choice, the autopsy would have to be performed and they would have to consent. The
deceased's husband finally signed a consent form at about 23hOOthat night.

By this time other Muslim patients on the ward had become agitated. According to one of
them it was an infringement of their religious rights and the family had been coerced into
signing the form. Internal disciplinary procedures had also been set in motion to establish
whether the death'was a result of nursing negligence. The next day the result of the autopsy
became known. Mrs Jaap had died of pneumonia.
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MRS WILLIAMS

Fieldnotes: 17/10/93

Patient Williams was brought into the ward on intake day. When we saw her, one of the
student nurses said: "She has that bottle-look". When I asked what he meant he said: "She
looks like one of the bergies (vagrants) you see late on a Saturday momingfighting outside
the bottle (liquor) store. Their faces look like bottles, sort of like the features have
disappeared'. Mrs Willaims had various scars on her face and a very hoarse voice.

171l0:Social round:

Going down the list of patients in the ward, Dr Smith says: "Patient Wiliams". The two
housemen give a kind of combined snort and Dr S says: "Huge problem." The Registered
nurse gives a short soft laugh and Dr L says "Our gastro-intestinal bleed". Dr S continues:
"Ja, she's 54 diabetic with DKA. Previously oral treatment - she's schizo" . "She's a
bergie"(indigentl vagrant, who sleeps on the mountain and/or lives off it) the RN interjects,
"Very filthy, and she has head /ice and pubic lice" . Dr L snorts again: "and the smell, all that
VD" Dr S continues: "I have seldom seen anything like it. She has multiple infections of the
skin, ears and vagina."
"Ja, the patient next to her griped about it endlessly, how she stank." (RN)
"These people. She has an acute alcohol abuse problem. She needs a diabetic sister to talk to
her. Also she must start therapy, an alcohol abuse programme, I want a social worker to see
her. She should give consent to be tested for AIDS. "

(When I went back to the ward, Ms Williams curtains around her bed were closed. Soon
afterwards she was pushed to the last bed in the female section on the left. A bed between
hers and the next patient's was left open. The patient who had previously been in the bed next
to Ms Williams', Mrs Arendse, had said out loud: "These people are vieslik(disgusting)._&.
het omtrent 'n klank" (she really has a smell - literally smelling so strongly it makes your
ears ring). When I asked her about it later, she said Patient Williams had (daai stank) "that
smell", and later (daai vroumens stink) that female stink. Still later she alluded to women who
"sink so low."

18/1 1:
Ms Williams was treated for lice and according to the staff nurse: "We scrubbed her
thoroughly, but I thought I would diefrom revulsion" (ek dog ek gril my dood). "Women
should not be like that". "Like what?", I asked. "Just look at her, you can see she is always
drunk and involved infights. And that other stuff, you know" ( she looked down at Ms
Williams' lower body, so I assumed she was referring to venereal disease).
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MRS WILLIAMS
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Fieldnotes: 17Il 0/93

Patient Williams was brought into the ward on intake day. When we saw her, one of
the student nurses said: "She has that bottle-look", When Iasked what he meant he
said: "She looks like one of the bergies (vagrants) you see late on a Saturday morning
fighting outside the bottle (liquor) store. Theirfaces look like bottles, sort of like the
features have disappeared'. Mrs Willaims had various scars on her face and a very
hoarse voice.

17/10:Social round:

Going down the list of patients in the ward, Dr Smith says: "Patient Wiliams". The
two housemen give a kind of combined snort and Dr S says: "Huge problem." The
Registered nurse gives a short soft laugh and Dr L says "Our gastro-intestinal bleed'.
Dr S continues: "Ja, she's 54 diabetic with DKA. Previously oral treatment - she's
schizo" . "She's a bergie"(indigentl vagrant, who sleeps on the mountain and/or lives
off it) the RN interjects, "Very filthy, and she has head lice and pubic lice" . Dr L
snorts again: "and the smell, all that VD" Dr S continues: "I have seldom seen
anything like it. She has multiple infections of the skin, ears and vagina."
"Ja, the patient next to her griped about it endlessly, how she stank." (RN)
"These people. She has an acute alcohol abuse problem. She needs a diabetic sister to
talk to her. Also she must start therapy, an alcohol abuse programme, I want a social
worker to see her. She should give consent to be tested for AIDS. "

(When Iwent back to the ward, Ms Williams curtains around her bed were closed.
Soon afterwards she was pushed to the last bed in the female section on the left. A bed
between hers and the next patient's was left open. The patient who had previously
been in the bed next to Ms Williams', Mrs Arendse, had said out loud: "These people
are vieslik(disgusting). Sy het omtrent 'n klank" (she really has a smell - literally
smelling so strongly it makes your ears ring). When Iasked her about it later, she said
Patient Williams had (daai stank) "that smell", and later (daai vroumens stink) that
female stink. Still later she alluded to women who "sink so low."

18/11 :
Ms Williams was treated for lice and according to the staff nurse: "We scrubbed her
thoroughly, but I thought I would die .from revulsion " (ek dog ek gril my dood).
"Women should not be like that". "Like what?", I asked. "Just look at her, you can see
she is always
drunk and involved infights. And that other stuff, you know" ( she looked down at
Ms Williams' lower body, so I assumed she was referring to venereal disease).
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MRMZWANE

21/5.: Mr Mzwane soiled himself during visiting time. The bed and floor was-covered
with faeces and one of the visitors complained to the registered nurse on duty. The
nursing staff pulled the curtains around his bed and cleaned him. Mr Mzwane was
constantly trying to go, to get out of the bed. Once he almost made it to the toilet, but
soiled himself before he could reach it. A student nurse scolded him and he just stood
there groaning, tears running down his face. The staff nurse helped him back to his bed,
all the time making shushing, soothing sounds. Afterwards he refused to eat for the rest
of the day.

22/5: The patient in the bed next to that of Mr Mzwane complained about "the smell".
Later in the day the matron came for an inspection round and complained that the ward
"smelled of urine" and "maagwer/(' (gastro/faeces). The smell was quite overwhelming
and when one of the visitors walked into the ward, he held his nose and said: "No, gaf"
(phew). The SISTER then decided to move Mr Mzwane into a cubicle.

23/5 Mr Mzwane - Dr G comes to the Xhosa-speaking cleaner.
Good morning. I wonder if I could ask you to explain for me? (Doctor).
They go to Mr Mzwane, a Xhosa-speaking patient's bed.
The tests we did were very serious (she translates). He has cancer of the groin in his
stomach (she translates). Has he heard of cancer before (translates).
Yes (cleaner.)
Does he really understand? (Doctor).
(She does not speak to Mr Mzwane but responds in English) "He is shocked" (Cleaner).
'Tell him it is serious and we don't know if we are going to treat it or not (she translates).
We will get a cancer specialist to corne and see him today. If they can treat him, and that
is not necessarily the case, it will be an operation. Will he be willing to have an
operation? (she translates - the patient responds in Xhosa with a very soft voice - the
Doctor has his hands at the bedside and the cleaner leans over the bed - the cleaner says
to the Doctor).
I told him he must sign but he won't sign (cleaner).
Ask him why not? (Doctor).
She translates and responds: He will not sign.
Does he have any questions? (Doctor- she translates).
He has nothing to say (cleaner).
Is his daughter corning to see him this afternoon? (Doctor) (she translates).
She comes sometimes and she might corne he is not sure (cleaner).
Does he live with her? (Doctor) (she translates).
Yes (cleaner).
Where do they live? (Doctor) (she translates.)
They live in Khayelitsha (cleaner).
Is there anyone else who will be able to help? (Doctor) (she translates).
He does not know he is staying with his daughter only (cleaner).

430
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Thank you very much (Doctor).

As the cleaner walks away the patient calls her back - He says he is thirsty - she
.fetches him a glass of water and puts it on his bedside table - The staff nurse comes to
the bed with a student nurse. She says: The patient has difficulty with his stomach.
Even when wefed him yesterday he was struggling. He was soiling himself all the
time.
They walk away.
Mr Mzwane slips down into his bed - he had been half sitting, half lying - he stares
into space - later when I join the RN on the nursing round she goes to take the
Doctorip out ofMr Mzwane's arm, he pulls the blanket over his head. I used Sister B
to ask him for permission to observe him, but I wonder sometimes ifhe really knows
what my role is here. At the time he spoke to me in English, and seemed to
understand me, but now he only responds in Xhosa. The senior RN comes to him.
Mr Mzwane ek gaan net gou die Drippie uithaal gee die arm vir my. I'm going to take
this thing out.
She starts to pull the Drip out.
Sorry nê (Registered Nurse).
Mr Mzwane is lying on his side - he does not respond to her but lies staring at the
ceiling. A staff nurse, doing the nursing round with student nurses, tells them that "the
patient is terminal and does not want to go for treatment".
Wow and he messes, the smell (Student Nurse).
I think it's best he's here, the other patients complained (Staff Nurse).
His insides are rotting, its all leaking out (Student Nurse).

I wonder ifhe understands it all. Mr Mzwane pulled the blanket over his face. He
moves his head, tries to get the glass. I give it to him and help him to sit up. His eyes
are full of tears. I suppose he understood what was being said about him, but when I
try to talk to him, he replies in Xhosa.

23/5 Mr Mzwane had been moved to a cubicle. His daughter came this afternoon,
Doctor G spoke to her, he told her that her father had cancer of the bowels and she
must ask him if he would want them to operate. She spoke to him and said no, he
wants to go home. I asked her afterwards ifshe knew what was the problem - she said
it was cancer, "but nobody knows what cancer is, he has it in the stomach, but he
wants to go to the witchdoctor, (I interrupted her for some reason and said, "Healer',
but she ignored me and continued) "Sometimes they can give you medicines at home".
I told her that I had seen him crying earlier, I thought he might be worried or afraid
because of the cancer - it was very difficult to talk to his daughter, she could speak
English, but I could not really judge whether she understood about the cancer. She
said it is "Always different with cancer. We do not have a word for cancer in Xhosa, il
isjust that, cancer. Sometimes you get it in the throat, or in the chest, or in the breast,
or in the foot. If the witchdoctor can treat il, they will give him medicines". I was not
satisfied and was still pushing her to talk to her father, in my mind he had been upset
about the cancer diagnosis. to me it sounded so ominous. She spoke to him and said:
"He was ashamed. He is a man, it is not easy for him." Mr Mzwane's daughter
assured me that she would take care of him at home, she said she would not mind
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cleaning her father- "It is something a daughter will do for her parent". She said it
was expected of women to take care of "these things" for family members, but men
will not do it.

According to Mrs Buti (Mr Mzwane's daughter), her father had been ill for a long
time. They lived in an informal settlement near Khyalitsha next to the N2. He had
been losing weight for some time and had complained of pain in his lower body. She
had taken him to the day hospital a number oftimes and he had been given various
pills. He also went to a "witchdoctor" who treated him with purgatives. He had
deteriorated steadily, had been in excruciating pain and barely conscious when he was
referred and brought to the hospital. Mrs Buti said that Mr Mzwane could speak
English, but in the hospital he had withDoctorawn exclusively into using Xhosa.

26/5/ G 16 I heard a woman sobbing in the relative's room and went to investigate. It
was Mr Mzwane's daughter. Mrs A, the head nurse said that they have a problem
because the police don't worry about the people in the townships. Staff Nurse P, who
heard us talking, came closer and Mrs A explained to her: "Mr Mzwane, one of the
patients, a Black male, who had cancer of the bowels, daughter came and she was
going to come and take him home yesterday because he was terminal, very advanced
and they could do nothing for him and he did not want to have an operation and he
died last night and when his daughter came to fetch him she had to hear that her
father had died and she was very upset about this. I asked sister B to explain to her
that we had informed the police that her father had died and asked the police to
contact her in Khayelitsha but the police said they were understaffed and could not
always find the people in the squatter camp. Whatever the reason, she was never
informed. They should have sent a telegram. I asked sister B to talk to her, she seemed
prostate with grief, screaming like they tend to do, B took her to the relative's room".

A consultant walked in and started to ask Mrs A about a patient of his, so I went to the
relative's room. I thought maybe I could offer to drive Mr Mzwane's daughter home
or something. She was lying on the floor crying and she had a little baby with her and
was clutching it to her so tightly it started to wail. Sister B took the baby from her and
was standing upright with it, holding it in her one arm while trying to pull Mrs Buti.
into a sitting position with the other. She said to me (as if I needed an explanation),
Mrs Buti had come to visit her father, she was going to try to take him home when she
heard that he had died and it was a terrible shock to her. After about an hour sister B
and Mrs Buti emerged from the relative's room. For the rest of the day Mrs Buti
would be going in and out of the ward, talking to the head nurse and sister B. Sister B
said Mrs Buti had to go all over the place to get the death certificate and to get his
clothes (her father's) and everything else and she spent the rest of the day there with
the baby to have the paperwork completed.

I took Mrs Buti home from the hospital. She lived in an informal settlement at the
edge of Crossroads. Her house was constructed of sheets of corrugated iron, timber
and metal containers which had been hammered flat. Close to her shack was a huge
rubbish dump, and even inside the house I could smell the garbage and sewage. She
said she kept the windows closed, especially on hot days, because of the odours.
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1/3/98. I went back to try and find Mrs Buti's shack today. I wanted to see whether
she still lived there, and she did. Other family members had joined her -and the shack
had been enlarged. The inside was papered with newspapers and magazines. The_
whole area reminded me of a comment about Khyalitsha, by an informant of one of
my colleagues, Doctor M. Ouma "We breathe and eat death in Khayelitsha" (Ouma,
1997: p28). According to Ouma health professionals ascribe the high incidence of
respiratory tract infections in the area to the degradation and pollution of the
environment. According to Mrs Buti's when her father was hospitalised in the
medical wards, he also had tuberculosis. The doctor had told her to keep the windows
of her house open for fresh air, but she told him it stank too much outside. "He went
so red. I told him I am sorry to tell you this, but it is the truth". When I asked her why
she apologised to the doctor, she said he had seemed so uncomfortable and
embarrassed when she told him about it. "lfelt I had said something bad", "Shameful"
I interjected, "Yes, that is it, shameful", she answered. Mrs Buti lived in a space which
was muchdiscussed in papers because of its unruliness - shacks, people, livestock and
rubbish spilled over onto the highway, reminding motorists of the extreme poverty of
the area. The highway has since been largely fenced offwith a concrete pole fence
which served to cordon the squatters and their livestock from the freeway. It also
reduced the visual impact of the informal settlements. Yet these boundaries had
already been breached in several places where two or three concrete poles had been
removed to allow the residents access to the freeway. Driving along it, one sees cattle
and sheep grazing alongside the road again. I suppose for the doctor the notion of foul
stench penetrating into the house to the extent that the windows have to stay
permanently closed, seemed like an obscenity. In middle-class residential areas
certain smells are restricted to very private cubicles which are regularly sanitised. Mrs
Buti's interjection about the smell was a reminder that boundaries of the body and the
environment, in unruly 'other' places, are not as neatly sealed offand sanitised as in
the more affluent areas. The bodies, odours and effluvia emanating from these
'Othered' bodies are forever leaking into the social, the public spaces, into each
other's private spaces, and into the environment, as that of the environment, in turn,
spills and oozes into theirs.
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THE DEATH OF MR LUZIPO

It is visiting time. Most of the patients have visitors. The ward is suddenly very noisy.j
People move around, scrape chairs, talk in cadences different from the normal ward
sounds. The ward somehow sounds different. There is no clinking of bottles, noise ofthe
wheels of the trolley, the sound of nurses' footsteps. It is a different kind of sound. A
kind oflow hum of voices. The ward also looks different. Most patients sit up in bed,
they seem so brushed and neat, as ifthey are holding illness at bay for visiting time.
Most are surrounded by flowers and fruit, looking somehow physically healthier. The
nurses are mostly "on tea" or congregated inside the nursing station, talking, making
phone calls, answering queries, bringing flowers to patients' beds, counting out the
medicine. Mr Luzipo, whose bed is the second one from the nursing station, is lying
quietly in his bed. He is surrounded by visitors: two rather obese women, a man and a
child of about twelve years old. The child crawls in under the bed to pick up a sweet one
of the female visitors has dropped. The visitors have brought plastic bags filled with
food. They have dragged chairs around Mr Luzipo's bed and are all sitting down. Mr
Luzipo probably does not feel like eating, but the visitors seem to enjoy the food they
have brought. They are eating, talking, gesturing, while he lies quietly. He raises his
hand, as if to make some gesture, then drops it again. No one seems to notice, they seem
to be visiting with each other, rather than with him. Mr Luzipo is the reason why they
have all come, and it is as ifhe has somehow brought them all together. They seem to
have a good time. A student nurse walks past. About two beds further on she stops.
There is something about her that makes me suddenly aware of her. She seems somehow
more alert, watchful. She turns around and walks slowly past the beds, she does not
really look at the patients, but she somehow does seem to be looking from the corners of
her eyes. When she is past Mr Luzipo's bed she stops again. She goes to the Mr Luzipo's
bed, unties the curtains and ties them up again. The student nurse comes very quietly to
the nursing station and stands behind the clinical educator who is looking after the
station. The Sister says: "And now, what is it?" "Sister must come quickly, the patient is
so ashen! grey (yaa/)". The registered nurse pushes the student nurse into the station and
walks past Mr Luzipo's bed. She turns around, stops at the bed, says: "Excuse me", and
reaches for his blue board. She seems to study the blue board but also seems to be
watching Mr Luzipo. She replaces the board and walks past the station, nodding at the
educating Sister and the student. She phones someone. In the station the nurses are softly
talking, they are suddenly all standing upright. Some are now moving out into the ward,
slowly moving past patients. Are they supposed to be reassuring the patients and
visitors? Ifso, why? Here comes Doctor S. He is hurrying. He walks to Mr Luzipo's bed,
says: "Excuse me, will you wait outside please", and starts to Doctoraw the curtains. The
visitors scrabble backwards, pushing their chairs back. The curtain is pulled across one
woman. The Sister says "Sorry" and shakes it over her head, so that the woman is
suddenly outside this barrier which has been erected around the bed. They (visitors)
seem unsure of what is happening. There is no laughter now, they just sit quietly. Doctor
S comes out, they all look intently at him. He says something to them, then goes behind
the curtain again. Doctor A arrives, goes behind the curtain, comes out and talks to the
visitors in Xhosa. They seem upset, the one woman groans and eoeers her face with her
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hand. They have pushed their chairs back further and are now sitting next to the bed of
another ('White') male patient, who is sleeping on his bed. The visitors do not make a
sound or say a word to each other. The man is standing, uncomfortably shifting his _
weight from foot to foot while holding a plastic bag filled with things for Mr Luzipo.
The man now takes an apple from the bag and starts to bite it, then hesitates. He stands
with the bitten apple in his hand. Doctor S has comes out from behind the curtains and
sits down on the adjacent bed of the ('White') male patient next to whom the visitors are
sitting. Doctor S isjoined by a consultant who tells him about his weekend. The Sister
comes to the nursing station. I ask her what happened. "The patient has died", she says.
One female visitor covers her face with both her hands. The other touches her arm
reassuringly. They just sit there, no one moves or talks. At the station the educating
Sister puts her arm around the student nurse's shoulders. "You have done welf', she says.
"You have done well". "He looked so different", the student nurse says, "When I saw him
I got that feeling, there is a big problem! something is very wrong". "Ja, ja", says the
Sister, "You did well/it is good (dis goed)" After 15 minutes the consultant leaves and
Doctor S goes back to the (White) male patient to continue his discussion with him.
Doctor S totally ignores the visitors. The man is still standing and one woman has sunk
deep into the chair. The other women has pulled the child onto her lap. The male visitor
makes a move as ifhe wants to look behind the drawn curtains again but some taboo
seems to prevent him. He stands with his arms folded, moving his weight from foot to
foot. Sister S is coming with Sister A, the Xhosa -speaking Sister. She walks to the
visitors, she talks to them softly. They all get up to follow her, the bags with food lying
forgotten on the floor and chairs. Suddenly there are nurses moving in the ward, they
pretend to tie up curtains, talk to patients and visitors, fiddle with drips. The curtains
around Mr Luzipo's bed are still drawn. Somewhere a woman has started to wail, a high
keening sound. It must be one of the visitors in the relatives' room. A nurse comes out
from behind the curtains with a plastic bag, with what seems like a face cloth and a brush
and things, she walks off. It is so strange, life is going on in the rest of the ward, they do
not even know that Mr Luzipo has died. Everything is so normal (Fieldnotes 13/3).
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